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Reading this sentence will probably take you about 3 seconds. In those few seconds, 
a vast amount of information is automatically processed. First, letters are decoded to form a 
word. The meaning of this word is retrieved, as well as features like its word class and its 
pronunciation. A grammatical structure is computed to arrange all the words of the 
sentence into a meaningful whole. Parts of the sentence may be temporarily stored in 
working memory to be integrated later on. And finally, the meaning of the sentence is fitted 
in the wider discourse context to able you to understand this paragraph. It is hard to believe 
that so many different kinds of information are accessed and processed seemingly 
effortless. This thesis focuses on how our brain accomplishes this highly complex task and 
how it reacts if it perceives an unexpected word. 
 
In the remainder of this Introduction I will briefly discuss a few topics that are 




That our memory system is essential in making us function as normal human beings 
is beyond dispute. Before the 1960’s, most researchers assumed that our memory consists 
of one system only, but by the early seventies, it became clear that our memory is 
fractionated and composed of a short term and a long term memory system (Baddeley, 
1999). The long term memory (LTM) system stores autobiographical memories and large 
numbers of facts for a long period of time. The short term memory system, on the other 
hand, is used for temporary storage - typically for a few minutes - of activated 
representations, for example, a telephone number that you looked up and are about to dial. 
Later on, it was discovered that the short term memory system is not only used for 
temporary storage, but also for manipulating representations and for allocating selective 
attention. Hence the term ‘working memory’ (WM) was introduced, as this term better 
covers its active character. Alan Baddely (1986; Baddeley and Hitch, 1974) presented an 
extensive and still widely accepted model to explain the way in which the WM works. This 
model states that the WM exists of a core system, the ‘Central Executive’, that performs 
cognitive operations and that controls attention. The Central Executive disposes of two slave 
systems for maintaining representations necessary for cognitive operations for a short 
period of time, one slave system for verbal and one for visuospatial representations. 
Baddeley (1986) equates the central executive with the Supervisory Attentional System 
(SAS) described by Norman and Shallice (1986) and by Shallice (1982). This SAS is needed 
when carrying out non-routine actions, as opposed to routine actions which are assumed to 
be carried out by schemata, a set of automatically run collections of actions. Many of these 
schemata can run in parallel. For example, most people can drive a car and talk to their 
fellow passenger simultaneously. To prevent schemata operating in parallel from coming 
into a conflict, the schema that has priority is selected by an automatic conflict resolution 
process which uses established priorities and environmental cues. For example, when 
driving your car onto the Keizer Karel Plein, Nijmegens busiest square, you may notice that 
you suddenly stop talking to your fellow passenger to attend the traffic instead. The SAS 
can overrule the selection made by the conflict resolution process. For example, although it 
is not the safest thing to do, you can choose to continue your conversation with your fellow 
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passenger. Because of this power to overrule an action, SAS supports mental flexibility, and 
is thought to be very important in task switching and in solving problems in a non-routine - 
read creative - way. Both being functions that have been linked to prefrontal cortex as brain 
damage to this area typically deteriorates these functions (for a review, see Stuss & 
Benson, 1984).  
 
Working memory in language processing 
 
Just and Carpenter (1992) emphasized the importance of WM in language 
processing. They presented a model that specifies how WM works in language processing. 
Their ‘verbal working memory system’ roughly equals Baddeley’s Central Executive. 
Contrary to Baddeley, however, Just and Carpenter suppose that the retention function of 
the slave systems is also carried out by the Central Executive: by attending to information, 
this information is maintained. Just and Carpenter particularly concentrate on individual 
differences in WM capacity. Capacity, in their view, is the maximum amount of activation 
available in WM to support both short-term storage and processing of verbal information. 
The amount of activation that is available at a particular moment in time is limited. Thus, in 
some cases, e.g. when processing very complex sentence constructions, more activation 
can be required than is available. When too much activation is used for processing, less 
activation is available for maintenance and some information is lost (i.e., forgotten). This 
implies that the more activation an individual can deploy (i.e., the more WM capacity he/she 
has), the more proficient this individual will be in processing language. King and Just (1991) 
verified this assumed link between language processing and WM capacity. They showed that 
individuals with a high verbal WM capacity (assessed by the Reading Span Test by Daneman 
and Carpenter, 1980. Therefore, WM capacity is also referred to as ‘reading span’) are both 
faster and more accurate in comprehending difficult sentences. An additional interesting 
aspect of this theory is that language disorders may also be explained by assuming a 
decreased verbal WM capacity. Kolk and colleagues (Haarmann & Kolk, 1994), for example, 
argued Broca’s aphasia patients suffer from a dramatically low verbal WM capacity and are 
therefore impaired in comprehending even slightly complex grammatical constructions. 
 
One or two verbal working memories?  
 
Caplan and Waters (1999) attempted to replicate King and Just’s (1991) finding of 
the link between reading span and the comprehension of sentences with a complex (i.e., 
non-canonical) structure, but failed to do so. More precisely, they found no differences 
between high and low span individuals on a number of different tasks that all measure the 
processing of syntactically complex sentences. Patient studies seem to support the 
observation that small WM capacity does not necessarily imply that language processing is 
disturbed. The authors, for example, describe a patient with a specific auditory verbal short 
term memory impairment. Despite her working memory span being only 1 item, she 
performed as well as normal individuals on comprehending syntactically complex sentences. 
In addition, Caplan and Waters argued that if King and Just are right, Alzheimer patients, 
who are assumed to be disturbed in central executive function, should accordingly be 
disturbed in processing non-canonical sentences. This prediction was not confirmed. 
Instead, Alzheimer patients’ comprehension of a sentence greatly decreased as the number 
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of propositions in the sentence increased. A proposition is a unit of meaning within a 
sentence. For example, the sentence The little red car stopped includes the propositions ‘the 
car is little’, ‘the car is red’ and ‘the car stopped’. The finding that Alzheimer patients’ 
comprehension is affected by the number of propositions, along with the findings of 
additional studies with patients and normal individuals, led Caplan and Waters (1999) to 
propose that the verbal WM should be split into two separate systems, an interpretative and 
a post-interpretative verbal WM system. The interpretative WM is used for automatic verbal 
processing like computing syntactic structure, while the post-interpretative WM is used for 
more controlled aspects of language processing, like evaluating the plausibility of a 
sentence. 
 
The first experimental chapter (Chapter 2) examines the fractionation of the verbal 
WM. To investigate whether the verbal WM is a unitary or a fractionated system, a study 
was set up in which participants performed a task that certainly required the use of their 
verbal working memory: they read sentences. Exactly how readers can understand a 
sentence is something that is still heavily debated. In the next section, the currently most 
common sentence processing models are described. 
 
SENTENCE PROCESSING MODELS 
 
In a written sentence, different kinds of information are embedded: the individual 
words in the sentence all have one meaning and sometimes multiple senses (semantic 
information), and their order and inflection together constitute a grammatical structure. 
Understanding the message of a written sentence involves the combination of both kinds of 
information. Moreover, both kinds of information are necessary to come to a veridical 
representation of the meaning of a sentence. Consider, for example, the sentence The boy 
kisses the girl. In this sentence, the semantics will tell you that some kissing is going on 
and that a boy and a girl are involved. Who kisses whom can, however, not be inferred as it 
is equally likely that the boy kisses the girl as that the girl kisses the boy. Semantic 
information alone cannot provide an exact and definite meaning of this sentence, more 
information is needed to solve the problem. Syntactic information (here: word order) 
provides this information as English grammatical rules determine that in such sentences the 
noun phrase (NP) that precedes an active verb is the Agent, and the NP that follows it is the 
Theme. Thus, in this example sentence, the boy kisses the girl.  
 
 Psycholinguists have struggled with the problem of how to translate the process of 
combining semantic and syntactic information into a single architecture of sentence 
processing. Different models of sentence processing have been proposed over the years. 
What all models have in common is the assumption that to understand the meaning of a 
sentence, a syntactic structure must be build up. Many models concentrated especially on 
how this structure is build up. To find an answer, they concentrated on an important 
problem that readers encounter when reading a sentence, that is, the ambiguity problem. 
As the sentence unfolds, sentence structure is often ambiguous, in that different structures 
are possible at a certain point in the sentence. For example, if you read The boy…, this NP 
can be the Agent of an active sentence (as in the example sentence from above The boy 
kisses the girl) or it can be the Theme of a passive sentence, as in The boy was kissed by 
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the girl. Even if the whole sentence is read, structural ambiguities can still be present as in 
The boy waved at the girl with the handkerchief. The sentence structure does not assure 
who has the handkerchief: the boy or the girl.  
 
How to deal with such ambiguities? One issue that sentence processing models 
focused on is whether the system keeps all structural possibilities in memory – which would 
put a heavy load on WM capacity - or whether it would choose one possibility - with the risk 
of choosing the wrong one. Another central issue has been whether semantic information 
helps to solve the ambiguity, and if so, when in the structure build-up process it helps. 
Semantic information is either assumed to be used 1) only after syntactic structure is build 
or 2) during syntactic structure build-up. 
 
Syntax-first models  
 
‘Syntax–first’ models find their origin in Chomsky’s ideas of language processing 
(1981) and assume that the first step in sentence comprehension is to build up the syntactic 
structure, and that this is done without the aid of semantic information. Semantic 
information is used only in a second stage, either to choose between different structural 
possibilities or to guide reanalysis after the chosen structure turned out to be the wrong 
one.  
 
An influential model of this type is Frazier’s Garden Path model (1987). According to 
this model, the successive words of a sentence are immediately incorporated in the 
sentence structure according to syntactic rules or principles. Examples of these rules are the 
‘Minimal Attachments’ rule and the ‘Late Closure’ rule. A main assumption of this model is 
that semantic or pragmatic information that the words contain do not influence the build-up 
of sentence structure. Ferreira and Clifton (1986) provide support for this theory in a study 
using sentences with an ambiguous structure like The defendant examined by the lawyer 
turned out to be unreliable. The verb examined can either be the finite verb of the main 
clause, or the past particle in a reduced relative clause. The Minimal Attachment rule 
prescribes that the former – incorrect - interpretation is preferred as this structure requires 
the least number of nodes. In this example sentence, semantic information is not very 
helpful in choosing the right sentence structure. In a sentence like The evidence examined 
by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable, however, semantic information can help to 
choose the correct interpretation (the verb being a past particle in a reduced relative 
clause) because evidence, being inanimate, cannot be the Agent of the verb examined. If 
semantic information influences syntactic structure build-up, one would expect less 
processing problems in the second sentence. If, on the other hand, semantic information is 
surpassed, than no processing differences are expected between sentences in which 
semantic information can help and ones in which they cannot. Ferreira and Clifton found 
that readers process ambiguous sentences with either an animate or an inanimate first noun 
equally well (but see Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994), and concluded 
correspondingly that only syntactic information is used to build up a sentence structure. 
Another syntax-first model of sentence processing is Friederici’s (1995, 2002) 
sentence processing model. For cognitive neuroscientists this model has an attractive 
feature, it connects each stage in sentence processing with a certain ERP (‘Event-Related 
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Potentials’, see below for an explanation of this brain imaging technique) component. In 
Friederici’s model, three phases are distinguished. During phase 1, a syntactic structure is 
constructed on the basis of word category information (Early Left Anterior Negativity, 
ELAN). Phase 2 consists of lexical-semantic (N400) and morpho-syntactic (Left Anterior 
Negativity, LAN) processing, which are necessary to assign thematic roles. During the final 
phase 3, the different types of information are integrated (P600).  
An important aspect of syntax-first models is that they include the concept of 
modularity. Fodor (1983) was one of the first to propose that the human mind has a 
modular structure. Modules are dedicated processing systems that deal with information of 
a specific type. They are fast and mandatory and operate bottom up. In addition, other 
kinds of information than the one processed by the module cannot affect the module’s 
workings. The existence of automatically operating subsystems would account for the 
efficiency of sentence processing, despite our limited working memory capacity. The models 
outlined in the next paragraph, on the contrary, do not assume the existence of modules in 
sentence processing.  
 
Constraint-based models  
 
The syntax-first models described above assume that semantic information is used 
only after syntactic structure is build. ‘Constraint-based’ models, on the other hand, assume 
that semantic information is used earlier: during syntactic structure build-up. A variety of 
constraint-based models has been proposed, which all differ significantly in their 
architecture and their workings (e.g., Altmann, 1998; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & 
Seidenberg, 1994; Marslen-Wilson, & Tyler, 1980; Trueswell et al., 1994). Below I will 
describe one of these models in more detail (the often-cited model of MacDonald, 
Pearlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994).  
MacDonald and colleagues (1994) assume that the activation of a word generates a 
rich set of information. For example, The mother in the sentence The mother is hugging the 
baby activates lexical category information, but also lexical information, for instance, that 
this word represents an animate entity, that it is a good Agent, etc. Likewise, when the verb 
hugging is read, lexical information is activated (sign of love, a human would be a good 
Agent, etc.) as well as possible syntactic structures. The level of activation of a possible 
syntactic structure depends on its frequency of use. In the present example, e.g., the verb 
hugging is often encountered in the structure Agent - verb – Theme, so this structure will be 
highly activated. In addition, The mother is a good Agent for this verb, causing it to be 
assigned the Agent of the verb hugging. This way, the syntactic structure of the whole 
sentence is build up incrementally, with help of semantic (lexical) information. What is 
critical here is that in constraint-based models, different kinds of information are involved in 
the build-up of syntactic structure in that they form constraints on the structure that is 
ultimately designated to be the correct one.  
Support for constraint-based models mainly comes from studies showing that 
information other than syntactic information, like discourse information or animacy 
information, can guide the preference for one possible parse over the other in structurally 
ambiguous sentences. For example, it has consistently been shown that object relative 
sentences are more difficult to process than subject relative sentences (e.g., Mecklinger, 
Schriefers, Steinhauer, & Friederici, 1995; Schriefers, Friederici, & Kühne, 1995). Mak, 
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Vonk, & Schriefers (2002) reported no differences in reading time between subject and 
object relative clauses when the object is inanimate, e.g., Vanwege het onderzoek moeten 
de inbrekers, die de computer gestolen hebben, nog een tijdje op het politiebureau blijven 
(SR sentence, paraphrase: Because of the investigation, the burglars, who stole the 
computer, had to stay at the police station for some time) compared to Vanwege het 
onderzoek moet de computer, die de inbrekers gestolen hebben, nog een tijdje op het 
politiebureau blijven (OR sentence, paraphrase: Because of the investigation, the computer, 
that the burglars stole, had to remain at the police station for some time). This finding 
implies that readers use semantic information to guide the parsing process, a finding that is 
in accordance with the assumption of constraint-based models that semantic information is 




In the sentence processing models described until now, the role that semantic 
information plays in syntactic structure build-up is either non-existent (syntax-first theories) 
or limited (constraint-based theories; the limited role of semantic information in constraint-
based theories may sound inconsistent with the description of these theories above, but see 
Chapter 5 for a discussion of this issue). Bever and his colleagues (Bever, Sanz, & 
Townsend, 1998; see also Townsend & Bever, 2001) attributed a much more important role 
to semantics. By means of their ‘Late Assignment of Syntax Theory’ (LAST), they propose 
that not syntax but semantic or probabilistic information is used first to build an initial 
sentence representation. This representation then constrains the subsequent syntactic 
analysis. To summarize, ‘semantics proposes and syntax disposes’ (Bever et al., 1998, p. 
271). If one would want to contrast the LAST model with the syntax-first and constraint-
based models, the LAST model, like the former, assumes the existence of modules in 
sentence processing, but like the latter, assumes that semantic information is used to build 
up a syntactic structure.  
In their book, Townsend and Bever (2001, chapter 6) sum up several studies that 
support their view. For example, they reasoned that if syntax is assigned only after meaning 
is accessed, participants should be sensitive to meaning information before syntactic 
structure build-up is complete. An eye tracking study by Fodor, Ni, Crain and Shankweiler 
(1996) confirmed this prediction by demonstrating that pragmatic violations are detected 
earlier (i.e., visible in first-pass reading times) than syntactic violations (visible not in first-
pass reading times but in regressive eye movement times).  
 
 A central issue in the LAST model is the use of strategies, or ‘heuristics’ in language 
processing. In other domains, for example in everyday reasoning, the use of heuristics next 
to algorithms is generally acknowledged. Heuristics may be regarded as ‘rules of thumb’: 
highly economical strategies that are usually but not invariably effective. Kahneman, Slovic 
and Tversky (1982) list a number of heuristics individuals use when gambling. For example, 
gamblers often incorrectly assume that when tossing a coin six times in a row, the chance 
of the outcome being HHHTTT (H = head and T = tail) is smaller than the outcome being 
THHTHT. That is because humans perceive the latter outcome as a representative of a 
group of outcomes with random alternations of H’s and T’s. A related, and very recent, 
example is a press report that appeared just before the ‘Oudejaarsloterij’ (Dutch New Years 
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Eve national lottery) from 2005. The lottery organization announced that lottery tickets 
ending with number 7 are the most popular, as many believe that this is a lucky number. In 
reality, it turned out that this number was awarded least (ANP Pers Support, December 
28th, 2005). Gigerenzer and Goldstein (1996) suggested a possible reason why people use 
heuristics: to cope with limited time, knowledge and computational power.  
 
Heuristics in language processing 
 
Bever (1970) argued that heuristics are also applied when readers process a 
sentence. More precisely, heuristics are used to extract meaning from a sentence without 
first analyzing the syntactic structure. Although the number of possible heuristics in 
language processing is large, two specific strategies have been described in more detail. 
The first NVN strategy (Bever, 1970) involves treating the first noun, the verb and the 
second noun as referring to Agent, Action and Patient roles respectively. The second 
plausibility heuristic (Bever, 1970) entails that readers combine the lexical items of a 
sentence in the most plausible way. Here, sentences are treated as unordered lists of 
words. A string like cat-milk-drink can only have one plausible meaning and to derive this 
meaning, a syntactic parse is not necessary. Ferreira (2003) has recently caught up on the 
issue of the use of heuristics in language processing. She tested whether the participants’ 
performance on deciding on the thematic roles in sentences that varied in plausibility 
(plausible: the dog bit the man vs. implausible: the man bit the dog) and in reversability 
(reversable: the dog bit the man vs. irreversible: the mouse ate the cheese) could be 
modeled by the use of just two simple heuristics, the NVN strategy and the plausibility 
strategy. Although the NVN strategy was the best predictor, the combined use of both 
strategies could mimic the participants’ performance even better. Ferreira thus provided 
evidence for the use of both the NVN and the plausibility strategies in normal readers. 
Furthermore, the use of heuristics plays an important role in the explanation of 
language comprehension in agrammatic patients (e.g., Caramazza & Zurif, 1976; Kolk & 
Weijts, 1996). The idea is that when syntactic parsing routes break down, agrammatic 
patients use alternative ways of arriving at an interpretation of the sentence, namely, by 
use of a heuristic. The use of a plausibility heuristic by aphasia patients was nicely 
demonstrated by Saffran, Schwartz and Linebarger (1989), who presented their patients 
with syntactically unambiguous sentences which content words strongly suggested a certain 
interpretation which was, however, not supported by the syntactic structure. An example 
sentence would be The painting disliked the artist. The patients showed a marked bias to 
accept this sentence as semantically correct. Note that in this example sentence, the nouns 
can only play a single role (only artists can dislike). In sentences in which both nouns can 
play both roles, as in The insect ate a robin (both insects and robins can eat), the semantic 
bias induced by the content words is less strong. Correspondingly, the patients, as well as 
normal participants, were less inclined to accept these sentences as semantically correct. 
Wassenaar (2005) replicated this bias in agrammatic patients using a sentence-picture 





For the studies described in this thesis, a special brain imaging technique was 
applied, that is, ‘Event-Related Potentials’ (ERPs; see for reviews Rugg & Coles, 1995) or 
‘brain waves’ were measured while participants read sentences. In the next section, some 
background information is given on what ERPs are and on how they are measured. 
 
From EEG to ERP 
 
ERPs are extracted from the raw EEG (Electro-Encephalogram). An EEG depicts 
variations in electrical activity of the brain over time. This electrical activity is the result of 
simultaneous post-synaptic activity of large groups of neurons. The EEG is measured by 
electrodes attached on the scalp, usually mounted in an elastic cap. The human brain is 
always active, even without any external sensory stimulation. In healthy humans, it 
typically performs several tasks at once. The EEG depicts the summation of all this 
‘background’ brain activity. By time-locking the EEG to a particular sensory, motor, or 
cognitive event, the brain response to this specific event can be examined. It is this time-
locked EEG that is called the ‘Event-Related Potential’ (ERP). In this thesis, the EEG was 
always time-locked to the appearance of a certain stimulus, in this case, a word on a 
computer screen. This is called ‘stimulus-locked’ ERP, in contrast to, for example, ‘response-
locked’ ERP, in which the EEG is time-locked to the response of a participant. Time-locking 
the EEG to a particular event is, however, not enough to see the typical series of peaks an 
ERP signal consists of. The problem is that the ERP signal is very small compared to the 
background random EEG (i.e., less than 1 to 10 microvolts compared to 10 to 100 
microvolts). To extract the stimulus-locked ERP from the raw EEG, large numbers of time-
locked EEG records elicited by the same stimulus(type) in the same individual are averaged, 
thereby canceling out the background EEG which is unrelated to the cognitive event of 
interest.  
The averaged ERP signal consists of a series of positive and negative voltage peaks, 
often referred to as ‘ERP components’. These components each have a specific latency and 
distribution across the scalp. A distinction can be made between ‘exogenous’ and 
‘endogenous’ components. Exogenous components are the earliest components, roughly 
occurring within 100 ms after stimulus onset. Their amplitude and peak latency depend on 
the physical properties of the stimulus like intensity and duration and they are thought to 
represent the obligatory brain response to a stimulus. Relevant for the present research are 
the endogenous components, with latencies usually beyond 100 ms, which represent higher 
levels of stimulus processing. Endogenous components are hardly affected by the physical 
stimulus parameters but instead are mainly sensitive to psychological factors like the level 
of attention or the degree of expectedness of a stimulus. The nomenclature for ERP 
components is usually based on their polarity and their peak latency. For example, the 
‘P300’ is a component with a positive polarity peaking around 300 ms after stimulus onset. 
Sometimes not the peak latency is used for labeling but the ordinal position in the ERP 
waveform. For example, ‘N1’ would represent the first peak with a negative deflection. A 
third possibility is naming the component after its assumed cognitive function. An example 





The ERP method has been applied to many research fields in psychology. In the 
research field of language processing the following language-relevant ERP components have 
been identified. Kutas and Hillyard (1980) discovered that all open class words elicit an 
N400, a negative potential largest at centroparietal scalp sites and peaking at about 400 
ms. Words at the end or in the midst of a sentence that render that sentence semantically 
anomalous elicit larger N400 amplitudes (i.e., more negative-going amplitudes) than correct 
sentences. This difference in amplitude is referred to as the N400 effect. It has been shown 
that violations are not necessary to elicit N400 effects as several studies have reported 
N400 effects to semantically correct but less expected words, as in Jenny put the sweet in 
her pocket compared to Jenny put the sweet in her mouth (Hagoort & Brown, 1994). 
Specifically, it has been shown that N400 amplitude is inversely related to the subjective 
predictability (cloze probability) of a word in its context (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Kutas, 
Lindamood, & Hillyard, 1984). The N400 is now generally assumed to reflect the ease with 
which a word is integrated in the current context, be this a single word (e.g., Holcomb, 
1993; Chwilla, Brown, & Hagoort, 1995; Chwilla, Hagoort, & Brown, 1998), a sentence 
context (e.g., Friederici, 1995; Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999) or a 
discourse context (St. George, Mannes, & Hofman, 1994; Van Berkum, Brown, & Hagoort, 
1999). The systematic reduction in N400 amplitude towards sentence endings for open class 
words (Van Petten & Kutas, 1990) fits well with the view that N400 reflects an integration 
process. To be more precise, towards the end of a sentence, a more elaborate context has 
been build up, into which integration of a word is easier.  
 
Qualitatively different is the ERP pattern that is elicited in response to syntactic 
anomalies. Two components are described in the literature. The first component is an early 
anteriorly distributed negativity. Although the exact topography of this negativity varies 
somewhat between studies, it often shows a left frontal maximum and has therefore been 
dubbed the Left Anterior Negativity (LAN; Friederici, 1995). The timing of this negativity has 
been proposed to differ as a function of the kind of syntactic violation involved. In 
particular, phrase structure violations (i.e., word category errors) elicit an immediate effect 
between 100 to 300 ms post-stimulus (also called ‘ELAN’; e.g., Friederici, Hahne, & 
Mecklinger, 1996; Hahne & Friederici, 1999), whereas morphosyntactic violations (e.g., 
subject-verb agreement errors) elicit an effect between 300 to 500 ms post-stimulus. With 
respect to the functional significance, it has been proposed that the LAN either reflects a 
purely syntactic process (Friederici, 1995, 2002) or that it is a more general index of 
working memory load (Kluender & Kutas, 1993a). It must be noted that syntactic anomalies 
do not reliably elicit a LAN (e.g., Vos, Gunter, Kolk, & Mulder, 2001). A more reliably elicited 
ERP component that can be observed in response to syntactic anomalies is a late 
centroparietally distributed potential with a positive polarity, starting at about 500 ms and 
typically extending up to at least 800 ms. This positivity is commonly referred to as P600 
(Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992) or as SPS (Syntactic Positive Shift; Hagoort, Brown, & 
Groothusen, 1993). An increase in P600 amplitude has been found in response to several 
kinds of syntactic anomalies: subject-verb agreement violations (Hagoort et al., 1993; 
Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Vos et al., 2001) verb inflection violations (Friederici, Pfeifer, & 
Hahne, 1993; Gunter, Stowe & Mulder, 1997), case inflection violations (Münte, Heinze, 
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Matzke, Wieringa, & Johannes, 1998), wrong pronoun inflections (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 
1998b), and phrase structure violations (Neville, Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 1991; 
Hahne & Friederici, 1999; Friederici et al., 1993). It is, however, not necessary that a 
sentence includes an out-right syntactic violation for a P600 effect to occur. Firstly, 
syntactically correct ‘garden path’ sentences also elicit a P600 effect (e.g., Friederici, 
Steinhauer, & Frisch, 1999; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney, 
1994). Garden path sentences are sentences that at some point are ambiguous with respect 
to their syntactic structure and thus may ‘lead you up the garden-path’. An example is She 
convinced her children are noisy. Most readers initially assume that the sentence is about a 
woman convincing her children, but after reading the verb, they realize that the sentence is 
about a woman convincing another woman that children are noisy. In addition, it was found 
that the P600 also differs as a function of syntactic complexity. Specifically, P600 effects 
were reported to grammatically correct, unambiguous, but relatively complex ‘who’ 
sentences (Emily wondered who the performer in the concert had imitated for the 
audience’s amusement) as compared to less complex ‘whether’ sentences (Emily wondered 
whether the performer in the concert had imitated a pop star for the audience’s 
amusement; Kaan, Harris, Gibson & Holcomb, 2000).  
Interestingly, P600 effects have also been reported to other than syntactic 
anomalies, ambiguities, or difficulties as well. For example, Münte and his colleagues (1998) 
found a P600 effect to orthographic violations like Die Hexe benutzte ihren Behsen um zum 
Wald zu fliegen (paraphrase: The witch used her broome to fly to the forest). Coulson and 
colleagues (1998b) observed a P600 effect to improbable events. In particular, not only did 
the occurrence of ungrammatical sentences in a block of grammatical sentences elicit a 
P600 effect, a similar effect was obtained when grammatical sentences occurred in a block 
of ungrammatical sentences.  
The functional significance of the P600 is still a matter of debate. Modulations in 
P600 amplitude have been claimed to reflect syntactic processing as such (Hagoort et al., 
1993), syntactic integration difficulty (Kaan et al., 2000), syntactic reanalysis (Friederici, 
1995; Osterhout et al., 1994; Rösler, Pechmann, Streb, Röder, & Hennighausen, 1998), a 
more general sentence reanalysis (Münte et al., 1998), or even a domain-general cognitive 
process (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998a, Coulson et al., 1998b). The latter interpretation is 
also supported by the finding that structural incongruities in music, i.e., out-of-key chords, 
elicit a positivity with similar scalp distribution and timing as the classic P600 effect elicited 
by linguistic stimuli (Patel, Gibson, Ratner, Besson, & Holcomb, 1998). Another example is a 
P600 effect found for rule violations in an arithmetic task (Nunez-Pena & Honrubia-Serrano, 
2004). 
Based on the studies reported in this thesis we arrived at another interpretation of 
the functional significance of the P600. In particular, I will propose that the P600 is a 
reflection of the monitoring of sentence perception. This hypothesis was developed based on 
the ERP data of Chapter 2, and was further elaborated and tested in Chapters 3 and 4. In 





Imagine you are enjoying an afternoon walk through the forest surrounding the 
Radboud University Nijmegen campus. The twittering of a bird somewhere in the tree above 
you catches your attention and you no longer look where your foot is about to land on the 
leafy ground. A delicate and rare little mushroom is about to be trampled. Luckily, just in 
time your eye catches a glimpse of the little mushroom and, with help of your quickly 
outstretched arms, you correct your step preventing the mushroom from being trampled 
while, in addition, you keep your balance. 
This example illustrates two things. Firstly, we sometimes make mistakes (e.g., in 
our movements) and secondly, we are able to correct these mistakes very fast. To do the 
latter, some internal mechanism must exist that continuously compares our actual behavior 
with the desired or planned behavior. This mechanism is referred to as ‘monitoring’ or ‘self-
monitoring’. The benefit of having such a system is beyond dispute: if we can detect our 
mistakes, we may be able to prevent them from happening, or, if harm is already done, we 
can learn from our mistakes and adjust our behavior to prevent a similar mistake in the 
future. 
 
In the field of language processing, an influential model of monitoring was proposed 
by Levelt (1983, 1989). Levelt proposed that people monitor their speech, to prevent that a 
mistake in speech planning is being uttered. The reader is referred to Chapter 5 for a more 
detailed description of Levelt’s model. In the following chapters, it will be proposed that 
next to monitoring of sentence production, there is also monitoring of sentence perception.  
 
OVERVIEW OF THIS THESIS 
 
In the remainder of this thesis, five ERP studies are presented, spread over chapters 
2, 3, and 4. These three chapters are published separately as journal articles, with the 
advantage that they can be read independently. Logically, the downside is that some 
overlap exists between the introduction, the method, and the discussion sections.  
 
The goal of the two ERP experiments described in Chapter 2 was to investigate the 
architecture of verbal WM. In particular, the question was whether verbal WM is a unitary 
system or whether it comprises of two subsystems, an ‘interpretative’ WM system for 
automatic language processing and a ‘post-interpretative’ WM system for more controlled 
language processing. Participants read sentences that included syntactic or semantic 
violations. The violations were designed in such a way that detection of these violations 
required the use of either the interpretative or the post-interpretative WM. The detection of 
syntactic violations was supposed to depend on the interpretative system. The semantic 
violations were especially designed to tap the post-interpretative WM’s resources. These 
‘semantic reversal anomalies’ are harder to spot than the standard semantic selectional 
restriction violations because they consisted of scenarios conflicting with world knowledge. 
In addition to whether they included a violation or not, the sentences also differed in 
sentence complexity: they could be either canonical (subject-relative, less complex) or non-
canonical (object-relative, more complex). Processing a non-canonical sentence puts heavy 
demands on WM resources, which should disrupt violation detection. The two verbal WM 
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architecture options described above differ in the prediction of which violation detection is 
disrupted: the unitary WM model predicts that both semantic and syntactic violation 
detection is disturbed, the fractionated WM system predicts that only syntactic violation 
detection is disturbed because processing a non-canonical sentence and processing syntax 
is assumed to depend on the same WM (i.e., interpretative WM), while semantic processing 
depends on the other, post-interpretative, WM. ERPs were measured while participants read 
the sentences on a computer screen. This chapter has been published in Brain and 
Language (Kolk, Chwilla, van Herten, & Oor, 2003).  
The results of the two studies described in Chapter 2 were clear in that they pointed 
to a unitary verbal WM system (because both syntactic and semantic violation detection 
were affected by the complexity of the sentence). An unexpected finding, however, was that 
the semantic reversal anomalies had not elicited the expected N400 effect but a P600 effect 
instead. Because P600 effects are usually elicited after syntactic anomalies, Chapter 3 
tested whether the unexpected P600 effect was caused by a local syntactic mismatch after 
all. To be more precise, it could be that the participants had used a plausibility strategy to 
obtain a sentence interpretation. This strategy may have led them to select the wrong NP as 
agent. For example, when reading the sentence The cat that fled from the mice, the 
participants using a plausibility strategy may have assumed that the mice are fleeing. This 
interpretation could in turn lead participants to expect a particular inflection of the verb, in 
the present example the plural inflection (in Dutch: vluchtten). The violation of this 
expectation (i.e., reading vluchtte) could have elicited the P600 effect. Such a syntactic 
mismatch can occur only in sentences in which the grammatical number of Theme and 
Agent are different. Therefore, in the study presented in chapter 3, the grammatical number 
of Theme and Agent was manipulated, being either different or the same. This chapter has 
been published in Cognitive Brain Research (Van Herten, Kolk, & Chwilla, 2005).  
The aim of the first experiment reported in Chapter 4 was to test the robustness of 
the P600 effect elicited by semantic anomalies, by employing a different type of semantic 
anomaly. Instead of semantic reversal anomalies, selectional restriction violations that have 
been shown to elicit standard N400 effects by numerous studies (for a review, see Kutas & 
Van Petten, 1994) were employed. Again, P600 effects instead of N400 effects were 
obtained. There was, however, a complicating result in the control condition. Unexpectedly, 
a P600 effect appeared where it shouldn’t have appeared, as no conflict was assumed to be 
present. A closer look at the sentence material revealed that perhaps a conflict was present 
after all, hidden inside the sentence and comprising of a plausible sentence part (i.e., the 
verb phrase, or VP). This ‘partial plausibility’ hypothesis was tested in the second 
experiment reported in Chapter 4. To this aim, implausible sentences with a meaningful and 
with a meaningless VP were compared. Chapter 4 has been published in Journal of Cognitive 
Neuroscience (Van Herten, Chwilla, & Kolk, 2006). 
Finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary and discussion of the main findings of this 










Structure and limited capacity in verbal working memory: 
A study with event-related potentials1 
 
                                          
1 This chapter has been published as Kolk, H.H.J., Chwilla, D.J., van Herten, M., & Oor, 
P.J.W. (2003). Structure and limited capacity in verbal working memory: A study with 





In order to test recent claims about the structure of verbal working memory, two 
ERP experiments with Dutch speaking participants were carried out. We compared the ERP 
effects of syntactic and semantic mid-sentence anomalies in subject and object relative 
sentences. In Experiment 1, the participants made acceptability judgments, while in 
Experiment 2 they read for comprehension. Syntactic anomalies concerned subject–verb 
disagreement, while semantic anomalies were related to implausible events (e.g., #The cat 
that fled from the mice ran through the room). Semantic anomalies did not elicit an N400 
effect. The semantic as well as syntactic anomalies elicited P600 effects, with similar centro-
parietal scalp distributions. For both kinds of anomaly, the P600 effects were modulated by 
syntactic complexity: they were either relatively small (Experiment 1) or absent 
(Experiment 2) in object relative sentences. Taken together, our results suggest that: (a) 
verbal working memory is a limited capacity system; (b) it is not subdivided into an 
interpretative and a post-interpretative component (Caplan & Waters, 1999); (c) the P600 
can reflect the presence of a semantic bias in syntactically unambiguous sentences; (d) the 
P600 is related to language monitoring: its function is to check upon the veridicality of an 
unexpected (linguistic) event; (e) if such a check is made, there is no integration of the 





Only a small proportion of everyday tasks consists of immediate acting upon 
information that is directly available in the environment. Either an action has to be delayed, 
or it requires information to be retrieved from long-term memory. For such situations, we 
need a working memory system. Such a system enables us to keep information active and 
to retrieve information from our long-term store. One important line of thinking about 
working memory is that it is not a unitary system, but that there are separate systems for 
the short-term maintenance of spatial and object information (Wilson, O’Scalaidhe, & 
Goldman-Rakic, 1993), as well as for verbal information (Just, Carpenter, Keller, Eddy, & 
Thulborn, 1996). 
The presence of multiple working memories is consistent with a modular view on 
mind and brain in which dedicated rather than generic processing systems deal with 
information of a specific type. However, modular boundaries may be even tighter than this. 
In the case of language comprehension, the split may be between what Fodor (1983) has 
called ‘modular’ and ‘central’ processes. Modular processes are mandatory and fast and 
operate bottom up. They are not guided by our knowledge of the world, our beliefs, desires, 
and expectations. In the case of language, syntactic processes have been claimed to 
possess a modular character. Their operation is not affected by sentence meaning or by 
sentence plausibility. After (part of) the sentence has been parsed, central processes work 
to construct the most plausible interpretation given world knowledge and the parser’s 
output. A number of psycholinguistic studies has been presented as support for the modular 
nature of syntactic processing (e.g., Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; Frazier & Rayner, 1982). 
 
Two views on the structure of verbal working memory 
 
A recent proposal by Caplan and Waters (1999; Caplan, Alpers, & Waters, 1998) 
makes just this split between central and modular language processes. Whereas Just and 
Carpenter (1992) assume a single unitary system for the whole comprehension process, 
which includes syntactic and semantic as well as pragmatic aspects, Caplan and Waters 
(1999) take a different view. They argue that ‘although comprehension may be a specialized 
process, using what is comprehended cannot be’, because it may involve a large variety of 
cognitive functions besides linguistic ones. They therefore propose two separate systems: 
one for the modular automatic aspects of language processes — referred to as 
interpretative — and one for the central and controlled processes — referred to as post-
interpretative (Caplan & Waters, 1999). Modular/interpretative processes include structure 
building as well as theta role assignment. Syntactic and role assignment processes are 
carried out in the interpretative working memory, whereas exploiting world knowledge takes 
place in the post-interpretative working memory.  
One important way to empirically distinguish between the two kinds of working 
memory relates to complexity. Specifically, Caplan and Waters claim that syntactic 
complexity affects processing in the interpretative working memory, whereas the post-
interpretative working memory would be influenced by a non-syntactic kind of complexity: 
the number of propositions.  
With respect to syntactic complexity, Caplan and Waters single out canonicity of 
word order as its primary determinant. For English, Subject–Verb–Object is considered to be 
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canonical, all other word orders are non-canonical. In the linguistic theory of Government 
and Binding (Chomsky, 1981), the canonical order corresponds to the ’base order’ of 
arguments around the verb in the D-structure. Noncanonical word order is derived from this 
base order by movement transformations. Accordingly, Caplan and Waters assume non-
canonical sentences to be syntactically more complex than canonical ones.  
Empirical support for the existence of two separate working memory systems for 
language processing was obtained in a PET study with normal speakers (Caplan, Alpert, & 
Waters, 1998). In this study, the authors varied syntactic complexity and number of 
propositions. In a first experiment, they compared object relative sentences in which word 
order was non-canonical (e.g., The juice that the child spilled stained the rug) with right-
branching sentences with canonical word order (e.g., The child spilled the juice that stained 
the rug). The task was to judge the plausibility of the sentences. Contrasting sentences with 
non-canonical and canonical word order revealed an increase in cerebral blood flow in 
Broca’s area (pars opercularis). In a second experiment, the number of propositions was 
varied. A contrast was made between single proposition sentences (e.g., The magician 
performed the stunt and the joke) and double proposition sentences (e.g., The magician 
performed the stunt that included the joke). This contrast produced no increase of 
activation in any perisylvian structure, traditionally associated with language processing. An 
increase in blood flow did occur, among others, in occipital poles and in inferior temporal 
cortex bilaterally. So the two types of complexity activate separate brain areas, while only 
canonicity variation activates the language areas. This is entirely consistent with the 
hypothesis of a dual structure of verbal working memory. 
The primary purpose of the present experiments was to test the working memory 
theories of Just and Carpenter (1992) and of Caplan and Waters (1999) against each other. 
This is possible because the two theories make partially different predictions with respect to 
the effects of syntactic complexity (canonicity) on the detection of syntactic and 
semantic/pragmatic anomalies. Both theories predict that complexity will affect the 
processing of syntactic anomalies. In particular, because working memory is considered to 
be a limited capacity system by both research groups, the detection of such anomalies 
should be harder in complex sentences. In the framework presented by Just and Carpenter 
(1992), the processing of a complex sentence uses a relatively large amount of capacity and 
this occurs at the expense of both efficiency of processing and maintenance of processing 
results. In support of the theory, Just and Carpenter present evidence that responding is 
slower and more often erroneous in complex as compared to simple sentences.  
With respect to semantic/pragmatic anomalies, where sentence plausibility is at 
stake, the Caplan and Waters theory makes a different prediction. With semantic/pragmatic 
anomalies, we refer to sentences like #The cat fled from the mouse2. Since both cats and 
mice can flee, one has to consult world knowledge to reject this sentence. The evaluation of 
such sentence plausibilities should therefore take place in the post-interpretative working 
memory rather than in the interpretative one. Since the post-interpretative working 
memory is sensitive to number of propositions rather than syntactic complexity, the 
detection of these semantic reversal anomalies should not be affected by syntactic 
                                          
2 Semantically implausible sentences are prefixed with the symbol #. Ungrammatical sentences are 
prefixed with the symbol *. 
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complexity. Therefore, Caplan and Waters’ theory does not predict an effect of complexity 
on the detection of semantic reversal anomalies because these anomalies should be 
resolved by a separate post-interpretative working memory. In contrast, the Just and 
Carpenter theory predicts a negative effect of syntactic complexity on the detection of 
semantic violations.  
We will now introduce the two kinds of predictions separately. We will start with the 
syntactic violations and then discuss the semantic ones. 
 
Syntactic complexity and the detection of syntactic violations 
 
The first demonstration of an effect of syntactic complexity on the detection of 
syntactic anomalies was a study with Dutch speaking agrammatic aphasics by Haarmann 
and Kolk (1994). In this study, a word-monitoring paradigm was used. Normal participants 
show a delay in word monitoring if the word to be monitored comes right after a 
grammatical violation (e.g., Tyler, 1985). In the Haarmann and Kolk (1994) study, patients 
showed a word monitoring delay after subject–verb agreement violations only in conjoined 
sentences, which have a relatively simple syntactic structure. In center embedded 
sentences, which have a more complex structure, they no longer showed this sensitivity for 
grammatical violations. This finding is consistent with the claim that agrammatic patients 
have a reduced capacity of their verbal working memory. It is relevant in the present 
context, since Caplan and Waters as well as Just and Carpenter make this same 
assumption, although Caplan and Waters claim that it is only the interpretative working 
memory that is damaged in aphasia. This claim is further supported by Miyake, Carpenter, 
and Just (1994) who found that normal subjects under conditions of rapid serial visual 
presentation showed comprehension performance profiles that looked very similar to the 
ones observed with aphasics. 
In this paper, we will study the detection of grammatical and semantic violations in 
an ERP paradigm. ERPs are voltage fluctuations in the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram 
(EEG), which are time-locked to particular sensory, motor, or cognitive events (e.g., Rugg & 
Coles, 1995). For a review on language-relevant ERP components, the reader is referred to 
Kutas and Van Petten (1988, 1994), and to Osterhout and Holcomb (1995).  
For the syntactic domain two ERP components have been identified (for an overview, 
see: Friederici, 1995). The first component is an anteriorly distributed negative potential, 
which typically occurs to words that render the sentence as incorrect (e.g., Friederici, 
Pfeifer, & Hahne, 1993; Kluender & Kutas, 1993a; Neville, Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 
1991; Rösler, Friederici, Pütz, & Hahne, 1993). Although the exact topography of this 
negativity varies somewhat between studies, it often shows a left frontal maximum and 
therefore has been dubbed the Left Anterior Negativity (LAN) (Friederici, 1995). The timing 
of these negativities has been proposed to differ as a function of the kind of syntactic 
violation involved. In particular, phrase structure violations (i.e., word category errors) elicit 
an immediate effect between 100 and 300 ms post-stimulus (e.g., Friederici, Steinhauer, & 
Frisch, 1999; Hahne & Friederici, 1999), whereas morphosyntactic violations (e.g., subject–
verb agreement errors) elicit an effect between 300 and 500 ms post-stimulus. With respect 
to the functional significance, it has been proposed that the LAN either reflects a pure 
syntactic process (Friederici, 2002) or is a more general index of working memory load 
(Kluender & Kutas, 1993a). 
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The second syntax-relevant ERP component is a late centro-parietally distributed 
positive potential starting at about 500 ms and typically extending up to at least 800 ms. 
This positivity is commonly referred to as P600. An increase in P600 amplitude has been 
observed to various kinds of syntactic violations. The kinds that have been studied most 
frequently are subject–verb agreement violations (for an overview, see Vos, Gunter, Kolk, & 
Mulder, 2001). Münte and his colleagues found a P600 effect to orthographic violations 
(Münte, Heinze, Matzke, Wieringa, & Johannes, 1998). A P600 effect has also been 
observed in response to less preferred syntactic structures in so-called garden-path 
sentences (e.g., Friederici, Hahne, & Mecklinger, 1996; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; 
Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney, 1994). Finally, Coulson, King, and Kutas (1998b) observed 
a P600 effect to improbable events. In particular, not only did the occurrence of 
ungrammatical sentences in a block of grammatical sentences elicit a P600 effect, a similar 
effect was obtained when grammatical sentences occurred in a block of ungrammatical 
sentences. 
The functional significance of the P600 is a matter of considerable debate. 
Modulations in P600 amplitude have been claimed to reflect syntactic processing as such 
(Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993), syntactic integration difficulty (Kaan, Harris, 
Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000), syntactic reanalysis (Friederici, 1995; Osterhout et al., 1994; 
Rösler, Pechmann, Streb, Röder, & Hennighausen, 1998), a more general sentence 
reanalysis (Münte et al., 1998), or even a domain-general cognitive process (Coulson et al., 
1998b, Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998a). We will come back to this issue in the General 
Discussion. 
Syntactic complexity effects on sentence processing have also been studied with the 
ERP method. Relative to their simple counterparts, syntactically complex structures have 
been found to elicit two kinds of local ERP effects: a LAN effect (King & Kutas, 1995; 
Kluender & Kutas, 1993a) and/or a P600 effect (Kaan et al., 2000). In addition, a negative 
slow wave has been observed which develops over several words across the sentence (e.g., 
Vos et al., 2001).  
Only a few studies have looked at interactions between syntactic complexity and 
grammaticality. In a first experiment with Dutch participants, Gunter, Stowe, and Mulder 
(1997; Experiment 2) compared left- and center-embedded sentences. In the second type 
of sentence, a subordinate clause intervenes between subject NP and verb of the main 
clause and they are therefore considered to be more complex. The simpler left-embedded 
sentences had no such interruption. The P600 effect was reduced in the complex as 
compared to the simple sentences. There was no effect on the LAN.  
In a second study with German participants, Münte, Szentkuti, Wieringa, Matzke, 
and Johannes (1997), made a comparison between simple, center-embedded, and right-
branching sentences. Again, no LAN effect was found. The authors reported a P600 effect, 
which was smaller for the simple as compared to the two complex conditions. This appears 
to be at odds with the prediction of both working memory models. However, before 
accepting such a conclusion, two things have to be taken into consideration. First of all, the 
manipulation of complexity, in particular with respect to the simple condition, was not 
unproblematic. In this condition, there was actually more than one sentence and subject–
verb (dis)agreement was distributed over the first two sentences (e.g., Der Opa hat zwei 
Maikäfer gefunden. Sie *brummt/brummen beim Fliegen laut. Er zeigt die Tiere seinen 
Enkeln. Literal translation: The grandfather has two June bugs found. They *hums/hum 
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when flying loudly. He shows the animals to his grandchildren.). To detect the 
ungrammaticality, the participant has to process two sentences and to keep the first one in 
mind. This may actually require more capacity than processing an embedded or right 
branched clause, given the tendency of normal participants to forget the syntactic form of 
the sentence as soon as it has been understood (e.g., Jarvella, 1971). In this way, the 
relatively small effect of grammaticality in the simple condition becomes understandable. A 
second consideration is that, although the interaction between complexity and 
grammaticality was indeed significant, post-hoc comparisons demonstrated that the 
grammaticality effect was significant in all cases. No statistical test of the size of the 
grammaticality effect was presented, perhaps due to the small number of participants (N = 
12).  
A third study by Kaan et al. (2000) compared relative clauses starting with ‘who’ 
with those starting with ‘whether’. According to the theory of computational complexity, 
proposed by Gibson (1998), ‘who’ sentences are more complex than ‘whether’ sentences. 
The main result of this study was that the P600 grammaticality effect was smaller for the 
complex as compared to the simple structures. From the way the data were presented, 
however, it is not clear whether this difference between simple and complex sentences was 
in fact significant.  
In the most recent study, conducted by Vos et al. (2001), external memory load and 
span were manipulated, in addition to syntactic complexity. External load and span are 
important factors because Caplan and Waters claim them to affect post-interpretative 
working memory processing but not interpretative working memory processing (Caplan & 
Waters, 1999). Syntactic complexity was varied by comparing center embedded to 
conjoined sentences. External memory load was manipulated by presenting the participants 
with 1 or 3 words, which they had to keep in mind in order to monitor for their presence in 
the subsequent sentence. The effect of span was studied by comparing high to low span 
participants. High span participants are assumed to possess more working memory capacity 
than low span participants. Span was measured by presenting participants with sets of 
sentences and establishing of how many sentences the participants could recall the final 
word (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; King & Just, 1991). With respect to the effect of 
complexity, the results were unclear. First of all, although a P600 effect of grammaticality 
was present, it did not vary with syntactic complexity. Second, an anteriorly distributed 
effect of grammaticality — similar to the LAN, but not clearly lateralized to the left — was 
observed. This effect however was only present in the ‘low external load + complex 
structure’ and the ‘high external load + simple structure’ condition. That the effect was 
absent — even slightly reversed — in the ‘high load + complex structure’ condition can be 
interpreted as an overload effect: so much capacity is needed for the load and the 
sentences that not enough remains for the detection of the ungrammaticality. That the 
effect in the low load conjoined condition also failed to reach significance is unexpected. In 
fact, this condition should have shown the largest difference between grammatical and 
ungrammatical sentences because a maximum of capacity is available.  
It must be pointed out however that, if we ignore the somewhat unclear effects of 
syntactic complexity, both external load and span did affect grammatical processing. First, 
the onset of the P600 effect was delayed in the high load as compared to the low load 
condition. Second, the LAN effect was absent in the low span group. Third, the onset of the 
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P600 effect was delayed in the low span group. These results are clearly at odds with the 
Caplan and Waters theory.  
Getting back to the issue of syntactic complexity, the evidence concerning the 
relationship between syntactic complexity and the size of the ERP effect of grammaticality is 
equivocal. Vos et al. (2001) found a somewhat ambiguous effect of complexity on the LAN, 
but no complexity effect on the P600. Gunter et al. (1997) found no effect on the LAN, but 
did find a negative effect on the P600. Münte et al. (1997) failed to find a LAN effect as well, 
but did report an effect of complexity on the P600; its direction is unexpected from a 
capacity point of view: it was smaller for simple sentences. As we have pointed out 
however, there are reasons to question this result. Finally, Kaan et al. (2000) failed to find a 
LAN effect, but did report a P600 effect, which was smaller for the more complex sentences, 
although the significance of this difference was not clear. 
A central hypothesis in capacity models, both the original Just and Carpenter model 
and its variant proposed by Caplan and Waters, is that complex sentences take more 
processing capacity than simple ones. The prediction made by both models is that the 
detection of grammaticality violations will be harder in complex as compared to simple 
sentences. Clear ERP evidence for this prediction however is lacking. One important goal of 
the present study is to provide such evidence. In our study, we will manipulate complexity 
by comparing canonical and non-canonical sentences, in which the subject and the verb 
agree or disagree in number. We will not use direct objects, as is usually done in studies 
with English or German speaking participants. This is because direct object relative 
sentences are ambiguous in Dutch: unless the two NPs differ in number, they can also be 
interpreted as subject relative. Instead we will employ two kinds of relative clauses: relative 
clauses with obligatory prepositional complements (e.g., *De agenten waarop de boef 
schoten zaten achter de auto — the cops whereon the crook shot [plural] sat [plural] behind 
the car) and with non-obligatory adjuncts (e.g., *De zwerver bij wie de straathonden lag 
viel tevreden in slaap — the hobo with whom the stray dogs lay [singular] fell [singular] 
satisfied asleep; both examples are non-canonical and incorrect). 
 
Syntactic complexity and the detection of semantic reversal anomalies 
 
In many studies with semantic anomalies, selectional restriction violations have been 
employed. This was also the case in the study by Caplan et al. (1998), described in the 
Introduction. In the present study, semantic anomalies were created by reversing subject 
and object of otherwise normal sentences. This reversal leads to implausible scenarios, e.g., 
#the cat fled from the mouse. This sentence is implausible, not because there is a 
selectional restriction violation: cats can flee and the same is true for mice. Therefore, the 
application of a linguistic rule of theta role assignment is not sufficient for the detection of 
the anomaly. It must be assessed whether a cat running away from a mouse is a likely real 
world event. For the Caplan and Waters theory, this means that the post-interpretative 
working memory must be used. For Just and Carpenter, the unitary working memory 
system handles this kind of deviations.  
We will compare the ERP effects of this type of implausibility embedded in canonical 
versus non-canonical structures. Again we will employ relative clauses with obligatory 
prepositional complements (e.g., #De stropers waarop de vos joeg slopen door het bos — 
#the poachers whereon the fox hunted [singular] stalked [plural] through the woods) and 
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with non-obligatory adjuncts (e.g., #De jongen bij wie de grootouders opgroeiden, leidde 
een eenzaam bestaan — #the boy with whom the grandparents grew up [plural], led 
[singular] a lonesome existence; both examples are non-canonical and implausible). 
Although these sentences are in fact prepositional object relative clauses or oblique relative 
clauses, we will use the term object relative to emphasize their processing similarity to the 
object relatives which have been most extensively tested in the literature. 
There is a rich literature on ERPs and semantics. Most researchers have investigated 
the N400, a negative potential peaking at about 400 ms following the onset of open class 
words (see Kutas & Van Petten, 1988, 1994, for reviews). Semantic violations occurring at 
the end or in the midst of sentences elicit larger N400 amplitudes — that is, more negative-
going amplitudes, than correct sentences. This difference in amplitude is referred to as the 
N400 effect. It is also clear that violations are not necessary to elicit N400 effects as several 
studies have reported N400 effects to semantically correct but less expected words. 
Specifically, it has been shown that N400 amplitude is inversely related to the subjective 
predictability (cloze probability) of a word in its context (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Kutas, 
Lindamood, & Hillyard, 1984). The prevalent view is that the N400 reflects the ease with 
which a word is integrated into the current context, be this a single word (e.g., Chwilla, 
Brown, & Hagoort, 1995; Chwilla, Hagoort, & Brown, 1998; Holcomb, 1993) or a sentential 
context (e.g., Friederici, 1995; Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999). 
Furthermore, it also reflects influences of long-term memory structure (Federmeier & Kutas, 
1999). It is a matter of debate whether the N400 also reflects influences at higher levels 
such as the discourse level. On the negative side there are results that show that N400 
amplitude is not modulated by the truth value of sentences (Fischler, Bloom, Childers, 
Roucos, & Perry, 1983; Kounios, 1996; Kounios & Holcomb, 1992), which suggests that the 
N400 is not sensitive to plausibility at a more global, conceptual level of representation. On 
the positive side, there are results that reveal that the N400 is affected by global 
expectancies at the discourse level (St. George, Mannes, & Hoffman, 1994; Van Berkum, 
Brown, & Hagoort, 1999). The systematic reduction in N400 amplitude towards sentence 
endings for open class words (Van Petten & Kutas, 1990) fits well with the latter view.  
On the basis of the ERP literature, we expect implausibility to lead to an N400 effect, 
since in our implausible sentences, the verb has a very low cloze probability. The Just and 
Carpenter theory — but not the Caplan and Waters theory — predicts this N400 effect to be 
reduced in amplitude and/or delayed in onset in complex sentences. Gunter, Jackson, and 
Mulder (1995) found that the N400 amplitude was indeed modulated by syntactic 
complexity: it was smaller in the complex sentences. This was the result for the younger 
participants (average age 20 years). In older participants (average age 57 years), the N400 
effect was even absent. However, two differences between the Gunter et al. (1995) study 
and ours must be noted. First, complexity variation was not one of canonicity but of 
embedding. Second, the N400 effect in the Gunter et al. (1995) study was elicited by 
selectional restriction violations, whereas we will study the brain response to semantically 
implausible scenarios. 
After this overview of the literature concerning syntactic complexity and the 
detection of syntactic and semantic anomalies, let us summarize our predictions. The 
limited capacity view embodied in both the Just and Carpenter and the Caplan and Waters 
theories predicts reduced or delayed LAN and/or P600 effects of ungrammaticality in non-
canonical as compared to canonical sentences. The Just and Carpenter theory also predicts 
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delayed or reduced N400 effects of implausibility in non-canonical as compared to canonical 
sentences. In contrast, the Caplan and Waters theory predicts no such effect because 
implausibilities are handled by the post-interpretative working memory system, which is not 







There were 40 participants (mean age=22 years; age range=18 to 28). All were 
native speakers of Dutch, had no reading disabilities, were right-handed and had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision. Hand dominance was assessed with an abridged Dutch version 
of the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Fourteen participants reported the presence of 
left-handedness in their immediate family. 
 
Materials 
The syntactic condition consisted of 68 Dutch sentences with center-embedded 
relative clauses. Of each sentence a subject relative (SR) and an object relative (OR) 
version and an acceptable and an unacceptable version were created, yielding a total set of 
272 sentences (see Table 2.1 for examples). Thirteen (out of 68) sentences in the object 
relative condition employed non-obligatory adjuncts rather than obligatory prepositional 
complements. In the unacceptable sentences, the verb ending the relative clause did not 
have the same grammatical number as its subject. This type of error will be referred to as 
subject–verb agreement error. These sentences were derived from syntactically acceptable 
sentences by switching two noun phrases. For instance, the head of the relative clause 
(e.g., de agenten, or the cops, see first example, Table 2.1) and the noun phrase in the 
relative clause (e.g., de boef, or the crook) were switched. This switch rendered the verb 
ungrammatical, because the two noun phrases always differed in number. In this way, 
acceptable and unacceptable sentences did not differ at the verb critical position. Half of the 
sentences started with a plural noun phrase, and half started with a singular noun phrase. 
Also, the grammatical number of the noun phrases was crossed with sentence 
grammaticality. Only those verbs were selected in which the past tense plural inflection 
involved the addition of one syllable (e.g., schoot [shot, 3 singular] versus schoten [shot, 3 
plural]). In this way, maximum discriminability between plural and singular verb-forms was 
ensured, while holding the length across conditions constant. 
The four versions of each sentence were counterbalanced across four lists. Each list 
contained 17 SR acceptable sentences, 17 SR syntactically unacceptable sentences, 17 OR 
acceptable sentences, and 17 OR syntactically unacceptable sentences. Sixty-eight filler 
sentences were added to each list: 17 acceptable right-branching sentences (e.g., De 
soldaten vertelden over de aanval die zo noodlottig afliep — The soldiers told about the 
attack that so fatally ended), 17 right-branching sentences with a subject–verb agreement 
error at the verb ending the sentence (e.g., *De badmeester gebaarde naar de zwemmers 
die te ver ging — *The bath superintendent gestured to the swimmers who too far went [3 
singular]), 17 acceptable conjunctions (e.g., De rover sprong voor de reizigers en versperde 
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hen de weg — The robber jumped in front of the travelers and barred them the way), and 
17 conjunctions with a subject–verb agreement error at the verb right after the conjunction 
(e.g., *De klant snauwde tegen de verkoopsters en verlieten kwaad de winkel — *The client 
snapped at the salesgirls and left [3 plural] angrily the shop). For each of the four lists, the 
experimental and filler sentences were mixed in the same pseudo-random order with the 
conditions evenly distributed over lists. 
 
Table 2.1. Examples of the subject relative versions of the sentences 
Condition Acceptable sentence Unacceptable sentence 
Syntactic 
 
De agenten die op de boef schoten  
zaten achter de auto. 
De boef die op de agenten schoten  
zat achter de auto. 
 
The cops who at the crook shot[plural]  
sat behind the car. a 
The crook who at the cops shot[plural]  
sat behind the car. a 
 
The cops who shot[plural] at the crook  
sat behind the car. b 
The crook who shot[plural] at the cops  
sat behind the car. b 
Semantic 
 
De stropers die op de vos joegen  
slopen door het bos. 
De vos die op de stropers joeg sloop  
door het bos. 
 
The poachers who at the fox  
hunted stalked through the woods. a 
The fox that at the poachers  
hunted stalked through the woods. a 
 
The poachers who hunted the fox  
stalked through the woods. b 
The fox that hunted the poachers  
stalked through the woods. b 
Selectional 
restriction 
De bomen die in het park stonden  
waren stuk voor stuk bijzonder. 
De bomen die in het park speelden  
waren stuk voor stuk bijzonder. 
 
The trees that in the park stood  
were one by one remarkable. a 
The trees that in the park played were  
one by one remarkable. a 
  
The trees that stood in the park  
were all remarkable. b 
The trees that played in the park were  
all remarkable. b 
The critical words are italicized. In the experiment, the subject and object relative sentences were
randomly mixed within the semantic and syntactic block. 
a Word-by-word translation. 
b Paraphrase. 
 
The semantic condition consisted of 68 Dutch sentences with centrally embedded 
relative clauses. For each sentence, a SR and an OR version and an acceptable and an 
unacceptable version were created, yielding a total set of 272 sentences (see Table 2.1). 
Fourteen (out of 68) sentences in the object relative condition employed adjuncts rather 
than prepositional complements. The semantically anomalous sentences expressed 
scenarios conflicting with general world knowledge (e.g., foxes are not very likely to be 
hunting poachers whereas poachers are likely to hunt foxes). The anomalies resulted from 
reversing the first and the second noun phrase of semantically acceptable sentences. The 
two noun phrases could both serve as the agent and the patient of the action expressed by 
the verb ending the relative clause (e.g., foxes and poachers can hunt as well as be 
hunted). The anomaly was not evident before the relative clause’s verb. This way we tried 
to ensure that the detection of the anomaly required deep processing of the relative clause, 
in that it depended on the successful integration of the verb with both noun phrases. In half 
of the sentences, the two noun phrases had the same grammatical number and in the other 
half they had a different number (singular or plural). The four versions of each sentence 
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were counterbalanced across lists. Each list contained 17 SR acceptable sentences, 17 SR 
semantically anomalous sentences, 17 OR acceptable sentences, and 17 OR semantically 
anomalous sentences. Sixty-eight filler sentences were added to each list: 17 acceptable 
right-branching sentences, 17 semantically anomalous right branching sentences (e.g., #De 
rechter luisterde naar de beklaagde die opkwam voor zijn advocaat — #The judge listened 
to the defendant who stood up for his lawyer), 17 acceptable conjunctions, and 17 
conjunctions with a semantic reversal anomaly (e.g., #De zeehonden doken in het water en 
vingen de ijsbeer — #The seals plunged into the water and caught the ice-bear). 
Because it was not clear whether the semantic reversal anomalies would elicit an 
N400 effect we added a semantic control condition, which should yield an N400 effect. 
Selectional restriction violations were chosen because they have been shown to reliably 
elicit N400 effects (e.g., Hillyard & Kutas, 1983). Detection of this violation depends on the 
combination of only one noun phrase (see the last sentence of Table 2.1 for an example; de 
boom, or the tree) with the verb that ends the relative clause (e.g., speelde, or played). 
This condition consisted of 40 SR and 40 OR sentences, half of which contained a selectional 
restriction violation. Two lists were created in which the critical sentences were 
counterbalanced across participants. Forty filler sentences were added to each list: 20 right-
branching and 20 conjoined sentences, half of which were semantically anomalous. In the 
following, we will refer to this as the selectional restriction condition. 
 
Pretest of the materials 
A reaction time (RT) pilot study was conducted to test (i) if our sentence complexity 
manipulation was successful (in that OR sentences would yield longer RTs and/or more 
errors than SR sentences), and (ii) if participants were successful in detecting syntactically 
and semantically unacceptable sentences. A separate group of participants (N = 32) 
performed a speeded acceptability judgment task — that is, they had to indicate as fast as 
possible whether the sentence was acceptable or not. This earliest possible moment was 
different for the acceptable and the unacceptable sentences. The unacceptability became 
clear right after the verb had been presented, which for the experimental sentences was 
mid-sentence. The acceptability on the other hand became clear only after the final word 
had been read. Correspondingly, RT for the unacceptable sentences was measured from the 
moment the verb was presented, while the RT for the acceptable sentences was measured 
from the last word. The RT and error data were entered into repeated measures 
multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA). For the critical conditions an analysis with 
repeated measures on condition (syntactic vs. semantic), complexity (SR vs. OR), and 
acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable) was performed. For the selectional restriction 
condition a one-way MANOVA with acceptability as repeated measure was performed. The 
results are depicted in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Mean reaction time (ms) and error percentages (between brackets) 
 Speeded response task Delayed response task  













Syntactic 659 1116 708 1464 899 858 921 929 
 (3.7) (8.3) (6.3) (17.3) (7.1) (10.5) (16.5) (18.4) 
Semantic 674 1237 734 1465 861 845 900 866 
 (6.3) (5.7) (8.6) (5.9) (10.2) (7.5) (16.4) (9.6) 
 Speeded response task Delayed response task  
Condition Acceptable Unacceptable Acceptable Unacceptable  
Selection 648 1131 796 780 
restriction (5.6) (4.1) (10.1) (6.8) 
 
The RT analysis revealed main effects of complexity, F(1,31) = 59.94, p < .001, and 
acceptability, F(1,31) = 99.28, p < .001. The complexity effect indicates that mean RT for 
OR sentences was longer than for SR sentences. The acceptability effect indicates that mean 
RT for unacceptable sentences was also longer than for acceptable sentences. There was no 
effect of condition, F < 2.5, or complexity by condition interaction, F < 1.5. A complexity by 
acceptability interaction, F(1,31) = 22.83, p < .001, was observed. Follow up analyses 
revealed acceptability effects for SR, F(1,31) = 65.42, p < .001, and OR sentences, F(1,31) 
= 107.55, p < .001, and complexity effects for acceptable, F(1,31) = 12.16, p < .002, and 
for unacceptable sentences, F(1,31) = 42.81, p < .001. 
The error analysis revealed main effects of condition, F(1,31) = 6.68, p < .02, 
complexity, F(1,31) = 18.55, p < .001, an interaction between the two factors, F(1,31) = 
4.97, p < .04, and a three-way interaction with acceptability, F(1,31) = 5.85, p < .03. 
Participants made more errors on OR than SR sentences and on unacceptable than 
acceptable sentences. The two-way interaction indicates that a complexity effect was 
obtained for the syntactic condition, F(1,31) = 15.96, p < .001, but not for the semantic 
condition, F < 1.5. The three-way interaction indicates that while participants in the 
syntactic condition (particularly for OR sentences) made more errors to unacceptable than 
acceptable sentences, the reverse pattern was found for the semantic condition. Only for 
the syntactic condition the acceptability effects were significant (SR sentences: F(1,31) = 
4.22, p < .05; OR sentences: F(1,31) = 13.24, p < .01; semantic condition: Fs < 2.6).  
The results of the pilot study show that our complexity manipulation was successful, 
in that, (a) OR sentences in both conditions elicited longer RTs (and trends towards more 
errors) than SR sentences and (b) participants were successful in detecting the syntactic 
and semantic anomalies embedded in SR and OR sentences. After validation of the 
materials Experiment 1 was conducted using the same materials as in the pilot study. 
 
Procedure 
Participants were seated in a sound-attenuating and electrically shielded chamber. A 
response device with two push-buttons was fixed on a small table in front of the participant. 
Sentences were presented in serial visual presentation mode at the center of a PC monitor. 
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Word duration was 345 ms and the stimulus- onset asynchrony (SOA) was 645 ms. 
Sentence final words were followed by a full stop. The inter-trial interval was 2 s. Words 
were presented in black capitals on a white background in a 9 cm by 2 cm window at a 
viewing distance of approximately 1m. Each sentence was preceded by a fixation cross 
(duration 500 ms) followed by a 500 ms blank screen. A set of practice trials preceded the 
experimental trials.  
Participants were instructed to attentively read each sentence and to press a button 
with the dominant index finger if the sentence was correct and with the other index finger if 
it was not. For the syntactic condition, unacceptable was defined as grammatically incorrect. 
For the semantic condition and the selectional restriction condition, unacceptable was 
defined as semantically implausible. The three conditions were presented in separate blocks. 
The critical syntactic and semantic condition always preceded the selectional restriction 
condition. The order of the critical conditions was counterbalanced across participants. 
There was a brief pause between blocks. Each block was preceded by three filler items.  
In contrast to what happened in the pilot study, participants had to postpone their 
acceptability judgment until presentation of a prompt that occurred 1500 ms after the 
sentence final word. We used a delayed response task to eliminate effect of motor response 
preparation on the ERPs of interest. Because eye-movements distort the EEG recording, 
participants were trained to make eye movements, e.g., blinks, only in the period that the 
prompt was present (stimulus duration was 2295 ms). Prompt offset was followed after 705 
ms by a fixation cross indicating the start of the next trial. 
 
EEG recording 
EEG was recorded with 13 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic electrode cap 
(Electrocap International). The electrode positions included standard International 10–20 
system locations over the left and right hemispheres at the frontal (F7 and F8) and three 
midline sites: frontal (Fz), central (Cz), and parietal (Pz). In addition, eight electrodes were 
placed at non-standard electrode positions previously found to be sensitive to language 
manipulations (e.g., Holcomb & Neville, 1990): left and right anteriortemporal sites (LAT 
and RAT: 50% of the distance between T3/4 and F7/8), left and right temporal sites (LT and 
RT: 33% of the interaural distance lateral to Cz), left and right temporoparietal (LTP and 
RTP: Wernicke’s area and its right hemisphere homologue: 30% of the interaural distance 
lateral to a point 13% of the nasion–inion distance posterior to Cz), and left and right 
occipital sites (OL and OR: 50% of the distance between T5/6 and O1/2). The left mastoid 
served as reference. Electrode impedance was less than 3 kΩ. The electro-oculogram (EOG) 
was recorded bipolarly; vertical EOG was recorded by placing an electrode above and below 
the right eye and the horizontal EOG was recorded via a right to left canthal montage. The 
signals were amplified (time constant=8 s, bandpass=0.02 to 30 Hz), and digitized online at 






EEG and EOG records were examined for artifacts and for excessive EOG amplitude 
(>100 µV) extending from 100 ms before the onset of the critical verb ending the relative 
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clause to 1 s following its onset. Averages were aligned to a 100- ms baseline preceding the 
critical verb. The ERPs were analyzed in two ways: First, mean amplitudes were calculated 
in an early window (i.e., 400–500 ms), and a late window (i.e., 650–850 ms). These 
windows were based upon visual analysis and depended upon the time interval in which 
maximal differences between conditions were obtained. Second, to examine more closely 
the onsets and lengths of the ERP acceptability effects and to increase our power to detect 
small but reliable changes in brain response, supplementary time course analyses were 
conducted. For each participant, the mean amplitude of 50-ms epochs (i.e., the mean of 10 
sample points) for the critical conditions was computed beginning at the onset of the critical 
verb and ending 1 s later. To reduce the chance of Type I errors due to the large number of 
comparisons, an effect is referred to as significant only if it was present in at least two 
consecutive time epochs. For both kinds of analyses the mean amplitudes were entered into 
a MANOVA. The multivariate approach to repeated measurements was used to avoid 
problems concerning sphericity (e.g., Vasey & Thayer, 1987). For the critical conditions 
repeated measures included two levels of condition (syntactic vs. semantic), two levels of 
complexity (SR vs. OR), and two levels of acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable). For 
the selectional restriction condition the repeated measure included two levels of 
acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable). Because the number of SR vs. OR sentences in 
this condition was too small to yield a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio for ERPs we collapsed 
across sentence type.  
ERPs at the midline and lateral sites were analyzed in separate MANOVAs so that 
laterality effects could be examined. The midline analysis included three levels of site (Fz, 
Cz, and Pz). The lateral analysis included five levels of sites (frontal, anteriortemporal, 
temporal, temporoparietal, and occipital) and two levels of hemisphere (left, right). 
Interactions with the factor site or hemisphere were followed up by a normalization 
procedure described by McCarthy and Wood (1985). In all those cases where interactions 
with site or hemisphere are reported the normalized data are presented. If the analyses 
yielded interactions with the factor site additional MANOVAs were performed at the single 
site level. 
 
RT and error data 
The delayed reaction time and error data are presented in Table 2.2 (right side). If 
we compare these data to that of the speeded response task, reported on the left side of 
Table 2.2, a striking difference between the two tasks becomes apparent. Whereas in the 
first task, unacceptable sentences were responded to considerably more slowly than 
acceptable ones, this difference was small or even reversed in the second task. Accordingly, 
there was no longer a significant main effect of acceptability. This pattern is present in all 
three conditions: syntactic, semantic, and selectional restriction. It seems to be related to a 
difference in task requirements. In the speeded response task, subjects could give a no-
response as soon as they had read the verb; for a yes-response on the other hand, they 
had to wait until they had read the last word of the sentence. In contrast, in the delayed 
response task, subjects had to wait until the end of the sentence, both for a yes and for a 
no-response. This means that in the speeded task, the no-response had to be given while 
the rest of the sentence was being presented. In all likelihood, this created a dual task 
situation and led to a negative effect on the reaction time for a no-response on the speeded 
task. For the yes-responses in the speeded task and both yes and no-responses in the 
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delayed task, there was no such dual task interference and consequently, responses were 
relatively fast. 
As Table 2.2 shows, even though participants delayed their responses until 1.5 s 
after the sentence final word, mean RTs were longer for OR than for SR sentences, F(1,39) 
= 19.44, p < .001. No main effect of condition, F < 2, or condition by complexity interaction 
was obtained, F < 1.5. For RT an interaction between condition, complexity and 
acceptability, F(1,39) = 5.87, p < .05, indicated that for the syntactic condition the effect of 
complexity was larger for unacceptable (71 ms) than for acceptable sentences (22 ms), 
whereas for the semantic condition the effect was larger for acceptable (39 ms) than for 
unacceptable sentences (21 ms). Follow up analyses revealed the following results. First, 
complexity effects were found for the syntactic, F(1,39) = 14.44, p < .01, and for the 
semantic condition, F(1,39) = 7.48, p < .01, and for the acceptable versions of the 
sentences, ps < .05. Second, acceptability effects were obtained for SR sentences for the 
syntactic condition, F(1,39) = 8.70, p < .01 [OR sentences: F < 1] and a marginally 
significant effect for OR sentences for the semantic condition, F(1,39) = 3.97, p = .053 [SR 
sentences: F < 1.5]. In both cases, mean RT to acceptable sentences were longer than 
those for unacceptable sentences.  
On the whole, participants made more errors on OR than SR sentences, F(1,39) = 
50.62, p < .001. A condition by acceptability interaction, F(1,39) = 16.53, p < .001, 
reflected differences in strategies between conditions. In the semantic condition, 
participants made more errors on acceptable sentences, whereas in the syntactic condition 
they made more errors on unacceptable sentences. In addition, a condition by complexity 
interaction, F(1,39) = 5.55, p < .03 was obtained. Supplementary analyses revealed 
complexity effects for the syntactic condition, F(1,39) = 34.82, p < .001, and the semantic 
condition, F(1,39) = 12.76, p < .01. The latter analysis also yielded a complexity by 
acceptability interaction, F(1,39) = 4.71, p < .04, indicating that participants made more 
errors on the acceptable versions of OR sentences than of SR sentences. 
The analyses of the RT and error data for the selectional restriction condition did not 
yield any reliable effects (see Table 2.2). 
 
Event-related potentials 
As can be seen in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, the critical verbs in all conditions elicited a 
negativity peaking at about 200 ms (N1) and a positivity peaking around 250 ms (P2) which 
was largest at the midline and occipital sites. These components were followed by a broad 
negative-going wave in the 400–600 ms epoch, peaking at about 450 ms (N400) largest at 
parietal sites (Cz, Pz, LTP, and RTP). It is well known that an N400 component is elicited by 
each open class word (e.g., Kutas & Van Petten, 1994). The relevant question is whether an 
N400 effect (i.e., more negative-going amplitudes to implausible than plausible verbs) 
occurred in the semantic condition (see Fig. 2.2). Inspection of the waveforms for the SR 
sentences suggests that no N400 effect was obtained. Note that at some sites (e.g., Pz and 
OL) a reversed N400 effect appeared to be present — that is, N400 amplitude was more 
negative-going for acceptable (plausible) than for unacceptable (implausible) verbs. The OR 
sentences did not elicit a clear N400 effect either, though at some sites N400 amplitude was 
a bit more negative-going for implausible verbs (i.e., Pz, RTP, and OR).  
The most distinguishing feature of the waveforms for the syntactic and the semantic 
condition was a slow positive shift starting at about 600 ms and extending up to 1000 ms 
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largest at central and posterior sites. In both conditions the amplitude of this positive shift 
was modulated by acceptability with larger (i.e., more positive) amplitudes for unacceptable 
than for acceptable sentences. The positive effect elicited by syntactically unacceptable 
verbs in terms of scalp distribution (it was largest over central and posterior sites) and time 
course resembled the P600 effect observed to a variety of syntactic violations (e.g., Hagoort 
et al., 1993; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995). Therefore, we refer 
to it as a P600 effect. Visual comparison of the ERP signature to syntactically unacceptable 
verbs with that to semantically implausible verbs (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) suggests that both 
kinds of anomalies elicited a very similar brain response. That is, semantically implausible 
verbs also gave rise to a P600 effect. Furthermore, in both the syntactic and the semantic 
conditions, P600 effects appeared to be larger for SR than for OR sentences. 
Statistical analyses. About 3% of the trials (syntactic condition: 3.01%, semantic 
condition: 2.61%) were excluded from the average because of artifacts.  
N400 window (400–500 ms). The omnibus analyses for the midline and the lateral 
sites for the N400 window did not reveal acceptability effects or condition by acceptability 
interactions, Fs < 1. No condition by acceptability by site interactions were observed, Fs < 
1.5. The results thus support the visual impression that the semantic condition did not elicit 
N400 effects. A condition effect for the lateral sites, F(1,39) = 6.86, p < .05 [midline sites, 
F < 2.5], indicated that overall mean amplitudes in the semantic condition were more 
positive than in the syntactic condition. No main effects of complexity were obtained, Fs < 
1. The midline analysis yielded an interaction of complexity with acceptability, F(1,39) = 
5.17, p < .05 [lateral sites, F < 2.5]. This interaction indicates that mean amplitudes for 
unacceptable verbs in SR sentences were slightly (but not significantly, F < 2.2) more 
positive-going than those for acceptable verbs, whereas mean amplitudes to unacceptable 
verbs in OR sentences tended to be more negative-going than those for acceptable verbs, 
F(1,39) = 3.76, p < .07.  
Time course analyses LAN/N400 effects. For the syntactic condition no reliable 
acceptability effects occurred up to 550 ms neither for SR nor for OR sentences. That is, our 
syntactic violations did not elicit an early anterior distributed negative (LAN) effect. For the 
semantic condition, the analyses for the SR sentences disclosed that for a subset of 
electrodes and with different time courses, acceptability effects were obtained. Specifically, 
mean amplitudes to acceptable verbs were more negative-going than those for 
unacceptable verbs. Very early effects occurred at Pz (50–150 ms) and OL (100–250 ms). 
Later effects were observed at Pz (450–550 ms), OL (400–600 ms), and F7 (400–500 ms). 
In all cases, the direction of the effects was opposite to that of N400 effects. For OR 
sentences, N400-like effects were observed in different latency windows at Pz (300–400 
ms) and OR (350–500 ms). These analyses thus reveal that semantically implausible 
scenarios did not elicit an N400 effect for SR sentences while for OR sentences for two 
posterior sites (Pz and OR) an N400-like effect was observed in somewhat different time 




Fig. 2.1. Experiment 1: Grand ERP averages for the syntactic condition for SR and OR sentences, 
time-locked to the onset of the critical word, and superimposed for the two levels of acceptability. In 
this and all other figures, Fz, Cz, and Pz signify frontal, central, and parietal midline electrodes. F7, 
F8, LAT, RAT, LT, RT, LTP, RTP, OL, and OR signify left and right frontal, anterior temporal, temporal, 
parietal, and occipital electrodes. The shaded areas indicate the time periods in which significant 





Fig. 2.2. Experiment 1: Grand ERP averages for the semantic condition for SR and OR sentences, 
time-locked to the onset of the critical word, and superimposed for the two levels of acceptability. The 
shaded areas indicate the time periods in which significant effects of acceptability in the P600 window 
(650–850 ms) were present. 
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P600 window (650–850 ms). The omnibus analyses revealed clear effects of 
acceptability for the midline sites, F(1,39) = 34.09, p < .001, and the lateral sites, F(1,39) 
= 12.01, p < .001. Mean amplitudes to unacceptable verbs were more positive than those 
to acceptable verbs, indicating that P600 effects were obtained. No two-way interactions 
between condition and acceptability were found, Fs < 1, indicating that similar acceptability 
effects were obtained in the syntactic and semantic conditions. For the midline sites a 
complexity by acceptability interaction, F(1,39) = 5.42, p < .05, was obtained. Follow up 
analyses revealed P600 acceptability effects for SR sentences, F(1,39) = 36.06, p < .001, 
but not for OR sentences, F < 1. The midline analysis revealed a three-way interaction of 
condition, complexity and site, F(2,76) = 3.73, p < .04, and a four-way interaction of these 
factors with acceptability, F(2,76) = 4.42, p < .02. The three-way interaction indicated that 
in the semantic, but not in the syntactic condition, mean amplitude at the frontal midline 
site was more positive-going for SR than for OR sentences. Separate analyses for the 
syntactic and the semantic conditions, however, did not yield effects of complexity, Fs < 1, 
or complexity by site interactions, Fs < 2.5. Importantly, the four-way interaction indicates 
that only for the syntactic condition a reliable P600 effect for OR sentences was found at 
one of the midline sites (Pz: p < .02). Neither interaction did approach significance in the 
lateral analyses, Fs < 1.5.  
Scalp distribution of the P600 effects in the syntactic and semantic conditions. We 
explored the topography of the P600 effects by conducting separate analyses for each 
condition and level of complexity. For the syntactic condition the analyses for SR sentences 
yielded acceptability by site interactions (midline sites: F(2,76) = 4.42, p < .02; lateral 
sites: F(4,144) = 6.33, p < .01). Single site analyses showed that P600 effects in the 
syntactic condition were present at Fz, Cz, Pz, LT, LTP, RTP, OL, and OR (all p-values < 
.05). For OR sentences no acceptability by site interactions were found (Fs < 2.6). Likewise, 
for the semantic condition the analyses for the SR sentences revealed acceptability by site 
interactions (midline sites: F(2,76) = 6.15, p < .01; lateral sites: F(4,144) = 9.88, p < 
.001). Single site analyses showed that P600 effects were present at Cz, Pz, LTP, RTP, OL, 
and OR (all p-values < .05). For OR sentences no acceptability by site interactions were 
found, as all Fs < 2. 
Time course analyses P600 effects. Let us first describe the time course of the P600 
acceptability effects for SR sentences. For the syntactic condition, the earliest onset of a 
P600 effect was observed at Cz (550 ms) followed by Pz and LTP (600 ms), and RTP, OL, 
and OR (650 ms). In all cases, the P600 effect continued up to 1000 ms. For the semantic 
condition, the earliest onset of a P600 effect occurred at OL (550 ms) and Pz (600 ms), 
followed by RTP and OR at 650ms and LTP at 700 ms. Except from two sites which showed 
effects of short duration (Cz: 700–800 ms and LTP: 700–850 ms) the P600 effects lasted up 
to 1000 ms. Late reversed P600 effects from 850 ms onward were found at more anterior 
sites (LAT: 850–950 ms, RAT: 850–1000 ms).  
Let us now turn to the time course of the P600 acceptability effects for OR 
sentences. For both conditions, the number of sites that showed P600 effects was more 
limited and the effect occurred later (syntactic condition: Pz, OL [both 750–1000 ms], OR 
[750–950 ms], and RTP [850–950 ms]; semantic condition: LT [750–850 ms] and LTP 
[700–850 and 900–1000 ms]). In the syntactic condition, the P600 effect was delayed by 
about 100 ms (750 ms for OR vs. 650 ms for SR sentences). In the semantic condition, the 





Fig. 2.3. Experiments 1 and 2: Grand ERP averages for the selectional restriction condition, time-
locked to the onset of the critical word, and superimposed for the two levels of acceptability. The 
shaded areas indicate the time periods in which significant effects of acceptability in the P600 window 
(650–850 ms) were present. 
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ty) showed the same onset for both sentence types (700 ms). Note that for the syntactic 
condition a late reversed P600 effect was present at F7 (900–1000 ms). The time course 
analyses further support a central and posterior distribution of the P600 effects in both the 
syntactic and the semantic condition. Second, these analyses suggest that in the syntactic 
but not in the semantic condition the onset of the P600 effect for OR sentences was delayed 
by 100 ms.  
Selectional restriction condition. As expected, selectional restriction violations evoked 
an N400 effect (see Fig. 2.3, top). An unexpected result was that the N400 effect was 
followed by a large P600 effect. The analyses for the N400 window (400–500 ms) revealed 
an acceptability effect at the midline, F(1,39) = 5.06, p < .05, (lateral: F(1,39) = 3.49, p < 
.07), and an acceptability by site interaction for the lateral sites, F(4,144) = 7.50, p < .01 
(midline sites, F < 2). Single site analyses revealed N400 effects at bilateral temporoparietal 
and occipital sites (LTP, RTP, OL, and OR: p < .02).The analyses for the P600 window (650–
850 ms) yielded effects of acceptability (midline: F(2,76) = 14.01, p < .001; lateral: 
F(4,144) = 8.60, p < .001) and an interaction with site for the lateral sites, F(4,144) = 
5.34, p < .01. Single site analyses for the lateral sites revealed a P600 effect at LT, RT, LTP, 
RTP, OL, and OR (all p-values < .02). 
In sum, the main results of Experiment 1 were as follows. First, as predicted, 
syntactic anomalies elicited a P600 effect, largest at central and posterior sites. This effect 
was not preceded by a LAN effect. Second, semantic reversal anomalies did not elicit an 
N400 effect but instead a P600 effect, again with a centro-parietal distribution. Third, in the 
semantic condition, P600 effects were elicited in SR sentences but not in OR sentences. In 
the syntactic condition, P600 effects were reduced in the OR sentences but not completely 
absent: the P600 window analysis indicated the presence of a P600 effect at Pz and the 
time-course analyses suggested a P600 effect that was delayed by 100 ms. Finally, the 




Four main conclusions follow from our first experiment. First, syntactic complexity 
had an effect on the detection of grammaticality violations. It led not only to longer RTs and 
more errors on the delayed judgment task, but also reduced the P600 effect and delayed its 
onset. Second, semantic reversal anomalies led to a P600 effect with roughly the same 
scalp distribution as the P600 effect caused by syntactic anomalies. Third, syntactic 
complexity had a negative effect on the detection of semantic reversal anomalies. It not 
only increased RTs on the delayed judgment task, but also reduced the size of the P600 
effect. Fourth, semantic anomalies, in particular semantically implausible scenarios, did not 
give rise to an N400 effect, whereas violations of selectional restrictions, in accordance with 
the literature, did elicit N400 effects. This N400 effect was followed by a P600 effect.  
Interpretation of these findings will be postponed to the General Discussion. The 
finding of a P600 effect after semantic reversal anomalies was unexpected and needs some 
discussion now. P600 effects have been reported in five different conditions: after 
grammatical violations (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993), orthographic violations (Münte et al., 
1998), in garden path sentences (e.g., Friederici et al., 1996), after N400 effects of 
semantic violations (e.g., the present Experiment 1, selectional restriction condition; Münte 
et al., 1998; Osterhout & Nicol, 1999) and most generally, after improbable events (Coulson 
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et al., 1998b). Neither of these conditions applied to the critical sentences with semantic 
reversal anomalies in our study. One possible account for the occurrence of a P600 effect 
could be that it is closely related to the presence of a judgment task. Osterhout and Mobley 
(1995), for instance, observed P600 effects of agreement violations (of gender between 
noun and reflexive), but only when a judgment task was given. Experiment 2 was 
conducted to test whether the P600 effects obtained in Experiment 1 disappear in a normal 











Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1, except that participants were 
instructed to read the sentences for comprehension. To ensure that they attentively read 
the sentences, 21% of the sentences were followed by a content question about the 
immediately preceding sentence, for instance, whether a particular event occurred in the 
sentence. They had to indicate by pressing a button with the right or left index finger 
whether the answer to the question was “YES” or “NO”. In half of the cases the correct 




Performance on comprehension questions 
The mean percentage of errors across experimental conditions was 22.8%. The 
omnibus analysis revealed an acceptability effect, F(1,39) = 6.15, p < .02, indicating that 
participants made more errors on unacceptable (26.5%) than on acceptable sentences 
(19.2%). No effect of condition or condition by acceptability interaction was obtained. There 




As apparent from Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, the ERPs in the reading task looked similar to 
those in the acceptability judgment task. The critical words elicited an N1 followed by a P2, 
which was followed by an N400. Visual inspection suggests that, as in Experiment 1, 
semantically implausible verbs did not elicit a clear N400 effect but again a P600 effect, 
which looked similar to that in the syntactic condition. As in Experiment 1, syntactically and 
semantically unacceptable verbs in SR sentences elicited large P600 effects. In contrast with 
Experiment 1, no P600 effects appeared to be present for OR sentences, neither for the 
syntactic nor for the semantic condition. In the syntactic condition, unacceptable verbs in 





Fig. 2.4. Experiment 2: Grand ERP averages for the syntactic condition for SR and OR sentences, 
timelocked to the onset of the critical word, and superimposed for the two levels of acceptability. The 
shaded areas indicate the time periods in which significant effects of acceptability in the P600 window 





Fig. 2.5. Experiment 2: Grand ERP averages for the semantic condition for SR and OR sentences, 
time-locked to the onset of the critical word, and superimposed for the two levels of acceptability. The 
shaded areas indicate the time periods in which significant effects of acceptability in the LAN/N400 
window (400–500 ms) and/or the P600 window (650–850 ms) were present. 
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extending up to 550 ms), largest over the anterior sites of the left hemisphere. In the 
syntactic, and to a lesser extend in the semantic condition, for OR sentences mean 
amplitudes in the LAN/N400 window were more negative-going for unacceptable than for 
acceptable verbs. 
Statistical analyses. About 7% of the trials (syntactic condition: 7.68%, semantic 
condition: 6.76%) were excluded from the average because of artifacts.  
N400 window (400–500 ms).The omnibus analysis for the midline sites revealed an 
acceptability effect, F(1,39) = 4.96, p < .05 (lateral: F(1,39) = 3.62, p < .07), and an 
acceptability by site interaction, F(2,76) = 3.33, p < .05 (lateral: F < 2). Mean amplitudes 
were more negative-going for unacceptable than for acceptable verbs. Single site analyses 
revealed an acceptability effect at Cz (p < .01) and a trend towards an effect at Pz (p < 
.06). For the midline sites a complexity by acceptability interaction was observed, F(1,39) = 
5.08, p < .03 (lateral sites, F < 2). Follow up analyses showed that an acceptability effect 
was present for OR sentences (midline: F(1,39) = 10.11, p < .005, lateral: F(1,39) = 5.21, 
p < .05) but not for SR sentences, Fs < 1.  
The lateral analysis revealed a three-way interaction of complexity by acceptability 
by hemisphere, F(1,31) = 16.09, p < .001. This interaction reflected a trend towards 
acceptability effects for SR sentences over the left hemisphere, p-value < .07, and for OR 
sentences over the right hemisphere which was reflected by an acceptability by site 
interaction, p < .02. Single site analyses for the OR sentences revealed acceptability effects 
over posterior sites (RTP and OR: p-values < .02). 
Time course analyses LAN/N400 effects. For the syntactic condition, two effects 
occurred. First, for SR sentences at left anterior sites, a significant increase in negativity to 
unacceptable verbs was observed (F7: 500–600 ms, LAT: 450–600 ms)3. While the 
distribution of the effect is similar to that of the LAN, the effect occurs later than the typical 
LAN window (300–500 ms). Second, for OR sentences, an early negative effect that 
continued up to 600 ms (more negative-going amplitudes for unacceptable verbs) was 
observed at right posterior sites (RTP: 250–600 ms, OR: 150–600 ms) and at centro-
parietal midline sites (Cz: 200–550 ms, Pz: 350–500 ms). Albeit the effect shows an early 
onset and does not show the typical anterior maximum, it falls well into the LAN window. 
Most important for our present purposes, the analyses for the semantic condition did not 
yield reliable effects of acceptability, or complexity by acceptability interactions in any of the 
50-ms epochs starting at critical verb onset up to 600 ms. 
P600 window (650–850 ms). The omnibus analyses did not yield acceptability 
effects, Fs < 1, but revealed complexity by acceptability interactions for the midline sites, 
F(1,39) = 7.97, p < .01, and for the lateral sites, F(1,39) = 5.55, p < .05. Supplementary 
analyses for each level of complexity revealed acceptability effects for SR sentences 
(midline sites: F(1,39) = 6.84, p < .02; lateral sites: F(1,39) = 4.67, p < .05), but not for 
OR sentences (midline and lateral sites: Fs < 1). The lateral analysis revealed a four-way 
condition by complexity by acceptability by site interaction, F(4,144) = 2.65, p < .05. 
                                          
3 Note that a more transient increase in negativity to incorrect verbs from 300 to 350 ms was present 
at all sites over the left hemisphere (except OL), and at right anterior sites (F8, RAT). This effect falls 
well into the latency range reported for the LAN. However, because the effect was only significant in 
one time window, the reliability of the effect in the present experiment has to be questioned. 
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Supplementary analyses revealed that this interaction with condition does not reflect 
distributional differences between the P600 effects in the syntactic and the semantic 
conditions. Importantly, a separate analysis for the SR sentences did not yield an 
interaction between condition and acceptability, F < 1, or a condition by acceptability by site 
interaction, F < 1.5. Neither did any other interaction with the factor condition approach 
significance, all F values < 2. Follow up analyses for the OR sentences disclosed that the 
four-way interaction with condition indicated that only for the semantic condition there was 
a trend towards a reversed P600 effect (i.e., mean amplitudes were more negative-going 
for unacceptable than for acceptable verbs) at anterior sites over the right hemisphere (F8 
and RAT: p < .10). No other interactions between condition and other factors were present, 
all F-values < 2. 
The omnibus analysis for the lateral sites yielded a three-way complexity by 
acceptability by hemisphere interaction, F(1,39) = 7.17, p < .02. Separate analyses for SR 
sentences for the two hemispheres revealed an acceptability effect for the right hemisphere, 
F(1,39) = 8.73, p < .01, but not for the left hemisphere, F < 1. The analyses for both 
hemispheres yielded acceptability by site interactions (left hemisphere: F(4,144) = 6.45, p 
< .01; right hemisphere: F(4,144) = 5.52, p < .01). Single site analyses for the left 
hemisphere indicated that P600 effects were present at posterior sites (LTP and OL: ps < 
.03). Single site analyses for the right hemisphere indicated that P600 effects were present 
at posterior sites (RTP and OR: ps < .01) and at RT (p < .02). For OR sentences no effects 
of acceptability, Fs < 2, or acceptability by site interactions, Fs < 2, were obtained, neither 
for the left nor for the right hemisphere. 
Time course analyses P600 effects. For the syntactic condition, the earliest onset of a 
P600 acceptability effect for SR sentences was observed at 550 ms at the right occipital site 
(OR). At central and posterior sites, the P600 acceptability effect started between 600 and 
650 ms (i.e., Cz, Pz, RTP, and OR), while at other sites (i.e., RT, LTP, and OL) P600 effects 
occurred only after 850 ms. At most sites the P600 effects extended up to 1000 ms after 
critical verb onset. For OR sentences no reliable P600 acceptability effects were obtained. 
For the semantic condition, P600 acceptability effects at most sites started at 650 ms 
(i.e., Pz, RTP, OL, and OR) and continued up to 1000 ms. A later onset (>800 ms) was 
observed for RAT, RT, and LTP. For OR sentences, no reliable P600 effects were obtained. 
Selectional restriction condition. As Fig. 2.3 (bottom) shows, selectional restriction 
violations — as expected — elicited an N400 effect, but in contrast to Experiment 1, this 
effect was not followed by a large P600 effect. That is, in Experiment 2, the P600 effect was 
either small (i.e., Pz and RTP) or absent. The analysis in the N400 window (i.e., 400–500 
ms) revealed acceptability effects for the midline sites, F(1,39) = 10.65, p < .005, and for 
the lateral sites, F(1,39) = 6.16, p < .02, indicating that clear N400 effects were obtained. 
The N400 effects were widely distributed across the scalp. N400 effects were not restricted 
to centro-parietal sites but were also present at more anterior sites (e.g., Fz, LT, and RT). 
No interactions of acceptability with site or hemisphere were present, all Fs < 3.1. The 
analysis in the P600 window (650–850 ms) did not yield effects of acceptability, Fs < 1. The 
lateral analysis revealed an interaction of acceptability with site, F(4,144) = 3.54, p < .02. 
Additional single site analyses, however, showed that for none of the sites a significant P600 
effect was present. The only significant effect was a reversed P600 effect at one left frontal 
site (F7: p < .03).  
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In sum, the main results of Experiment 2 were as follows: First, as predicted, 
syntactic anomalies in a reading task elicited a P600 effect with a central and parietal 
distribution. Second, as in Experiment 1, semantic reversal anomalies did not elicit an N400 
effect but instead a P600 effect with a central and parietal distribution. Third, in both the 
syntactic and the semantic condition, P600 effects were elicited in SR sentences but not in 
OR sentences. Fourth, as indicated by the time course analyses, only in the syntactic 
condition reliable modulations in early negativities were observed in the 400–500 ms 
window. For SR sentences there was a trend towards a LAN effect that preceded the P600 
effect. For OR sentences a significant increase in negativity was observed at the midline 




Removing the judgment task had little effect on the overall pattern of our findings. 
That is, we replicated the following results. First, the negative effect of syntactic complexity 
on the size of the P600 effect of syntactic anomalies. Second, the presence of a P600 effect 
in response to semantic reversal anomalies, with a scalp distribution similar to the P600 
effect elicited by syntactic anomalies. Third, the negative effect of syntactic complexity on 
the size of the P600 effect resulting from semantic reversal anomalies. Fourth, the absence 
of an N400 effect of semantic reversal anomalies in combination with the presence of an 
N400 effect of selectional restriction violations.  
The persistence of a P600 effect of semantic reversal anomalies in a reading task 
indicates that the P600 effect of semantic reversal anomalies does not depend upon the 
presence of a judgment task, but reflects normal processes of language comprehension. But 
although the removal of the judgment task did not lead to a disappearance of the P600 
effect in the semantic condition, there is one particular finding indicating that this removal 
did have an effect. In particular, whereas in Experiment 1, the N400 effect of selectional 
restriction violations was followed by a P600 effect, in Experiment 2, this P600 effect 
disappeared. This pattern of results indicates that the P600 effect in the selectional 
restriction condition of Experiment 1 was due to the presence of the judgment task. 
Although syntactic complexity in Experiments 1 and 2 led to a reduction of the P600 
effect in both the syntactic and the semantic condition, this reduction was not equally 
strong in both experiments. In particular, in Experiment 2, P600 effects failed to reach 
significance in the OR condition for both syntactic and semantic reversal anomalies, whereas 
in Experiment 1 this was only true for the semantic reversal anomalies. The syntactic 
anomalies in Experiment 1 produced effects that were smaller but reached significance at 
one of the parietal sites (Pz). Furthermore, time course analyses suggested that the P600 
effect was delayed for OR sentences. However, when we do a statistical comparison 
between experiments, the Experiment by Condition by Acceptability interaction in the P600 
range did not approach significance. (Note. We looked at this three-way interaction and the 
four-way interaction of these three factors with site, both in the midline and in the lateral 
analysis and found that all F-values were < 1.) This difference between the two experiments 
must therefore be attributed to chance variation.  
The P600 effects of syntactic complexity on the detection of syntactic and semantic 
reversal anomalies were found in two experiments. Furthermore, these complexity effects 
were also present in the reaction time and error data of Experiment. It seems however, that 
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although the reaction time and error effects were in the same direction, they were less 
strong than the P600 effects. That is, in the OR conditions, P600 effects of grammaticality 
tended to disappear, suggesting that the ungrammaticality was not detected. Performance 
in the behavioral tests on the other hand was still far above chance - with error data always 
below 20% - indicating that detection was still possible. This contrast reflects the online 
nature of ERP components. The P600 data indicate that during the P600 time window, the 
anomaly has not yet been detected in the OR sentences. But after the sentence has been 
fully presented, detection is possible in this condition, although this is still relatively hard.  
A final issue concerns the LAN effect of syntactic violation. In Experiment 1, there 
was no indication of such an effect. In Experiment 2 on the other hand, two negativities 
were observed after grammatical violations. In the SR condition, this negativity was 
lateralized to the left, thus resembling the LAN, although the effect occurred somewhat later 
than the typical LAN window (300–500 ms). In the OR condition on the other hand, an early 
negative effect was observed at right posterior and centro-parietal midline sites. We will 
refrain from interpreting this inconsistent pattern of results and confine ourselves to 
pointing out that a typical LAN effect of subject–verb agreement violations has failed to 





Our results have implications for a wide range of topics: limited capacity and 
structure of verbal working memory, the functional significance of the P600, and the 
functional significance of the N400. These topics will be discussed in separate sections. 
 
Limited capacity and structure of verbal working memory 
 
In two experiments, it was shown that the amplitude of the P600 brain response to 
semantic as well as syntactic anomalies was reduced in complex as compared to simple 
sentences. This outcome provides clear support for the limited capacity view embodied in 
both the Just and Carpenter and the Caplan and Waters model. With respect to the 
structure of working memory, our finding that the detection of semantic reversal anomalies 
was affected by syntactic complexity is inconsistent with the theory proposed by Caplan and 
Waters. 
There are two alternative accounts for this finding, however, which we have to 
address. Even if the detection of semantic reversal anomalies draws from a separate 
resource pool, as Caplan and Waters assume, it is still dependent upon information provided 
by the parsing process. On the basis of this informational dependency, two alternative 
accounts can be construed. The first of these accounts is the following. Suppose that in OR 
sentences, syntactic information is delivered later than is the case in SR sentences. This 
would mean that the detection of the semantic reversal anomaly is delayed, leading to the 
disappearance of the P600 effect.  
There is however one argument against the hypothesis of a delay. According to this 
hypothesis, the effect of complexity on the detection of semantic reversal anomalies is only 
temporary: as soon as the syntactic information is available, the anomaly can be detected. 
Now, the reaction time and error data obtained in Experiment 1 allow us to check upon this 
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possibility. The delay hypothesis predicts that the complexity effect will disappear in the 
delayed task for the semantic condition, but not for the syntactic condition. As we have 
seen, however, in the delayed task, OR sentences were still harder to process than SR 
sentences in the semantic condition, and there was no difference with the syntactic 
condition in this respect in the RT analysis; error data indicated that the complexity effect 
was somewhat smaller for the semantic condition, but it was significant. For the speeded RT 
task equal complexity effects for both conditions were found in the RT analysis, whereas in 
the error data the complexity effect was significant in the syntactic but not in the semantic 
condition. So instead of disappearing, in the delayed task, the complexity effect in the 
semantic condition remained as strong as that in the syntactic condition (RT data) or 
became a bit stronger, relative to the syntactic condition (error data). This alternative 
account does not seem to work.  
A second alternative account for our finding that the P600 amplitude is similarly 
affected by complexity in syntactic and semantic conditions is more radical. Suppose that in 
the OR sentences, parsing fails completely in a number of sentences. As a consequence, 
semantic reversal anomalies cannot be detected and the P600 will become smaller or even 
disappear. This account does a good job in explaining the results in the OR condition. For 
the SR condition, however, this account seems to fail. In Caplan and Waters’ view, the 
processing of both syntactic and semantic reversal anomalies would start with structure 
building operations. For the syntactic anomalies, this operation leads to the processing of 
the violation and this is reflected by the P600 effect. The detection of semantic reversal 
anomalies, however, requires a number of additional steps. First, after structure building, 
syntactic information has to be transferred to a post-interpretative working memory, 
located in other parts of the brain, according to Caplan and Waters. Second, the 
representation derived from thematic role assignment has to be translated into a 
proposition. Third, real world knowledge related to this proposition has to be retrieved from 
long-term memory. Fourth, a mismatch between the proposition and real word knowledge 
can now be assessed, leading to a P600 effect. So, the detection of semantic reversal 
anomalies should be much slower than the detection of syntactic anomalies and should 
involve other brain areas. Instead, we have found that the P600 effects of syntactic and 
semantic anomalies have the same amplitude. Furthermore, they also have the same scalp 
distribution. Neither in Experiment 1 nor in Experiment 2 did the overall analyses for the 
midline sites and the lateral sites reveal interactions or trends towards condition by 
acceptability by site interactions, all Fs < 1 (see Fig. 2.6 for a summary of the topography 
of the P600 effects in the semantic and syntactic condition for both Experiments). One 
might argue that the number of critical items per condition was relatively small in the 
present experiments (N = 17), and that, therefore, the absence of this interaction may 
result from a lack of statistical power. To address this question we conducted global 
MANOVAs including all 80 participants of Experiments 1 and 2. Importantly, the global 
analyses did not yield three-way interactions of condition, acceptability and sites (midline 
and lateral sites: Fs < 1). Based on the results of the single experiments and the global 
analyses we reject the hypothesis that there are topographical differences in P600 effects 
elicited by syntactic and semantic reversal anomalies. We can safely conclude that our 
second alternative account must also be rejected. 
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Fig. 2.6. Comparison of the size of the P600 effects in the SR sentences for Experiment 1 and 2 and 
for the semantic and syntactic condition. 
 
 
Our data thus fail to support the Caplan and Waters theory about a subdivision of the 
structure of verbal working memory. In this respect, our data are consistent with the 
findings by Vos et al. (2001). First of all, whereas the Caplan and Waters theory predicts 
that external load (dual task) only effects post-interpretative working memory, Vos et al. 
(2001) observed that external load did have an impact on the detection of grammatical 
violations. This manifested itself not only in a delayed onset of the P600 effect in the high 
load condition but also as a complexity by load interaction on the amplitude of the LAN. 
Secondly, whereas the Caplan and Waters theory predicts working memory span to only 
affect post-interpretative working memory, Vos et al. (2001) found the onset of the P600 
effect to be delayed in the high span group and the LAN to be absent in the low span group. 
Taken together, the two data sets represent quite a bit of evidence against the Caplan and 
Waters proposal on the structure of verbal working memory.  
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Although our P600 and our reaction time and error data do not support the notion of 
a specialized verbal working memory, there are other indications suggesting that there may 
be a working memory, specialized for syntactic processing. As noted above, the LAN has 
been found to respond not only to differences in grammaticality, but also to differences in 
working memory load, which shows up in sentences with filler-gap dependencies without 
any ungrammaticality (Kluender & Kutas, 1993a,b). In such sentences, fillers must be kept 
active until they can be assigned to the appropriate gap. At the same time, the LAN is 
responsive to syntactic manipulations (grammaticality) but not to semantic manipulations 
like cloze probability (e.g., Gunter, Friederici, & Schriefers, 2000). These two observations 
together may suggest that the LAN reflects syntactic working memory. It must be kept in 
mind, however, that cloze probability is not a load factor in that low cloze would not 
constitute more load than high cloze. Neither the Just and Carpenter nor the Caplan and 
Waters theory would therefore predict an effect of cloze variation on the LAN, as a working 
memory index. Vos et al. (2001) however did manipulate both internal and external load 
and did report an effect on the LAN. If this result can be replicated, it would argue against 
the hypothesis that the LAN reflects purely syntactic working memory. 
 
Functional significance of the P600 
 
The way we have tried to draw conclusions about the structure of verbal working 
memory on the basis of the presence and absence of the P600 effects of grammaticality 
might have given the impression that we somehow think that the P600 is a working 
memory component. This is not our claim, however. We do not think that the P600 is a 
working memory component any more than that reaction time is a working memory 
measure. We used the P600 effect as an indication that a violation has been detected, to 
show that when working memory is heavily taxed, the violation is not detected. Having 
demonstrated that, we now have to ask ourselves: given the present findings, what sort of 
process is reflected by the P600 effect?  
We have found P600 effects to our semantic reversal anomalies, in spite of the fact 
that these anomalous sentences appear not to fulfill the currently known requirements for 
these effects to occur. They do not contain grammatical or orthographic violations, are not 
garden-path sentences, and do not constitute low probability events. Furthermore, 
Experiment 2 has indicated that these P600 effects cannot be explained by decision- and/or 
response-related processes, imposed by the judgment task. So why do the effects occur to 
the semantic reversal anomalies in our experiments? Our proposal is that what happens in 
our sentences with semantic reversal anomalies is similar to what happens in garden-path 
sentences. We will explain this proposal below, but will first spend a few lines on garden-
path sentences. In these sentences, there is a syntactic bias: a strong preference for a 
particular structural analysis. As a consequence, the parser takes the most preferred 
structural analysis, which turns out to be the wrong one later on in the sentence. For 
instance, in the garden-path sentence used by Osterhout & Holcomb (1992), the woman 
persuaded to answer the door, language users choose for an active interpretation of the 
verb persuade, expect an object NP after the verb but read to instead. This forces them to 
reanalyze the sentence, in order to arrive at an interpretation in which the verb is taken as 
a passive participle. It is this process of reanalysis which is assumed to be responsible for 
the occurrence of the P600 effect. Amplitude (Osterhout et al., 1994) and latency (Friederici 
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& Mecklinger, 1996) of the P600 effect are thought to vary as a function of the difficulty of 
recovery from the garden-path.  
Although first accounts of this syntactic bias (e.g., Frazier, 1987) emphasized the 
primacy of syntactic factors, later research has uncovered the role of conceptual influences 
(see Mitchell, 1994, for a general review; see Van Berkum, Hagoort, & Brown, 1999, for ERP 
evidence). Recent behavioral data, obtained with normal participants and aphasic patients, 
even suggest that conceptual factors can be so strong that they overrule syntax per se 
(Saffran, Schwartz, & Linebarger, 1989). These authors used a speeded plausibility task 
with unambiguous sentences. A bias was observed to accept an interpretation suggested by 
the content words, even if this interpretation was inconsistent with the syntactic form of the 
sentence in which these content words occurred. The bias was observed by comparing 
sentences in which both nouns could play only a single role (e.g., plausible: The artist 
disliked the painting; implausible: #The painting disliked the artist) to sentences in which 
both nouns could play both roles (e.g., plausible: The robin ate an insect; implausible: #The 
insect ate a robin). It was argued that the bias to accept the plausible as well as the 
implausible variant is stronger in the first relative to the second type of sentence. The 
behavioral data confirmed this analysis. The behavior of the aphasics was particularly 
striking in this respect. They found it very hard to reject sentences like #The painting 
disliked the artist, performing just above chance level (.43), even though this is a simple 
active construction, a sentence type they have little difficulty with in other tests.  
The possibility we want to propose here is that our semantically anomalous 
sentences, although they are not ambiguous syntactically, still bring the participant in a 
kind of conflict, similar to what happens in garden-path sentences. Whereas in garden-path 
sentences the participant has to overcome a syntactic bias, it might be that in our 
semantically anomalous sentences the participant has to overcome a conceptual bias. This 
bias would have to be so strong that it overrules syntactic structure, in view of the fact that 
our semantically anomalous sentences are not ambiguous syntactically. So it could be that 
in a sentence like the cat that fled from the mice ran through the room, the bias is to take 
the most plausible reading and interpret this sentence as referring to mice running away 
from a cat, even though syntactic analysis should prevent this. 
The notion that conceptual factors can not only modulate, but also overrule syntax is 
very congenial to a recent proposal by Bever and his colleagues (Bever, Sanz, & Townsend, 
1998; see also Townsend & Bever, 2001; for a related proposal see Garrett, 2000). They 
question whether syntactic analysis typically has priority over semantic analysis. Instead 
they propose that semantics typically has priority (‘syntax first? no syntax last!’). 
Statistically sensitive perceptual strategies in their view provide an initial semantic 
representation, which constrains a subsequent syntactic representation. “Perceptual 
strategies propose, syntactic structures dispose” (Bever et al., 1998, p. 271). It must be 
noted, however, that for our analysis to work, we do not need to assume that sentence 
interpretation comes before syntactic analysis. It is necessary though to assume that such 
interpretation can develop independently from—and therefore in parallel with—syntactic 
analysis.  
Let us now get back to the topic of this section: what is the functional significance of 
the P600? In our experiments, this component is—as we proposed—related to a conflict 
between two semantic interpretations, the plausible and the implausible one. To resolve this 
conflict, the participant reanalyzes the sentence. This hypothesis fits well with the proposal 
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that the P600 reflects reanalysis in garden-path sentences (e.g., Friederici et al., 1996). The 
two situations appear to be very similar. In garden-path sentences, a linguistic element is 
encountered which was not predicted by the parser. This mismatch is supposed to trigger a 
process of reanalysis. In our sentences, there is a similar mismatch. In about half of the 
sentences in the semantic condition, the number of the subject NP differed from that of the 
object NP (e.g., #De kat die voor de muizen vluchtte rende door de kamer — #The cat that 
from the mice fled [3 singular], ran [3 singular] through the room.). If the first thematic 
interpretation the participant considers is ‘the mice that fled from the cat’, the syntactic 
prediction derived from this interpretation is that the main verb should carry the plural 
inflection. So in our sentences, the mismatch could be between the inflection ‘predicted’ by 
the dominant interpretation and the real one, the one encountered in the sentence. And this 
mismatch could be the trigger of the reanalysis process in our semantic condition. 
On the other hand, how far does the reanalysis story go? In garden-path sentences 
and in our semantically anomalous sentences, reanalysis seems to have a relatively clear 
function: uncovering the alternative parse or the alternative semantic interpretation. But for 
the other cases described above, this function is less obvious. In the case of grammaticality 
violation, there surely is a mismatch, but what could be the purpose of reanalysis? 
Reanalysis will do no more than again showing that there is a mismatch. Münte et al. 
observed a P600 effect in sentences like: #Die Hexe benutzte ihren Behsen um zum Wald 
zu Fliegen (#The witch used her broome to the forest to fly). The authors propose this 
effect to result from reanalysis as well. But again, what could be the use of reanalyzing 
broome if the end result is the same nonword? Finally, we have the data by Coulson et al. 
(1998b), showing that if grammatical sentences become unexpected because they occur 
within a large block of ungrammatical sentences, they give rise to a P600 effect. Again 
reanalysis would do no more than showing that indeed the grammatical sentence was 
grammatical.  
We therefore do not think that reanalysis is the most appropriate characterization. 
What all the examples in the previous paragraph do have in common is that the brain is 
encountering an unexpected linguistic event. The problem with such events is that they can 
have two sources. They can be real, in the sense that an unexpected event has indeed 
occurred. On the other hand, they can also stem from a processing error. It is natural for a 
participant to ask herself, having read broome in the context of the word witch, ‘did I read 
that correctly?’. So, before the brain tries to integrate un unexpected linguistic unit into 
current discourse, it will check upon the correctness of its analysis. So our proposal is that 
after encountering an unexpected (linguistic) event, the brain reattends the unexpected unit 
to check upon its veridicality.  
This hypothesis fits well with the finding that the P600 effect of grammatical violation 
is sensitive to probability manipulation (Coulson et al., 1998b; Gunter et al., 1997). The less 
likely an unexpected element is, the higher the chance that it stems from an incorrect 
analysis. 
But how does reattending for checking lead to the substitution of one parse by the 
other—in the case of garden-path sentences—or of the subdominant interpretation by the 
other—in the case of our semantic reversal anomalies? It is clear that in both cases we are 
dealing with the presence of two strongly competing representations. The dominant one 
leads to a prediction which is disconfirmed by the unexpected element. It would thereby be 
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weakened, becoming a less strong competitor to the alternative representation. As a 
consequence, the alternative representation is selected, as a by-product of checking.  
The finding by Kaan et al. (2000) that the P600 effect is elicited by certain types of 
complexity seems less compatible with our hypothesis. Their account is that the P600 
amplitude reflects ‘integration difficulty’ which they define as “the amount of energy used to 
reactivate previous predictions and integrate them with the current input” (p. 162). This is 
clearly not the same as checking. On the other hand, it could be a by-product of checking. 
Reactivation is assumed to be a function of complexity. Perhaps, beyond a certain degree of 
complexity, internal processing errors occur, giving rise to false predictions. These false 
predictions could lead to unexpected events and thereby to checking. As attending a 
particular stimulus leads to an enhanced brain response to that stimulus (e.g., Hillyard, 
Hink, Schwent, & Picton, 1973), reattending the sentence beginning could lead to 
reactivation of previous predictions. 
Our proposal that readers, presented with an unexpected linguistic event, make an 
attempt to check upon its veridicality, is akin to what other researchers have proposed for 
sentence production: when a speaker encounters an unexpected linguistic event in her own 
output, she is assumed to reattend the speech plan, in order to repair the error (e.g., 
Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001; Levelt, 1983, 1989; Postma, 2000). Speech errors are relatively 
rare events which are repaired in more than half of the cases (Levelt, 1989). One may 
wonder whether the comparison with sentence production is appropriate, since in reading, 
one cannot really repair an error. Repair in reading can occur, however, if the unexpected 
event resulted from a processing error: then it is the processing error that can be repaired. 
There is also a theoretical reason to take the comparison seriously. The dominant theory of 
monitoring in language production is Levelt’s (1983) theory that this monitoring takes place 
through the comprehension system, which also enables us to detect errors in other peoples 
speech (see Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001). This theory embodies a claim, not only about 
monitoring in production but about monitoring in comprehension as well! The processes by 
which own and others errors are detected should be very similar. For these reasons, we will 
refer to our hypothesis that participants in case of an unexpected linguistic event, reattend 
the input to check for its veridicality, as the monitoring hypothesis of the P600.  
From Levelt’s (1989) discussion of error repairs in production, it appears that error 
repairs occur under two conditions. The first condition concerns violations of well-
formedness constraints. Such violations are present in the case of two kinds of repair: 
morphosyntactic repairs (e.g., What things are this kid–is this kid going to say incorrectly) 
and sound-form repairs (e.g., A unut–unit from the yellow dot). The second condition is 
when there is a mismatch between what the speaker wants to say, the conceptual or 
message representation, and the actual utterance. Such mismatches are underlying — 
among others — lexical repairs (e.g., Well, let me write it back - er, down, so that…). In 
comprehension, violations of well-formedness constraints also elicit P600 effects, since we 
find them after grammaticality and orthographic violations. Mismatches between the 
conceptual representation the participant has in mind and the actual sentence may be the 
event underlying the P600 effects of the present study. The P600 effects observed in 
garden-path sentences may similarly result from such a conceptual mismatch. 
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The functional significance of the N400 
 
At first sight, the absence of an N400 effect to semantic anomalies appears to 
support the claim described in the Introduction, that although the N400 is an index of 
semantic integration, it is not sensitive to the truth value of the sentence (e.g., Fischler et 
al., 1983; Kounios, 1996; Kounios & Holcomb, 1992). However, such an interpretation 
seems at odds with the results of other studies indicating that the N400 is affected by global 
expectancies at the discourse level (St. George et al., 1994; Van Berkum et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, it gives us no hint why our semantic reversal anomalies did elicit P600 effects. 
Our proposal is that the appearance of a P600 effect and the absence of an N400 effect are 
functionally related. In our account, we assume, in accordance with the literature discussed 
in the Introduction, that the N400 is an index of lexical integration. Now, if a reader does 
not trust she has correctly processed the sentence, why would she integrate what she just 
read? More specifically, if an unexpected linguistic event elicits a checking operation, this 
should block — at least temporarily — an attempt at integration.  
At first sight, this proposal leads to a paradox. As indicated in the Introduction, an 
N400 effect is typically elicited by any word that has a low cloze value. This low cloze word 
must — in our terminology — constitute an unexpected linguistic event. So, why does this 
unexpected event not elicit a P600 instead of an N400 effect? We would argue that, 
although low cloze words are unexpected, they do not create a mismatch between the 
conceptual representation of the event the sentence refers to and an element of the 
sentence. We can make this clear by contrasting an example from the semantic condition, 
which led to a P600 effect with an example from the selectional restriction condition, which 
elicited an N400 effect but not a P600 effect — at least in the second experiment. Whereas 
in #the fox that hunted the poachers stalked through the woods, there is one dominant 
interpretation (of poachers hunting foxes), in #the trees that played in the park were all 
remarkable, there is no such dominant interpretation, since neither trees nor parks can 
play. Most sentences in our selectional restriction condition were of this kind. As a 
consequence, the critical words did not create a mismatch and no P600 occurred. Since play 




From the results of our study it appears that: (a) Verbal working memory has a 
limited capacity, making the brain less successful in signaling syntactic and semantic 
anomalies in complex sentences; (b) Verbal working memory is not divided into 
interpretative and post-interpretative components; (c) The P600 can reflect the presence of 
a semantic bias in unambiguous sentences; (d) The most general linguistic function of the 
P600 seems to be a monitoring one: it checks upon the veridicality of an unexpected 
(linguistic) event; (e) whenever such a check is made, there is no immediate attempt to 
integrate the unexpected event into current discourse and the N400 as a reflection of 








An ERP study of P600 effects elicited by semantic 
anomalies4 
 
                                          
4 This chapter has been published as Van Herten, M., Kolk, H.H.J., & Chwilla, D.J. (2005). 
An ERP study of P600 effects elicited by semantic anomalies. Cognitive Brain Research, 22, 





Syntactic anomalies reliably elicit P600 effects. Recent studies, however, reported 
P600 effects to semantic anomalies. These findings are difficult to reconcile with the 
common view on the P600 as a purely syntactic component. The present study — carried 
out in Dutch — tested the possibility that a P600 to semantic anomalies would nevertheless 
reflect syntactic processing. We presented semantic reversal anomalies in syntactically 
correct and unambiguous sentences, like #The cat that fled from the mice…. If participants 
would use a plausibility strategy and combine the lexical items in the most plausible way, 
they would — in the case of the example — assume that the mice were fleeing from the cat. 
Furthermore, this interpretation could lead them to expect a particular inflection of the verb 
(here: plural inflection). The violation of this expectation could have elicited the P600 effect. 
Such a syntactic mismatch can occur only in sentences in which the number of theme and 
agent are different. Therefore, in the present study, the number of theme and agent was 
either different or the same. A centroparietal P600 effect was present not only in different 
number sentences but also in same number sentences. Consequently, the P600 effect was 
not due to a syntactic mismatch, thereby challenging a purely syntactic account of the 
P600. An alternative view concerning the functional significance of the P600 is discussed, 






The study of sentence processing made considerable advances since the employment 
of the event-related potential (ERP) method. Over the years, various language relevant ERP 
components have been reported (for an overview, see Kutas, Lindamood, & Hillyard, 1980). 
A well-established language relevant ERP component is the N400. The N400 has a negative 
polarity and it peaks at about 400 ms after word onset. Kutas and Hillyard (1984) showed 
that the N400 is sensitive to semantic violations in a sentence. Compared to correct 
sentences, semantic violations increase the amplitude of the N400. This difference in N400 
amplitude between a correct and an incorrect sentence is referred to as an N400 effect. 
Violations are not necessary to elicit N400 effects, as several studies have reported N400 
effects to semantically correct but less expected words. Specifically, it has been shown that 
the N400 amplitude is inversely related to the subjective predictability (cloze probability) of 
a word in its context (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Kutas & Van Petten, 1994). One well-
established proposal is that the N400 reflects the ease with which a word is integrated into 
the current context, be this a single word (Chwilla, Brown, & Hagoort, 1995; Chwilla, 
Hagoort, & Brown, 1998; Holcomb, 1993) or a sentential context (Friederici, 1995; Van 
Petten & Kutas, 1990). 
While semantic violations and semantically less expected words reliably yield an 
N400 effect, syntactic violations elicit a different ERP pattern altogether. Two components 
are described in the literature that are elicited in response to syntactic anomalies. The first 
component is an early anteriorly distributed negativity. Although the exact topography of 
this negativity varies somewhat between studies, it often shows a left frontal maximum and 
has therefore been dubbed the Left Anterior Negativity (LAN; Friederici, 1995). It has been 
proposed that the LAN either reflects a purely syntactic process (Friederici, 1995) or is a 
more general index of working memory load (Kluender & Kutas, 1993). The second syntax-
relevant ERP component is a late centroparietally distributed potential with a positive 
polarity, starting at about 500 ms and typically extending up to at least 800 ms. This 
positivity is commonly referred to as P600. An increase in P600 amplitude has been found in 
response to several kinds of syntactic violations: subject–verb agreement violations 
(Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Vos, Gunter, Kolk, & 
Mulder, 2001), verb inflection violations (Friederici, Pfeiffer, & Hahne, 1993; Gunter, Stowe, 
& Mulder, 1997), case inflection violations (Münte, Heinze, Matzke, Wieringa, & Johannes, 
1998), wrong pronoun inflections (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998b), and phrase structure 
violations (Neville, Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 1991; Hahne & Friederici, 1999; 
Friederici et al., 1993). 
It is, however, not necessary that a sentence includes an out-right syntactic violation 
for a P600 effect to occur. Firstly, syntactically correct garden path sentences also elicit a 
P600 effect. Garden path sentences are sentences that at some point are ambiguous with 
respect to their syntactic structure. A well-known example is given in (1) 
 
(1)  The woman persuaded to answer the door… (Osterhout & Mobley, 1995). 
 
Secondly, Kaan et al. (Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000) found the P600 effect 
to differ as a function of syntactic complexity. That is, they reported P600 effects to 
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grammatically correct, unambiguous, but relatively complex ‘who’ sentences (2) as 
compared to less complex ‘whether’ sentences (3). 
 
(2)  Emily wondered who the performer in the concert had imitated for the audience’s 
amusement. 
(3)  Emily wondered whether the performer in the concert had imitated a pop star for the 
audience’s amusement. 
 
To sum up, in the domain of language processing, a P600 effect occurs to sentences 
that (a) contain a syntactic violation, (b) have a non-preferred syntactic structure, or (c) 
have a complex syntactic structure. The P600 has been claimed accordingly to reflect 
various kinds of syntactic processing difficulties, such as the inability of the parser to assign 
the preferred structure to the incoming words (Hagoort et al., 1993), syntactic reanalysis 
(Friederici, 1995; Gunter et al., 1997), or syntactic integration difficulty (Kaan et al., 2000). 
Although no consensus has been reached yet on the exact functional significance of the 
P600, common in all above-mentioned views is that the P600 is associated with syntactic 
processing. 
In light of this, a recent demonstration of P600 effects in response to semantic 
anomalies (Kolk, Chwilla, Van Herten, & Oor, 2003) came as a surprise, and appeared to be 
in conflict with a syntax-specific function of the P600. Kolk et al. (2003) reported P600 
effects to semantic reversal anomalies5 in Dutch sentences such as (4) as compared to 
control sentences such as (5). 
 
(4)  #De kat die voor de muizen vluchtte rende door de kamer (original). 
#The cat that from the mice fled ran across the room (literal translation). 
#The cat that fled from the mice ran across the room (paraphrase). 
(5)  De muizen die voor de kat vluchtten renden door de kamer (original). 
The mice that from the cat fled ran across the room (literal translation). 
The mice that fled from the cat ran across the room (paraphrase). 
 
Note that the experimental sentences are implausible, but not impossible: cats can 
flee from mice, though this is not a common occurrence. The finding of a P600 effect in 
response to these semantic reversal anomalies was unexpected because these sentences 
did not possess the characteristics previously associated with P600 effects. That is, they 
were syntactically correct, unambiguous, and no more complex than their counterpart 
sentences. Interestingly, the anomalies did not elicit an N400 effect, although irreversible 
selectional restriction violations (6) did elicit a typical N400 effect in the same group of 
participants. 
 
(6)  #Het bootje dat op de golven spuugde maakte gevaarlijk veel water (original). 
#The boat that on the waves spitted made dangerously a lot of water (literal 
translation). 
#The boat that spitted on the waves made a dangerous amount of water 
(paraphrase). 
                                          
5 Semantically implausible sentences are prefixed with the symbol #. 
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There is still one possible way, however, to reconcile these semantic effects on the 
P600 with the syntactic hypotheses described above. Our proposal is composed of two 
different hypotheses. The first one, the plausibility heuristic hypothesis, states that 
participants employed a plausibility heuristic that leads to the selection of a plausible 
interpretation. The second hypothesis, the syntactic prediction hypothesis, states that from 
this plausible interpretation a syntactic prediction was derived (i.e., the occurrence of a 
particular inflection). The mismatch between the predicted and the observed inflection was 
responsible for the occurrence of the P600 effect.  
To begin with the first hypothesis, we propose that our readers used a plausibility 
strategy. It has been assumed for some time that in addition to syntactic parsing, people 
also process heuristically (Bever, 1970; Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974; Bever, Sanz, & 
Townsend, 1998; Oakhill, Garnham, & Vonk, 1989; Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002). That 
is, people use simple strategies to process a sentence quickly but less accurately. Bever 
(1970) (see also Townsend & Bever, 2001) assumes that these ‘lexical strategies’ are 
probabilistic. The NVN strategy, for example, always assumes the simplest canonical order 
‘agent–action–patient’. In addition, Bever (1970) describes another strategy (‘Strategy C') 
that appears to be very relevant in the context of this paper. Strategy C is a semantic 
strategy, it implies that readers “combine the lexical items in the most plausible way” 
(1970, p. 296). It is very similar to the ‘plausibility heuristic’, described in Ferreira (2003). 
The plausibility heuristic entails that the reader chooses the semantic interpretation that is 
most consistent with world knowledge (Ferreira, 2003). Ferreira’s participants read 
sentences and decided on their thematic roles, that is, they had to name the agent or the 
patient of the sentence. Sentences varied regarding sentence structure (active vs. passive, 
and subject-clefts vs. object-clefts), reversibility (7) and plausibility (8). 
 
(7)  The dog bit the man (reversible). 
The mouse ate the cheese (irreversible). 
(8)  The dog bit the man (plausible). 
The man bit the dog (implausible). 
 
Ferreira tested whether the participants’ performance could be modeled by the use 
of just two simple heuristics, the NVN strategy and the plausibility strategy. Although the 
NVN strategy was the best predictor, the combined use of both strategies could mimic the 
participants’ performance even better. We consider the plausibility heuristic therefore to be 
a credible alternative sentence interpretation route. Administering the plausibility heuristic 
to the implausible sentences employed in the Kolk et al. (2003) study would lead the 
participants to derive a plausible interpretation. For example, upon reading a sentence like 
(4), readers may initially interpret this sentence as signifying that the mice are fleeing from 
the cat, since this describes a far more plausible situation than the situation that the cat is 
fleeing from the mice. Since this sentence interpretation is the same as the interpretation of 
the correct counterpart sentence, no N400 effect would be expected. 
Our second hypothesis is the syntactic prediction hypothesis. Although the notion of 
syntactic prediction, as it is currently used, primarily involves the prediction of syntactic 
material from the syntactic structure already built (e.g., Gibson, 1998), we extend it to 
involve the prediction of syntactic material on the basis of a — tentative — sentence 
interpretation. In particular, from this sentence interpretation, a prediction of a particular 
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grammatical morpheme would be derived, namely of the verb inflection that corresponds to 
the number of the supposed agent. In the Kolk et al. (2003) study, in about half of the 
sentences, the agent and the theme NP differed in number: one was singular and the other 
one was plural, causing the theme NP and the verb to disagree in number (as in 4). Note 
that the singular and plural form differ in Dutch, the plural form of vluchtte would be 
vluchtten. If readers initially considered the mice to be fleeing from the cat, the prediction 
derived from this interpretation would be that the main verb should carry the plural 
inflection. Since this was not the case, the mismatch between the expected inflection and 
the observed inflection could have caused the P600 effect. 
 
The current study 
 
The aim of the present study was to test the syntactic prediction hypothesis, that is, 
the hypothesis that the P600 effect to semantic reversal anomalies could have been caused 
by a mismatch between an observed and a predicted grammatical morpheme. This 
hypothesis was tested by manipulating the syntactic number of the subject NP and the 
object NP (same or different number) in sentences with a semantic reversal anomaly and 
their correct counterparts. If the P600 effect to semantic reversal anomalies can be 
attributed to those sentences in which there was a mismatch between the observed and the 
predicted grammatical morpheme, a P600 effect will only be present in the sentences in 
which the subject NP and the object NP differ in number (different number condition). If, 
however, the P600 effect was a response to the semantic anomaly as such, then a P600 
effect should also be present in the sentences in which the predicted and the observed 
number was the same (same number condition). In either case, an N400 effect should not 
be present. 
Besides the critical condition containing sentences with or without a semantic 
reversal anomaly, two control conditions were added, a syntactic control condition, 
containing subject–verb number agreement violations, and a semantic control condition, 
containing selectional restriction violations. As in the study by Kolk et al. (2003), the 
syntactic control condition gave us the opportunity to compare the topography and timing of 
the P600 effect elicited by semantic anomalies, should it occur, to the standard P600 effect 
elicited by syntactic violations. Similarly, as in the study by Kolk et al. (2003), the semantic 
control condition was added to show that, in the same participants, standard N400 effects 
can be obtained. 
 




There were 42 participants (mean age=22 years; age range=18–32), 26 of them 
were women. All were native speakers of Dutch, had no reading disabilities, were right-
handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Hand dominance was assessed with 
an abridged Dutch version of the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Thirteen participants 





The semantic reversal condition consisted of Dutch sentences with center embedded 
relative clauses, which were subject relative only (in contrast to the syntactic control 
condition — see below). The experimental manipulations — Number (different number vs. 
same number) and Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable) — were crossed. As a result, 
there were four conditions and thus, four experimental sentence types: acceptable different 
number sentences, semantically unacceptable different number sentences, acceptable same 
number sentences, and semantically unacceptable same number sentences (see Table 3.1 
for examples). In different number sentences, the subject NP and the object NP differed in 
number. In half of the sentences, the subject NP was singular and the object NP was plural, 
in the other half the subject NP was plural and the object NP was singular. In same number 
sentences, the subject NP and the object NP were either singular (37 of 68 sentences) or 
plural. Semantically anomalous sentences expressed scenarios that conflict with general 
world knowledge (e.g., foxes are not very likely to hunt poachers, whereas poachers are 
likely to hunt foxes). The anomalies resulted from reversing the subject and the object NP 
of semantically acceptable sentences. The two NPs could both serve as the agent and the 
theme of the action expressed by the verb ending the relative clause (e.g., foxes and 
poachers can hunt as well as be hunted). The anomaly was not evident before the relative 
clause’s verb. Each sentence type was represented by 17 items. Of these items, four 
variants were made, resulting in four counterbalanced lists. Each list thus contained 17 
items x 4 conditions = 68 experimental sentences. 
 
Table 3.1. Examples of the sentences in the semantic reversal condition 
 Different Number 
Acceptable De stropers die op de vos joegen slopen door het bos. 
 The poachers[plural] that at the fox[singular] hunted[plural] stalked through the woods.
 a 
 The poachers[plural] that hunted[plural] the fox[singular] stalked through the woods.
 b 
  
Unacceptable De vos die op de stropers joeg sloop door het bos. 
 The fox[singularl] that at the poachers[plural] hunted[singular] stalked through the woods.
 a 
 The fox[singular] that hunted[singular] the poachers[plural] stalked through the woods.
 b 
  
 Same Number 
Acceptable De stroper die op de vos joeg slopen door het bos. 
 The poacher[singular] that at the fox[singular] hunted[singular] stalked through the woods.
 a 
 The poachers[singular] that hunted[singular] the fox[singular] stalked through the woods.
 b 
  
Unacceptable De vos die op de stroper joeg sloop door het bos. 
 The fox[singularl] that at the poacher[singular] hunted[singular] stalked through the woods.
 a 
 The fox[singular] that hunted[singular] the poacher[singular] stalked through the woods.
 b 
The critical words are italicized. 




To each list, an equal number of filler sentences was added: 17 acceptable right-
branching sentences, 17 semantically anomalous right-branching sentences (e.g., 9), 17 
acceptable conjunctions and 17 conjunctions with a semantic reversal anomaly (e.g., 10). 
In about half of the filler sentences, the two NPs differed in number and in the other half 
they were both either singular or plural. The experimental and filler sentences were mixed 
in the same pseudo-random order. 
 
(9) #De rechter luisterde naar de beklaagde die opkwam voor zijn advocaat (original). 
#The judge listened to the defendant who stood up for his lawyer (literal 
translation). 
#The judge listened to the defendant who stood up for his lawyer (paraphrase). 
(10)  #De zeehonden doken in het water en vingen de ijsbeer (original). 
#The seals plunged into the water and caught the icebear (literal translation). 
#The seals plunged into the water and caught the icebear (paraphrase). 
 
The syntactic control condition also consisted of sentences containing center 
embedded relative clauses. The experimental manipulations—Complexity (subject relative 
vs. object relative) and Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable)—were crossed. As a 
result, there were four conditions and thus, four experimental sentence types: acceptable 
subject relative (SR) sentences (11), syntactically unacceptable SR sentences (12), 
acceptable object relative (OR) sentences (13), and syntactically unacceptable OR 
sentences (14). 
 
(11)  De boef die op de agenten schoot zat achter de auto (original). 
The crook that at the cops shot sat behind the car (literal translation). 
The crook that shot at the cops sat behind the car (paraphrase). 
(12) *De agenten die op de boef schoot6 zaten achter de auto (original). 
*The cops[plural] that at the crook[singular] shot[singular] sat behind the car (literal). 
*The cops[plural] that shot[singular] at the crook[singular] sat behind the car (paraphrase). 
(13)  De agenten op wie de boef schoot zaten achter de auto (original). 
The cops at whom the crook shot sat behind the car (literal translation). 
The cops at whom the crook shot sat behind the car (paraphrase). 
(14)  *De boef op wie de agenten schoot zat achter de auto (original). 
*The crook[singular] at whom the cops[plural] shot[singular] sat behind the car (literal). 
*The crook[singular] at whom the cops[plural] shot[singular] sat behind the car (paraphrase). 
 
In the unacceptable sentences, the verb ending the relative clause did not have the 
same grammatical number as its subject. We will refer to these violations as subject–verb 
number agreement violations. The unacceptable sentences were derived from syntactically 
acceptable sentences by switching the two NPs (agenten and boef in the examples above). 
This switch rendered the verb ungrammatical, because the two NPs always differed in 
number. In this way, acceptable and unacceptable sentences did not differ at the verb 
                                          
6 The verb with an ungrammatical inflection is underlined. Ungrammatical sentences are prefixed with 
the symbol *. 
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critical position. Half of the sentences started with a plural NP, and half started with a 
singular NP. Each sentence type was represented by 17 items. Of these items, four variants 
were made, resulting in four counterbalanced lists. Each list thus contained 17 items x 4 
conditions = 68 experimental sentences. Likewise, 68 filler sentences were added to each 
list, consisting of right-branching sentences and conjunctions. Half of the filler sentences 
contained a subject–verb number agreement violation.  
The semantic control condition consisted of 40 SR and 40 OR sentences, half of 
which contained a selectional restriction violation. An example of an unacceptable SR 
sentence is: 
 
(15)  #De bomen die in het park speelden waren stuk voor stuk bijzonder (original). 
#The trees that in the park played were one by one remarkable (literal translation). 
#The trees that played in the park were all remarkable (paraphrase). 
 
Two lists were created in which the sentences were counterbalanced across 
participants, thus producing 40 experimental sentences per list. Forty filler sentences were 





Participants were seated in a sound-attenuating and electrically shielded chamber. A 
response device with two push-buttons was fixed on a small table in front of the participant. 
Sentences were presented word-by-word in serial visual presentation mode at the center of 
a Macintosh monitor. Word duration was 345 ms and the stimulus-onset asynchrony was 
645 ms. Sentence final words were followed by a full stop. The inter-trial interval was 2 s. 
Words were presented in black capitals on a white background in a 9 x 2 cm window at a 
viewing distance of approximately 1 m. Each sentence was preceded by a fixation cross 
(duration 500 ms), followed by a 500-ms blank screen. A set of practice trials preceded the 
experimental trials. Thirty percent of the sentences were followed by a content question to 
which participants had to respond ‘yes’ or ‘no’ by pressing a button with the left or the right 
index finger. The questions were added to ensure that the participants attentively read the 
sentences. 
The three conditions were presented in separate blocks. The critical semantic 
reversal condition always preceded the two control conditions, to avoid possible transfer of 
strategies. There was a pause of about 5 min between blocks and shorter pauses every 10 
min within blocks. After each pause, three filler items were inserted. Participants were 
instructed to attentively read the sentences. Because eye-movements distort the EEG 
recording, participants were trained to make eye-movements, in particular, blinks, only in 




EEG was recorded with 27 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic electrode cap 
(Electrocap International). The electrode positions included standard International 10–20 
system locations over the left and right hemispheres at the anteriorfrontal (F3A and F4A, 
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F7A and F8A), frontal (F3 and F4, F7 and F8), posterior (P3 and P4, P3P and P4P), and 
temporal (T5 and T6) sites and at five midline sites: anteriorfrontal (FzA), frontal (Fz), 
central (Cz), parietal (Pz), and occipital (Oz). In addition, eight electrodes were placed at 
non-standard electrode positions previously found to be sensitive to language manipulations 
(e.g., Holcomb & Neville, 1990): left and right anteriortemporal sites (LAT and RAT: 50% of 
the distance between T3/4 and F7/8), left and right temporal sites (LT and RT: 33% of the 
interaural distance lateral to Cz), left and right sites temporoparietal (LTP and RTP: 
Wernicke’s area and its right hemisphere homologue: 30% of the interaural distance lateral 
to a point 13% of the nasion–inion distance posterior to Cz), and left and right occipital sites 
(OL and OR: 50% of the distance between T5/6 and O1/2). The left mastoid served as 
reference. An electrode was also placed on the right mastoid. Electrode impedance was less 
than 3 kΩ. The electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded bipolarly; vertical EOG was recorded 
by placing an electrode above and below the right eye and the horizontal EOG was recorded 
via a right to left canthal montage. The signals were amplified (time constant=8 s, 




Performance on comprehension questions 
 
Mean error percentages for all three conditions are presented in Table 3.2. Error 
rates in all conditions ranged from 5.78% to 19.17%. The mean error rate was 12.48%. As 
this is far below chance level, it indicates that participants paid attention to the sentences. 
 
 
Table 3.2. Error percentages from the comprehension questions 
Semantic reversal condition 
Different Number Same Number 
Acceptable Unacceptable Acceptable Unacceptable 
7.82 7.26 5.78 7.82 
(12.83) a (12.00) (10.80) (18.63) 
   
Syntactic control condition 
Subject Relative Object Relative 
Acceptable Unacceptable Acceptable Unacceptable 
7.93 12.47 16.46 19.17 
(15.37) (14.79) (19.04) (16.35) 
 
Semantic control condition 
 Acceptable Unacceptable  
 8.85 15.63  
 (12.31) (12.44)   




EEG data analysis 
 
EEG and EOG records were examined for artefacts and for excessive EOG amplitude 
(> 100 µV) extending from 150 ms before the onset of the critical verb ending the relative 
clause to 1 s following its onset. Averages were aligned to a 150-ms baseline preceding the 
critical verb. The signals were rereferenced to the average of the right and left mastoid. The 
ERPs were statistically analyzed in the following way. First, mean amplitudes were 
calculated in an early window (i.e., 400–500 ms), and a late window (i.e., 650–850 ms), 
capturing N400 and P600 effects, respectively. The mean amplitudes were entered into a 
MANOVA repeated measures analysis. The multivariate approach to repeated measurements 
was used to avoid problems concerning sphericity (Vasey & Thayer, 1987). For all three 
conditions, midline and lateral sites were analyzed in separate MANOVAs so that laterality 
effects could be examined. The midline analysis included five levels of Site (FzA, Fz, Cz, Pz 
and Oz). The lateral analysis included 11 levels of Site (F7A/F8A, F3A/ F4A, F7/F8, F3/F4, 
LAT/RAT, LT/RT, LTP/RTP, P3/P4, T5/ T6, P3P/P4P, and OL/OR) and two levels of 
Hemisphere (left, right). If the analyses yielded interactions with the factor Site, paired t 
tests were performed at the single site level.  
The MANOVA for the semantic reversal condition included two levels of Number 
(different vs. same) and two levels of Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable). The 
MANOVA for the syntactic control condition included two levels of Complexity (SR vs. OR 
sentences) and two levels of Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable). Finally, the 
MANOVA for the semantic control condition included only the factor Acceptability 
(acceptable vs. unacceptable). The reason for collapsing across sentence type was that the 
number of SR vs. OR sentences in this condition (i.e., 10) was too small to yield a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio for ERPs.  
 
Event-related potentials  
 
Semantic reversal condition 
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 depict the grand average waveforms for all midline sites and a 
representative subset of lateral sites for the semantic reversal condition, time-locked to the 
onset of the critical verb. Different and same number sentences are shown separately. 
Superimposed are the acceptable and the unacceptable sentences.  
The critical words in all conditions elicited the for visual stimuli characteristic early 
ERP response — that is, an N1 followed by a P2, which at occipital sites was preceded by a 
P1 component. The early components were followed by a broad negative-going wave in the 
400 to 600 ms epoch, which peaked at about 450 ms (N400) and was largest at parietal 
sites. The N400 was followed by a slow positive shift that started at about 600 ms and 
extended up to 1000 ms. In terms of the scalp distribution (the effect was largest over 
central and posterior sites) and the timing of the effect (it started at about 600 ms), this 
positive effect resembled the P600 effect observed to a variety of syntactic violations (e.g., 
Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995). 
Visual inspection of the waveforms for the semantic reversal condition suggests that 
no N400 effect (i.e., more negative-going amplitudes to unacceptable than acceptable 




Figure 3.1: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the semantic reversal 
condition, for different number sentences. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, 
and superimposed for the two levels of Acceptability. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the semantic reversal 
condition, for same number sentences. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and 
superimposed for the two levels of Acceptability.  
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tion. In both the same and the different number condition, P600 amplitude seemed to be 
modulated by Acceptability, with larger (i.e., more positive) amplitudes for unacceptable 
than for acceptable sentences. 
Statistical analyses. About 4% of the trials (semantic reversal condition: 3.57%, 
syntactic control condition: 3.99%, semantic control condition: 5.24%) were excluded from 
the analyses because of eye-blinks and/or movement artifacts. 
Time window 400–500 ms. The analyses for the midline and for the lateral sites 
revealed no effects of Acceptability (midline and lateral: Fs < 1). For the lateral analysis, an 
Acceptability by Site interaction was present (F(10,410) = 2.28, p < 0.05; midline: F > 2). 
This interaction indicated that at some anterior–temporal sites, unacceptable verbs elicited 
more negative amplitudes compared to acceptable verbs, while this was reversed at more 
posterior sites. Single site analyses however did not yield significant N400 Acceptability 
effects (all p-values > 0.07). These findings confirm the visual impression that no N400 
effect was present. No effects of Number were found (midline: F < 1; lateral: F < 2). 
Additionally, no interactions of Acceptability with Number were present (midline and lateral: 
Fs < 1), nor any other interactions of these two factors with Site and/or Hemisphere 
(midline: F < 1; lateral: Fs < 1.5). This indicates that for none of the Number conditions an 
N400 effect was obtained. 
Time window 650–850 ms. The analyses revealed main effects of Acceptability for 
the midline sites (F(1,41) = 8.77, p < 0.01) and for the lateral sites (F(1,41)= 5.08, p < 
0.05). Mean amplitudes for unacceptable verbs were more positive-going than those for 
acceptable verbs, indicating that a P600 effect was obtained. For the lateral sites, an 
Acceptability by Site interaction was found (F(10,410) = 4.82, p < 0.001; midline: F < 2). 
Follow up analyses per Site showed that P600 effects were present at the following lateral 
sites: LTP, RTP, P3, P4, T5, T6, P3P, P4P, OL and OR (all p-values < 0.05). At two left 
frontal sites, F7 and LAT, an increase in negativity for unacceptable as compared to 
acceptable verbs was found (p-values < 0.01). Given the left frontal topography, this effect 
could be a reflection of a LAN effect (Hahne & Friederici, 1999). The overall analyses did not 
reveal an effect of Number, neither for the midline (F < 1), nor for the lateral sites (F < 1). 
No interactions of Number and Acceptability (midline and lateral: Fs < 1), nor any other 
interactions of these two factors with Site and/or Hemisphere were present (midline: F < 1; 
lateral: Fs < 1.5). 
 
Syntactic control condition 
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show the grand average waveforms for all midline sites and a 
representative subset of lateral sites for the syntactic control condition, time-locked to the 
onset of the critical verb. SR and OR sentences are depicted separately. The early and late 
components elicited by the critical verbs in the syntactic control condition resembled those 
described for the semantic reversal condition. As predicted, a P600 effect was elicited by the 
syntactically unacceptable verbs. The P600 effect showed the typical centroparietal scalp 
distribution and started at about 600 ms and continued up to 1000 ms. Furthermore, a 
P600 effect seemed to be present both in SR and OR sentences. 
Time window 650–850 ms. Acceptability effects were obtained for the midline 
sites (F(1,41) = 7.74, p < 0.01) and for the lateral sites (F(1,41)= 4.64, p < 0.05). Mean 
amplitudes for unacceptable verbs were more positive-going than those for acceptable verbs 
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Figure 3.3: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the syntactic control 
condition, for SR sentences. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and 




Figure 3.4: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the syntactic control 
condition, for OR sentences. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and 
superimposed for the two levels of Acceptability.  
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indicating that a P600 effect was obtained. Acceptability by Site interactions were observed 
for the midline sites (F(4,164) = 4.42, p < 0.01) and for the lateral sites (F(10,410) = 3.39, 
p < 0.005). Subsequent analyses for the midline sites revealed significant P600 effects at Pz 
and Oz (both p-values < 0.001), and a trend towards a P600 effect at Cz (p = 0.061). 
Additionally, P600 effects were obtained at the following lateral sites: LTP, RTP, P3, P4, T6, 
P3P, P4P, OL, and OR (all p-values < 0.05). In contrast with Kolk et al. (2003), no 
Acceptability by Complexity interactions (midline and lateral: Fs < 1) or interactions of 
these two factors with Hemisphere and/or Site were found (midline: F < 2.4; lateral: all Fs 
< 2). This indicates that in the present study a similar P600 effect was obtained for SR and 
OR sentences.  
 
Semantic control condition 
Fig. 3.5 shows the grand average waveforms for all midline sites and a 
representative subset of lateral sites for the semantic control condition, time-locked to 
critical verb onset. 
The early and late components elicited by the critical verbs resembled those 
described for the previous conditions. As predicted, the selectional restriction violations 
elicited an N400 effect. The N400 effect showed the typical centroparietal scalp distribution. 
Furthermore, visual inspection suggests that the N400 effect was followed by a P600 effect. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the semantic control 
condition. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and superimposed for the two 




Time window 400–500 ms. For the midline sites, a main effect of Acceptability 
was obtained (F(1,41) = 4.59, p < 0.05). Mean N400 amplitude was larger for unacceptable 
verbs than for acceptable verbs, showing that an N400 effect was present. For the lateral 
sites, there was a trend towards an Acceptability effect (F(1,41) = 3.20, p = 0.081). In both 
sets of analyses, Acceptability by Site interactions were obtained (midline: F(4,164) = 2.85, 
p < 0.05; lateral: F(10,410) = 2.20, p < 0.05). Single site analyses showed that an N400 
effect was present at three midline sites (Cz, Pz, and Oz, all p-values < 0.05) and at the 
following lateral sites: LTP, RTP, P3, P4, T5, T6, P3P, P4P, OL, and OR (all p-values < 
0.005).  
Time window 650–850 ms. For the midline sites, a main effect of Acceptability 
was present (F(1,41) = 4.14, p < 0.05). Mean amplitudes for unacceptable verbs were 
more positive-going than those for acceptable verbs, indicating that a P600 effect was 
obtained. For the lateral sites, there was a trend towards an Acceptability effect (F(1,41) = 
3.86, p = 0.056). An Acceptability by Site interaction was obtained in the lateral analysis 
(F(10,410) = 2.80, p < 0.05; midline: F < 1). Subsequent analyses for the single sites 
revealed significant P600 effects at the following sites: LT, LTP, P3, T5, T6, P3P, P4P, OL, 
and OR (all p-values < 0.05). 
 
Scalp distribution of the P600 effects in the syntactic control condition and 
in the semantic reversal condition 
In this section, where interactions with the factor Site or Hemisphere are reported, 
the MANOVAs were conducted after performing a normalization procedure to equalize the 
mean amplitudes across experimental conditions. The normalization procedure is described 
by McCarthy and Wood (1985). In the text and in Fig. 3.6, the normalized data are 
presented. Fig. 3.6 presents the scalp distributions of the P600 effects to semantic reversal 
anomalies and to syntactic anomalies. In order to test whether there are reliable differences 
in scalp distribution between the P600 effects for syntactic anomalies and semantic reversal 
anomalies, a MANOVA was performed with Condition (semantic vs. syntactic) as a factor. 
Additionally, Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable), Hemisphere (left vs. right), and 
Site (5 levels for midline, 11 levels for lateral) were included in the analysis. Midline and 
lateral sites were analyzed separately. Because the P600 effects did not differ between the 
same number and the different number condition, mean amplitudes for the semantic 
reversal condition were averaged over the two levels of Number. Similarly, in the syntactic 
condition, mean amplitudes were averaged over the two levels of Complexity. 
In both the midline and the lateral analyses, Acceptability effects (midline: F(1,41) = 
17.32, p < 0.001; lateral: F(1,41) = 10.77, p < 0.005) and Acceptability by Site 
interactions (midline: F(4,164) = 3.70, p < 0.05; lateral: F(10,410) = 3.58, p < 0.005) 
were present. Mean amplitudes for unacceptable verbs were more positive-going than those 
for acceptable verbs, indicating the presence of a P600 effect. In the midline analysis, a 
trend was found towards an effect of Condition, F(1,41) = 3.36, p = 0.074), reflecting that 
overall mean amplitudes in the semantic condition were a bit more positive than the mean 
amplitudes in the syntactic condition. The lateral analysis did not yield an effect of 
Condition, F < 2.2. Importantly, no Condition by Acceptability interactions were obtained 
(midline and lateral: Fs < 1). However, a three-way interaction of Condition by Acceptability 
by Site was present for the lateral sites (F(10,410) = 2.17, p < 0.05). Subsequent analyses 
for the single sites for the semantic and the syntactic condition separately disclosed: First, 
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that at posterior sites a P600 effect was present for the same set of sites in the semantic 
and the syntactic condition (LTP, RTP, P3, P4, T6, P3P, P4P, OL, and OR; all p-values < 
0.05). The only exception was T5, for which a P600 effect was found in the semantic 
condition (p < 0.05), but not in the syntactic condition (p < 0.1). Second, that only for the 
semantic condition a LAN-like effect—that is, an increase in negativity for unacceptable 
compared to acceptable verbs—was obtained at two anterior sites (F7 and LAT: p < 0.01). 
To further explore if this three-way interaction either reflects distributional differences in 
P600 effects between the semantic and the syntactic conditions or was caused by the LAN-
like effect in the semantic condition, a supplementary analysis was conducted in which the 
two anterior levels of site (F7/F8 and LAT/RAT) were removed. The main result of this 
analysis was that the removal of these two sites led to a disappearance of the interaction 
between Condition, Acceptability and Site (F < 2). This finding supports the notion that the 
three-way interaction was due to a LAN-like effect in the semantic condition and does not 




Figure 3.6: Comparison of the scalp distributions of the P600 effects measured in the 650-850 ms 





In a previous study, Kolk et al. (2003) reported P600 effects instead of N400 effects 
at the mid-sentence verb to semantic reversal anomalies, like (16) 
 
(16)  #The cat that fled from the mice ran across the room. 
 
Because these sentences are syntactically correct, unambiguous, and not more 
complex than their plausible counterpart sentences, and because the anomaly is of a 
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semantic nature, the absence of an N400 effect in the presence of a P600 effect was 
unexpected. These findings seem to be inconsistent with the view that the P600 represents 
syntactic processing as such (Hagoort et al., 1993; Friederici, 1995). In the present study, 
the possibility was tested that the P600 would still reflect syntactic processing, despite of 
the fact that it occurred after a semantic anomaly. Readers could arrive at a plausible 
interpretation of the implausible sentences by means of a plausibility strategy and interpret 
mice to be the agents of fled (Plausibility heuristic hypothesis). They could then predict the 
verb (‘to flee’) to carry a plural inflection (Syntactic prediction hypothesis). We manipulated 
the number of the agent and the theme NP: they were either different in number (one 
singular, one plural) or had the same number (both singular or both plural). If the P600 
effect to semantic reversal anomalies observed across tasks in the Kolk et al. paper was 
caused by a verb–number mismatch, then a P600 effect should occur only in the different 
number condition. If, on the other hand, the P600 effect was a response to the semantic 
anomaly as such, then a P600 effect should also be present in the sentences in which the 
predicted and observed number was the same (same number condition). 
 
Summary of the main results 
 
The findings by Kolk et al. (2003) were replicated in that a centroparietally 
distributed P600 effect and not an N400 effect was elicited by semantic reversal anomalies. 
Moreover, a P600 effect and not an N400 effect was present for sentences in which the 
agent and the theme differed in number and, most importantly, also in sentences in which 
the number of agent and theme was the same. The latency, duration, and scalp distribution 
of the P600 effects did not differ between the two conditions. It can be concluded that the 
P600 effects to semantic reversal anomalies in the current experiment and in the Kolk et al. 
study were not caused by a mismatch between an observed and an expected inflection. 
Based on these results, the syntactic prediction hypothesis has to be rejected.  
Except for the P600 effect, the semantic reversal anomalies elicited a negative effect 
at two left anterior sites (F7 and LAT) in the P600 window. This could be the reflection of a 
LAN effect, though its time course is rather late. It is not clear what this effect reflects. One 
option is that it reflects an increase in working memory load (Kluender & Kutas, 1993) for 
processing scenarios that are implausible based on general world knowledge. 
 
Implications for the functional interpretation of the P600 
 
Could it still be the case that the observed P600 effect reflected syntactic 
(re)processing? One possibility is to relate Kolk et al.’s (2003) findings to Hagoort’s (2003) 
recent proposal, in which he linked the P600 component to the ‘Unification model’, a 
computational model formulated by Vosse and Kempen (2000). The P600 is supposed to 
represent the formation of ‘unification links’ between the syntactic frames that accompany 
each word in a sentence. The amplitude of the P600 is modulated by the difficulty of 
forming these unification links, which depends on, among others, the presence of 
alternative unification options, syntactic complexity and semantic influences. Could this 
model explain the P600 effect observed in the present study by assuming that the difficulty 
in forming these unification links is higher in implausible than in plausible sentences? Our 
response would be that the model in its present form cannot account for the results. The 
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Vosse and Kempen model describes how semantic factors play a role in syntactically 
ambiguous sentences, that is, when the parser produces more than one syntactic analysis. 
It thus cannot account for the present P600 effects, as they are observed in unambiguous 
sentences. It would also encounter difficulties to explain the absence of an N400 effect.  
Recently, a P600 effect instead of an N400 effect to semantic violations was also 
reported by Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan and Holcomb (2003) and by Hoeks, Stowe and 
Doedens (2004). In the Kuperberg et al. study, the semantic violations consisted of 
selectional restriction violations like (17), which were compared to control sentences like 
(18). 
 
(17)  #For breakfast the eggs would only eat…. 
(18)  For breakfast the boys would only eat… 
 
Hoeks et al., in a study with Dutch-speaking participants, presented anomalies like 
(19) and compared these to control sentences like (20). 
 
(19)  #De speer heeft de atleten geworpen (original). 
#The javelin has the athletes thrown (literal translation). 
#The javelin has thrown the athletes (paraphrase). 
(20)  De speer werd door de atleten geworpen (original). 
The javelin was by the athletes thrown (literal translation). 
The javelin was thrown by the athletes (paraphrase). 
 
In both papers, it is argued that the P600 reflects syntactic reprocessing. But what 
would be the function of this reprocessing? Kuperberg et al. have a clear proposal. They 
argue that, confronted with an unexpected thematic role assignment, readers try, ‘in a 
doomed effort’ to reassign the thematic roles. That is, readers syntactically reorganize the 
sentence in order to make sense of what they read. The more difficult it is to reassign the 
thematic roles, the greater the amplitude of the P600. Thus, in the case of (17) participants 
would assign a theme role to eggs. What Kuperberg et al. thus seem to suggest is that 
readers deliberately change the representation from what they just read to a representation 
that fits their expectation. That is, they make a plausible role assignment out of an 
implausible one. This proposal would also explain the absence of an N400 effect as now 
both plausible and implausible sentences are given a plausible role assignment. It would not 
explain, however, that readers do detect the anomaly, as indicated by the low error rates 
(about 10%) in the plausibility judgment task reported in Kolk et al. (2003). If the 
interpretation of the anomalous sentence is a plausible one and if the syntactic structure fits 
that interpretation, how would the anomaly ever be detected? Some would argue that, since 
ERPs are an on-line measure while the plausibility judgments represent an off-line measure, 
there is no inconsistency, since the two measures reflect different behavioral domains. We 
admit that plausibility judgments and ERP measures are very different empirical data, but, 
nevertheless, any defensible theory of parsing should account for both types of data.  
Perhaps a more fruitful option is to abandon the notion of the P600 effect as a purely 
syntactic component. Münte and colleagues (1998) also came to this conclusion after they 
found P600 effects not only to syntactic violations but also to orthographic violations and 
following the N400 effect to semantic violations. They concluded that the functional 
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interpretation of the P600 should be extended from a purely syntactic account to a more 
general reanalysis account. The difficulty with this explanation though is that it implies that 
all semantic violations should elicit a P600 effect. Previous studies (for an overview, see 
Kutas et al., 1984) show, however, that this is not the case. In addition, explaining the 
presence of a P600 effect to semantic violations by assuming only that the P600 is a general 
reanalysis component cannot explain the absence of an N400 effect to the semantic reversal 
anomalies. To account for the entire pattern of results, we propose to extend the general 
reanalysis or reprocessing hypothesis of the P600 in the following way. 
Our finding that an N400 effect is absent in both Same and Different conditions 
indicates that the participants did follow a plausibility strategy. That is, although the 
syntactic prediction hypothesis has to be rejected, the plausibility heuristic hypothesis has 
to be maintained. As stated above, this hypothesis entails that readers initially consider the 
interpretation that fits their world knowledge best. Thus, upon reading the sentence #The 
cat that fled from the mice, readers may initially interpret this sentence as signifying that 
the mice are fleeing from the cat, since this describes a far more plausible real life event 
than the situation that the cat is fleeing from the mice. Because this sentence interpretation 
is the same as the interpretation of the correct counterpart sentence, there is no integration 
difficulty at the critical word and consequently, no N400 effect occurs. The plausibility 
heuristic is, however, not a substitute for the algorithmic syntactic analysis. It develops 
independently from, and thus in parallel with, syntactic analysis (Ferreira, 2003). The 
reader thus ends up with two different possible thematic role interpretations, one suggested 
by the plausibility heuristic and one suggested by the syntactic parsing algorithm. The 
conflict between these two thematic role interpretations yields the P600 effect to semantic 
reversal anomalies. 
Let us now look into this conflict process in more detail. After the verb has been 
processed, the conflict arises and the reader is confronted with an unexpected linguistic 
event. The problem with such events is that they can have two sources. They can be real, in 
the sense that an unexpected event has indeed occurred (e.g., man bit dog). On the other 
hand, they can also stem from a processing violation. So, instead of integrating an 
unexpected linguistic unit into the current discourse, the reader will check upon the 
correctness of his analysis. Our proposal is, therefore, that after encountering an 
unexpected (linguistic) event, the reader re-attends the unexpected unit to check upon its 
veridicality. By way of illustration, it is like questioning oneself ‘Did I read that correctly?’. 
Implicated in this view is that the monitoring process will set in not after encountering any 
anomaly, but only when there is a high degree of uncertainty about the source of the 
anomaly: was it really there or could it stem from a processing error? The latter is quite 
likely if the expectation to read a certain word is violated and if this expectation was very 
high. The semantic reversal anomalies employed by Kolk et al. (2003), by Hoeks et al. 
(2004), and in the present study, as well as Kuperberg’s (2003) selectional restriction 
violations, satisfy this criterion. In the reversal anomalies, a strong expectation is violated in 
that there is a bias to consider a reading in which theme and agent are reversed, as this is a 
far more plausible account of reality. In the Kuperberg et al. study, in a sentence like (17), 
there is a strong bias to select an interpretation in which the second noun is the theme of 
the action.  
To further elucidate our approach, it may be instructive to contrast it with other 
functional views of the P600 and the N400. Firstly, in our view, the P600 does reflect a 
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process of reprocessing, as has been proposed by several other investigators. This 
reprocessing could even be of a syntactic nature. What is challenged is the function of 
reprocessing. In our view, reprocessing does not serve to overcome a syntactic difficulty 
caused by grammaticality violations as with Hagoort et al. (1993), or by complex sentences, 
as with Kaan et al. (2000). Neither does it serve to select a different parse of an ambiguous 
sentence, as has been proposed by Friederici (1995). Instead, reprocessing serves to check 
whether the initial sentence processing has been correct. 
Secondly, our proposal is in accord with the observation that the P600 is sensitive to 
expectancy, as has been demonstrated by Coulson, King and Kutas (1998b). Our approach 
suggests a specific reason for this expectancy: the less an event is expected, the more 
chance there is that the event is due to erroneous processing. The P600 could thus very 
well be a variant of the P300, as has been proposed by some researchers (Coulson et al., 
1998b; Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998a; Gunter et al., 1997). 
A third point of comparison concerns the N400. Our point of departure was the N400 
integration hypothesis, which assumes that modulations in N400 amplitude reflect the ease 
of integration of a word into its preceding context, be this a single word (e.g., Chwilla et al., 
1995, 1998; Holcomb, 1993) or a sentential context (e.g., Friederici, Steinhauer, & Frisch, 
1999; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). Strong support for the integration view comes from the 
demonstration of clear N400 backward priming effects at short intervals (Chwilla et al., 
1998). Further evidence for the N400 semantic integration hypothesis comes from the 
findings that N400 amplitude is affected by global expectancies at the discourse level (Van 
Berkum, Hagoort, & Brown, 1999; St. George, Mannes, & Hoffman, 19994). Also, the 
systematic reduction in N400 amplitude towards sentence endings for open class words 
(Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999) is consistent with this view. An 
alternative view, the N400 lexical access hypothesis, states that modulations in N400 
amplitude represent processes of lexical access, i.e., the ease with which a word can be 
activated from the lexicon. Support for the N400 lexical access hypothesis has mainly been 
provided by findings showing that the N400 is affected by automatic processes, e.g., by 
findings of ERP masked priming effects (e.g., Deacon, Hewitt, Yang, & Nagata, 2000) and of 
N400 effects in the attentional blink paradigm (e.g., Rolke, Heil, Streb, & Hennighausen, 
2001).  
The N400 lexical access hypothesis can explain the lack of an N400 effect in the 
present study, since the verbs are probably equally primed in the acceptable and the 
unacceptable sentences, as both sentence variants contain the same content words. From 
this perspective, one would not need the plausibility heuristic to account for the absence of 
an N400 effect for the semantic reversal anomalies. Studies by Fishler, Bloom, Childers, 
Roucos and Perry (1983) and Kounios and Holcomb (1992) seem to concord with this view. 
Fischler et al. showed that sentences that violate truth value but that contain words that are 
semantically related do not generate an N400 effect. For example, no differences in N400 
amplitude were found for (21) as compared to (22). Conversely, a sentence like (23) 
elicited an enlarged N400 amplitude compared to (24) 
 
(21)  #A robin is not a bird. 
(22)  A robin is a bird.  
(23)  A robin is not a tree. 
(24)  #A robin is not a bird. 
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 Kounios and Holcomb replicated Fischler et al.’s results using quantifiers like all, no 
and some, as in (25). 
 
(25)  #Some dogs are animals. 
 
It is important to realize, however, that the semantic integration hypothesis can also 
account for the fact that the N400 is not sensitive to truth value, but to the meaning of the 
individual words in a sentence. To elucidate, we know from Chwilla, Kolk, and Mulder (2000) 
that semantic integration also takes place when individual words rather than sentences are 
presented. Furthermore, we know from Kutas (1993) that the N400 effect of semantic 
relationships between individual content words does not depend upon whether these words 
are presented as individual words or in a sentence context. Thus, there seems to be a 
process that takes sets of individual content words and attempts to integrate them into one 
coherent meaning and the N400 appears to reflect it. Moreover, this process remains 
operative when content words are presented in a sentence context. Since sets of individual 
content words do not express truth value, the insensitivity of the N400 to truth value 
becomes understandable.  
We can conclude that both the lexical access hypothesis and the integration 
hypothesis can account for the absence of the N400 effect of plausibility and of truth value. 
However, the integration hypothesis has a number of advantages over the lexical access 
hypothesis. First of all, it accounts for the existence of plausibility strategies, as proposed by 
authors such as Bever (1970; Bever et al., 1998), and Ferreira (2003). A word level 
integration process that takes place in a sentence context is identical to what we have 
described above as a plausibility heuristic. Secondly, for this reason it can be integrated in 
current parsing models, in particular in the dual route parsing model proposed by Townsend 
and Bever (2001) which embodies both word level processes—in the form of heuristics—and 
sentence level processes—in the form of parsing routines. Thirdly, it can—together with the 
dual route model—account for our P600 results. The outcome of this heuristic/integration 
route and the normal parsing route can lead to a conflict, producing a P600 effect. 
According to the dual route model, in case of a conflict, the outcome of the parser should 
determine the interpretation (‘semantics propose, syntax disposes’, Bever et al., 1998, pp. 
271). Results of Kolk et al. (2003) indicate that although readers initially do not notice the 
anomaly—as reflected by the absence of an N400 effect—they do notice the difference in 
plausibility between the two sets of sentences eventually, as indicated by the fact that in 
the post-sentence plausibility task, the error rates were far below chance level. The 




In addition to the semantic reversal condition, our study also contained a semantic 
and a syntactic control condition. As expected, the semantic control condition, consisting of 
selectional restriction violations, elicited clear N400 effects. These effects in terms of timing 
and scalp distribution resembled N400 effects found in other studies employing selectional 
restriction violations (e.g., Kutas & Hillyard, 1980). This finding shows that in the same 
group of participants a standard N400 effect was obtained. The finding of an N400 effect in 
this condition and the absence of an N400 effect in the semantic reversal condition fits our 
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hypothesis. In sentences containing selectional restriction violations, a plausibility heuristic 
serves no purpose. In a sentence like (15), the individual words do not create a possible 
reading of the sentence that corresponds strongly with a familiar concept in world 
knowledge, as in ‘poachers hunt foxes’. In other words, there is no strong bias present to 
consider another reading. Comparing the combination of one NP with the verb, e.g., tree 
with played, will immediately reveal that this sentence is semantically incorrect, and, 
correspondingly, will elicit an N400 effect.  
Although the finding of a P600 effect that follows an N400 effect was previously 
reported (Münte et al., 1998), the presence of this biphasic pattern to the selectional 
restriction violations came as a surprise. After all, if the heuristic was not applied in these 
sentences, there was no conflict between an expected and an observed interpretation, and, 
correspondingly, no P600 effect was anticipated. Apparently, something else triggered the 
monitoring process in these sentences. This issue has to be explored in further studies. For 
our present purposes, the most important result for this condition was that the selectional 
restriction violations, as opposed to the reversal anomalies, did elicit an N400 effect. The 
absence of an N400 effect in the semantic reversal condition therefore cannot be attributed 
to an inability to obtain an N400 effect in this group of participants with this experimental 
setup.  
In the syntactic control condition, subject–verb number agreement violations elicited 
a standard P600 effect7. The timing and scalp distribution of this syntactic P600 effect was 
similar to that observed in several earlier studies (e.g., Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; 
Hagoort et al., 1993). Importantly, the topographical analyses revealed that the scalp 
distributions of the syntactic P600 effect and the semantic P600 effect were similar. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
In sum, the current experiment shows that the P600 effect that was reported by Kolk 
et al. (2003) to semantic reversal anomalies was not caused by a mismatch between an 
observed and a predicted inflection. In the present study, a similar P600 effect was obtained 
in sentences both with and without a number mismatch. The P600 effect in the current 
study and in the Kolk et al. study therefore must have been elicited by the semantic 
anomaly as such. Furthermore, the P600 effect elicited by semantic reversal anomalies was 
similar in scalp distribution to the P600 effect elicited by syntactic violations, consistent with 
a similar set of underlying neural generators. These results challenge the purely syntactic 
interpretation of the P600. An alternative hypothesis was presented. The proposal was that 
                                          
7 In contrast to the Kolk et al. (2003) findings, sentence complexity had no influence on the P600 
effect. In the current study, not only SR but also OR sentences elicited P600 effects. A possible 
explanation for the difference in results between this and our previous study could be a lack of power. 
The number of items is, however, identical in both studies, as is the number of participants. We 
therefore consider this argument as unlikely. A second explanation concerns a difference in list 
composition, as in the present experiment OR sentences were first encountered after a block that 
consisted of SR sentences only. In the Kolk et al. study, the distribution was 50:50 across the whole 
experiment. Coulson et al. (1998b) have shown that list composition can modulate the P600 effect. A 
third possibility may be that the participants in the current and in the previous experiment differed in 
verbal working memory capacity. Verbal working memory capacity was not determined in the current 
study, therefore this possibility cannot be excluded.  
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participants used a plausibility heuristic that made them assume the reading of the 
sentence that fits most with their world knowledge. As this reading did not correspond with 
the actual input, the mismatch between the expected and the observed but unexpected 
sentence meaning triggered the P600 effect. This notion thus broadens the range of 
linguistic elements that can modulate the amplitude of the P600 from only syntactic 
elements to semantic and possibly other elements as well. As for the functional significance 
of the P600, these results fit the hypothesis that the P600 in the domain of language 
processing reflects a monitoring process that checks upon the veridicality of one’s analysis 
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When heuristics clash with parsing routines:  
ERP evidence for conflict monitoring in sentence 
perception8 
 
                                          
8 This chapter has been published as Van Herten, M., Chwilla, D.J., & Kolk, H.H.J. (2006). 
When heuristics clash with parsing routines: ERP evidence for conflict monitoring in 
sentence perception. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 18, 1181-1197. Copyright (2006), 





Monitoring refers to a process of quality control designed to optimize behavioral 
outcome. Monitoring for action errors manifests itself in an error-related negativity in event-
related potential (ERP) studies and in an increase in activity of the anterior cingulate in 
functional magnetic resonance imaging studies. Here we report evidence for a monitoring 
process in perception, in particular, language perception, manifesting itself in a late 
positivity in the ERP. This late positivity, the P600, appears to be triggered by a conflict 
between two interpretations, one delivered by the standard syntactic algorithm and one by 
a plausibility heuristic which combines individual word meanings in the most plausible way. 
To resolve this conflict, we propose that the brain reanalyzes the memory trace of the 
perceptual input to check for the possibility of a processing error. Thus, as in Experiment 1, 
when the reader is presented with semantically anomalous sentences such as, The fox that 
shot the poacher…, full syntactic analysis indicates a semantic anomaly, whereas the word-
based heuristic leads to a plausible interpretation, that of a poacher shooting a fox. That 
readers actually pursue such a word-based analysis is indicated by the fact that the usual 
ERP index of semantic anomaly, the so-called N400 effect, was absent in this case. A P600 
effect appeared instead. In Experiment 2, we found that even when the word-based 
heuristic indicated that only part of the sentence was plausible (e.g., …that the elephants 
pruned the trees), a P600 effect was observed and the N400 effect of semantic anomaly 
was absent. It thus seems that the plausibility of part of the sentence (e.g., that of pruning 
trees) was sufficient to create a conflict with the implausible meaning of the sentence as a 






Monitoring refers to a process of cognitive control aimed at output optimalization. 
The existence of such a process has been proposed for different domains. In the language 
domain, monitoring manifests itself in the phenomenon of “self-repair” in speech. In “overt” 
self-repairs, the speaker interrupts the utterance after an error has been made, retraces to 
the beginning of the word or phrase, and then produces the correct form (e.g., I thought 
she… I thought he was looking at me). Levelt (1983) argues that, in addition to overt 
repairs, there are also “covert” repairs, in which—due to a process of prearticulatory 
editing—an error is intercepted at the level of planning. Covert repairs manifest themselves 
by editing terms, word repetitions, or pauses (e.g., I thought—er—I thought he was looking 
at me). An important argument for the existence of prearticulatory editing is that overt 
repairs sometimes occur after just one phoneme has been produced. Such rapid 
interruptions presumably do not leave enough time for a process of overt error recognition. 
According to Levelt’s theory of error monitoring in speech, speakers detect their errors in 
the same way as they detect errors in the speech of others: via the comprehension system 
(Levelt, 1983). Recently, Hartsuiker and Kolk (2001) have provided computational evidence 
for this theory.  
There is by now extensive event-related potential (ERP) evidence for a monitoring 
process in the action domain. Errors in choice reaction time (RT) tasks elicit an “error-
related negativity” (ERN), typically occurring around 100 msec after the error has been 
made (see Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004, for a recent review). ERN activity is also 
observed if participants are told that an error has been made, whether this was true or not. 
This implies that an overt motor response is not required for the ERN to occur. Both 
functional magnetic resonance and ERP studies have provided support for the hypothesis 
that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is involved in this error monitoring process. 
Different answers have been given to the question as to what constitutes the trigger 
of the monitoring process. A first possibility is that it is triggered by a mismatch between 
the observed and the intended response. One disadvantage of this option is that it cannot 
account for the fact that error monitoring, as reflected in ACC activity, is not only present in 
erroneous trials but even if no error is made. In particular, ACC activity has been observed 
when multiple responses compete for the control of action. Thus, a second possible trigger 
of the monitoring process—in addition to the error as such—is the presence of a conflict. 
Conflict in this context refers to the concurrent activation of incompatible responses. 
Situations in which there is a conflict will generally be situations in which many errors are 
made, but the theory says that it is the conflict that elicits a monitoring process, not the 
observation of the error as such. Nevertheless, participants are generally able to detect 
errors, and this ability must also be accounted for. Yeung et al. (2004) provide a conflict 
model of error monitoring by the ACC, and this model also includes a mechanism for error 
detection. 
Errors in production, it seems, are extensively monitored for, both in the language 
and in the action domains. However, we also make occasional errors of perception (e.g., 
misreading a word) or comprehension (e.g., misunderstanding a speaker) and there is no a 
priori reason why such errors would not be monitored for as well. Observing an error of 
perception may, for instance, lead one to change one’s perceptual strategy and thereby 
improve perception. Nevertheless, monitoring perceptual errors has received very little 
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attention, not only in the action domain but also in the language domain. However, how 
could the brain monitor for errors of perception? After all, there are no errors to observe, 
opposed to real errors in production. The conflict hypothesis developed for action monitoring 
reveals a possible mechanism for monitoring in perception. As explained above, in the 
action domain, the simultaneous activation of two incompatible responses is assumed to 
trigger a monitoring response. Similarly, if language perception leads to the activation of 
two incompatible interpretations, a conflict would arise, signaling the possibility of a 
processing error. Such a conflict could trigger a monitoring response to check for the 
possibility of such an error. One example would be the so-called garden path sentence. In 
garden path sentences (e.g., The woman persuaded to answer the door…), initially, one 
interpretation is chosen, but has to be replaced by a different interpretation later on. In the 
case of the example sentence, readers initially assume that the sentence is about a woman 
persuading someone, but after reading the sentence part following the verb, they realize 
that the sentence is about a woman being persuaded. Such sentences generally elicit a late 
positive ERP effect, occurring roughly between 500 and 800 msec after stimulus onset, the 
P600 effect (e.g., Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). 
Garden path sentences are one example of a situation in which different analyses of 
the same linguistic string elicit a conflict. Another type of conflict in the language domain is 
related to the existence of heuristics or “perceptual strategies”. Although sentence 
processing is assumed by many to involve algorithmic analysis of syntactic structure, such 
heuristics have been proposed to play an important role from the beginning of the 
psycholinguistic enterprise (e.g., Ferreira, 2003; Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002; Bever, 
1970). Heuristics can be regarded as “rules of thumb”: highly economical strategies that are 
usually but not invariably effective in extracting meaning. Although the number of possible 
heuristics is large, two specific strategies have been described in more detail. The first “NVN 
strategy” involves treating the first noun, the verb, and the second noun as referring to 
agent, action, and patient roles, respectively. The second “plausibility heuristic” entails that 
readers combine the lexical items of a sentence in the most plausible way. Here sentences 
are treated as unordered lists of words. A string like cat–milk–drink can only have one 
plausible meaning and, to derive this meaning, a syntactic parse is not necessary. Ferreira 
(2003) has provided evidence for the use of both strategies in normal speakers. 
Furthermore, the use of heuristics plays an important role in the explanation of agrammatic 
comprehension (e.g., Kolk & Weijts, 1996; Caramazza & Zurif, 1976). 
If we assume that normal sentence processing entails both the use of parsing 
algorithms and the use of heuristics, the question arises how the two are related. A first 
possibility is a cascade-like model in which heuristics constrain the initial search space of 
the subsequent more time-consuming algorithmic analysis, so that “semantics proposes and 
syntax disposes” (Townsend & Bever, 2001). A second possibility is that heuristic and 
algorithmic processing take place in parallel. Thus, in analogy with the well-known dual-
route model of reading aloud (e.g., Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993), sentence 
processing may proceed through two routes, which together determine the final 
interpretation of the sentence (Kolk, Chwilla, van Herten, & Oor, 2003). 
The hypothesis that sentence processing proceeds through two routes implies the 
possibility of a conflict. What would happen if the heuristic and the algorithmic routes lead 
to different interpretations? This is particularly clear in the case of the plausibility heuristic. 
If the plausibility heuristic produces the most plausible interpretation of the set of content 
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words that occur in the sentence (e.g., the words deer–hunter–chase lead to the 
interpretation that the hunter is chasing the deer), then highly implausible but grammatical 
and unambiguous sentences (e.g., The deer was chasing the hunter) will produce a conflict. 
It is this type of sentences that has been subject to a number of recent ERP studies. Despite 
differences in sentence materials and language (English and Dutch), the general finding was 
that implausible sentences relative to their plausible counterparts (e.g., The hunter was 
chasing the deer) did not elicit an N400 effect—as would have been expected, given that 
semantic anomalies typically elicit an N400 effect—but instead a P600 effect (Kuperberg, 
Caplan, Sitnikova, Eddy, & Holcomb, in press; Kim & Osterhout, 2005; van Herten, Kolk & 
Chwilla 2005; Hoeks, Stowe, & Doedens, 2004; Kolk et al., 2003; Kuperberg, Sitnikova, 
Caplan, & Holcomb, 2003). This result was highly unexpected as P600 effects have been 
shown to consistently occur to syntactic anomalies, but not to semantic anomalies. How can 
one account for this paradoxical finding and how does it relate to the presence of a conflict 
between algorithmic and heuristic processing routes? 
The accounts that have been proposed for these phenomena have two important 
assumptions in common. The first is that individual word meanings “cue”, “suggest”, or 
“prime” a plausible role assignment for both plausible and implausible sentences, even in 
syntactically unambiguous sentences. For instance, Kim and Osterhout (2005) speak of 
“semantic attraction” and suggest that this reflects “the activation of highly stable 
representations in world knowledge” (p. 216). As a result, no N400 effect is obtained. It 
seems then that all accounts—implicitly or explicitly—adhere to the notion of a plausibility 
heuristic. The second assumption is that the P600 effect reflects an immediate consequence 
of the situation that the parse and the individual word meanings suggest different 
interpretations: an implausible one in the first and a plausible one based on world 
knowledge in the second case. The accounts diverge, however, in their description of this 
immediate consequence. 
A first possibility has been suggested by Kuperberg et al. (2003). Because semantic 
relationships between the individual words suggest one set of role assignments and the 
regular parse suggests another, a “mismatch” occurs. In response to this mismatch, the 
processing system is said to “repair the anomaly by reassigning thematic roles” (p. 128). 
This repair process is of a syntactic nature: It involves a process of restructuring, similar to 
what happens in garden path situations, which also elicit P600 effects (e.g., Osterhout & 
Holcomb, 1992). This interpretation has the advantage that it connects to the dominant 
view that the P600 has a syntactic function (e.g., Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993). 
However, the sentences we are dealing with (see references above) are not ambiguous, like 
garden path sentences. In the context of ambiguous sentences, the notion of repair makes 
sense as it refers to the replacement of one sentence parse by another. In syntactically 
unambiguous sentences, there is nothing to replace because the syntactic structure allows 
only one role assignment or interpretation. Becoming involved in such restructuring would 
lead the system away from a veridical sentence interpretation and this would bring 
participants to erroneously evaluate the sentences as plausible. There is, however, no 
evidence that participants actually do this because, as the authors themselves admit, they 
almost always classify the sentences correctly in a judgment task.  
A second possible consequence of the mismatch between lexical and syntactic 
analysis was investigated by van Herten et al. (2005) (see Kim & Osterhout, 2005, for a 
related idea). They proposed that P600 effects to semantically anomalous sentences could 
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arise if the interpretation provided by the lexical analysis leads the participant to expect a 
particular grammatical morphology. The discrepancy between the expected and the 
observed morphology would then be responsible for the P600 effect. This hypothesis was 
tested by manipulating grammatical number. In a sentence such as De kat die voor de 
muizen vluchtte… (literal translation: The cat that for the mice fled…; paraphrase: The cat 
that fled for the mice…), the plausible interpretation is that the mice are fleeing, and this 
would lead one to expect a plural inflection of the verb. Because the Dutch verb vluchtte 
carries the singular inflection, the syntactic prediction is violated. However, in sentences in 
which subject and object noun phrase (NP) carry the same number, such violations should 
not be noticeable. Therefore, if an unexpected grammatical morphology gave rise to the 
P600 effect, then a P600 effect should be present in the conditions in which subject and 
object carry a different number, but not in the conditions in which they carry the same 
number. However, a P600 effect was present not only in the different number sentences but 
also in the same number sentences. This showed that the P600 effect to reversal anomalies 
was not due to a syntactic mismatch but was a response to the semantic anomaly (the 
meaning of the unexpected verb) as such. 
It appears that neither of the two accounts described above can fully explain the 
P600 effects to semantic anomalies. There is, therefore, reason to consider a third 
approach, already alluded to above, that is, that we are dealing with conflict monitoring. 
Faced with a conflict between the outcomes of the heuristic and the parser, the language 
system attempts to resolve this conflict simply by reprocessing the sentence. That is, the 
conflict triggers a process that checks upon the veridicality or truthfulness of the reader’s 
analysis. After all, an inconsistency can have two sources. It can be real, in the sense that 
an unexpected event did indeed occur. On the other hand, it can also stem from a 
processing error. To be sure that no erroneous information is integrated into the current 
discourse, the reader will generally check upon the correctness of his or her analysis in case 
of a conflict. 
Assuming that sentence processing depends upon the joint action of algorithm and 
heuristic routes, three possible situations exist. We hereby assume, in line with Townsend 
and Bever (2001), that the algorithmic parser always comes up with the right answer 
(presuming that it is given a sufficient amount of time). Additionally, because the heuristic 
is a plausibility heuristic, it will always come up with a semantically plausible reading. A first 
situation is that the algorithm and the heuristic both deliver a semantically plausible 
sentence interpretation. In this case, neither an N400 effect nor a P600 effect is expected. 
Second, the algorithm and the heuristic both deliver a semantically implausible sentence 
interpretation. Now, no P600 effect should occur as there is no conflict. However, an N400 
effect is predicted because semantic integration is hampered. Third, the algorithm delivers a 
semantically implausible sentence interpretation, whereas the heuristic delivers a 
semantically plausible sentence interpretation. In such a situation, a P600 effect should 
appear because the dissimilar outcome of the algorithm and the heuristic yields a conflict. 
Furthermore, no N400 effect should be present because the heuristic routine delivers a 
plausible interpretation not only for the plausible but also for the implausible sentences. As 
the literature described above shows, the third situation reliably elicits a P600 effect, in 
most cases, in the absence of an N400 effect. 
The purpose of the current study is to further investigate the second situation in 
which the algorithm and the heuristic both deliver a semantically implausible sentence 
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interpretation. These sentences are expected to elicit an N400 effect without a P600 effect, 
and this is what has been found in most of the studies. Kim and Osterhout (2005), for 
example, presented participants with sentences such as The sealed envelope was 
devouring… Compared to appropriate controls, these sentences elicited no P600 effect, but 
an N400 effect. However, in the study of van Herten et al. (2005), an N400 effect was 
found which was followed by a P600 effect. van Herten and colleagues employed sentences 
such as De boom die in het park speelde… (paraphrase translation: The tree that played in 
the park…). The words played, tree, and park cannot be integrated to form one semantically 
plausible unit. We accordingly predicted an N400 effect and no P600 effect. In contrast to 
this prediction, a P600 effect occurred in addition to an N400 effect. This seems difficult to 
explain by a hypothesis that couples the P600 with the existence of a conflict between an 
algorithmic and a heuristic route. 
Experiment 1 was set up to investigate whether the second situation (algorithm and 
heuristic both deliver a semantically implausible sentence interpretation) reliably elicits a 
P600 effect. Experiment 1 thus replicates the van Herten et al. (2005) study with two major 
modifications. First, the semantic violations were created not by changing the verb, as was 
the case in the previous study, but by changing the subject NP (for example sentences, see 
Table 4.1). This results in the critical verb being the same for acceptable and unacceptable 
sentences. Second, because we wanted to compare two kinds of semantic anomaly, it was 
important to employ the same kind of violation for the two sentence types. So far we had 
been using implausibilities in our critical sentences (e.g., The fox that hunted the poacher), 
we now shifted to selectional restriction violations (e.g., The fox that shot the poacher). So 
the comparison will be between sentences of the latter type, which will be labeled reversal 
anomalies, and sentences such as The tree that shot the poacher, which will be labeled 
nonreversal anomalies. We expect reversal anomalies to create a conflict between heuristic 
and algorithmic routines, and therefore, to elicit a P600 effect without an N400 effect. For 
nonreversal anomalies, we predict that they will not induce a conflict and will therefore give 







There were 26 participants (mean age = 22 years; 20 women). All were native 




All sentences consisted of center-embedded subject relative sentences. Sentence 
acceptability was experimentally manipulated: A semantically acceptable variant and a 
semantically unacceptable variant were created for each sentence. Semantically 
unacceptable sentences always contained a selectional restriction violation. For the reversal 
condition, the selectional restriction violations resulted from reversing the subject and the 
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object NP of semantically acceptable sentences that express a plausible and familiar event. 
The example sentence in Table 4.1, for example, depicts the likely concept of a painter 
climbing a ladder. The unacceptable reversed sentence, on the other hand, depicts a very 
unlikely and even impossible event, that is, a ladder climbing a painter. For the nonreversal 
condition, the selectional restriction violations resulted from changing the first NP of a 
semantically correct sentence into an NP that violated the selectional restrictions of the 
verb. For example, the NP squirrel was changed into apple in the example sentence in Table 
4.1 to create the semantically unacceptable sentence The apple that climbed the tree… . 
Note that in the current condition, reversing subject NP and object NP does not lead to a 
correct sentence as was the case in the reversal condition. In the reversal and nonreversal 
conditions, the subject and object NP always had the same number; this was singular in 
about half (reversal: 52%, nonreversal: 57%) of the sentences and plural in the other half. 
Furthermore, about equal numbers of animate and inanimate nouns were employed in the 
reversal and nonreversal conditions. Finally, in all sentences, the violation was not evident 
before the relative clause’s verb. 
 
Table 4.1. Examples of the Sentence Material from Experiment 1 
Reversal condition 
Acceptable De schilder die op de ladder klom viel plotseling. 
 The painter that on the ladder climbed fell suddenly.a 
 The painter who climbed the ladder suddenly fell.b 
  
Unacceptable De ladder die op de schilder klom viel plotseling. 
 The ladder that on the painter climbed fell suddenly.a 
 The ladder that climbed the painter suddenly fell.b 
 
Non-reversal condition 
Acceptable De eekhoorn die in de boom klom zag er schattig uit. 
 The squirrel that in the tree climbed looked cute.a 
 The squirrel that climbed the tree looked cute.b 
  
Unacceptable De appel die in de boom klom zag er sappig uit. 
 The apple that in the tree climbed looked juicy.a 
 The apple that climbed the tree looked juicy.b 
The critical words are italicized. 
a Word-by-word translation. 
b Paraphrase. 
 
The reversal and nonreversal conditions were presented in separate blocks. The 
number of trials was the same in both blocks. For each block, the experimental sentences 
were divided equally into two lists. None of the items was repeated, so each participant only 
saw one variant of a sentence. Each list contained 60 experimental sentences, of which 30 
were acceptable and 30 were semantically unacceptable sentences. An equal number of 
filler sentences was added to each list: 15 acceptable right-branching sentences, 15 
semantically unacceptable right-branching sentences, 15 acceptable conjunctions, and 15 
semantically unacceptable conjunctions. Semantically unacceptable filler sentences 
contained selectional restriction violations, which were of the reversal or the nonreversal 
type dependent on the block in which they were presented (for examples, see Table 4.2). 
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Experimental reversal sentences were accompanied by filler reversal sentences, whereas 
experimental nonreversal sentences were accompanied by filler nonreversal sentences. 
 
Table 4.2. Examples of the Filler Sentences 
Experiment 1 
Reversal condition 
right-branching   # De rechter luisterde naar de beklaagde die opkwam voor zijn advocaat. 
   # The judge listened to the defendant who stood up for his lawyer.a 
conjunctions   # De zeehonden doken in het water en vingen de ijsbeer. 
   # The seals plunged into the water and caught the ice bear.a 
Non-reversal condition 
right-branching   # De tuinmannen baalden van de struiken die de tuinen verhoorden. 
   # The gardeners were fed up with the shrubs that interrogated the gardens.a 
conjunctions   # De reizigers overnachtten in het hotel en verdampten de volgende ochtend. 
   # The travelers stayed the night at the hotel and evaporated the next morning.a 
 
Experiment 2 
Acceptable   Jan zag dat de schildpadden wandelden over het zand dat heet was van de zon. 
   John saw that the turtles walked on the sand that was hot from the sun.a 
Unacceptable  
mid-sentence   # Jan zag dat de dief kwispelde naar de bewakers die kwamen aanrennen. 
   # John saw that the thief wagged to the guards that came running.a 
end-sentence   # Jan zag dat de poes sloop naar de merels die zachtjes neurieden. 
   # John saw that the cat stalked the blackbirds that hummed softly.a 





Sentences were presented word-by-word in serial visual presentation mode at the 
center of a Macintosh monitor. Word duration was 345 msec and stimulus-onset asynchrony 
was 645 msec. Sentence final words were followed by a full stop. The intertrial interval was 
2 sec. Words were presented in black capitals on a white background in a 9-by-2-cm 
window at a viewing distance of approximately 1 m. Each sentence was preceded by a 
fixation cross (duration 500 msec), followed by a 500-msec blank screen. A set of practice 
trials preceded the experimental trials. The two conditions were presented in separate 
blocks. As ERPs have been shown to be sensitive to list composition (e.g., Chwilla, Kolk, & 
Mulder, 2000), the more salient semantic violations that formed the nonreversal condition 
always followed the less salient reversal violations. There was a short pause between 
blocks. Participants were instructed to read the sentences and were told that they should do 
this attentively and thoroughly to be able to answer the content questions that followed the 
experiment. Thirty-six content questions were added at the end of the experiment which 
were responded to with “yes” or “no” by pressing a button on a button box. Because eye 
movements distort the electroencephalogram (EEG) recording, participants were trained to 
make eye movements, blinks in particular, only in the period between the end of the last 
sentence and the beginning of the next sentence. 
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EEG Recording and Data Analysis 
EEG was recorded with 27 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic electrode cap 
(Electrocap International, Eaton, OH). For electrode positions, see Figure 4.1. The left 
mastoid served as reference. An electrode was also placed on the right mastoid. Electrode 
impedance was less than 3 kΩ. The electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded bipolarly; vertical 
EOG was recorded by placing an electrode above and below the right eye and the horizontal 
EOG was recorded via a right to left canthal montage. The signals were amplified (time 
constant = 8 sec, bandpass = 0.02–30 Hz), and digitized on-line at 200 Hz. EEG and EOG 
records were examined for artifacts and for excessive EOG amplitude (>100 µV). Averages 
were aligned to a 150-msec baseline preceding the critical verb. Before the analyses, the 
signals were referenced to the average of the right and left mastoid. ERPs were analyzed by 
calculating mean amplitudes in the 400–500 msec window and the 600–800 msec window, 
capturing N400 and P600 effects, respectively. The mean amplitudes were entered into a 
repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The multivariate approach 
was used to avoid problems concerning sphericity. Midline and lateral sites were analyzed in 
separate MANOVAs so that laterality effects could be examined. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Electrode positions. 
 
The midline analysis included five levels of site, whereas the lateral analysis included 
five levels of site, two levels of hemisphere (left, right), and two levels of region of interest 
(ROI; anterior, posterior; see Figure 4.1). If the analyses yielded interactions with the factor 
site, paired t tests were performed at the single-site level. Additionally, the analyses 
included two levels of acceptability (acceptable, unacceptable). Validation Study of the 
Materials An RT study was conducted to check for the presence of unsuitable items and to 
test whether participants were successful in detecting the semantically unacceptable 
sentences. A separate group of 20 participants was tested that fulfilled the same criteria as 
those participating in the ERP experiment. The procedure was identical to the ERP 
experiment, except for one point. That is, the task for the participants consisted of a 
speeded acceptability judgment task. Participants were instructed to attentively read each 
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sentence and indicate as fast as possible during reading of the sentence whether the 
sentence “had an odd meaning” or not by pressing one of two pushbuttons. 
First, items that were miscategorized by at least half of the participants (unsuitable 
items) were omitted (three items for the reversal condition, three items for the nonreversal 
condition) before analyzing the RT and error data presented below. For the EEG experiment, 
these items were replaced by new items. MANOVAs with repeated measures on condition 
(reversal, nonreversal) and acceptability (acceptable, unacceptable) were performed for RT 
and error data. As Table 4.3 shows, unacceptable sentences were responded to slower 
(F(1,19) = 8.24, p < .05) but elicited less errors (F(1,19) = 9.73, p < .01) than acceptable 
sentences, indicating a speed–accuracy tradeoff. No differences between conditions were 
found (all Fs < 1), and no Condition x Acceptability interactions were present (all Fs < 1.5). 
Most important for our present purpose is that the participants were successful in detecting 
the semantic violations in both the reversal and the nonreversal conditions as the error 
percentages were far above chance level (reversal: 5.17%, nonreversal: 5.92%). 
 
Table 4.3. Response Times and Error Percentages (in brackets) from the RT Validation Study
Reversal condition  Non-reversal condition 
Acceptable Unacceptable  Acceptable Unacceptable 
732 938  767 916 





Performance on Content Questions 
Mean error rate to the content questions was 27.19% (reversal condition: 31.13%, 
nonreversal condition: 23.13%). The reason why participants made so many errors is likely 
due to the fact that the questions were asked at the end of the experiment and not because 
the sentences as such are hard to understand. After all, error percentages are much lower 
in the RT validation study. Nevertheless, error percentages are below chance level, and this 
indicates that participants attentively read the sentences during the EEG experiment. 
Response time and error analyses were not performed because the number of trials per 
condition (four to five) was very small.  
 
Event-related Potentials  
The grand-average waveforms (time-locked to the critical verb) for all midline sites 
and a representative subset of lateral sites for the reversal condition and the nonreversal 
condition are displayed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. All conditions elicited for visual 
stimuli a characteristic early ERP response—that is, an N1 followed by a P2, which at 
occipital sites was preceded by a P1 component. These early components were followed by 
a negative-going wave that peaked at about 425 msec (N400 component) largest at central 
and posterior sites, which was followed by a slow positive shift starting at about 600 msec 




Figure 4.2: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the reversal condition 
of Experiment 1. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and superimposed for the 





Figure 4.3: Grand ERP averages for all midline and a subset of lateral sites, for the non-reversal 
condition of Experiment 1. Averages are time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and 
superimposed for the two levels of Acceptability. 
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Inspection of the waveforms for the reversal condition suggests that no N400 effect 
(more negative-going amplitudes for unacceptable than acceptable verbs) was present but 
that a P600 effect (more positive-going amplitudes for unacceptable than acceptable verbs) 
was present. The P600 effect in terms of its timing (maximal differences between 600 and 
800 msec) and scalp distribution (the effect was largest over central and posterior sites) 
resembled the P600 effect observed in a variety of syntactic violations. (e.g., Hagoort et al., 
1993; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). The statistical analyses for the N400 window (400–500 
msec) for the midline and the lateral sites revealed no effects of acceptability (midline and 
lateral: Fs < 1) or Acceptability x Site interactions (midline: F < 1; lateral: F < 1.5). No 
other interactions were observed (all Fs < 2). The statistical analyses for the P600 window 
(600–800 msec) yielded a main effect of acceptability for the midline sites (F(1,25) = 5.13, 
p < .05), indicating that a P600 effect was obtained. For the lateral sites, no acceptability 
effect (F < 2.9), but an Acceptability x Site interaction, was found (F(4,100) = 3.39, p < 
.05). Single site analyses revealed P600 effects for the following lateral sites: LTP, RTP, P3, 
P4, T5, T6, P3P, P4P, OR. No other interactions were present (all Fs < 2.2).  
Visual inspection of the waveforms for the nonreversal condition suggests that no 
N400 effect was present at the midline and left posterior sites, whereas a small N400 effect 
appeared to be present for a subset of right posterior sites. The most distinguishing feature 
in the waveforms, however, seemed to be a P600 effect which followed the N400. Statistical 
analyses for the N400 window did not yield main effects of acceptability, neither for the 
midline nor for the lateral sites (Fs < 1). For the lateral sites, an Acceptability x Site 
interaction (F(4,100) = 3.49, p < .05; midline: F < 1.2) and a trend toward an Acceptability 
x Hemisphere interaction (F(1,25) = 3.86, p < .07) were found. Follow-up single-site 
analyses showed that an N400 effect was present at three sites of the right hemisphere: P4, 
P4P, and OR (all p values <.05). No other interactions were present (all Fs < 2.6). 
Statistical analyses for the P600 window disclosed a main effect of acceptability for the 
lateral sites (F(1,25) = 10.15, p < .005) and a trend for the midline sites (F(1,25) = 3.56, p 
< .08). The analyses thus confirmed that a P600 effect was present. No Acceptability x Site 
interactions were present (midline and lateral sites: Fs < 1). In addition, for the lateral 
sites, an Acceptability x ROI interaction was found (F(1,25) = 6.00, p < .05). Separate 
analyses for the two levels of ROI (anterior, posterior) revealed an acceptability effect for 




As predicted, and in line with the recent ERP literature reviewed above, semantically 
implausible reversal sentences elicited a P600 effect instead of an N400 effect. Thus, the 
basic observation that gave rise to the different hypotheses described in the Introduction 
has been replicated. Semantically implausible nonreversal sentences, on the other hand, 
elicited an N400 effect. As in the van Herten et al. (2005) study, however, this N400 effect 
was again followed by a P600 effect. The appearance of a P600 effect does not seem to fit 
with the idea—as was reasoned above—that there should be no conflict between sentence 
interpretations in nonreversal sentences, unless, of course, our nonreversal anomalies 
would still elicit some kind of conflict.  
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To investigate the latter possibility, we carefully checked our materials. It appeared 
to us that a large part of our sentences (about half) are at least partially plausible. Let us 
look, for example, at the semantically implausible sentence from Table 4.1, The apple that 
climbed the tree… . This implausible sentence contains a very plausible sentence part, which 
forms a meaningful and familiar unit, namely, climbing a tree. We would like to propose 
that the data pattern observed points to an intermediate possibility between Situations 2 
and 3 described in the Introduction. That is, that a conflict can also arise between a partially 
plausible sentence interpretation (caused by the presence of a highly plausible unit) and the 
outcome of the parsing process—which indicates that the sentence is implausible—and that 
it is this conflict that gives rise to the P600 effect for the nonreversal anomalies in 
Experiment 1 and in the previous study of van Herten et al. (2005). 
From a monitoring point of view this hypothesis makes sense, as in sentences with a 
plausible verb phrase, it could be that the subject NP has been misread. The biphasic 
N400/P600 pattern in the nonreversal sentences in Experiment 1 could subsequently be 
explained in the following way. The sentences that included a plausible unit elicited a P600 
effect, whereas the sentences that did not include a plausible unit elicited the predicted 
N400 effect. Averaging both sentence types would then superimpose the P600 effect on the 
N400 effect, mimicking a biphasic pattern. To summarize, we hypothesized that the 
unexpected P600 effect could be the result of plausible sentence parts that were present in 




In Experiment 2, it was investigated whether plausible sentence parts can indeed 
create a conflict, which in turn yields a P600 effect. We tested this by changing the verb in 
semantically plausible sentences in such a way that the combination of this verb and the 
object NP either formed a plausible or an implausible unit. This is not a trivial manipulation. 
Sentences employed in a typical study on semantic anomalies that demonstrated N400 
effects may also contain such highly plausible units (e.g., He drank his coffee with cream 
and dog), but to our knowledge, the effect of the presence of plausible sentence parts in 
sentences, which as a whole violate the selectional restriction of the main verb, has not 
been systematically investigated yet. If the unexpected P600 effect is caused by plausible 
sentence parts, a P600 effect should correspondingly occur in sentences in which these 
plausible sentence parts are present, as opposed to sentences that do not contain such a 
plausible sentence part. Plausibility of a sentence part was assessed by computing semantic 
relatedness (semantic relatedness value [SRV]) between object noun and verb by using 
latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). LSA is a technique that 
measures co-occurrence relationships between pairs of words. Although one could argue 
that LSA captures word associations rather than plausibility per se, Chwilla and Kolk (2002) 
showed that LSA is a sensitive measure for detecting subtle differences in (semantic) 
relatedness between words that were not associatively related. In addition, in a recent 
study (Chwilla & Kolk, 2005) examining the access of world knowledge, word triplets were 
used that described a conceptual script (e.g., DIRECTOR–BRIBE–DISMISSAL). Such 
conceptual scripts are comparable to our plausible units as a script describes a typical—thus 
familiar and plausible—life event. A free association task in which multiple associates to the 
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three words comprising the script-related triplets were required assured that the word 
triplets were not associatively or semantically related. Nevertheless, the LSA values were 
higher to those triplets that formed a script compared to control items. This finding bolsters 
the claim that LSA is sensitive to more abstract kinds of knowledge, such as script 
information.  
As reasoned above, we hypothesized that only sentences that contain a plausible 
unit may create a conflict, and thus, elicit a P600 effect. Correspondingly, we predict that a 
P600 effect is only present in sentences in which an object noun and a verb are highly 
related (high SRV sentences), whereas it should be greatly reduced or absent in sentences 
in which object NP and verb are not highly related (low SRV sentences). In contrast, an 
N400 effect should be absent or reduced in the high SRV, but present in the low SRV 
sentences. This is because the unit of meaning selected in the high SRV sentences, which 
supposedly gives rise to the conflict, is a plausible one (e.g., playing in the park) and 





Thirty-six participants (mean age = 23 years; 29 women) were tested. They fulfilled 
the same criteria as those in Experiment 1. 
 
Table 4.4. Examples of the sentence material from Experiment 2 
Condition  
Acceptable Jan zag dat de olifanten de bomen omduwden en hun mars door het oerwoud vervolgden. 
 John saw that the elephants the trees pushed-over and their march through the jungle continued.a 
 John saw that the elephants pushed-over the trees and continued their march through the jungle.b 
  
Unacceptable, Jan zag dat de olifanten de bomen snoeiden en hun mars door het oerwoud vervolgden. 
high SRV John saw that the elephants the trees pruned and their march through the jungle continued.a 
 John saw that the elephants pruned the trees and continued their march through the jungle.b 
  
Unacceptable, Jan zag dat de olifanten de bomen verwenden en hun mars door het oerwoud vervolgden. 
low SRV John saw that the elephants the trees caressed and their march through the jungle continued.a 
 John saw that the elephants caressed the trees and continued their march through the jungle.b 
The critical words are italicized. 




The sentence material consisted of Dutch sentences with the sentence structure Jan 
zag dat NPsubject NPobject V en… (translation: John saw that NPsubject NPobject V and…) (for an 
example, see Table 4.4). A different sentence structure than in Experiment 1 was used 
because for the LSA manipulations that we planned, we preferred using verbs without 
prepositions. In Dutch, however, verbs without prepositions implemented in subject-relative 
sentences form syntactically ambiguous sentences. As we wanted our sentences to be 
syntactically unambiguous, we had to change the sentence structure. Sentence acceptability 
was manipulated. That is, for each sentence, three variants were made; a semantically 
acceptable variant and two semantically unacceptable variants. The semantically 
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unacceptable sentence variants both contained a selectional restriction violation (see Table 
4.4; elephants cannot prune trees and neither can they caress them). The two variants 
differed in whether they included a plausible unit or not. The combination of the object NP 
and the verb either formed a plausible unit (e.g., pruning the trees, mowing the lawn, 
baking a cake) or not. Plausibility was assessed by computing semantic relatedness 
between object NP and verb by using the LSA method. LSA is a mathematical technique that 
generates a high-dimensional semantic space from the analysis of a large corpus of written 
texts. The meaning of a word is defined as a vector in this semantic space. Semantic 
relatedness of two words can be determined by calculating the cosine between their two 
vectors. The higher the cosine, the more semantically related words are. In the current 
study, semantically acceptable sentences were transformed into semantically unacceptable 
sentences by changing the verb. The semantic relatedness was calculated between the 
object noun and a set of new transitive verbs. From this set, two new verbs were chosen: 
one verb whose semantic relatedness with the object NP was high (LSA value >+0.25) and 
one verb whose semantic relatedness with the object NP was low (LSA value <+0.20). The 
former sentences were termed “high SRV sentences”, and the latter were termed “low SRV 
sentences”. As topic space, “General Reading up to First Year of College” was used. The 
verbs of the three sentence variants were matched for length and (lemma) frequency (see 
Table 4.5). The subject and object NPs always carried the same number, in 56% both NPs 
were singular and in 44% they were plural. The experimental sentences were divided 
equally into three lists, each list contained only one variant of a sentence. Each list 
contained 90 experimental sentences: 30 acceptable sentences, 30 unacceptable high SRV 
sentences, and 30 unacceptable low SRV sentences. Ninety filler sentences were added, of 
which 60 were acceptable sentences and 30 were semantically unacceptable sentences. All 
filler sentences had a structure that was different from the experimental sentences in that 
the verb preceded the second noun. The unacceptable sentences included a selectional 
restriction violation, which was either at the mid-sentence position or at the end of the 
sentence. This was done to encourage participants to pay attention to the entire sentence 
(for examples of filler sentences, see Table 4.2). 
 
Table 4.5. Description of the sentence material  
Condition LSA value Word length Log frequency 
Acceptable 0.181 (0.119) 7.433 (1.594) 1.358 (0.736) 
Unacceptable high SRV 0.464 (0.163) 7.156 (1.498) 1.225 (0.673) 
Unacceptable low SRV 0.077 (0.005) 7.422 (1.683) 1.213 (0.662) 
Standard deviations are between brackets. All LSA values differ significantly (p < .001). 
Word length and log frequency do not differ.  
 
Procedure 
The procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as for Experiment 1, except for one 
change. For reasons outlined above, instead of a fixation cross, each sentence was preceded 
by a three-word-long carrier phrase “Jan zag dat” (“John saw that”), which had a duration 
of 765 msec.  
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EEG Recording and Data Analysis 
The EEG recording and the data analysis for Experiment 2 was the same as for 
Experiment 1. 
 
Validation Study of the Materials 
A separate group of 26 participants was tested that fulfilled the same criteria as 
those in Experiment 1. The procedure was identical to the procedure for the validation study 
for Experiment 1. 
Thirteen items that were miscategorized by at least half of the participants were 
omitted, and for the EEG experiment, were replaced with new items. MANOVA, including the 
factor sentence type, with levels “acceptable”, “unacceptable high SRV”, and “unacceptable 
low SRV”, revealed effects of sentence type (RT: F(2,50) = 14.15, p < .001; Error 
percentages: F(2,50) = 10.79, p < .001). Follow-up paired t tests indicated that 
participants responded slower and made more errors to acceptable sentences than to 
unacceptable high SRV sentences (RT: t = 5.35, df = 25, p < .001; Error percentages: t = 
4.61, df = 25, p < .001) and to unacceptable low SRV sentences (RT: t = 5.11, df = 25, p 
< .001; Error percentages: t = 4.47, df = 25, p < .001). The unacceptable high SRV and 
unacceptable low SRV sentences were responded to equally fast and accurate (RT: t = -
1.15, df = 25, > .2; Error percentages: t = -0.74, df = 25, p > .1; see also Table 4.6). In 
short, the validation study shows that participants were successful in detecting the semantic 
violations, as the error percentage for the unacceptable sentences was, on average, only 
5.44%. Unacceptable high SRV and unacceptable low SRV sentences did not differ in 
response time or number of errors, indicating that the difficulty level of these sentences was 
matched.  
 
Table 4.6. Response times and error percentages  
(in brackets) from the RT validation study 
Acceptable Unacceptable 
 High SRV Low SRV 
768 642 655 







The grand-average waveforms are displayed in Figure 4.4 (acceptable sentences vs. 
unacceptable high SRV sentences) and Figure 4.5 (acceptable sentences vs. unacceptable 
low SRV sentences). The overall form of the ERPs was similar to that in Experiment 1. Visual 
inspection of Figures 4.4 and 4.5 suggests that a standard N400 effect with maximal effects 
at central/posterior midline and bilateral posterior sites was present for the low SRV verbs, 
but not for the high SRV verbs. The P600 seems to be affected both by acceptability and 




Figure 4.4: Grand average waveforms for all midline sites and a subset of lateral sites. Averages are 
time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and superimposed for the acceptable and the 





Figure 4.5: Grand average waveforms for all midline sites and a subset of lateral sites. Averages are 
time-locked to the onset of the critical verb, and superimposed for the acceptable and the 
unacceptable low SRV verbs. 
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verbs. This P600 effect looked similar to the standard P600 effect elicited by syntactic 
anomalies in terms of its timing and scalp topography. To statistically confirm these 
apparent different ERP signatures, separate analyses were conducted in which the two 
levels of unacceptable SRV sentences (low SRV vs. high SRV) were compared with the 
acceptable versions of the sentences. 
The analyses for the unacceptable high SRV sentences for the N400 window (400–
500 msec) revealed a trend toward a main effect of acceptability for the lateral sites 
(F(1,35) = 3.75, p < .07; midline: F < 2.3), indicating that mean amplitudes tended to be 
more negative-going for unacceptable verbs than for acceptable verbs. To explore whether 
a significant difference between conditions was present at any of the sites, single-site 
analyses were performed. These additional analyses revealed a significant difference at two 
frontal sites (F3 and F4, p < .05). The topography of this negative effect does not match 
that of the standard N400 effect, but may reflect a left anterior negativity effect, which 
typically shows an anterior distribution. No other interactions were present (Fs < 1.5). To 
further determine that no N400 effect was present in Experiment 2, supplementary analyses 
were conducted, using a broader latency window of 300–500 msec. These analyses 
confirmed that no N400 effect was present for the high SRV sentences (Acceptability: 
midline: F < 1.5, lateral: F < 2.6; In addition, no significant interactions of acceptability 
with site, hemisphere, and/or ROI were present, all Fs < 2.6). 
The statistical analyses for the P600 window (600–800 msec) yielded no main effects 
of acceptability (midline and lateral: Fs < 1) but Acceptability x Site interactions both for 
midline (F(4,140) = 5.36, p < .005) and lateral sites (F(4,140) = 3.31, p < .05). In 
addition, an Acceptability x ROI interaction was found for the lateral sites, indicating that a 
P600 effect was present at posterior sites (F(1,36) = 14.52, p < .005), whereas a reversed 
effect was present at anterior sites (i.e., more positive going mean amplitudes for 
acceptable than for unacceptable verbs; F(1,36) = 6.23, p < .05). This reversed effect 
seemed to reflect a prolongation of the early negative anterior distributed effect observed in 
the N400 window. Follow-up single-site analyses for the midline sites revealed P600 effects 
at Pz and Oz ( p < .005) and for all lateral sites ( p < .05, except for RTP: p < .06), 
whereas reversed effects were present for a number of anterior sites. 
The analyses for the unacceptable low SRV sentences for the N400 window (400–500 
msec) revealed clear N400 effects as reflected by main effects of acceptability for the 
midline (F(1,35) = 17.61, p < .001) and for the lateral sites (F(1,35) = 16.44, p < .001). In 
addition, two-way interactions of Acceptability x Hemisphere (F(1,35) = 5.84, p < .05), 
Acceptability x Site (midline: F(4,140) = 4.70, p < .005; lateral: F(4,140) = 3.19, p < .05), 
as well as a three-way interaction of the latter factors with ROI (F(4,140) = 3.95, p < .05), 
were present. Single-site analyses revealed N400 effects at all midline sites (p < .05). The 
interactions for the lateral sites reflected that the N400 effect was broadly distributed across 
the scalp with largest effects at bilateral posterior sites. Only for the right hemisphere were 
reliable N400 effects also obtained at anterior sites (F8, F4A, F4, RAT; p < .05).  
The statistical analyses for the P600 window (600–800 msec) showed that 
unacceptable low SRV sentences did not elicit main effects of acceptability (midline and 
lateral: Fs < 1) or Acceptability x Site interactions (midline and lateral: Fs < 1). For the 
lateral sites, interactions between acceptability and hemisphere (F(1,35) = 8.06, p < .01) 
and between acceptability and ROI (F(1,35) = 20.91, p < .001) were found. Follow-up 
analyses indicated that no acceptability effects were present neither for the left nor for the 
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right hemisphere (both Fs < 1). Acceptability x ROI interactions (left hemisphere: F(1,35) = 
17.04, p < .001; right hemisphere: F(1,35) = 17.09, p < .001) were, however, disclosed. 
Supplementary analyses showed that a P600 acceptability effect was present at posterior 
sites for the left hemisphere (F(1,35) = 7.23, p < .05). To test whether the P600 effects 
found for high SRV verbs were significantly larger than for low SRV verbs, t tests were 
performed on the difference scores (unacceptable mean amplitude minus acceptable mean 
amplitude). Follow-up tests showed that the P600 effect was larger for the high SRV verbs 




As predicted, sentences in which object and verb formed a plausible unit elicited a 
P600 effect in the absence of an N400 effect. Conversely, in sentences in which object and 
verb did not form a plausible unit, the P600 effect was greatly reduced. It disappeared 
completely at the midline and was present only at four left posterior sites9. Moreover, at two 
of these four sites, the effect was significantly smaller than the P600 effect in sentences 
that included a familiar unit. In addition, a standard N400 effect was elicited. We conclude 
that our hypothesis was confirmed. It seems that there is an intermediate possibility 
between Situations 2 and 3 indeed. In particular, a conflict between a heuristic and an 
algorithmic route can also be created if the algorithmic route produces an implausible 
interpretation and the heuristic route a partially plausible interpretation.  
Before turning to the General Discussion, however, an alternative hypothesis about 
the absence of the N400 effect in the high SRV sentences should be considered. One could 
argue that the absence of the N400 effect may be the result of word association priming. 
More precisely, the N400 effect to an implausible word completing a sentence is reduced if 
this implausible completion is associatively (Kutas & Hillyard, 1983) or categorically 
(Federmeier & Kutas, 1999) related to the expected completion. In a similar way, in the 
high SRV sentences, the object noun trees may have primed the associatively related verb 
pruned, which would then give rise to a reduction of the N400 effect. This could have 
eliminated any effect of the anomaly on the N400, which would have led us to the 
erroneous conclusion that readers (temporarily) missed the anomaly. The associative 
priming hypothesis can explain the absence of the N400 effect equally well. However, we 
                                          
9 A biphasic N400/P600 pattern is also reported in metaphor comprehension (Coulson & Van Petten, 
2002), as in sentences like My lawyer is a shark. The authors argue that the enlarged N400 and late 
positivity seen to these sentences represent the more effortful processing that is required for 
metaphorical comprehension. An alternative viewpoint thus could be that the N400 effect in the low 
SRV sentences, instead of representing problematic semantic integration due to the inclusion of a 
semantic implausibility, could also represent— together with the late positivity—effortful semantic 
processing due to participants trying to make sense out of our sentences by checking whether they 
can be understood metaphorically (elephants gently touching trees?). We cannot exclude this 
possibility but, on the other hand, it is not necessarily incompatible with our view. On the contrary, 
the monitoring theory can account for the ERP pattern in metaphor comprehension in the following 
way. Initially, the literal meaning is considered and the sentence is interpreted as incorrect (as sharks 
are fish, not people), which would elicit an N400 effect. The quick discovery that the sentences can be 
understood metaphorically would then trigger a reprocessing/monitoring process to check upon this 
possibility. 
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favor the monitoring hypothesis for the following reason. Although the associative priming 
view can account for the absence of an N400 effect in Experiment 2, it cannot account for 
the absence of an N400 effect in the reversal sentences of Experiment 1 (as correct and 
incorrect sentences included the same set of critical words) and it cannot account for the 




Much recent work, in particular in the action domain, has demonstrated that the 
brain is involved in error monitoring. So far, however, this evidence relates to errors in 
production only. The current study indicates that the brain also monitors for errors of 
perception. If an interpretation based upon the ensemble of individual word meanings 
clashes with one based upon a full syntactic analysis of the sentence, a P600 effect occurs 
while the N400 effect of semantic anomaly is absent. According to the monitoring 
framework presented here, the conflict between the two interpretations gave rise to a 
monitoring response in which the previous input string is reprocessed to check for a 
possibility of a processing error. Our findings in Experiment 2 extend the number of 
situations under which semantically anomalous sentences can show this pattern. Even 
implausible sentences that include plausible sentence parts can elicit P600 instead of N400 
effects. Apparently, the presence of a highly familiar and in that sense meaningful concept, 
such as playing in the park or milking the cows, in syntactically unambiguous sentences is 
sufficient to lead to a conflict. As the present data show, the influence or semantic 
attractiveness of such meaningful concepts can be so strong that syntactic processing is 
overruled. As Kim and Osterhout (2005) forcefully argue, these findings have important 
implications for our thinking about sentence processing. They appear incompatible not only 
with syntax-first, but also with constraint-based satisfaction models. Further implications of 
our data concern (a) the nature of heuristic strategies, (b) the notion of conflict monitoring 
in language perception, and (c) the functional significance of the P600.  
 
Heuristics and Shallow Processing in Sentence Understanding 
In our opinion, the results have important consequences for the hypothesis that 
sentence processing includes the use of heuristics. First of all, the results provide compelling 
evidence for the existence of a plausibility strategy: How else can one explain that the 
language system—at least temporarily—misses the anomaly of The fox that shot the 
poacher or even of John saw that the elephants pruned the trees? Second, it appears that 
the plausibility heuristic can overrule the word order heuristic, as the preferred 
interpretation of “the fox that shot the poacher” corresponded to the noncanonical word 
order. Third, there are also consequences for what a plausibility strategy can consist of. As 
originally formulated (Bever, 1970), it takes the lexical items of the sentence and combines 
them in the most plausible way. The results of our second experiment suggest that the 
language system not only attempts to combine all items into a single representation, but 
also looks if subsets of these items can be meaningfully related.  
If language users would employ a plausibility strategy, they would ignore—at least 
temporarily—syntactic structure. Is it reasonable to assume that such a rich source of 
information is completely bypassed? In a recent review paper on shallow processing in 
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language understanding, Sanford and Sturt (2002) argue that fully specified representations 
are often not possible or not useful to construct. They are not possible, for example, 
whenever insufficient information is provided to resolve an ambiguity, which happens 
regularly in natural language settings. They are not useful when full specification requires a 
large amount of working memory capacity, as will readily happen, for instance, with the use 
of multiple quantifiers. In that case, it is more profitable to allow more than one 
interpretation. That language users actually employ such underspecified representations has 
been demonstrated in a number of different ways. A well-known example comes from a 
study by Barton and Sanford (1993) who asked participants to respond to questions such as 
“After the air crash, where were the survivors buried?” and observed that half of the 
participants did not notice the anomaly. A recent study by Nieuwland and van Berkum 
(2005) demonstrated the existence of semantic illusions such as that above in an ERP 
paradigm. In this study, they employed sentences such as She told the suitcase… . 
Presented in isolation, such sentences elicited an N400 effect. However, embedded in the 
context of a conversation at—in the case of the example—a check-in desk at an airport, 
there was a striking absence of a standard N400 effect. Instead of this, a late positivity 
emerged around 500–600 msec, with a peak latency within the 900–1100 msec window. 
The absence of an N400 effect was taken as evidence for a “semantic illusion”. The absence 
of an N400 effect in our present nonreversal semantic anomalies can similarly be taken as 
evidence for the existence of such semantic illusions. However, our results, as well as those 
obtained by Nieuwland and van Berkum (2005), also suggest that this kind of shallow 
processing goes on simultaneously with syntactic parsing. It is the conflict between the two 
kinds of processing that, we propose, underlies the late positivity. It is this ERP effect to 
which we will turn now.  
 
Conflict Monitoring in Sentence Perception  
Monitoring refers to a process of cognitive control aimed at output optimalization. In 
the above, we have argued for the existence of a monitoring process in language 
perception. This monitoring would be triggered by a conflict, as has been proposed for the 
action domain. At the sentence level, this conflict can probably be described best as one 
between different response tendencies: the tendency to see the sentence as plausible on 
the one hand, and the tendency to interpret the sentence as implausible on the other hand. 
In the reversal sentences of Experiment 1 (e.g., The fox that shot the poacher), the 
tendency to see the sentence as plausible is strengthened by the fact that the interpretation 
provided by the lexical strategy (that of poachers shooting foxes) refers to a very likely 
event in the real world. The tendency to see the sentence as implausible is also 
strengthened, this time by the fact that the interpretation provided by the parser (that of 
foxes shooting poachers) refers to a very unlikely real world event, as it constitutes a 
selectional restriction violation of the main verb. In the high SRV sentences of Experiment 2 
(e.g., …that the elephants pruned the trees), the tendency to see the sentence as plausible 
is strengthened by the fact that the partial interpretation provided by the lexical strategy 
(that of “pruning the trees”) refers to a highly likely event. In contrast, the tendency to see 
these sentences as implausible is strengthened by the fact that the interpretation of the 
whole sentence provided by the parser (that of elephants pruning trees) refers to a very 
unlikely real-world event, as it again constitutes a selectional restriction violation of the 
main verb. In the low SRV sentences of Experiment 2, on the other hand, the contrast 
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between the two response tendencies seems much smaller, resulting in a reduction of the 
P600 effect. In these sentences (e.g., …that the elephants caressed the trees), the tendency 
to see the sentence as plausible is not strengthened by the fact that a partial interpretation 
provided by the lexical strategy (that of “caressing the trees”) refers to a likely real-world 
event—although the event is possible. The tendency to see these sentences as implausible, 
on the other hand, is strengthened by the fact that the interpretation of the whole sentence 
provided by the parser (that of elephants caressing trees) refers to a very unlikely real-
world event. Thus, whereas in the reversal and the high SRV sentences, the critical contrast 
would be one between highly plausible and highly implausible, the contrast in the low SRV 
sentences would be one between quite implausible and very implausible.  
We have proposed that the conflict between two response tendencies triggers a 
monitoring reaction. This process would involve reprocessing the memory trace of the 
linguistic string that led to the conflict. The notion that readers actually go back to what was 
processed a moment ago is supported by results of eye movement studies. Not only do eyes 
make saccades and fixate stimuli for a certain amount of time, they also occasionally return 
to a position already fixated before. This phenomenon is referred to as “regression”. 
Regressions occur among others when the stimulus display is changed during a saccade 
(Binder, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1999). It seems clear that in such circumstances, readers 
refixate to check for the possibility of a processing error. It is as if the reader asks herself: 
“Can I believe my eyes”? If the proposal that a conflict in language perception leads to 
reprocessing of the memory trace of the input string is right, one would expect that if the 
input string would still be visible, the eyes would refixate this string. This is indeed what 
seems to happen. Garden path sentences (e.g., The woman persuaded to answer the 
door…) not only elicit P600 effects, as we saw above, but also an increase in the number of 
regressions (e.g., Frazier & Rayner, 1982). The same holds for morphosyntactic anomalies 
which not only elicit P600 effects but also co-occur with an increase in the number of 
regressions (Ni, Fodor, Crain, & Shankweiler, 1998). Below, we will argue that these 
syntactic violations also embody a conflict, a conflict which could be responsible both for the 
P600 effect and for the regression increase.  
As described above, monitoring in the action domain manifests itself in an ERN. It is 
worth noticing that, although most EEG studies on error monitoring have concentrated on 
the ERN, errors in choice RT tasks are generally followed by a late positivity as well (for a 
review, see Falkenstein, Hoormann, Christ, & Hohnbein, 2000). This late positivity occurs 
between 200 and 500 msec after an incorrect trial, has a parietal distribution, and peaks at 
300 msec, with a maximum at the vertex. Falkenstein et al. discuss several possible 
functions of this “error positivity” and conclude that it probably reflects some kind of 
posterior processing, the nature of which is still unclear. We would like to propose here that 
this positivity and the P600 effect we observed in our studies carry similar functions. One 
possibility—but one that needs further study—is that the error positivity reflects 
reprocessing of the stimulus—or of its memory trace—to assess whether the erroneous 
response was due to faulty stimulus processing. One might criticize this hypothesis because 
of the large differences in the timing of these positive waves (from about 300 up to 1100 
post stimulus). However, just as the latency of the P300 has been shown to be a function of 
the stimulus evaluation time (e.g., Donchin, 1979), which is unrelated to response selection 
processes (e.g., McCarthy & Donchin, 1981) and independent of behavioral response time 
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(e.g., Verleger, 1997), the latency of these positivities may vary with the difficulty of 
checking the perceptual input or its memory trace for possible processing errors.  
 
The Functional Significance of the P600 
One current view on the functional significance of the P600 is that it reflects syntactic 
(re)processing of some kind (Kuperberg et al., 2003; Hagoort et al., 1993). Accordingly, 
attempts have been made to account for the occurrence of P600 effects of semantic 
anomaly by assuming particular syntactic processes to be triggered by these anomalies, but 
as was discussed above, these proposals are not without problems. Furthermore, the 
occurrence of a late positivity after sentences such as She told the suitcase…, provided such 
sentences were embedded in a biasing context (Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2005), also 
seems hard to reconcile with an exclusively syntactic function of the P600. Our view on the 
P600 (van Herten et al., 2005; Kolk et al., 2003) is that it does reflect reprocessing indeed, 
but that its function is a general one and refers to checking the possibility of processing 
errors. This monitoring process is triggered by a conflict between two or more incompatible 
representations. These conflicting representations may stem from the use of two different 
processing routes, as we argued was the case with the present semantic reversal and 
nonreversal anomalies. Alternatively, the conflict may be between a lexical representation 
strongly predicted by the discourse context and the lexical representation activated by the 
actual word (Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2005).  
What about other situations known to elicit P600 effects, can they also be 
characterized as representing some kind of conflict? It seems that this is the case indeed. In 
the case of grammaticality violations, the conflict may be between the strongly predicted 
grammatical morpheme and the actually observed morpheme. However, in a list of 
sentences with ungrammatical morphemes, P600 effects are elicited by grammatical 
morphemes (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998b), due to a conflict between a strongly expected 
ungrammatical and an observed grammatical morpheme. Garden path sentences (e.g., The 
woman persuaded to answer the door…) generally elicit P600 effects (e.g., Osterhout & 
Holcomb, 1992) and this would be due to a conflict between the preferred parse and the 
less preferred one. Finally, P600 effects are seen in some grammatical but complex 
sentences, as compared to less complex controls (Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000). 
The research on action monitoring that was discussed above has suggested that 
monitoring— as indicated by ACC activity—occurs in difficult tasks even in trials in which no 
error was made. It makes sense that one monitors for errors when the task is difficult as 
the chance of making an error is large. Such monitoring may underlie the P600 effect in 
highly complex sentences.  
In our view, the function of the P600 is more general than just a syntactic one (see 
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In this final chapter, a summary is given of the studies and their outcomes described 
in the previous chapters. A model of sentence processing was developed, which will be 
discussed in detail in this chapter as well. 
 
THE ARCHITECTURE OF VERBAL WORKING MEMORY 
 
Originally, the present research program was set up to answer a question regarding 
the architecture of the working memory (WM) involved in language processing, the ‘verbal 
WM’. Just and Carpenter (1992) presented a model describing the workings of this verbal 
WM. The model concentrates particularly on individual differences in WM capacity. Capacity, 
in their view, is the maximum amount of activation available in WM to support both short-
term storage and processing of verbal information. The more activation an individual can 
deploy (i.e., the more WM capacity he/she has), the more proficient this individual will be in 
processing language. King and Just (1991) verified this assumed link between language 
processing and WM capacity. They showed that individuals with a large verbal WM capacity 
(assessed by the Reading Span Test by Daneman and Carpenter, 1980) are both faster and 
more accurate in comprehending difficult sentences. Caplan and Waters (1999) attempted 
to replicate King and Just’s finding of the link between reading span and the comprehension 
of sentences with a non-canonical structure, but they found no differences between high 
and low span individuals on a number of different tasks that all measure the processing of 
syntactically complex sentences. This observation, in addition to a number of patient studies 
led Caplan and Waters to propose that the verbal WM should be split into two separate 
systems, an interpretative and a post-interpretative verbal WM system. The interpretative 
WM is used for automatic verbal processing like computing syntactic structure, while the 
post-interpretative WM is used for more controlled aspects of language processing, like 
evaluating the plausibility of a sentence. 
 
 The primary purpose of the present research program was to test the working 
memory theories of Just and Carpenter (1992) and of Caplan and Waters (1999) against 
each other. An event-related potential (ERP) study (Experiment 1 in Chapter 2) was set up 
in which participants performed a task that required the use of their verbal WM: they read 
sentences. These sentences included syntactic or semantic violations. The violations were 
designed in such a way that detection of these violations required the use of either the 
interpretative or the post-interpretative WM. The detection of syntactic violations (e.g., De 
boef die op de agenten schoten zat achter de auto. Paraphrase: The crook that shot[plural] at 
the cops sat behind the car) was supposed to depend on the interpretative system. The 
semantic violations were especially designed to tap the post-interpretative WM’s resources. 
These ‘semantic reversal anomalies’ are hard to spot because in these implausible 
sentences, selectional restrictions are not violated as the verb can combine with both noun 
phrases (NPs; e.g., De poes die voor de muizen vluchtte, rende door de kamer. Paraphrase: 
The cat that fled for the mice ran across the room.) In addition to whether they included a 
violation or not, the sentences also differed in sentence complexity: they could be either 
canonical (subject-relative, less complex) or non-canonical (object-relative, more complex). 
Processing a non-canonical sentence puts heavy demands on WM resources, which should in 
turn disrupt violation detection. The two verbal WM architecture options described above 
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differ in the prediction of which violation detection is disrupted: the unitary WM model 
predicts that both semantic and syntactic violation detection is disturbed, the fractionated 
WM system predicts that only syntactic violation detection is disturbed because processing a 
non-canonical sentence and processing syntax is assumed to depend on the same WM (i.e., 
interpretative WM), while semantic processing depends on the other, post-interpretative, 
WM. ERPs were measured while participants read the sentences on a computer screen, and 
they had to indicate by pressing one of two buttons whether the sentences were acceptable 
or not. Because it was not clear whether the semantic reversal anomalies would elicit an 
N400 effect, a semantic control condition was added, consisting of selectional restriction 
violations, that should yield an N400 effect (e.g., Het bootje dat op de golven spuugde 
maakte gevaarlijk veel water. Paraphrase: The boat that spitted on the waves made a 
dangerous amount of water). 
 
The results were clear in that they pointed to a unitary verbal WM system. Both 
syntactic and semantic violation detection were affected by the syntactic complexity of the 
sentence in a similar way, in that the P600 effect that was elicited by the violation were 
reduced and delayed in complex sentences compared to less complex sentences. In 
addition, participants responded slower and made more errors when they judged the 
acceptability of complex sentences compared to less complex sentences.  
 
UNEXPECTED P600 EFFECT TO SEMANTIC ANOMALIES 
 
We had expected the syntactic anomalies to be followed by a P600 effect, and the 
semantic anomalies to be followed by an N400 effect. The syntactic anomalies elicited the 
predicted P600 effect, but the semantic reversal anomalies elicited not as predicted an N400 
effect but a P600 effect. The P600 effects in the syntactic and semantic condition did not 
differ in amplitude or timing. In order to test whether there were reliable differences in 
scalp distribution between the P600 effects for syntactic anomalies and semantic reversal 
anomalies a MANOVA was performed with Condition (semantic vs. syntactic) as a factor. 
Additionally, Acceptability (acceptable vs. unacceptable), Hemisphere (left vs. right), and 
Site (5 levels for midline, 11 levels for lateral) were included in the analysis. An interaction 
between the factors Condition, Acceptability and Site/Hemisphere would indicate differences 
in scalp distribution of the P600 effect for the semantic and syntactic condition. As no such 
interactions were present, there is no reliable indication that the P600 effects in the 
syntactic and semantic condition differ in scalp distribution. The semantic control condition, 
employing selectional restriction violations, did elicit a standard N400 effect, but this was 
unexpectedly followed by a P600 effect.  
 
The occurrence of P600 effects to semantic anomalies was unexpected because, until 
then, these effects were only reported to grammatical violations (e.g., Hagoort, Brown, & 
Groothusen, 1993), to orthographic violations (Münte, Heinze, Matzke, Wieringa, & 
Johannes, 1998), in garden path sentences (e.g., Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992), to 
syntactically complex sentences (Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000), and after 
improbable events (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998b). Neither of these conditions applied to 
the critical sentences in Experiment 1. The following account for the occurrence of these 
P600 effects was proposed. The occurrence of a P600 effect instead of an N400 effect could 
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be due to the artificial judgment task exploited in Experiment 1. Osterhout and Mobley 
(1995), for instance, observed P600 effects to syntactic gender violations, but only when 
participants performed a judgment task. A follow-up experiment (Experiment 2 in Chapter 
2) was conducted to test whether the P600 effects obtained in Experiment 1 would 
disappear in a normal reading task that requires no acceptability judgments. Participants 
were only asked to read the sentences for comprehension.  
  
Although removal of the judgment task in Experiment 2 did result in the 
disappearance of the P600 effect that followed the N400 effect in the selectional restriction 
violations, it did not change the overall ERP pattern to the critical syntactic and semantic 
anomalies. That is, syntactic anomalies elicited a clear P600 effect which was affected by 
syntactic complexity. Semantic reversal anomalies were similarly affected by syntactic 
complexity, but again, no N400 effects but P600 effects (with a scalp distribution similar to 
the P600 effect elicited by syntactic anomalies) to these semantic anomalies were observed. 
 
The replication of the effect of syntactic complexity on both syntactic and semantic 
violation detection in Experiment 2 further strengthened the hypothesis that the verbal WM 
is not fractionated in the way that Caplan and Waters (1999) had proposed. Rather, the 
unitary verbal WM model of Just and Carpenter (1992) seemed more appropriate. 
Furthermore, the persistence of the P600 effect to semantic reversal anomalies in a reading 
task indicated that this P600 effect did not depend upon the presence of a judgment task, 
but reflected normal processes of language comprehension.  
The finding of a P600 effects to semantic anomalies first of all had implications for 
the functional interpretation of the P600. Until then, the dominant view was that the P600 is 
a syntactic component, as it was found reliably to occur to syntactic violations of various 
kinds. The consistent finding of a P600 effect to semantic violations in syntactically 
unambiguous sentences challenges this dominant view and supports a more general 
account of the functional representation of the P600, raised earlier by Coulson et al., 
(1998b; see also Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998a) and Münte et al. (1998).  
 
In Chapter 3 it was discussed that there was one option which would allow for a 
syntactic P600 after all. That is, it may be that participants employed a plausibility heuristic 
that lead to the selection of a plausible interpretation (a more extensive discussion on the 
use of heuristics in sentence processing will follow further on in this chapter). From this 
plausible interpretation a syntactic prediction may be derived (i.e., the occurrence of a 
particular inflection) resulting in a mismatch between the predicted and the observed 
inflection. This mismatch could be responsible for the occurrence of the P600 effect. Applied 
to the semantic reversal sentences, the following would happen. In about half of the 
sentences employed in the experiments in Chapter 2, the agent and the theme NP differed 
in number: one was singular and the other was plural, causing the theme NP and the verb 
to disagree in number, as in De kat[singular] die voor de muizen[plural] vluchtte[singular]… (The 
cat[singular] that fled[singular] for the mice[plural]…). Employing a plausibility heuristic when 
reading such a sentence would lead to the (false) assumption that the mice are fleeing, i.e., 
that mice is the Agent of the main verb fled. The prediction derived from this interpretation 
would be that the main verb should carry the plural inflection (Note that the singular and 
plural form differ in Dutch, the plural form of vluchtte would be vluchtten). Since this was 
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not the case, the mismatch between the expected inflection and the observed inflection 
could have caused the P600 effect. We labeled this hypothesis the syntactic prediction 
hypothesis. The experiment reported in Chapter 3 tested this hypothesis by manipulating 
the syntactic number of the subject NP and the object NP (same or different number) in 
sentences with a semantic reversal anomaly and their correct counterparts. If the P600 
effect to semantic reversal anomalies could be attributed to those sentences in which there 
was a mismatch between the observed and the predicted grammatical morpheme, a P600 
effect would only be present in the sentences in which the subject NP and the object NP 
differ in number (different number condition). If, however, the P600 effect was a response 
to the semantic anomaly as such, then a P600 effect should also be present in the 
sentences in which the predicted and the observed number was the same (same number 
condition).  
 
The results revealed the following. The findings of the previous experiments from 
Chapter 2 were replicated in that a centroparietally distributed P600 effect and not an N400 
effect was elicited by semantic reversal anomalies. Moreover, a P600 effect and not an 
N400 effect was present for sentences in which the agent and the theme differed in number 
and, most importantly, also in sentences in which the number of agent and theme was the 
same. The latency, duration, and scalp distribution of the P600 effects did not differ 
between the two conditions. From this we conclude that the P600 effects to semantic 
reversal anomalies in the current experiment and in the previous experiments were not 
caused by a mismatch between an observed and an expected inflection. Based on these 
results, we rejected the syntactic prediction hypothesis. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR SENTENCE PROCESSING MODELS 
 
In sum, the three studies of this thesis described so far provide three important 
findings that need to be discussed in more detail. First, semantic reversal anomalies did not 
elicit an N400 effect. Second, despite of that, participants were able to judge these 
sentences as semantically incorrect. And third, instead of an N400 effect, a P600 effect was 
present in semantically anomalous reversal sentences. In the next two sections, I will 
discuss whether these results fit into the two models of sentence processing that are 




‘Syntax–first’ models posit that the first step in sentence comprehension is to build 
up a syntactic structure, without the aid of semantic information. Semantic information is 
used only in a second stage, either to choose between different structural possibilities or to 
guide reanalysis after the chosen structure turned out to be wrong. Let us take the example 
reversal sentence The fox that hunted the poacher… (Original Dutch sentence: De vos die 
op de stroper joeg…). Important here is that the syntactic structure of this sentence (this 
holds for all the semantic reversal sentences employed in the experiments) is unambiguous. 
In other words, for the parser there is only one possibility: fox is the Agent, and poacher is 
the Theme. In addition, other knowledge than syntactic knowledge (like the knowledge that 
foxes are usually the hunted ones) is not used to build-up a structure. A syntax-first model 
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would thus inevitably come up with a semantically incorrect representation of this sentence. 
This would, correspondingly, predict the modulation of the N400, which, however, was not 
found. Furthermore, syntax-first models cannot explain the P600 effect that appeared 
instead. Modulations in P600 are typically reported in syntactically incorrect, ambiguous or 
complex sentences. Our sentences, however, were neither syntactically incorrect nor 




In contrast to syntax-first models, constraint-based models posit that semantic 
information may be and is used during syntactic structure build-up. At first glance it may 
appear that constraint-based models give semantic information an important role in the 
sentence processing process. If you think about it in more detail10, however, you will 
discover that its role is more limited. More precisely, semantic information may help to 
choose between different structural possibilities, it cannot propose them. If syntactic cues 
are definite, then semantic information is not used to build syntactic structure. This 
conclusion logically follows from the design of virtually all experiments that compare the 
different sentence processing models, in particular, experiments employing garden path 
sentences. In these experiments, the experimental garden path sentences - which have an 
ambiguous structure (e.g., The doctor believed the patient was lying) - are compared with 
unambiguous control sentences (e.g., The doctor believed that the patient was lying). The 
reasoning behind this is that, in contrast to control sentences, in experimental sentences 
semantic information may play a role in selecting a possible syntactic structure. In control 
sentences there is only one possible syntactic structure, so, there is no selection process to 
allow the influence of semantic information. In other words, constraint-based models 
assume – as do syntax-first models! - that eventually syntactic information has priority, and 
that semantic information is only used when uncertainty exists about the syntactic 
structure. This implies that, because our semantic reversal sentences are syntactically 
unambiguous, a constraint-based model would come up with the same interpretation a 
syntax-first model would: fox is the Agent, and poacher is the Theme. Correspondingly, an 
N400 effect rather than a P600 effect is predicted.  
 
THE DUAL ROUTE MODEL OF SENTENCE PROCESSING 
 
To summarize, syntax-first and constraint-based models cannot explain P600 effects 
to syntactically unambiguous sentences. Particularly problematic is the absence of an N400 
effect in clearly semantically incorrect sentences. The absence of an N400 effect signals that 
apparently, the verb is integrated into the semantic context without problems. If one looks 
at the individual word meanings only, thereby ignoring syntactic structure, this may not be 
very strange. Fox – poacher – hunted all fit together into one scenario, that is, the situation 
of a hunt in which a poacher hunts a fox. Chwilla and Kolk (2005) have shown that standard 
scenarios are immediately accessed when reading triplets of words that describe a 
conceptual script like DIRECTOR – BRIBE – DISMISSAL. An N400 priming effect was found 
                                          
10 Thanks to Albert Kim for pointing out this reasoning. 
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in the same time frame that N400 priming effects to semantic relations appear, which 
supports the automatic N400 semantic integration view.  
This process of semantic integration of words in a context, or more specifically, the 
process of words accessing plausible scenarios is exactly what I want to propose that 
readers do, in addition to syntactic parsing. In other words, a semantic processing route (or 
‘heuristic’) runs alongside the syntactic processing route (for a similar idea, see Kim & 
Osterhout, 2005). 
The existence of a semantic route which operates independently from the syntactic 
module is not a new idea. The idea was first put forward by Townsend and Bever in the 
1970’s, who called it a pseudo-parse: Readers first build up a initial interpretation, not 
based on syntactic structure but on statistical information (for example, the frequency of 
occurrence of a certain sentence structure) and semantic information (1970; Townsend & 
Bever, 2001). The initial representation subsequently constrains the syntactic analysis that 
follows. To quote Townsend and Bever (2001) from the cover of their book: ‘we understand 
everything twice’. When describing the nature of the pseudo-parse, Bever focused especially 
on the NVN-strategy. This strategy entails treating the first noun, the verb and the second 
noun as referring to Agent, Action and Patient roles respectively, as this is the pattern that 
is seen most frequently in the English language (and in most other Indo-German 
languages). In addition, Bever describes the semantic strategy I introduced above (in 
Bever’s terms ‘Strategy C’). Strategy C implies that readers “combine the lexical items in 
the most plausible way” (Bever, 1970, p. 296). A very similar concept is the ‘plausibility 
heuristic’, described by Ferreira (2003), that entails that the reader chooses the semantic 
interpretation that is most consistent with world knowledge. Ferreira provided evidence for 
the use of both the NVN and the plausibility strategies in normal speakers. Ferreira’s 
participants read sentences and decided on their thematic roles, that is, they had to name 
the agent or the patient of the sentence. Sentences varied with regard to sentence structure 
(active vs. passive, and subject-clefts vs. object-clefts), reversibility (e.g., the dog bit the 
man would be reversible, whereas the mouse ate the cheese would be irreversible) and 
plausibility (plausible: the dog bit the man vs. implausible: the man bit the dog). Ferreira 
tested whether the participants’ performance could be modeled by the use of just two 
simple heuristics, the NVN strategy and the plausibility strategy. Although the NVN strategy 
was the best predictor, the combined use of both strategies could mimic the participants’ 
performance even better. 
 
More support for the proposal that readers can use a semantic route (or ‘heuristic’) 
to derive a sentence representation may be found in individuals in which the syntactic 
parsing route doesn’t work properly and who are in a sense dependent on the semantic 
route: agrammatic patients. Although severely disturbed in syntactic comprehension and in 
sentence production, these patients can understand correct sentences in which content 
words strongly suggest a certain interpretation like the artist dislikes the painting quite well. 
One could interpret this observation as meaning that these patients use only lexical 
information plus some world knowledge to arrive at the meaning of the sentence. That this 
is indeed what they do, was proven by Saffran, Schwartz and Linebarger (1989). They 
confronted agrammatic patients with the sentence The painting disliked the artist. The 
agrammatic patients showed a marked bias to accept this - syntactically simple - sentence 
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as semantically correct. Wassenaar (2005) replicated this bias in agrammatic patients using 
a sentence-picture matching task.  
 
To sum up, readers use strategies next to the syntactic algorithm to arrive at a 
sentence meaning. Now, what would happen in the case of reversal sentences like the fox 
that hunted the poacher? Remember that the semantically implausible reversal sentences 
were created by reversing subject and object in sentences that depict a familiar, plausible 
scenario. Administering the plausibility heuristic to this type of sentences would lead the 
reader to derive this plausible familiar interpretation. Specifically, in the example above, 
readers may interpret this sentence as signifying that the poacher is hunting the fox, since 
this describes a far more plausible real life event than the situation that the fox is hunting 
the poacher. Because this sentence interpretation is the same as the interpretation of the 
correct counterpart sentence, no N400 effect is expected11.  
 
Hence, the employment of a plausibility heuristic by readers can explain the absence 
of an N400 effect in semantic reversal sentences. It is important to realize that the heuristic 
is not a replacement for the parser: for efficient sentence processing, we need the parser in 
addition to the heuristic. The behavioral data are consistent with this proposal. In the first 
ERP experiment of chapter 2, and in all the pilot experiments (see chapters 2, 3, and 4), 
participants had to judge whether the sentences that they just read were semantically 
correct or not. If one thinks about readers employing a plausibility heuristic and - 
erroneously – assuming that the poachers are hunting the foxes, one would expect readers 
to be very bad at classifying the reversal sentences as implausible. Just like the agrammatic 
patients, readers employing a plausibility heuristic would not be able to detect the reversal 
anomaly. The opposite, however, was true: normal participants tested in our experiments 
were quite good at judging whether a sentence was semantically correct or incorrect. Error 
rates were all clearly above chance level. This implies that the interpretation of the 
semantically incorrect sentence as a correct sentence is only an initial, temporary 
(mis)interpretation and that participants eventually come to the true sentence 
interpretation, that is, a fox hunting a poacher. Therefore, participants must also process 
the sentence syntactically.  
 
To recapitulate, both algorithmic and a heuristic route seem to be used in sentence 
processing. How are these two routes related? Figure 5.1 depicts our proposal, termed the 
Dual Route model of sentence processing. Below, the different features of the model are 
discussed in more detail. 
                                          
11 Note that, apparently, the NVN strategy is not employed in the case of these reversal sentences. 
This strategy would assign the first NP as agent, and the second as Theme. The conclusion would be 
that the fox is the Agent and the poacher is the Theme. This would be a semantically anomalous 




Figure 5.1. The dual route model of sentence perception. Panel A depicts the situation in which 
heuristic and parser agree. In contrast, Panel B depicts the situation in which a conflict is present 
between the representations delivered by the two routes.  
 
Semantics and syntax run in parallel 
 
The dual route model assumes that the semantic route and the syntactic route run in 
parallel, and that the heuristic route delivers its interpretation first. This latter assumption is 
intrinsic to a heuristic, as a heuristic is a strategy that works very fast (but not necessarily 
flawless). In addition, the heuristic delivering its interpretation first fits with the temporary 
misinterpretation of reversal sentences, which accounts for the absence of an N400 effect. 
The assumption that the two routes operate in parallel differs from Bever’s LAST model, 
which assumes a cascade-like architecture in which the heuristic operates first, followed by 
the syntactic parse (“Perceptual strategies propose, syntactic structures dispose”; Bever, 
Sanz and Townsend, 1998, p. 271). In terms of the ability to explain the ERP pattern found 
for reversal sentences, the dual route model and the LAST model are comparable. The LAST 
model can explain the ERP pattern by assuming that the heuristic (in Bever’s terms: the 
pseudo-parse) proposes a plausible interpretation (i.e., that the poacher hunts the fox), 
which explains the absence of the N400 effect. Next, the parser has trouble forming a 
syntactic structure given this initial sentence interpretation, which results in a P600 effect. 
The dual route model, however, has an additional attractive aspect. The LAST model posits 
that the outcome of the heuristic is fed into the parser, which then provides a final sentence 























interpretation can be used for further information processing (e.g., integrating sentence 
meaning into the discourse context), even though it is not a final representation of the 
sentence and it may be incorrect (as is the case with reversal sentences). Reports on 
incomplete semantic analysis and underspecification (for a review, see Ferreira, Bailey, & 
Ferraro, 2002) confirm that readers indeed use meaning representations that are not final 
yet. True, there is a risk that an incorrect representation is integrated into the discourse 
context, but the chance that this will happen is very small (how often do you come across 
semantically incorrect sentences like The fox that hunted the poacher?). In addition, such 
an error can be detected, this essentially is the task of the ‘monitoring’ system, discussed in 
more detail below. The great advantage of the stand-alone heuristic in the dual route model 
is that it allows the system to be much faster then when both routes operate in a serial 
way. A fast working sentence processing system that sometimes makes mistakes fits well 
with our everyday experience of how we process sentences. A little riddle illustrates this. If I 
ask you “How many animals of each sort did Moses take on the ark”? You may be tempted 
to answer “two”, as did the majority of participants in an experiment by Erickson and 
Mattson (1981), despite knowing that it was actually Noah and not Moses who collected the 
animals on his ark (so the correct answer is “zero”). Apparently, the fact that both Moses 
and Noah are Biblical figures causes the system to overlook the incorrectness of this 
sentence.  
 
The N400 effect and the plausibility heuristic 
 
As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the N400 effect is connected to the heuristic. Below, I 
will explain why this is a plausible tie. First, modulations in the N400 amplitude are 
generally assumed to reflect the ease with which a word is integrated in the current context, 
be this a single word (e.g., Chwilla, Brown & Hagoort, 1995; Chwilla, Hagoort & Brown, 
1998; Holcomb, 1993), a sentential context (e.g., Friederici, 1995, Van Petten, Coulson, 
Rubin, Plante & Parks, 1999) or a discourse context (St. George, Mannes & Hofman, 1994; 
Van Berkum, Brown & Hagoort, 1999). Main support for this view is provided by studies that 
show that sentence final words that are hard to integrate, for instance because they are less 
expected (as in Jenny put the candy in her pocket), elicit larger N400 amplitudes compared 
to expected sentence final words (Jenny put the candy in her mouth). Second, sentences 
that violate truth value but that contain words that are semantically related do not generate 
an N400 effect. For example, no differences in N400 amplitude were found for the 
semantically in correct sentence A robin is not a bird as compared to the correct sentence A 
robin is a bird. Conversely, if A robin is not a bird is compared to A robin is not a tree, an 
enlarged N400 amplitude is found for the latter - semantically correct - sentence compared 
to the incorrect sentence (i.e., opposite to what is usually reported: an enlarged N400 for 
semantically incorrect compared to incorrect sentences; Fishler, Bloom, Childers, Roucos, & 
Perry, 1983). Kounios and Holcomb (1992) replicated Fischler et al.‘s results using 
quantifiers like all, no and some, as in Some dogs are animals. The integration process that 
underlies the N400 may thus best be described as a word-level integration process within 
sentences.  
 
In Chapter 3 it was proposed that this word level integration process that is thought 
to underlie the N400 effect is similar to how the plausibility heuristic works. Based on this 
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resemblance the heuristic is tied to the N400 in the Dual Route model. Having this in mind, 
the term ‘plausibility heuristic’ in the model may just as well be replaced by ‘semantic 
integration’ or ‘semantic route’. Although there is no strong preference for one term above 
the other, the term ‘heuristic’ may be preferred to emphasize its fast but incomplete nature. 
 
The routes feed into verbal WM 
 
Until now, I have mainly focused on the two routes. Let us now look where the two 
routes lead to. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, both routes are assumed to deliver their 
outcome to the verbal WM (in line with our findings in Chapter 2, this would be a verbal WM 
system as described by Just and Carpenter, 1992). In the verbal WM, a final representation 
is built from all the information that comes in from different sources. Because the heuristic 
is a fast route, the representation delivered by the semantic route will be the first input to 
the verbal WM. The representation is thus at first built up on the basis of semantic 
information (similar to the LAST model of Bever et al., 1998). Now, two situations can 
occur. The syntactic information arriving from the slow but accurate syntactic parser either 
matches the semantic information or not. If it matches, the already build up representation 
is enhanced, leading to a strongly activated sentence representation. If, conversely, 




So far, only the absence of the N400 effect in semantic reversal sentences is 
explained: by the assumption of a plausibility heuristic. But the reversal sentence also 
elicited a P600 effect, and this needs an explanation too. In Figure 5.1, it can be seen that 
the P600 effect is coupled to the conflict between the two processing routes. The conflict 
constitutes an important aspect of the Dual Route model, since parallel processing via the 
two routes may deliver different outcomes. Furthermore, the conflict has a function. It 
allows the erroneous representation formed by the plausibility heuristic to (eventually) be 
detected and corrected. In the section following now, the conflict will be examined in more 
detail. In particular, the situation in which there is a conflict will be compared to situations 
where no conflict is present. In this context, two ERP studies were performed, both are 
described in Chapter 4.  
 
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE CONFLICT 
 
In Chapter 4 it was argued that the joint action of algorithm and heuristic routes 
may lead to three possible end results, depending on whether the outcome of the routes will 
be a plausible or an implausible representation. We hereby assume, in line with Townsend 
and Bever (2001), that the algorithmic parser always comes up with the right answer 
(presuming that it is given a sufficient amount of time). Additionally, because the heuristic 
is a plausibility heuristic, it will always come up with a semantically plausible reading. A first 
situation is that the algorithm and the heuristic both deliver a semantically plausible 
sentence interpretation. In this case, neither an N400 effect nor a P600 effect are expected. 
Second, the algorithm and the heuristic both deliver a semantically implausible sentence 
interpretation. Now, no P600 effect should occur as there is no conflict. However, an N400 
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effect is predicted because semantic integration is hampered. Third, the algorithm delivers a 
semantically implausible sentence interpretation while the heuristic delivers a semantically 
plausible sentence interpretation. In such a situation, a P600 effect should appear because 
the dissimilar outcome of the algorithm and the heuristic yields a conflict. Furthermore, no 
N400 effect should be present because the heuristic routine delivers a plausible 
interpretation not only for the plausible but also for the implausible sentences. For the 
reader’s convenience the three situations are listed in Table 5.1, as well as the predicted 
ERP pattern12.  
 
 Outcome parser Outcome heuristic ERP pattern 
Situation 1 Plausible Plausible No N400 or P600 effect 
Situation 2 Implausible Implausible N400 effect 
Situation 3 Plausible Implausible P600 effect 
 
Table 5.1. Three possible outcomes of the two routes in the Dual Route model 
  
ERP evidence for the third situation was discussed at length in previous paragraphs, 
as these concern the P600 effects in absence of N400 effects to semantic reversal 
sentences. The second situation was among others investigated by Kim and Osterhout 
(2005) as they presented participants with sentences like The sealed envelope was 
devouring…. Compared to appropriate controls, these sentences elicited no P600 effect but 
an N400 effect. However, in the study in Chapter 3, and also in the first Experiment of 
Chapter 2, sentences like De boom die in het park speelde… (paraphrase translation: The 
tree that played in the park…) were employed. The words played, tree and park cannot be 
integrated to form one semantically plausible unit. Accordingly, an N400 effect in the 
absence of a P600 effect was predicted. An N400 effect was elicited as expected, but in 
contrast to the prediction, a P600 effect occurred following the N400 effect. This seems 
difficult to explain by a hypothesis that couples the P600 with the existence of a conflict 
between an algorithmic and a heuristic route. 
 Chapter 4 describes two experiments that investigate this unexpected P600 effect 
that followed the N400 effect in semantically incorrect sentences in which no conflict 
between processing routes seemed – at first - to be present. To find out whether this P600 
effect was a reliable finding, firstly, an attempt was made to replicate the finding with two 
modifications to the material (Experiment 1 from Chapter 4). First, the semantic violations 
were created not by changing the verb, as was the case in the Chapter 3 study, but by 
changing the subject NP. This resulted in the critical verb being the same for acceptable and 
unacceptable sentences. Second, as the comparison would be between semantically 
incorrect sentences with and without a reversal of the subject and object NP (in other 
words, sentences in which a conflict was or was not present), the same kind of semantic 
violation was now used for the two sentence types. So far, the reversal sentences had 
                                          
12 Theoretically, there is a fourth situation: the situation in which the parser generates a plausible 
representation and the heuristic an implausible representation. This possibility is not included because 
the heuristic is a plausibility heuristic: if the combination of lexical items allows it, it will always come 
up with a plausible answer. 
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included implausibilities (e.g., The fox that hunted the poacher: foxes can hunt, but usually 
they do not hunt poachers), in the current experiment, the reversal sentences included 
selectional restriction violations (e.g., The fox that shot the poacher: foxes cannot shoot). 
The reversal selectional restriction sentences were compared to non-reversal selectional 
restriction sentences like The tree that shot the poacher. Because a conflict between 
heuristic and parser should only be present in reversal sentences, the expectation was that 
these sentences would elicit a P600 effect. On the other hand, it was predicted that the non-
reversal sentences would elicit an N400 effect (and no additional P600 effect).  
 As predicted, semantically implausible reversal sentences elicited a P600 effect 
instead of an N400 effect. Note that this is the fourth experiment in which we report this 
ERP pattern to semantic anomalies. Moreover, the current replication involved a different 
kind of semantic anomaly than the one used previously. This demonstrates that the 
observed ERP pattern is not limited to one violation type, but that it is a more general 
finding. Furthermore, while the implausibilities used in the previous studies are quite subtle, 
the selectional restriction violations are generally perceived to be severe and prominent. 
That even these violations initially go unnoted (as suggested by the absence of the N400 
effect), proves all the more the power of semantics.  
Semantically implausible non-reversal sentences, on the other hand, elicited an N400 
effect. As in the previous studies, however, this N400 effect was again followed by a P600 
effect. The appearance of a P600 effect does not fit with the reasoning above that there 
should be no conflict between sentence interpretations in non-reversal sentences. Unless, of 
course, the employed non-reversal anomalies would still elicit some kind of conflict. It was 




The search for a possible conflict in the non-reversal sentences started with a careful 
check of the materials. This resulted in the observation that a large part of these sentences 
(about half) were at least partially plausible. To illustrate, some example sentences in which 
this is especially apparent are The apple that climbed the tree…, and The tree that played in 
the park… . These implausible sentences contain a very plausible sentence part, which 
forms a meaningful and familiar unit, i.e., ‘climbing a tree’, and ‘playing in the park’ 
respectively. Could it be that a conflict can also arise between a partially plausible sentence 
interpretation (caused by the presence of a highly plausible unit) and the outcome of the 
parsing process – which indicates that the sentence is implausible? Accordingly, it may be 
that it is this conflict that gives rise to the P600 effect for the non-reversal anomalies in the 
previous experiments. Because only a part of the sentences seemed to contain such 
plausible units, adding up ERP waveforms of sentences that do and that do not contain 
plausible units could give the impression of a biphasic pattern, that is, an N400 effect and a 
P600, in the grand average waveform. 
 
In Experiment 2 of Chapter 4, it was investigated whether plausible sentence parts 
can indeed create a conflict, which in turn yields a P600 effect. We tested this by changing 
the verb in semantically plausible sentences in such a way that the combination of this verb 
and the object NP either formed a plausible or an implausible unit. The plausibility of a unit 
was assessed by use of Latent Semantic Analysis. If the unexpected P600 effect was caused 
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by plausible sentence parts, a P600 effect should correspondingly occur in sentences in 
which these plausible sentence parts are present, as opposed to sentences that do not 
contain such a plausible sentence part. 
As predicted, sentences in which object and verb formed a plausible unit elicited a 
P600 effect in the absence of an N400 effect. Conversely, in sentences in which object and 
verb did not form a plausible unit, the P600 effect was greatly reduced. In addition, a 
standard N400 effect was elicited. We conclude that our hypothesis was confirmed: It 
seems that a conflict between a heuristic and an algorithmic route can also be created if the 
algorithmic route produces an implausible interpretation and the heuristic route a partially 
plausible interpretation. Apparently, the presence of a highly familiar and in that sense 
meaningful concept, like playing in the park or milking the cows, in syntactically 
unambiguous sentences is sufficient to lead to a conflict. As the present data show, the 
influence or semantic attractiveness of such meaningful concepts can be so strong that 
syntactic processing is initially overruled.  
 
BEYOND THE CONFLICT 
 
In sum, until now, it was shown that a conflict is elicited if a plausible or partially 
plausible sentence interpretation delivered by a plausibility heuristic does not correspond to 
the syntactic information provided by the parser. Of course, these are not the only 
situations in which a conflict occurs. A conflict can also occur between an expected and 
observed morphology, or – as will be pointed out later – an expected and observed 
orthography. The next question to answer is what happens after the conflict has occurred. 
Earlier I mentioned that the conflict, in a way, has a function: it allows that the erroneous 
representation formed by the plausibility heuristic can be detected and corrected. This 
correction process may be regarded as a process of reanalysis or repair. This is what, for 
example, Angela Friederici (1995), as well as many other psycholinguists assume that the 
P600 reflects: a process of (syntactic) reanalysis or repair. Kuperberg and colleagues (2003) 
explained the P600 effects they observed to semantic anomalies like At breakfast the eggs 
would only eat… accordingly. In particular, they assumed that when encountering the verb, 
the processing system attempts to repair the anomaly by reassigning thematic roles. This 
interpretation has the advantage that it connects to the dominant view that the P600 has a 
syntactic function (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993). A disadvantage is that reassigning the 
thematic roles will not solve the problem. In contrast, it will only lead participants to 
assume the most plausible (here: that the eggs are being eaten) but incorrect analysis. This 
is not in line with the behavioral data, which show that participants spot the anomaly in the 
majority of the sentences. In the next section, an alternative hypothesis regarding the 
reanalysis process is provided. 
 
MONITORING OF SENTENCE PERCEPTION 
 
Monitoring refers to a process of cognitive control aimed at output optimalization. As 
was very briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, in the language domain, monitoring is known to 
occur in speech production (Levelt, 1983, 1989). Monitoring your speech makes sense, as 
speech planning can go wrong. A ‘slip of the tongue’ is the result, as in saying fife and knork 
instead of knife and fork. Different types of speech errors and dysfluencies have been 
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observed and they are a valuable source to gain insight into the workings of language 
processing (for a review, see Levelt, 1989). For example, we know that speakers monitor 
their speech because they often correct their errors (I would like some beans… er… peas). 
One way for a speaker to monitor for errors in his or her speech is to listen to what he or 
she says. This is called ‘external monitoring’. This type of monitoring requires that all or al 
least a part of the word is spoken aloud to be able to notice that it is erroneous and thus 
should be corrected. But speakers also correct their speech after having uttered only a 
fragment that is too limited to identify that the word that was planned was wrong (Could 
you pass the s- pepper?). Self-interruptions like sudden pausing and the use of editing 
expressions like “er” or “I mean” form another example. These examples imply the 
existence of an ‘internal monitor’, that is, a monitor that checks upon the speech plan 
before it is uttered. Levelt (1983, 1989) included both external and internal monitoring in 
his speech processing model. He proposed that the way a speaker attends to his own 
speech is analogous to the way a speaker attends to speech of others: via the language 
comprehension system.  
 
In this thesis, a proposal was put forward that next to monitoring of language 
production, there is also monitoring of language perception, and that this perception 
monitoring process can be triggered by a conflict or inconsistency. This conflict can be 
between different processing routes, e.g., an algorithmic route and a (plausibility) heuristic, 
as is the case in semantic reversal sentences and in semantically incorrect sentences 
containing a highly plausible unit. In addition, a conflict can also be between an observed 
and an expected linguistic event, such as observing a plural inflection of a verb while 
expecting a singular inflection. In both cases, it makes sense to check the correctness of his 
or her analysis. Or, in more illustrative terms, to wonder “Did I read that correctly?”. After 
all, an inconsistency can have two sources. It can be real, in the sense that an unexpected 
event did indeed occur. On the other hand, it can also stem from a processing error. To 
ensure that no erroneous information is integrated into the current discourse, the 
monitoring hypothesis assumes that the reader will check upon the correctness of his or her 
analysis by reattending the unexpected unit, or, if necessary, by reanalyzing the previous 
input string. Implicated in this view is that the monitoring process will set in not after 
encountering any anomaly, but only when there is a high degree of uncertainty about the 
source of the anomaly: was it really there or could it stem from a processing error? The 
latter is quite likely if the expectation to read a certain word is violated and if this 
expectation was very high.  
 
What can be seen in Figure 5.2 is that the monitor is inserted as an extension of the 
Dual Route sentence processing model. The P600 effect is connected to the monitoring 
process rather than to the conflict because we assume that the P600 effect reflects a 
controlled process -as is the monitoring process- rather than an automatic process. A 
conflict, for example between two sentence representations, is an inevitable result of two 
clashing representations, and thus, a more automatic process. That the P600 effect reflects 
a controlled process is supported by several different findings. For example, the P600 was 
found to be affected by different kinds of task demands (Gunter, Stowe, & Mulder, 1997; 
Hahne & Friederici, 1997; Vissers, Chwilla, & Kolk, submitted) and by the levels of 




Figure 5.2. The Dual Route model, extended with the monitoring component for semantic reversal 
sentences and semantically incorrect sentences containing a highly plausible unit. 
 
Figure 5.2. portrays specifically the situation for semantic reversal sentences and 
semantically incorrect sentences containing a highly plausible unit. In these sentences, it 
seems most useful to reprocess the whole previous input, thus, to do a restart. Take for 
example the semantically incorrect but partially plausible sentence Jan zag dat de stier de 
koe molk… (paraphrase: John saw that the bull milked the cows…). Reanalyzing the whole 
sentence will ensure that the subject NP bulls was read correctly, and that it was not, for 
example, John who milked the cows. Thus, as is depicted in Fig. 5.2, the whole analyzing 
process is repeated. At first, it may seem that this imposes a problem. That is, if the same 
process is repeated and both routes are used to reanalyze the sentence, the outcome would 
be the same as the first analysis, causing the reader to end up in a ever-lasting loop, never 
being able to get the true meaning of the sentence. Behavioral data, however, show that 
readers do come up with the true meaning. Thus, somehow, the interpretation of the parser 
‘wins’ in the end. There are several possible options as to how the representation of the 
parser is ultimately chosen. One option that we proposed in Chapter 2 is the following. We 
are dealing with the presence of two strongly competing representations. The dominant one 
leads to a prediction which is disconfirmed by the unexpected element. It would thereby be 
weakened, becoming a less strong competitor to the alternative representation. The net 
result is that the second time the sentence is analyzed, only the representation coming from 
the parser is activated enough and will automatically be chosen as the definite one. An 
alternative option is to reanalyze the input only via the parser, or similarly, to dampen the 
heuristic’s workings. It is hard to imagine, however, how the enhancement of just one route 
(or the shutting down of the other route) can be accomplished.  
While in semantic reversal sentences and in semantically incorrect sentences 
containing a plausible unit a complete restart is most suitable, in other cases, it may be 
enough to reanalyze or reattend just the unexpected item. A situation where this would 
apply is when reading un orthographic error like The witch used her broome to fly to the 















to these orthographic errors. Moreover, Vissers, Chwilla and Kolk (in press) have shown that 
such orthographic errors only result in P600 effects in case of a high cloze context like The 
‘Keukenhof’ is famous for its tullups, and not in low cloze context sentences like My 
neighbors’ garden is full of tullups. Instead, orthographic errors in low cloze sentences 
elicited an N400 effect. This finding fits with the monitoring hypothesis, as it predicts that 
monitoring occurs if the expectation to read a certain word is violated and if this expectation 
was very high, which is the case in high cloze sentences but not in low cloze sentences. 
 
Can other P600 effects be explained in terms of monitoring? 
 
Can the monitoring hypothesis explain all P600 effects reported in the literature? It 
turns out that in many cases, the P600 effect can also be characterized as a (monitoring) 
response to some kind of conflict. First, in the case of grammaticality violations the conflict 
may be between the strongly predicted grammatical morpheme and the actually observed 
morpheme. Second, in a list of sentences with ungrammatical morphemes, P600 effects are 
elicited by grammatical morphemes (Coulson et al., 1998b), due to a conflict between a 
strongly expected ungrammatical and an observed grammatical morpheme. Third, the P600 
effects generally observed to garden path sentences would be due to a conflict between the 
preferred parse and the less preferred one. Fourth, recently, Wassenaar (2005) observed 
P600 effects to syntactically correct sentences. These sentences were presented after a 
picture that depicted thematic roles that did not fit with the thematic roles of the sentence. 
Here, the conflict would be between the predicted (on the basis of the picture) thematic 
roles and the observed ones given the syntactic structure of the sentence. Finally, P600 
effects are seen in some grammatical but very complex sentences, as compared to less 
complex controls (Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000). As was argued before, it makes 
sense that one monitors for errors when the chance of making an error is large, that is, 
when doing a difficult task like reading very complex sentences. 
 P600 effects have also been reported for non-linguistic stimuli. What these stimuli 
share, though, is that they all represent a structural violation. For example, structural 
incongruities in music, i.e., out-of-key chords, also elicit a positivity with similar scalp 
distribution and timing as the classic P600 effect elicited by linguistic stimuli (Patel, Gibson, 
Ratner, Besson, & Holcomb, 1998). Another example is a P600 effect found for rule 
violations in an arithmetic task (Nunez-Pena & Honrubia-Serrano, 2004). In these cases, 
one can also assume the presence of a conflict: between the expected tone and the 
observed tone, and between the expected number (as being the outcome of a arithmetic 
task) and the observed number, respectively.  
 
Executive control of sentence perception 
 
It can be concluded from the last paragraph that a large variety of linguistic and 
non-linguistic stimuli evoke P600 effects. Also taking into account the controlled nature of 
the P600 component, it seems likely that the P600 effect reflects not a manifestation of 
structural processing as such, but rather of a more general, higher order, process. More 
specifically, we would like to propose that executive control is involved in sentence 
perception and that the P600 effect reflects the workings of this process. Executive control 
(also referred to as ‘cognitive control’) is needed when the language system is in a state of 
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indecision, for example in case of a conflict. In that case, one may envisage executive 
control as the allocation of extra attention to overcome the conflict. For example, extra 
attention may help to choose between alternatives, or it may be used to check the previous 
input string for perception errors. We refer to the latter process as monitoring. 
Very recently, Novick, Trueswell, and Thompson-Schill (2005) also proposed that 
there is executive control in sentence processing. They point to the Left Inferior Frontal 
Gyrus (LIFG), which includes Broca’s area, as the source of the executive control system. 
This is a controversial proposal because most psycholinguists assume that this brain area 
hosts syntactic processing. Novick et al. base their hypothesis, among others, on recent 
fMRI studies, which show that the LIFG is activated in incongruent tasks during the Stroop 
task. In the Stroop task, participants have to suppress the highly automatised tendency to 
read a word and instead name its ink color (e.g., when seeing the word ‘red’, participants 
have to say ‘black’ as this is the ink color the word is printed in). Succesfull accomplishment 
of this task depends highly on executive control. In addition, Novick et al. argue that 
patients with damage to the LIFG usually have only a minor and transient language 
impairment, and not severe syntactic prosessing problems like agrammatism.  
To recap, in the current thesis it is proposed that executive control in sentence 
perception is reflected in the P600 effect, and Novick and collegues argue that executive 
control is seated in the LIFG. Logically, this would imply that the LIFG is the source of the 
P600. The missing link that connects the P600 effect and the LIFG comes from Mason, Just, 
Keller and Carpenter (2003), who showed that garden path sentences, which are known to 
reliably elicit P600 effects, activate LIFG as well. More precisely, they argued that when 
reanalysis of a (structurally ambiguous) sentence was necessary, LIFG was more heavily 
recruited. The very recently developed technique of concurrently measuring fMRI and ERP 




The current thesis introduces a theory of monitoring in sentence perception. It is 
speculative and in need of further verification. Presented in the next section are some 
questions and issues that are open to further investigation.  
 
Variation in amplitude and latency of the P600 effect in relation to 
monitoring 
 
One question that needs to be answered is how the amplitude and latency of the 
P600 effect are related to the monitoring process. Some clues have been given in that 
several studies report that the amplitude of the P600 effect is related to the strength of the 
violation. Coulson and colleagues (1998b), for example, reported larger P600 effects to 
more severe syntactic violations. Outside the language field, the structural violations in 
arithmetic tasks reported by Nunez-Pera & Honrubia-Serrano (2004) are larger when the 
erroneous numerical outcome differs more from the expected outcome. From a monitoring 
perspective, it seems indeed plausible that more severe conflicts may require more 
reanalysis. In a similar way, P600 latency may vary with the type of reanalysis needed. 
Consistent with this, P600 effects to orthographic violations (Vissers et al., in press) start at 
approximately 500 ms, P600 effects to reversal anomalies (this thesis) start at about 600 
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ms, and finally, P600 effects to the semantic illusions from Nieuwland and van Berkum 
(2005) start at approximately 700 ms. These violations require reanalysis of, respectively, 
the word, (parts of) the sentence, or the discourse. From a monitoring perspective, this 
would mean that the more input which needs to be reanalyzed, the later the P600 effect 
appears.  
 
Monitoring for errors in action as reflected by ERPs 
 
I mentioned earlier that in the field of language processing, the concept of 
monitoring was already introduced for speech production (Levelt, 1983, 1989). There is 
another research field outside language processing, in which the concept of monitoring has 
been introduced before and in which it is now generally accepted, that is, in error 
processing. In Chapter 4, some first attempts have been done to bring the two fields closer 
to each other, by looking for similarities between the monitoring for errors in action and in 
sentence perception.  
 
In 1990, errors in action were first investigated using the ERP-method. It was found 
that erroneous responses (here: pushing the wrong button in a choice reaction time task) 
elicit a sharp peak with a negative deflection and a maximum around 100 ms after the 
button-press response compared to correct responses. This peak with a fronto-central scalp 
distribution was named the ‘error negativity’ (or Ne; Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & 
Blanke, 1991) or ‘error-related negativity (or ERN; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 
1993). Research on the ERN is in an advanced phase. Moreover, the field is ready for 
specification on the level of neurotransmitter systems involved in monitoring (De Bruijn, 
2005). It is interesting that, although most ERP studies on error monitoring have 
concentrated on the ERN, errors in choice reaction time tasks are generally followed by a 
late positivity as well (often referred to as ‘error positivity’ or Pe, for a review see 
Falkenstein, Hoormann, Christ, & Hohnsbein, 2000). This late positivity occurs between 200 
to 500 ms after an incorrect trial, has a parietal distribution and peaks at 300 ms, with a 
maximum at the vertex. Except for differences in latency, there are interesting similarities 
between the Pe and the P600. They both have a positive deflection, their shape resembles 
more a shift than a peak, and they have a somewhat similar scalp distribution. Falkenstein 
et al. (2000) discuss several possible functions of this error positivity and conclude that it 
probably reflects some kind of post-error processing, the nature of which is still unclear. 
Based on the similarity of the Pe and the P600, we have proposed in Chapter 4 that these 
two positivities may carry similar functions. One possibility – but one that needs further 
study - is that the Pe reflects reprocessing of the stimulus – or of its memory trace - to 
assess whether the erroneous response was due to faulty stimulus processing. 
The ERP studies about action monitoring triggered a discussion on how error 
monitoring works, and the models that were accordingly developed appeared very helpful in 
understanding error monitoring in sentence perception. Initially, the ERN was interpreted to 
signal the workings of an error detection system. In this error detection system, the 
representation of a required response is compared with the representation of the actual 
response. A mismatch between the two would then generate the ERN and initiate remedial 
action (e.g., Coles, Scheffers, & Holroyd, 2001; Falkenstein et al., 1991). Support for this 
mismatch hypothesis was the finding that an enlargement of the discrepancy between the 
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required and actual response brought about an ERN. For example, pushing a button with 
the wrong hand produced a larger ERN than when the button was pushed with the wrong 
finger (Bernstein, Scheffers, & Coles, 1995). Recent source localization studies (using either 
ERP or fMRI) prompted another interpretation of the functional representation of the ERN. 
Source localization identified the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) as being the brain area 
that generates the ERN. ACC was found to be active not only in erroneous trials but even if 
no error is made, in particular, when multiple responses compete for the control of action. It 
was hypothesized therefore that the conflict is not between response representations (i.e., 
the actual and the observed representations), but rather between concurrently activated 
response tendencies (Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004). This conflict theory is able to 
explain the observation of an ERN after incongruous trials (i.e., trials in which there are 
conflicting response tendencies) but correctly answered trials (e.g., Falkenstein et al., 
2000). Recently, the reinforcement-learning theory was proposed as an extension of the 
mismatch model (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). This computational model has the advantage that 
it can explain the ‘feedback-ERN’, a negativity that was reported after feedback informing 
the participant that his or her response was wrong (e.g., Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997). 
There is no consensus at present which of these theories on the functional significance of 
the ERN (and, correspondingly, on the architecture of the action monitoring system) is to be 
preferred. For the monitoring of errors in sentence perception theory, the conflict theory by 
Yeung and colleagues is most relevant. That is because in sentence perception, there is no 
observable error like an incorrect button press or an incorrectly uttered word. Thus, the 
monitoring process in sentence perception cannot be triggered by a mismatch between an 
observed and an intended response. On the contrary, we would like to propose that, similar 
to Yeung et al., the monitoring process in sentence perception is triggered by a conflict 





The initial goal of the present thesis was to investigate the architecture of verbal 
WM. Based on the results, a model of sentence processing was proposed. The model 
consists of two parts. The first part has been investigated most extensively and concerns 
the idea that sentence processing proceeds via two routes: a syntactic route and a 
heuristic/semantic route. In most cases, the representation that is being build by the 
heuristic is confirmed by the syntactic information that arrives somewhat later, but the two 
routes can clash. What happens when the two routes clash, forms the second part of the 
model. It is proposed that such a clash elicits a monitoring process that checks upon the 
veridicality of the reader’s analysis.  
The studies described in Chapters 2 to 4 have several implications for our thinking 
about sentence processing. I will list the, in my view, most important implications. (a) 
Verbal working memory has a limited capacity, making the brain less successful in signaling 
syntactic and semantic anomalies in complex sentences; (b) Verbal working memory is not 
divided into interpretative and post-interpretative components; (c) Readers use a 
plausibility heuristic in parallel to algorithmic syntactic parsing; (d) This heuristic (or: 
semantic bias) can be so strong that it can overrule syntax structure, a finding that 
challenges both syntax-first theories and constraint-based theories of sentence processing; 
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(e) Readers monitor for conflicts in language perception; (f) The ERP method is a suitable 
and fruitful method to investigate conflict monitoring in language perception; (g) The 
function of the P600 is more general than just a syntactic one. In particular, we propose the 
P600 reflects a monitoring process that checks upon the veridicality of an unexpected 
(linguistic) event; (h) The language system is more top-down than most psycholinguists 
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APPENDIX 1: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS USED IN CHAPTER 2 
 
The same materials were used for Experiment 1 and 2. 
 
The critical word for the violation is always the first verb. 
SR = subject relative sentences 






1 SR, acceptable DE KAMEEL DIE OP DE TOERISTEN AFLIEP VERDWEEN ACHTER DE PIRAMIDE. 
 SR, unacceptable DE TOERISTEN DIE OP DE KAMEEL AFLIEP VERDWENEN ACHTER DE PIRAMIDE. 
 OR, acceptable DE TOERISTEN OP WIE DE KAMEEL AFLIEP VERDWENEN ACHTER DE PIRAMIDE. 
 OR, unacceptable DE KAMEEL WAAROP DE TOERISTEN AFLIEP VERDWEEN ACHTER DE PIRAMIDE. 
2 SR, acceptable DE INDRINGER DIE VOOR DE HONDEN TERUGSCHROK KWAM ANGSTIG OVER. 
 SR, unacceptable DE HONDEN DIE VOOR DE INDRINGER TERUGSCHROK KWAMEN ANGSTIG OVER. 
 OR, acceptable DE HONDEN WAARVOOR DE INDRINGER TERUGSCHROK KWAMEN DREIGEND OVER. 
 OR, unacceptable DE INDRINGER VOOR WIE DE HONDEN TERUGSCHROK KWAM DREIGEND OVER. 
3 SR, acceptable DE REGISSEUR DIE TEGEN DE ACTEURS INGING KREEG HET ZWAAR TE VERDUREN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ACTEURS DIE TEGEN DE REGISSEUR INGING KREGEN HET ZWAAR TE VERDUREN. 
 OR, acceptable DE ACTEURS TEGEN WIE DE REGISSEUR INGING KREGEN HET ZWAAR TE VERDUREN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE REGISSEUR TEGEN WIE DE ACTEURS INGING KREEG HET ZWAAR TE VERDUREN. 
4 SR, acceptable DE POLITICUS DIE TEGEN DE REPORTERS LOOG DEED ALSOF HIJ NIETS WIST. 
 SR, unacceptable DE REPORTERS DIE TEGEN DE POLITICUS LOOG DEDEN ALSOF ZIJ NIETS WISTEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE REPORTERS TEGEN WIE DE POLITICUS LOOG DEDEN ALSOF ZIJ NIETS WISTEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE POLITICUS TEGEN WIE DE REPORTERS LOOG DEED ALSOF HIJ NIETS WIST. 
5 SR, acceptable DE MAN DIE VOOR ZIJN COLLEGA'S INSTOND WERD UITEINDELIJK GELOOFD. 
 SR, unacceptable DE COLLEGA'S DIE VOOR DE MAN INSTOND WERDEN UITEINDELIJK GELOOFD. 
 OR, acceptable DE COLLEGA'S VOOR WIE DE MAN INSTOND WERDEN UITEINDELIJK GELOOFD. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MAN VOOR WIE DE COLLEGA'S INSTOND WERD UITEINDELIJK GELOOFD. 
6 SR, acceptable DE TRAINER DIE VOOR ZIJN SPELERS OPKWAM HAD VEEL ERVARING. 
 SR, unacceptable DE SPELERS DIE VOOR HUN TRAINER OPKWAM HADDEN VEEL ERVARING. 
 OR, acceptable DE SPELERS VOOR WIE DE TRAINER OPKWAM HADDEN WEINIG ERVARING. 
 OR, unacceptable DE TRAINER VOOR WIE DE SPELERS OPKWAM HAD VEEL ERVARING. 
7 SR, acceptable DE VERKENNER DIE OP DE KRIJGERS AFSLOOP WAS OP ZIJN HOEDE. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KRIJGERS DIE OP DE VERKENNER AFSLOOP WAREN OP HUN HOEDE. 
 OR, acceptable DE KRIJGERS OP WIE DE VERKENNER AFSLOOP WAREN OP HUN HOEDE. 
 OR, unacceptable DE VERKENNER OP WIE DE KRIJGERS AFSLOOP WAS OP ZIJN HOEDE. 
8 SR, acceptable DE WERKELOZEN DIE NAAR DE DIRECTEUR TROKKEN GINGEN OM WERK VRAGEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DIRECTEUR DIE NAAR DE WERKELOZEN TROKKEN GING HUN WERK BIEDEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE DIRECTEUR NAAR WIE DE WERKELOZEN TROKKEN GING HUN WERK BIEDEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE WERKELOZEN NAAR WIE DE DIRECTEUR TROKKEN GINGEN OM WERK VRAGEN. 
9 SR, acceptable DE SOLDATEN DIE NAAR HET MEISJE FLOTEN BEGONNEN DAARNA TE LACHEN. 
 SR, unacceptable HET MEISJE DAT NAAR DE SOLDATEN FLOTEN BEGON DAARNA TE LACHEN. 
 OR, acceptable HET MEISJE NAAR WIE DE SOLDATEN FLOTEN BEGON METEEN TE LACHEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE SOLDATEN NAAR WIE HET MEISJE FLOTEN BEGONNEN METEEN TE LACHEN. 
10 SR, acceptable DE BEJAARDEN DIE VOOR DE ARTS KWAMEN WAREN ZEER GEDULDIG. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ARTS DIE VOOR DE BEJAARDEN KWAMEN WAS ZEER GEDULDIG. 
 OR, acceptable DE ARTS VOOR WIE DE BEJAARDEN KWAMEN WAS ZEER GEDULDIG. 
 OR, unacceptable DE BEJAARDEN VOOR WIE DE ARTS KWAMEN WAREN ZEER GEDULDIG. 
11 SR, acceptable DE OUDERS DIE OVER HUN DOCHTER SPRAKEN BEGONNEN PLOTS HEVIG TE SNIKKEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DOCHTER DIE OVER HAAR OUDERS SPRAKEN BEGON PLOTS HEVIG TE SNIKKEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE DOCHTER OVER WIE DE OUDERS SPRAKEN BEGON PLOTS HEVIG TE SNIKKEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE OUDERS OVER WIE DE DOCHTER SPRAKEN BEGONNEN PLOTS HEVIG TE SNIKKEN. 
12 SR, acceptable HET GARNIZOEN DAT VOOR DE AANVALLERS WEEK VERLIET DE VESTINGSTAD. 
 SR, unacceptable DE AANVALLERS DIE VOOR HET GARNIZOEN WEEK VERLIETEN DE VESTINGSTAD. 
 OR, acceptable DE AANVALLERS WAARVOOR HET GARNIZOEN WEEK PLUNDERDEN DE VESTINGSTAD. 
 OR, unacceptable HET GARNIZOEN WAARVOOR DE AANVALLERS WEEK VERDEDIGDE DE VESTINGSTAD. 
13 SR, acceptable DE WETHOUDER DIE VOOR DE BURGERS VERSCHEEN MAAKTE ZIJN ONGENOEGEN KENBAAR. 
 SR, unacceptable DE BURGERS DIE VOOR DE WETHOUDER VERSCHEEN MAAKTEN HUN ONGENOEGEN KENBAAR. 
 OR, acceptable DE BURGERS VOOR WIE DE WETHOUDER VERSCHEEN MAAKTEN HUN ONGENOEGEN KENBAAR. 
 OR, unacceptable DE WETHOUDER VOOR WIE DE BURGERS VERSCHEEN MAAKTE ZIJN ONGENOEGEN KENBAAR. 
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14 SR, acceptable DE DRONKELAP DIE MET DE ZEELUI RONDHING MAAKTE VEEL RUMOER. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ZEELUI DIE MET DE DRONKELAP RONDHING MAAKTEN VEEL RUMOER. 
 OR, acceptable DE ZEELUI MET WIE DE DRONKELAP RONDHING MAAKTEN VEEL RUMOER. 
 OR, unacceptable DE DRONKELAP MET WIE DE ZEELUI RONDHING MAAKTE VEEL RUMOER. 
15 SR, acceptable DE ZAKENLUI DIE MET DE OPLICHTER BRAKEN VOELDEN ZICH BEDROGEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE OPLICHTER DIE MET DE ZAKENLUI BRAKEN HAD HEN BEDROGEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE OPLICHTER MET WIE DE ZAKENLUI BRAKEN HAD HEN BEDROGEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE ZAKENLUI MET WIE DE OPLICHTER BRAKEN VOELDEN ZICH BEDROGEN. 
16 SR, acceptable DE KARDINAAL DIE TEGEN DE KETTERS TEKEERGING WAS WOEDEND. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KETTERS DIE TEGEN DE KARDINAAL TEKEERGING WAREN WOEDEND. 
 OR, acceptable DE KETTERS TEGEN WIE DE KARDINAAL TEKEERGING WAREN WOEDEND. 
 OR, unacceptable DE KARDINAAL TEGEN WIE DE KETTERS TEKEERGING WAS WOEDEND. 
17 SR, acceptable DE AGENTEN DIE OP DE BOEF SCHOTEN ZATEN ACHTER DE AUTO. 
 SR, unacceptable DE BOEF DIE OP DE AGENTEN SCHOTEN ZAT ACHTER DE AUTO. 
 OR, acceptable DE BOEF OP WIE DE AGENTEN SCHOTEN ZAT ACHTER DE AUTO. 
 OR, unacceptable DE AGENTEN OP WIE DE BOEF SCHOTEN ZATEN ACHTER DE AUTO. 
18 SR, acceptable HET JOCH DAT MET DE KWAJONGENS OMGING HAALDE GEREGELD KATTEKWAAD UIT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KWAJONGENS DIE MET HET JOCH OMGING HAALDEN GEREGELD KATTEKWAAD UIT. 
 OR, acceptable DE KWAJONGENS MET WIE HET JOCH OMGING HAALDEN GEREGELD KATTEKWAAD UIT. 
 OR, unacceptable HET JOCH MET WIE DE KWAJONGENS OMGING HAALDE GEREGELD KATTEKWAAD UIT. 
19 SR, acceptable DE LAMMETJES DIE NAAST HET SCHAAP INSLIEPEN LAGEN OP HET STRO. 
 SR, unacceptable HET SCHAAP DAT NAAST DE LAMMETJES INSLIEPEN LAG OP HET STRO. 
 OR, acceptable HET SCHAAP WAARNAAST DE LAMMETJES INSLIEPEN LAG OP HET STRO. 
 OR, unacceptable DE LAMMETJES WAARNAAST HET SCHAAP INSLIEPEN LAGEN OP HET STRO. 
20 SR, acceptable DE MONNIKEN DIE VOOR DE KLUIZENAAR OPENDEDEN BLEVEN VERBAASD STAAN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KLUIZENAAR DIE VOOR DE MONNIKEN OPENDEDEN BLEEF VERBAASD STAAN. 
 OR, acceptable DE KLUIZENAAR VOOR WIE DE MONNIKEN OPENDEDEN BLEEF VERBAASD STAAN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MONNIKEN VOOR WIE DE KLUIZENAAR OPENDEDEN BLEVEN VERBAASD STAAN. 
21 SR, acceptable DE MEDEPLICHTIGEN DIE OVER DE DADER ZWEGEN HIELDEN KOPPIG VOL. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DADER DIE OVER DE MEDEPLICHTIGEN ZWEGEN HIELD KOPPIG VOL. 
 OR, acceptable DE DADER OVER WIE DE MEDEPLICHTIGEN ZWEGEN WERD TOCH GEPAKT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MEDEPLICHTIGEN OVER WIE DE DADER ZWEGEN WERDEN TOCH GEPAKT. 
22 SR, acceptable DE PADVINDER DIE MET DE OUDJES OVERSTAK KEEK HEEL GOED UIT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE OUDJES DIE MET DE PADVINDER OVERSTAK KEKEN HEEL GOED UIT. 
 OR, acceptable DE OUDJES MET WIE DE PADVINDER OVERSTAK KEKEN HEEL GOED UIT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PADVINDER MET WIE DE OUDJES OVERSTAK KEEK HEEL GOED UIT. 
23 SR, acceptable DE RECTOR DIE VOOR DE OUDERS PLAATSNAM KEEK ZEER BEDENKELIJK. 
 SR, unacceptable DE OUDERS DIE VOOR DE RECTOR PLAATSNAM KEKEN ZEER BEDENKELIJK. 
 OR, acceptable DE OUDERS VOOR WIE DE RECTOR PLAATSNAM KEKEN ZEER BEDENKELIJK. 
 OR, unacceptable DE RECTOR VOOR WIE DE OUDERS PLAATSNAM KEEK ZEER BEDENKELIJK. 
24 SR, acceptable DE BOERIN DIE OP DE GANZEN TOELIEP STAK DE WEG OVER. 
 SR, unacceptable DE GANZEN DIE OP DE BOERIN TOELIEP STAKEN DE WEG OVER. 
 OR, acceptable DE GANZEN WAAROP DE BOERIN TOELIEP STAKEN DE WEG OVER. 
 OR, unacceptable DE BOERIN OP WIE DE GANZEN TOELIEP STAK DE WEG OVER. 
25 SR, acceptable DE VRIJGEZEL DIE MET DE DAMES UITGING HAD HOGE VERWACHTINGEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DAMES DIE MET DE VRIJGEZEL UITGING HADDEN HOGE VERWACHTINGEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE DAMES MET WIE DE VRIJGEZEL UITGING HADDEN HOGE VERWACHTINGEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE VRIJGEZEL MET WIE DE DAMES UITGING HAD HOGE VERWACHTINGEN. 
26 SR, acceptable HET MEISJE DAT BIJ HAAR VRIENDINNEN SLIEP VERTELDE OVER DE GEBEURTENIS. 
 SR, unacceptable DE VRIENDINNEN DIE BIJ HET MEISJE SLIEP VERTELDEN OVER DE GEBEURTENIS. 
 OR, acceptable DE VRIENDINNEN BIJ WIE HET MEISJE SLIEP VERTELDEN OVER DE GEBEURTENIS. 
 OR, unacceptable HET MEISJE BIJ WIE DE VRIENDINNEN SLIEP VERTELDE OVER DE GEBEURTENIS. 
27 SR, acceptable DE LEERLINGEN DIE AAN HUN LERAAR DACHTEN WAREN ERG AFWEZIG. 
 SR, unacceptable DE LERAAR DIE AAN ZIJN LEERLINGEN DACHTEN WAS ERG AFWEZIG. 
 OR, acceptable DE LERAAR AAN WIE DE LEERLINGEN DACHTEN WAS NIET AANWEZIG. 
 OR, unacceptable DE LEERLINGEN AAN WIE DE LERAAR DACHTEN WAREN NIET AANWEZIG. 
28 SR, acceptable DE KINDEREN DIE VAN DE VROUW HIELDEN WAREN VAAK BIJ HAAR. 
 SR, unacceptable DE VROUW DIE VAN DE KINDEREN HIELDEN WAS VAAK BIJ HEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE VROUW VAN WIE DE KINDEREN HIELDEN WAS VAAK BIJ HEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE KINDEREN VAN WIE DE VROUW HIELDEN WAREN VAAK BIJ HAAR. 
29 SR, acceptable DE STRAATHONDEN DIE BIJ DE ZWERVER LAGEN VIELEN TEVREDEN IN SLAAP. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ZWERVER DIE BIJ DE STRAATHONDEN LAGEN VIEL TEVREDEN IN SLAAP. 
 OR, acceptable DE ZWERVER BIJ WIE DE STRAATHONDEN LAGEN VIEL TEVREDEN IN SLAAP. 
 OR, unacceptable DE STRAATHONDEN WAARBIJ DE ZWERVER LAGEN VIELEN TEVREDEN IN SLAAP. 
30 SR, acceptable DE ZOONS DIE AAN DE ZEEMAN SCHREVEN VERLANGDEN NAAR ZIJN THUISKOMST. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ZEEMAN DIE AAN ZIJN ZOONS SCHREVEN VERLANGDE NAAR ZIJN THUISKOMST. 
 OR, acceptable DE ZEEMAN AAN WIE DE ZOONS SCHREVEN VERLANGDE NAAR ZIJN THUISKOMST. 
 OR, unacceptable DE ZOONS AAN WIE DE ZEEMAN SCHREVEN VERLANGDEN NAAR ZIJN THUISKOMST. 
31 SR, acceptable DE CRITICI DIE OP DE KUNSTENAAR NEERKEKEN SCHREVEN EEN PUNTIG ARTIKEL. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KUNSTENAAR DIE OP DE CRITICI NEERKEKEN SCHREEF EEN PUNTIG ARTIKEL. 
 OR, acceptable DE KUNSTENAAR OP WIE DE CRITICI NEERKEKEN SCHREEF EEN PUNTIG ARTIKEL. 
 OR, unacceptable DE CRITICI OP WIE DE KUNSTENAAR NEERKEKEN SCHREVEN EEN PUNTIG ARTIKEL. 
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32 SR, acceptable DE BIGGEN DIE TEGEN HET VARKEN AANLAGEN SCHROKKEN PLOTSELING WAKKER. 
 SR, unacceptable HET VARKEN DAT TEGEN DE BIGGEN AANLAGEN SCHROK PLOTSELING WAKKER. 
 OR, acceptable HET VARKEN WAARTEGEN DE BIGGEN AANLAGEN SCHROK PLOTSELING WAKKER. 
 OR, unacceptable DE BIGGEN WAARTEGEN HET VARKEN AANLAGEN SCHROKKEN PLOTSELING WAKKER. 
33 SR, acceptable DE MAN DIE VOOR DE DAMES OPSCHOOF GING AAN HET RAAM ZITTEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DAMES DIE VOOR DE MAN OPSCHOOF GINGEN AAN HET RAAM ZITTEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE DAMES VOOR WIE DE MAN OPSCHOOF GINGEN AAN HET RAAM ZITTEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MAN VOOR WIE DE DAMES OPSCHOOF GING AAN HET RAAM ZITTEN. 
34 SR, acceptable DE JOURNALIST DIE OP DE KAMERLEDEN AFGAF WAS OP ZIJN TEENTJES GETRAPT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KAMERLEDEN DIE OP DE JOURNALIST AFGAF WAREN OP HUN TEENTJES GETRAPT. 
 OR, acceptable DE KAMERLEDEN OP WIE DE JOURNALIST AFGAF WAREN OP HUN TEENTJES GETRAPT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE JOURNALIST OP WIE DE KAMERLEDEN AFGAF WAS OP ZIJN TEENTJES GETRAPT. 
35 SR, acceptable DE SLACHTOFFERS DIE VAN HET VLOT AFDREVEN VERDWENEN UIT HET ZICHT. 
 SR, unacceptable HET VLOT DAT VAN DE SLACHTOFFERS AFDREVEN VERDWEEN UIT HET ZICHT. 
 OR, acceptable HET VLOT WAARVAN DE SLACHTOFFERS AFDREVEN VERDWEEN UIT HET ZICHT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE SLACHTOFFERS VAN WIE HET VLOT AFDREVEN VERDWENEN UIT HET ZICHT. 
36 SR, acceptable DE DIEVEN DIE VAN DE GRIJSAARD SCHROKKEN PAKTEN EEN STUK HOUT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE GRIJSAARD DIE VAN DE DIEVEN SCHROKKEN PAKTE EEN STUK HOUT. 
 OR, acceptable DE GRIJSAARD VAN WIE DE DIEVEN SCHROKKEN PAKTE EEN STUK HOUT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE DIEVEN VAN WIE DE GRIJSAARD SCHROKKEN PAKTEN EEN STUK HOUT. 
37 SR, acceptable DE ZUSSEN DIE OP HUN BROER LEKEN DEDEN ALLES HETZELFDE. 
 SR, unacceptable DE BROER DIE OP ZIJN ZUSSEN LEKEN DEED ALLES HETZELFDE. 
 OR, acceptable DE BROER OP WIE DE ZUSSEN LEKEN DEED ALLES HETZELFDE. 
 OR, unacceptable DE ZUSSEN OP WIE DE BROER LEKEN DEDEN ALLES HETZELFDE. 
38 SR, acceptable DE CHAUFFEUR DIE VOOR DE FIETSERS UITWEEK KREEG NET GEEN ONGELUK. 
 SR, unacceptable DE FIETSERS DIE VOOR DE CHAUFFEUR UITWEEK KREGEN NET GEEN ONGELUK. 
 OR, acceptable DE FIETSERS VOOR WIE DE CHAUFFEUR UITWEEK KREGEN NET GEEN ONGELUK. 
 OR, unacceptable DE CHAUFFEUR VOOR WIE DE FIETSERS UITWEEK KREEG NET GEEN ONGELUK. 
39 SR, acceptable HET FREGAT DAT LANGS DE SCHEPEN VOER LIEP DE HAVEN BINNEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE SCHEPEN DIE LANGS HET FREGAT VOER LIEPEN DE HAVEN BINNEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE SCHEPEN WAARLANGS HET FREGAT VOER LIEPEN DE HAVEN BINNEN. 
 OR, unacceptable HET FREGAT WAARLANGS DE SCHEPEN VOER LIEP DE HAVEN BINNEN. 
40 SR, acceptable DE VOETGANGER DIE VOOR DE RUITERS STILHIELD HAD EIGENLIJK VOORRANG. 
 SR, unacceptable DE RUITERS DIE VOOR DE VOETGANGER STILHIELD HADDEN EIGENLIJK VOORRANG. 
 OR, acceptable DE RUITERS VOOR WIE DE VOETGANGER STILHIELD HADDEN INDERDAAD VOORRANG. 
 OR, unacceptable DE VOETGANGER VOOR WIE DE RUITERS STILHIELD HAD INDERDAAD VOORRANG. 
41 SR, acceptable DE WEDUWE DIE BIJ DE JONGELUI INTROK HAD EEN RIANT INKOMEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE JONGELUI DIE BIJ DE WEDUWE INTROK HADDEN EEN RIANT INKOMEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE JONGELUI BIJ WIE DE WEDUWE INTROK HADDEN EEN RIANT INKOMEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE WEDUWE BIJ WIE DE JONGELUI INTROK HAD EEN RIANT INKOMEN. 
42 SR, acceptable DE RECHERCHEURS DIE MET DE HOND MEELIEPEN VONDEN GEEN ENKEL SPOOR. 
 SR, unacceptable DE HOND DIE MET DE RECHERCHEURS MEELIEPEN VOND GEEN ENKEL SPOOR. 
 OR, acceptable DE HOND WAARMEE DE RECHERCHEURS RONDLIEPEN VOND GEEN ENKEL SPOOR. 
 OR, unacceptable DE RECHERCHEURS MET WIE DE HOND MEELIEPEN VONDEN GEEN ENKEL SPOOR. 
43 SR, acceptable DE MATROZEN DIE OP DE KAPITEIN DRONKEN HIEVEN HUN GLAS. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KAPITEIN DIE OP DE MATROZEN DRONKEN HIEF ZIJN GLAS. 
 OR, acceptable DE KAPITEIN OP WIE DE MATROZEN DRONKEN HIEF ZIJN GLAS. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MATROZEN OP WIE DE KAPITEIN DRONKEN HIEVEN HUN GLAS. 
44 SR, acceptable DE PASTOOR DIE VOOR DE PAROCHIANEN BAD WAS ERNSTIG ZIEK. 
 SR, unacceptable DE PAROCHIANEN DIE VOOR DE PASTOOR BAD WAREN ERNSTIG ZIEK. 
 OR, acceptable DE PAROCHIANEN VOOR WIE DE PASTOOR BAD WAREN ERNSTIG ZIEK. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PASTOOR VOOR WIE DE PAROCHIANEN BAD WAS ERNSTIG ZIEK. 
45 SR, acceptable DE MEISJES DIE AAN DE JONGEN VOORZEIDEN KREGEN STRAF VAN DE MEESTER. 
 SR, unacceptable DE JONGEN DIE AAN DE MEISJES VOORZEIDEN KREEG STRAF VAN DE MEESTER. 
 OR, acceptable DE JONGEN AAN WIE DE MEISJES VOORZEIDEN KREEG STRAF VAN DE MEESTER. 
 OR, unacceptable DE MEISJES AAN WIE DE JONGEN VOORZEIDEN KREGEN STRAF VAN DE MEESTER. 
46 SR, acceptable DE PONY DIE OP DE KINDEREN AFKWAM WAS ERG NIEUWSGIERIG. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KINDEREN DIE OP DE PONY AFKWAM WAREN ERG NIEUWSGIERIG. 
 OR, acceptable DE KINDEREN OP WIE DE PONY AFKWAM WAREN ERG NIEUWSGIERIG. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PONY WAAROP DE KINDEREN AFKWAM WAS ERG NIEUWSGIERIG. 
47 SR, acceptable DE HEREN DIE NAAR DE KEUKENMEID OMKEKEN HIELDEN PLOTS HUN MOND. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KEUKENMEID DIE NAAR DE HEREN OMKEKEN HIELD PLOTS HAAR MOND. 
 OR, acceptable DE KEUKENMEID NAAR WIE DE HEREN OMKEKEN HIELD PLOTS HAAR MOND. 
 OR, unacceptable DE HEREN NAAR WIE DE KEUKENMEID OMKEKEN HIELDEN PLOTS HUN MOND. 
48 SR, acceptable DE PESTKOP DIE NAAR DE JONGETJES WEES TROK EEN LANGE NEUS. 
 SR, unacceptable DE JONGETJES DIE NAAR DE PESTKOP WEES TROKKEN EEN LANGE NEUS. 
 OR, acceptable DE JONGETJES NAAR WIE DE PESTKOP WEES TROKKEN EEN LANGE NEUS. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PESTKOP NAAR WIE DE JONGETJES WEES TROK EEN LANGE NEUS. 
49 SR, acceptable DE VAGEBOND DIE MET DE KINDEREN ZWIERF WERD DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KINDEREN DIE MET DE VAGEBOND ZWIERF WERDEN DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
 OR, acceptable DE KINDEREN MET WIE DE VAGEBOND ZWIERF WERDEN DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE VAGEBOND MET WIE DE KINDEREN ZWIERF WERD DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
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50 SR, acceptable DE PROFCLUB DIE VAN DE AMATEURS WON GING TEVREDEN NAAR HUIS. 
 SR, unacceptable DE AMATEURS DIE VAN DE PROFCLUB WON GINGEN TEVREDEN NAAR HUIS. 
 OR, acceptable DE AMATEURS WAARVAN DE PROFCLUB WON GINGEN TEVREDEN NAAR HUIS. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PROFCLUB WAARVAN DE AMATEURS WON GING TEVREDEN NAAR HUIS. 
51 SR, acceptable DE KLASGENOTEN DIE VAN DE JONGEN AFKEKEN HADDEN ALLE VRAGEN GOED. 
 SR, unacceptable DE JONGEN DIE VAN ZIJN KLASGENOTEN AFKEKEN HAD ALLE VRAGEN GOED. 
 OR, acceptable DE JONGEN VAN WIE DE KLASGENOTEN AFKEKEN HAD ALLE VRAGEN GOED. 
 OR, unacceptable DE KLASGENOTEN VAN WIE DE JONGEN AFKEKEN HADDEN ALLE VRAGEN GOED. 
52 SR, acceptable DE PASTOOR DIE NAAR DE BUREN VROEG KWAM DE KAMER BINNEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE BUREN DIE NAAR DE PASTOOR VROEG KWAMEN DE KAMER BINNEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE BUREN NAAR WIE DE PASTOOR VROEG KWAMEN DE KAMER BINNEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PASTOOR NAAR WIE DE BUREN VROEG KWAM DE KAMER BINNEN. 
53 SR, acceptable DE SOLDATEN DIE VOOR DE ZIGEUNERIN ZONGEN VERLICHTTEN HAAR VERDRIET. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ZIGEUNERIN DIE VOOR DE SOLDATEN ZONGEN VERLICHTTE HUN VERDRIET. 
 OR, acceptable DE ZIGEUNERIN VOOR WIE DE SOLDATEN ZONGEN VERLICHTTE HUN VERDRIET. 
 OR, unacceptable DE SOLDATEN VOOR WIE DE ZIGEUNERIN ZONGEN VERLICHTTEN HAAR VERDRIET. 
54 SR, acceptable DE STUDENTEN DIE VOOR HET GEZELSCHAP AFGINGEN VERLIETEN DAAROP HET CAFÉ. 
 SR, unacceptable HET GEZELSCHAP DAT VOOR DE STUDENTEN AFGINGEN VERLIET DAAROP HET CAFÉ. 
 OR, acceptable HET GEZELSCHAP WAARVOOR DE STUDENTEN AFGINGEN VERLIET DAAROP HET CAFÉ. 
 OR, unacceptable DE STUDENTEN VOOR WIE HET GEZELSCHAP AFGINGEN VERLIETEN DAAROP HET CAFÉ. 
55 SR, acceptable DE NEEFJES DIE BIJ HUN OOM BLEVEN GINGEN EEN BOEK LEZEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE OOM DIE BIJ ZIJN NEEFJES BLEVEN GING EEN BOEK LEZEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE OOM BIJ WIE DE NEEFJES BLEVEN GING EEN BOEK LEZEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE NEEFJES BIJ WIE DE OOM BLEVEN GINGEN EEN BOEK LEZEN. 
56 SR, acceptable DE BARBAREN DIE MET DE HELD STREDEN LEGDEN HET TENSLOTTE AF. 
 SR, unacceptable DE HELD DIE MET DE BARBAREN STREDEN LEGDE HET TENSLOTTE AF. 
 OR, acceptable DE HELD MET WIE DE BARBAREN STREDEN LEGDE HET TENSLOTTE AF. 
 OR, unacceptable DE BARBAREN MET WIE DE HELD STREDEN LEGDEN HET TENSLOTTE AF. 
57 SR, acceptable DE OBER DIE OP DE KLANTEN SCHOLD WAS ZEER ONBESCHOFT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE KLANTEN DIE OP DE OBER SCHOLD WAREN ZEER ONBESCHOFT. 
 OR, acceptable DE KLANTEN OP WIE DE OBER SCHOLD WAREN ZEER ONBESCHOFT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE OBER OP WIE DE KLANTEN SCHOLD WAS ZEER ONBESCHOFT. 
58 SR, acceptable DE HULPVERLENER DIE BIJ DE VLUCHTELINGEN VERBLEEF ZAG HET NIET MEER ZITTEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE VLUCHTELINGEN DIE BIJ DE HULPVERLENER VERBLEEF ZAGEN HET NIET MEER ZITTEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE VLUCHTELINGEN BIJ WIE DE HULPVERLENER VERBLEEF ZAGEN HET NIET MEER ZITTEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE HULPVERLENER BIJ WIE DE VLUCHTELINGEN VERBLEEF ZAG HET NIET MEER ZITTEN. 
59 SR, acceptable DE DORPELINGEN DIE NAAR DE DOMINEE LIEPEN KEKEN BEZORGD. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DOMINEE DIE NAAR DE DORPELINGEN LIEPEN KEEK BEZORGD 
 OR, acceptable DE DOMINEE NAAR WIE DE DORPELINGEN LIEPEN KEEK BEZORGD. 
 OR, unacceptable DE DORPELINGEN NAAR WIE DE DOMINEE LIEPEN KEKEN BEZORGD. 
60 SR, acceptable DE ZUSJES DIE TEGEN HET MEISJE AANKROPEN WAREN BANG VOOR DE BLIKSEM. 
 SR, unacceptable HET MEISJE DAT TEGEN HAAR ZUSJES AANKROPEN WAS BANG VOOR DE BLIKSEM. 
 OR, acceptable HET MEISJE TEGEN WIE DE ZUSJES AANKROPEN WAS BANG VOOR DE BLIKSEM. 
 OR, unacceptable DE ZUSJES TEGEN WIE HET MEISJE AANKROPEN WAREN BANG VOOR DE BLIKSEM. 
61 SR, acceptable DE REBELLEN DIE TEGEN HET LEGER OPTROKKEN LEDEN ZWARE VERLIEZEN. 
 SR, unacceptable HET LEGER DAT TEGEN DE REBELLEN OPTROKKEN LEED ZWARE VERLIEZEN. 
 OR, acceptable HET LEGER WAARTEGEN DE REBELLEN OPTROKKEN LEED ZWARE VERLIEZEN. 
 OR, unacceptable DE REBELLEN TEGEN WIE HET LEGER OPTROKKEN LEDEN ZWARE VERLIEZEN. 
62 SR, acceptable DE BUFFEL DIE MET DE JAKHALZEN VOCHT RAAKTE STEEDS VERDER UITGEPUT. 
 SR, unacceptable DE JAKHALZEN DIE MET DE BUFFEL VOCHT RAAKTEN STEEDS VERDER UITGEPUT. 
 OR, acceptable DE JAKHALZEN WAARMEE DE BUFFEL VOCHT RAAKTEN STEEDS VERDER UITGEPUT. 
 OR, unacceptable DE BUFFEL WAARMEE DE JAKHALZEN VOCHT RAAKTE STEEDS VERDER UITGEPUT. 
63 SR, acceptable DE WAGONS DIE LANGS DE LOCOMOTIEF REDEN VERANDERDEN VAN SPOOR. 
 SR, unacceptable DE LOCOMOTIEF DIE LANGS DE WAGONS REDEN VERANDERDE VAN SPOOR. 
 OR, acceptable DE LOCOMOTIEF WAARLANGS DE WAGONS REDEN VERANDERDE VAN SPOOR. 
 OR, unacceptable DE WAGONS WAARLANGS DE LOCOMOTIEF REDEN VERANDERDEN VAN SPOOR. 
64 SR, acceptable DE AANWEZIGEN DIE TEGEN DE SPREKER UITVOEREN WONDEN ZICH ENORM OP. 
 SR, unacceptable DE SPREKER DIE TEGEN DE AANWEZIGEN UITVOEREN WOND ZICH ENORM OP. 
 OR, acceptable DE SPREKER TEGEN WIE DE AANWEZIGEN UITVOEREN WOND ZICH ENORM OP. 
 OR, unacceptable DE AANWEZIGEN TEGEN WIE DE SPREKER UITVOEREN WONDEN ZICH ENORM OP. 
65 SR, acceptable DE VERPLEGERS DIE OM DE DOKTER RIEPEN WAREN ERG GESCHROKKEN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE DOKTER DIE OM DE VERPLEGERS RIEPEN WAS ERG GESCHROKKEN. 
 OR, acceptable DE DOKTER OM WIE DE VERPLEGERS RIEPEN WAS NIET AANWEZIG. 
 OR, unacceptable DE VERPLEGERS OM WIE DE DOKTER RIEPEN WAREN NIET AANWEZIG. 
66 SR, acceptable DE PLOEGBAAS DIE TEGEN DE ARBEIDERS UITVIEL KOOKTE VAN WOEDE. 
 SR, unacceptable DE ARBEIDERS DIE TEGEN DE PLOEGBAAS UITVIEL KOOKTEN VAN WOEDE. 
 OR, acceptable DE ARBEIDERS TEGEN WIE DE PLOEGBAAS UITVIEL KOOKTEN VAN WOEDE. 
 OR, unacceptable DE PLOEGBAAS TEGEN WIE DE ARBEIDERS UITVIEL KOOKTE VAN WOEDE. 
67 SR, acceptable DE SCHAKERS DIE VAN DE COMPUTER VERLOREN WAREN VAN EEN GOED NIVEAU. 
 SR, unacceptable DE COMPUTER DIE VAN DE SCHAKERS VERLOREN WAS VAN EEN GOED NIVEAU. 
 OR, acceptable DE COMPUTER WAARVAN DE SCHAKERS VERLOREN WAS VAN EEN GOED NIVEAU. 
 OR, unacceptable DE SCHAKERS VAN WIE DE COMPUTER VERLOREN WAREN VAN EEN GOED NIVEAU. 
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68 SR, acceptable DE ZAKENMAN DIE MET DE WETHOUDERS AFSPRAK LIET VERSTEK GAAN. 
 SR, unacceptable DE WETHOUDERS DIE MET DE ZAKENMAN AFSPRAK LIETEN VERSTEK GAAN. 
 OR, acceptable DE WETHOUDERS MET WIE DE ZAKENMAN AFSPRAK LIETEN VERSTEK GAAN. 




DE JOURNALISTEN BERICHTTEN OVER DE MINISTER DIE PEDOFIELE CONTACTEN ONDERHIELD. 
DE SOLDATEN VERTELDEN OVER DE AANVAL DIE ZO NOODLOTTIG AFLIEP. 
DE TAXATEUR KEEK NAAR DE SCHILDERIJEN DIE VEEL WAARD LEKEN. 
DE JONGEN RAVOTTE MET DE HONDEN DIE ACHTER DE STOK AANRENDEN. 
DE OLIE LEKTE UIT DE SCHEPEN DIE DE HAVEN BINNENLIEPEN. 
DE VROUW RODDELDE OVER HAAR BUREN EN DIKTE ALLES AAN. 
DE AUTO'S STOPTEN VOOR DE EEND DIE RUSTIG DE WEG OVERSTAK. 
DE ROVER SPRONG VOOR DE REIZIGERS EN VERSPERDE HEN DE WEG. 
DE GEDAANTE VERSCHEEN VOOR DE KINDEREN DIE IN HET BOS SPEELDEN. 
DE BEWAKER SPUUGDE NAAR DE GEVANGENEN EN SCHOLD ZE UIT. 
DE STUDENTEN REISDEN MET DE BUS DIE HET ONGELUK VEROORZAAKTE. 
DE MAN COLLECTEERDE VOOR DE ARMEN EN HAALDE VEEL GELD OP. 
DE OLIFANTEN KWAMEN NA DE CLOWN EN VORMDEN HET HOOGTEPUNT VAN DE VOORSTELLING. 
DE ARCHITECT OVERLEGDE MET DE KLANTEN DIE IETS MODERNERS WILDEN. 
DE VERDEDIGERS LETTEN OP DE SPITS DIE DE BAL ONDERSCHEPTE. 
DE GRAVIN KLAAGDE OVER DE WERKSTERS DIE HUN WERK NIET DEDEN. 
DE DIRECTEUR INFORMEERDE NAAR DE KINDEREN DIE ZIEK OP BED LAGEN. 
DE PIRATEN STORMDEN NAAR DE MATROOS DIE ZIJN SABEL TROK. 
DE PREMIER DEBATTEERDE MET DE SENATOREN DIE STIJFKOPPIG VOLHIELDEN. 
DE UITVRETERS PROFITEERDEN VAN DE MILJONAIR DIE GRAAG FEESTJES GAF. 
DE KLEERMAKERS WERKTEN AAN DE BRUIDSJURK EN OVERTROFFEN ZICHZELF. 
DE SJOUWERS VERTROKKEN MET DE BAGAGE EN BESPRAKEN ONDERTUSSEN HET VOETBAL. 
DE PRIESTER PREEKTE TOT DE GELOVIGEN EN GING VOOR IN HET GEBED. 
DE SCHUTTER MIKTE OP DE BLIKJES DIE OP DE SCHUTTING STONDEN. 
DE STAKKERS VERDWAALDEN IN HET BOS EN KEERDEN NIET MEER TERUG. 
DE MIJNWERKERS GROEVEN NAAR DE ONGELUKKIGE EN VREESDEN HET ERGSTE. 
DE GRAPPEN SLOEGEN OP DE EREGAST EN DEDEN IEDEREEN VERSTELD STAAN. 
DE BUREN BELDEN MET DE POLITIE EN KLAAGDEN OVER HET LAWAAI. 
DE CABARETIER SPOTTE MET DE MINISTERS EN HAD VEEL SUCCES. 
DE MEISJES VIELEN VOOR DE MILITAIR DIE OP WACHT STOND. 
DE TIENERS RIEPEN OM HUN IDOOL EN VERDRONGEN ZICH VOOR ZIJN VERBLIJF. 
DE KUIKENS PIEPTEN NAAR DE MEREL DIE PIEREN MEEBRACHT. 
HET SPOOKSCHIP ZWALKTE OVER DE ZEEËN EN JOEG MENIG ZEEMAN SCHRIK AAN. 
DE REGISSEUR DWEEPTE MET DE FASCISTEN EN WERKTE MEE AAN HUN PROPAGANDA. 
DE KUNSTENAAR SCHILDERDE MET DE KWASTEN DIE BIJNA VERSLETEN WAREN. 
DE GIEREN LANDDEN OP HET KADAVER EN BEGONNEN HET TE VERSCHEUREN. 
DE DIPLOMAAT SPIONEERDE VOOR DE AMERIKANEN EN MOESTEN MOSKOU VERLATEN. 
DE BADMEESTER GEBAARDE NAAR DE ZWEMMERS DIE TE VER GING. 
DE MEISJES VERLANGDEN NAAR HUN VADER EN SCHREEF EEN LANGE BRIEF. 
DE MANNEQUIN GLIMLACHTE NAAR DE FOTOGRAFEN EN KNIPOOGDEN UITDAGEND. 
DE ZANGERES MIJMERDE OVER HAAR FANS EN KEKEN DROMERIG NAAR BUITEN. 
DE BARONES PRONKTE MET DE SIERADEN DIE HAAR PRACHTIG STOND. 
DE MAN MOPPERDE OP DE BEDELAARS DIE IEDEREEN OM GELD VROEG. 
DE VROUW WINKELDE MET HAAR DOCHTERS EN KOCHTEN KLEREN VOOR HEN. 
DE SERGEANT SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE SOLDATEN DIE DOOR DE MODDER KROOP. 
DE CURSISTEN KLETSTEN OVER DE DOCENT DIE VREEMDGINGEN. 
DE DETECTIVE ZOCHT NAAR DE FOTO'S DIE VAN CRUCIAAL BELANG WAS. 
DE KLANT SNAUWDE TEGEN DE VERKOOPSTERS EN VERLIETEN KWAAD DE WINKEL. 
DE SCHIPPER TREURDE OVER DE KAMERADEN DIE OVERBOORD GESLAGEN WAS. 
DE REIZIGERS OVERNACHTTEN IN HET HOTEL EN VERTROK DE VOLGENDE OCHTEND. 
DE VETERANEN STONDEN BIJ HET MONUMENT EN HERDACHT DE GEVALLENEN. 
DE SOLDAAT WAAKTE OVER DE GEVANGENEN EN WAREN OP ALLES VOORBEREID. 
DE MONTEURS SLEUTELDEN AAN DE MACHINE DIE AL DAGEN STILSTONDEN. 
DE ACTEURS STONDEN OP HET TONEEL EN DEED ENORM HUN BEST. 
DE DAMES WACHTTEN BIJ DE KAPPER EN LAS DE AANWEZIGE TIJDSCHRIFTEN. 
DE KINDEREN HUILDEN OM HUN MOEDER EN WAS DE WEG KWIJT. 
DE TUINMAN BAALDE VAN DE STRUIKEN DIE DE TUIN HELEMAAL VERPESTTE. 
DE WOLKEN SCHOVEN VOOR DE ZON EN ZAG ER DREIGEND UIT. 
DE ATLEET BOTSTE TEGEN DE SUPPORTERS EN VERLOREN DAAROP DE WEDSTRIJD. 
DE JONGENS KNIPOOGDEN NAAR DE SERVEERSTER DIE HEN BEDIENDEN. 
DE RECHERCHEURS PRAATTEN MET DE ARRESTANT EN TRAPTE IN HET VERHAAL. 
DE GENETICI KNOEIDEN MET HET KONIJN DAT HET MEDICIJN PRODUCEREN MOESTEN. 
DE WESPEN BELANDDEN IN DE FLES DIE EEN BODEMPJE LIMONADE BEVATTEN. 
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DE MOORDENAAR DROOMDE OVER ZIJN SLACHTOFFERS EN WERDEN ZWETEND WAKKER. 
DE DAKLOZEN KEKEN IN DE ETALAGE DIE MET ETEN VOLLAGEN. 
DE ONDERZOEKERS DOCEERDEN AAN DE SCHOOL DIE GOED BEKENDSTONDEN. 
DE KERELTJES VERTROUWDEN OP DE MAN DIE HEN BEDROGEN. 






1 SR, acceptable  DE WOLF DIE OP DE EENDEN LOERDE ZAT GOED VERBORGEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE EENDEN DIE OP DE WOLF LOERDEN ZATEN GOED VERBORGEN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE EENDEN WAAROP DE WOLF LOERDE ZATEN GOED VERBORGEN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE WOLF WAAROP DE EENDEN LOERDEN ZAT GOED VERBORGEN. 
2 SR, acceptable  DE LEEUWEN DIE VAN DE ZEBRA VRATEN WAREN ERG MAGER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE ZEBRA DIE VAN DE LEEUWEN VRAT WAS ERG MAGER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE ZEBRA WAARVAN DE LEEUWEN VRATEN WAS ERG MAGER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE LEEUWEN WAARVAN DE ZEBRA VRAT WAREN ERG MAGER. 
3 SR, acceptable  DE KIKKER DIE OP DE VLIEGEN AASDE ZAT OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VLIEGEN DIE OP DE KIKKER AASDEN ZATEN OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VLIEGEN WAAROP DE KIKKER AASDE ZATEN OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KIKKER WAAROP DE VLIEGEN AASDEN ZAT OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
4 SR, acceptable  DE HONDEN DIE MET DE PATRIJS AANKWAMEN WERDEN DOOR DE JAGER BELOOND. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE PATRIJS DIE MET DE HONDEN AANKWAM WERD DOOR DE JAGER AANGEPAKT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE PATRIJS WAARMEE DE HONDEN AANKWAMEN WERD DOOR DE JAGER AANGEPAKT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE HONDEN WAARMEE DE PATRIJS AANKWAM WERDEN DOOR DE JAGER BELOOND. 
5 SR, acceptable  DE ZWERVER DIE BIJ DE TOERISTEN BEDELDE ZAT VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE TOERISTEN DIE BIJ DE ZWERVER BEDELDEN ZATEN VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 OR, acceptable  DE TOERISTEN BIJ WIE DE ZWERVER BEDELDE ZATEN VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE ZWERVER BIJ WIE DE TOERISTEN BEDELDEN ZAT VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
6 SR, acceptable  DE ANTILOPEN DIE VOOR DE LEEUW WEGLIEPEN STOVEN OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE LEEUW DIE VOOR DE ANTILOPEN WEGLIEP STOOF OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 OR, acceptable  DE LEEUW WAARVOOR DE ANTILOPEN WEGLIEPEN STOOF OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE ANTILOPEN WAARVOOR DE LEEUW WEGLIEP STOVEN OVER DE SAVANNE. 
7 SR, acceptable  DE BOUVIER DIE NAAR DE KINDEREN HAPTE WAS VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KINDEREN DIE NAAR DE BOUVIER HAPTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KINDEREN NAAR WIE DE BOUVIER HAPTE WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE BOUVIER WAARNAAR DE KINDEREN HAPTEN WAS VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
8 SR, acceptable  DE JAGERS DIE NAAR HET HERT ZOCHTEN TROKKEN DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET HERT DAT NAAR DE JAGERS ZOCHT TROK DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 OR, acceptable  HET HERT WAARNAAR DE JAGERS ZOCHTEN TROK DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE JAGERS NAAR WIE HET HERT ZOCHT TROKKEN DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
9 SR, acceptable  DE DOCENT DIE AAN DE STUDENTEN LESGAF KWAM HET LOKAAL IN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE STUDENTEN DIE AAN DE DOCENT LESGAVEN KWAMEN HET LOKAAL IN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE STUDENTEN AAN WIE DE DOCENT LESGAF KWAMEN HET LOKAAL IN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE DOCENT AAN WIE DE STUDENTEN LESGAVEN KWAM HET LOKAAL IN. 
10 SR, acceptable  DE HONDEN DIE AAN DE VREEMDELING LIKTEN ZAGEN ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VREEMDELING DIE AAN DE HONDEN LIKTE ZAG ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VREEMDELING AAN WIE DE HONDEN LIKTEN ZAG ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE HONDEN WAARAAN DE VREEMDELING LIKTE ZAGEN ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
11 SR, acceptable  DE WAAKHOND DIE TEGEN DE INBREKERS OPSPRONG SLOEG TEGELIJK LUID AAN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE INBREKERS DIE TEGEN DE WAAKHOND OPSPRONGEN SLOEGEN DIRECT OP DE VLUCHT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE INBREKERS TEGEN WIE DE WAAKHOND OPSPRONG SLOEGEN DIRECT OP DE VLUCHT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE WAAKHOND WAARTEGEN DE INBREKERS OPSPRONGEN SLOEG DIRECT OP DE VLUCHT. 
12 SR, acceptable  DE VISJES DIE AAN DE REIGER ONTKWAMEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE REIGER DIE AAN DE VISJES ONTKWAM STAPTE DOOR HET WATER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE REIGER WAARAAN DE VISJES ONTKWAMEN STAPTE DOOR HET WATER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE VISJES WAARAAN DE REIGER ONTKWAM SCHOTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
13 SR, acceptable  DE LEEUWIN DIE MET HAAR WELPEN ZEULDE TROK DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE WELPEN DIE MET DE LEEUWIN ZEULDEN TROKKEN DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE WELPEN WAARMEE DE LEEUWIN ZEULDE TROKKEN DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE LEEUWIN WAARMEE DE WELPEN ZEULDEN TROK DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
14 SR, acceptable  DE FAMILIELEDEN DIE BIJ DE PATIËNT WAAKTEN VIELEN GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE PATIËNT DIE BIJ DE FAMILIELEDEN WAAKTE VIEL GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 OR, acceptable  DE PATIËNT BIJ WIE DE FAMILIELEDEN WAAKTEN VIEL GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE FAMILIELEDEN BIJ WIE DE PATIËNT WAAKTE VIELEN GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
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15 SR, acceptable  DE ROEIBOOT DIE OP DE ROTSEN VERSPLINTERDE WAS DOOR DE STROMING ZO AFGEDREVEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE ROTSEN DIE OP DE ROEIBOOT VERSPLINTERDEN WAREN DOOR DE STROMING ZO GEVAARLIJK. 
 OR, acceptable  DE ROTSEN WAAROP DE ROEIBOOT VERSPLINTERDE WAREN DOOR DE STROMING ZO GEVAARLIJK. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE ROEIBOOT WAAROP DE ROTSEN VERSPLINTERDEN WAS DOOR DE STROMING ZO AFGEDREVEN. 
16 SR, acceptable  DE PEUTERS DIE BIJ DE JUF UITHUILDEN VERTELDEN HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE JUF DIE BIJ DE PEUTERS UITHUILDE VERTELDE HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 OR, acceptable  DE JUF BIJ WIE DE PEUTERS UITHUILDEN HOORDE HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE PEUTERS BIJ WIE DE JUF UITHUILDE HOORDEN HET HELE VERHAAL. 
17 SR, acceptable  DE BOERIN DIE VOOR DE KOEIEN ZORGDE WAS IN DE WEI. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KOEIEN DIE VOOR DE BOERIN ZORGDEN STONDEN IN DE WEI. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KOEIEN WAARVOOR DE BOERIN ZORGDE STONDEN IN DE WEI. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE BOERIN VOOR WIE DE KOEIEN ZORGDEN WAS IN DE WEI. 
18 SR, acceptable  DE SCHROEFJES DIE AAN HET KLOKJE ONTBRAKEN LAGEN IN HET KASTJE OP DE GANG. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET KLOKJE DAT AAN DE SCHROEFJES ONTBRAK LAG IN HET KASTJE OP DE GANG. 
 OR, acceptable  HET KLOKJE WAARAAN DE SCHROEFJES ONTBRAKEN LAG IN HET KASTJE OP DE GANG. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SCHROEFJES WAARAAN HET KLOKJE ONTBRAK LAGEN IN HET KASTJE OP DE GANG. 
19 SR, acceptable  DE KNECHT DIE NAAR DE VARKENS STONK ZAT ONDER DE MODDER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VARKENS DIE NAAR DE KNECHT STONKEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VARKENS WAARNAAR DE KNECHT STONK ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KNECHT NAAR WIE DE VARKENS STONKEN ZAT ONDER DE MODDER. 
20 SR, acceptable  DE FORELLEN DIE AAN DE BEER ONTGLIPTEN PLONSDEN IN HET WATER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE BEER DIE AAN DE FORELLEN ONTGLIPTE PLONSDE IN HET WATER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE BEER WAARAAN DE FORELLEN ONTGLIPTEN PLONSDE IN HET WATER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE FORELLEN WAARAAN DE BEER ONTGLIPTE PLONSDEN IN HET WATER. 
21 SR, acceptable  HET POESJE DAT VOOR DE HONDEN SCHUILDE ZAT IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE HONDEN DIE VOOR HET POESJE SCHUILDEN ZATEN IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 OR, acceptable  DE HONDEN WAARVOOR HET POESJE SCHUILDE ZATEN IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET POESJE WAARVOOR DE HONDEN SCHUILDEN ZAT IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
22 SR, acceptable  DE MUIZEN DIE VOOR DE KAT VLUCHTTEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KAT DIE VOOR DE MUIZEN VLUCHTTE RENDE DOOR DE KAMER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KAT WAARVOOR DE MUIZEN VLUCHTTEN RENDE DOOR DE KAMER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE MUIZEN WAARVOOR DE KAT VLUCHTTE RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
23 SR, acceptable  DE POLITIE DIE TEGEN DE KRAKERS OPTRAD MAAKTE GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KRAKERS DIE TEGEN DE POLITIE OPTRADEN MAAKTEN GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KRAKERS TEGEN WIE DE POLITIE OPTRAD MAAKTEN GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE POLITIE WAARTEGEN DE KRAKERS OPTRADEN MAAKTE GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
24 SR, acceptable  DE STROPERS DIE OP DE VOS JOEGEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VOS DIE OP DE STROPERS JOEG SLOOP DOOR HET BOS. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VOS WAAROP DE STROPERS JOEGEN SLOOP DOOR HET BOS. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE STROPERS OP WIE DE VOS JOEG SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
25 SR, acceptable  DE JONGEN DIE BIJ ZIJN GROOTOUDERS OPGROEIDE LEIDDE EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE GROOTOUDERS DIE BIJ DE JONGEN OPGROEIDEN LEIDDEN EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE GROOTOUDERS BIJ WIE DE JONGEN OPGROEIDE LEIDDEN EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE JONGEN BIJ WIE DE GROOTOUDERS OPGROEIDEN LEIDDE EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
26 SR, acceptable  DE DUIVEN DIE AAN DE HAVIK ONTSNAPTEN KEERDEN TERUG NAAR HUN NEST. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE HAVIK DIE AAN DE DUIVEN ONTSNAPTE KEERDE TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
 OR, acceptable  DE HAVIK WAARAAN DE DUIVEN ONTSNAPTEN KEERDE TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE DUIVEN WAARAAN DE HAVIK ONTSNAPTE KEERDEN TERUG NAAR HUN NEST. 
27 SR, acceptable  DE SOLDAAT DIE VOOR DE OFFICIEREN SALUEERDE SPRONG IN DE HOUDING. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE OFFICIEREN DIE VOOR DE SOLDAAT SALUEERDEN SPRONGEN IN DE HOUDING. 
 OR, acceptable  DE OFFICIEREN VOOR WIE DE SOLDAAT SALUEERDE KWAMEN UIT DE KAZERNE. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SOLDAAT VOOR WIE DE OFFICIEREN SALUEERDEN KWAM UIT DE KAZERNE. 
28 SR, acceptable  DE HONDEN DIE BIJ DE KOK SCHOOIDEN LIEPEN IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KOK DIE BIJ DE HONDEN SCHOOIDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KOK BIJ WIE DE HONDEN SCHOOIDEN LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE HONDEN WAARBIJ DE KOK SCHOOIDE LIEPEN IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
29 SR, acceptable  DE BOER DIE MET DE HONDEN DREIGDE VERJOEG DE VREEMDELING. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE HONDEN DIE MET DE BOER DREIGDEN VERJOEGEN DE VREEMDELING. 
 OR, acceptable  DE HONDEN WAARMEE DE BOER DREIGDE VERJOEGEN DE VREEMDELING. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE BOER MET WIE DE HONDEN DREIGDEN VERJOEG DE VREEMDELING. 
30 SR, acceptable  DE LIBIËRS DIE ONDER DE DICTATOR LEDEN WAREN HUN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE DICTATOR DIE ONDER DE LIBIËRS LEED WAS ZIJN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE DICTATOR ONDER WIE DE LIBIËRS LEDEN WAS ZIJN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE LIBIËRS ONDER WIE DE DICTATOR LEED WAREN HUN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
31 SR, acceptable  DE KAT DIE OP DE MERELS AFSPRONG KON ER ÉÉN PAKKEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE MERELS DIE OP DE KAT AFSPRONGEN KONDEN HEM NET PAKKEN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE MERELS WAAROP DE KAT AFSPRONG KONDEN NOG NET ONTSNAPPEN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KAT WAAROP DE MERELS AFSPRONGEN KON NOG NET ONTSNAPPEN. 
32 SR, acceptable  DE LAKEIEN DIE AAN DE HERTOG BEHOORDEN WAREN ZEER GALANT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE HERTOG DIE AAN DE LAKEIEN BEHOORDE WAS ZEER GALANT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE HERTOG AAN WIE DE LAKEIEN BEHOORDEN WAS ZEER GALANT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE LAKEIEN AAN WIE DE HERTOG BEHOORDE WAREN ZEER GALANT. 
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33 SR, acceptable  DE KRUIK DIE OP DE STENEN STUKVIEL BEVATTE KOSTBARE WIJN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE STENEN DIE OP DE KRUIK STUKVIELEN RAAKTEN ZWAAR BESCHADIGD. 
 OR, acceptable  DE STENEN WAAROP DE KRUIK STUKVIEL RAAKTEN LICHT BESCHADIGD. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KRUIK WAAROP DE STENEN STUKVIELEN BEVATTE KOSTBARE WIJN. 
34 SR, acceptable  DE IJSBERGEN DIE OP HET WATER DREVEN BEDREIGDEN HET SCHIP. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET WATER DAT OP DE IJSBERGEN DREEF VROOR LANGZAAM DICHT. 
 OR, acceptable  HET WATER WAAROP DE IJSBERGEN DREVEN VROOR LANGZAAM DICHT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE IJSBERGEN WAAROP HET WATER DREEF BEDREIGDEN HET SCHIP. 
35 SR, acceptable  DE SPEURHOND DIE AAN DE SMOKKELAARS SNUFFELDE BEGON PLOTSELING TE BLAFFEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE SMOKKELAARS DIE AAN DE SPEURHOND SNUFFELDEN TROKKEN EEN ONSCHULDIG GEZICHT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE SMOKKELAARS AAN WIE DE SPEURHOND SNUFFELDE TROKKEN EEN ONSCHULDIG GEZICHT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SPEURHOND WAARAAN DE SMOKKELAARS SNUFFELDEN BEGON PLOTSELING TE BLAFFEN. 
36 SR, acceptable  DE IRAKEZEN DIE ONDER DE TIRAN ZUCHTTEN WAREN EEN GEPLAAGD VOLK. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE TIRAN DIE ONDER DE IRAKEZEN ZUCHTTE WAS EEN GEPLAAGD MAN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE TIRAN ONDER WIE DE IRAKEZEN ZUCHTTEN WAS EEN GEPLAAGD MAN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE IRAKEZEN ONDER WIE DE TIRAN ZUCHTTE WAREN EEN GEPLAAGD VOLK. 
37 SR, acceptable  DE GEWONDE DIE OP DE VERPLEGERS STEUNDE KWAM VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VERPLEGERS DIE OP DE GEWONDE STEUNDEN GRUWDEN VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VERPLEGERS OP WIE DE GEWONDE STEUNDE GRUWDEN VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE GEWONDE OP WIE DE VERPLEGERS STEUNDEN KWAM VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
38 SR, acceptable  DE PACHTERS DIE VOOR DE BARON WERKTEN LEEFDEN IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE BARON DIE VOOR DE PACHTERS WERKTE LEEFDE IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 OR, acceptable  DE BARON VOOR WIE DE PACHTERS WERKTEN LEEFDE IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE PACHTERS VOOR WIE DE BARON WERKTE LEEFDEN IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
39 SR, acceptable  DE MUIS DIE VOOR DE KAT WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KAT DIE VOOR DE MUIS WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KAT WAARVOOR DE MUIS WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE MUIS WAARVOOR DE KAT WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
40 SR, acceptable  DE JONGEN DIE OP DE KAMEEL ZAT SNAKTE NAAR WATER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KAMEEL DIE OP DE JONGEN ZAT SNAKTE NAAR WATER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KAMEEL WAAROP DE JONGEN ZAT SNAKTE NAAR WATER. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE JONGEN OP WIE DE KAMEEL ZAT SNAKTE NAAR WATER. 
41 SR, acceptable  DE EDELMAN DIE VOOR DE KONING BOOG VERLIET DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KONING DIE VOOR DE EDELMAN BOOG VERLIET DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KONING VOOR WIE DE EDELMAN BOOG VERLIET DIRECT DE TROONZAAL. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE EDELMAN VOOR WIE DE KONING BOOG VERLIET DIRECT DE TROONZAAL. 
42 SR, acceptable  DE CHIRURG DIE IN DE ZIEKE SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE ZIEKE DIE IN DE CHIRURG SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 OR, acceptable  DE ZIEKE IN WIE DE CHIRURG SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE CHIRURG IN WIE DE ZIEKE SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
43 SR, acceptable  DE SPERWER DIE OP DE MUIS AFDOOK SCHOOT RECHT NAAR BENEDEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE MUIS DIE OP DE SPERWER AFDOOK SCHOOT DOOR HET GRAS. 
 OR, acceptable  DE MUIS WAAROP DE SPERWER AFDOOK SCHOOT DOOR HET GRAS. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SPERWER WAAROP DE MUIS AFDOOK SCHOOT RECHT NAAR BENEDEN. 
44 SR, acceptable  HET KUIKEN DAT AAN DE WORM TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE WORM DIE AAN HET KUIKEN TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
 OR, acceptable  DE WORM WAARAAN HET KUIKEN TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET KUIKEN WAARAAN DE WORM TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
45 SR, acceptable  DE METEOOR DIE OP DE MAAN INSLOEG MAAKTE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE MAAN DIE OP DE METEOOR INSLOEG MAAKTE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE MAAN WAAROP DE METEOOR INSLOEG VERTOONDE AL ENORME KRATERS. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE METEOOR WAAROP DE MAAN INSLOEG VERTOONDE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
46 SR, acceptable  DE POES DIE MET DE MUIS SPEELDE LAG IN HET GRAS. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE MUIS DIE MET DE POES SPEELDE LAG IN HET GRAS. 
 OR, acceptable  DE MUIS WAARMEE DE POES SPEELDE LAG IN HET GRAS. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE POES WAARMEE DE MUIS SPEELDE LAG IN HET GRAS. 
47 SR, acceptable  DE KOOPMAN DIE OP DE EZEL KLOM GING ZO NAAR DE STAD. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE EZEL DIE OP DE KOOPMAN KLOM GING MEE NAAR DE STAD. 
 OR, acceptable  DE EZEL WAAROP DE KOOPMAN KLOM GING MEE NAAR DE STAD. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KOOPMAN OP WIE DE EZEL KLOM GING ZO NAAR DE STAD. 
48 SR, acceptable  DE PASSAGIER DIE VOOR DE INVALIDE OPSTOND BOOD HEM ZIJN PLEK AAN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE INVALIDE DIE VOOR DE PASSAGIER OPSTOND BOOD HEM ZIJN PLEK AAN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE INVALIDE VOOR WIE DE PASSAGIER OPSTOND MOCHT OP DIENS PLEK ZITTEN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE PASSAGIER VOOR WIE DE INVALIDE OPSTOND MOCHT OP DIENS PLEK ZITTEN. 
49 SR, acceptable  DE VOGEL DIE ACHTER HET SPINNETJE AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET SPINNETJE DAT ACHTER DE VOGEL AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
 OR, acceptable  HET SPINNETJE WAARACHTER DE VOGEL AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE VOGEL WAARACHTER HET SPINNETJE AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
50 SR, acceptable  HET JONGETJE DAT VOOR DE TANDARTS BEEFDE KEEK ANGSTIG NAAR ZIJN OUDERS. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE TANDARTS DIE VOOR HET JONGETJE BEEFDE KEEK ANGSTIG NAAR DE OUDERS. 
 OR, acceptable  DE TANDARTS VOOR WIE HET JONGETJE BEEFDE OVERLEGDE KORT MET DE OUDERS. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET JONGETJE VOOR WIE DE TANDARTS BEEFDE OVERLEGDE KORT MET ZIJN OUDERS. 
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51 SR, acceptable  DE LIJSTER DIE IN DE RUPS BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE RUPS DIE IN DE LIJSTER BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE RUPS WAARIN DE LIJSTER BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE LIJSTER WAARIN DE RUPS BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
52 SR, acceptable  DE CARAVAN DIE ACHTER DE AUTO HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE AUTO DIE ACHTER DE CARAVAN HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
 OR, acceptable  DE AUTO WAARACHTER DE CARAVAN HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE CARAVAN WAARACHTER DE AUTO HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
53 SR, acceptable  DE VOS DIE VAN DE KIP AT WERD DOOR DE BOER BETRAPT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KIP DIE VAN DE VOS AT WAS VAN DE BOER AFKOMSTIG. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KIP WAARVAN DE VOS AT WAS VAN DE BOER AFKOMSTIG. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE VOS WAARVAN DE KIP AT WERD DOOR DE BOER GESNAPT. 
54 SR, acceptable  DE HOND DIE VAN DE FAZANT SMULDE LAG ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE FAZANT DIE VAN DE HOND SMULDE LAG ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 OR, acceptable  DE FAZANT WAARVAN DE HOND SMULDE LAG ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE HOND WAARVAN DE FAZANT SMULDE LAG ONDER DE TAFEL. 
55 SR, acceptable  HET MEISJE DAT OP DE PUPPY PASTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE PUPPY DIE OP HET MEISJE PASTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
 OR, acceptable  DE PUPPY WAAROP HET MEISJE PASTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET MEISJE OP WIE DE PUPPY PASTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
56 SR, acceptable  HET MEISJE DAT MET HET HONDJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET HONDJE DAT MET HET MEISJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 OR, acceptable  HET HONDJE WAARMEE HET MEISJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET MEISJE MET WIE HET HONDJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
57 SR, acceptable  DE SOLDAAT DIE VOOR DE KONINGIN KNIELDE ONTVING DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KONINGIN DIE VOOR DE SOLDAAT KNIELDE GAF DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KONINGIN VOOR WIE DE SOLDAAT KNIELDE GAF DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SOLDAAT VOOR WIE DE KONINGIN KNIELDE ONTVING DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
58 SR, acceptable  DE VALK DIE MET DE MUIS SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE MUIS DIE MET DE VALK SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE MUIS WAARMEE DE VALK SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE VALK WAARMEE DE MUIS SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
59 SR, acceptable  DE KIKKER DIE OP DE SPRINKHAAN KAUWDE ZAT ONDER EEN PLANT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE SPRINKHAAN DIE OP DE KIKKER KAUWDE ZAT ONDER EEN PLANT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE SPRINKHAAN WAAROP DE KIKKER KAUWDE WAS EEN VETTE PROOI. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE KIKKER WAAROP DE SPRINKHAAN KAUWDE WAS EEN VETTE PROOI. 
60 SR, acceptable  DE SECRETARESSE DIE TEGEN HAAR DIRECTEUR OPKEEK WAS EEN GOEDE KRACHT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE DIRECTEUR DIE TEGEN ZIJN SECRETARESSE OPKEEK WAS EEN BEKWAAM MAN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE DIRECTEUR TEGEN WIE DE SECRETARESSE OPKEEK WAS EEN BEKWAAM MAN. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SECRETARESSE TEGEN WIE DE DIRECTEUR OPKEEK WAS EEN GOEDE KRACHT. 
61 SR, acceptable  DE HOND DIE AAN DE VROUW GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE VROUW DIE AAN DE HOND GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
 OR, acceptable  DE VROUW AAN WIE DE HOND GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE HOND WAARAAN DE VROUW GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
62 SR, acceptable  HET VLOT DAT TEGEN DE TANKER STUKSLOEG VERDWEEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE TANKER DIE TEGEN HET VLOT STUKSLOEG VERDWEEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
 OR, acceptable  DE TANKER WAARTEGEN HET VLOT STUKSLOEG DOBBERDE STUURLOOS OP ZEE. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET VLOT WAARTEGEN DE TANKER STUKSLOEG DOBBERDE STUURLOOS OP ZEE. 
63 SR, acceptable  HET DIKKOPJE DAT IN DE KIKKER VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE KIKKER DIE IN HET DIKKOPJE VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 OR, acceptable  DE KIKKER WAARIN HET DIKKOPJE VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET DIKKOPJE WAARIN DE KIKKER VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
64 SR, acceptable  DE SCHILDER DIE VAN DE LADDER AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE LADDER DIE VAN DE SCHILDER AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
 OR, acceptable  DE LADDER WAARVAN DE SCHILDER AFVIEL STOND STEIL TEGEN DE MUUR. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE SCHILDER VAN WIE DE LADDER AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
65 SR, acceptable  DE INDIAAN DIE OP HET PAARD SPRONG REED ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET PAARD DAT OP DE INDIAAN SPRONG GALLOPEERDE ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 OR, acceptable  HET PAARD WAAROP DE INDIAAN SPRONG GALLOPEERDE ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 OR, unacceptable  DE INDIAAN OP WIE HET PAARD SPRONG REED ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
66 SR, acceptable  HET VEULEN DAT ONDER DE RUITER BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE KLEIN. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE RUITER DIE ONDER HET VEULEN BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE ZWAAR. 
 OR, acceptable  DE RUITER WAARONDER HET VEULEN BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE ZWAAR. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET VEULEN WAARONDER DE RUITER BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE KLEIN. 
67 SR, acceptable  HET JOCHIE DAT OVER DE POEDEL STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
 SR, unacceptable  DE POEDEL DIE OVER HET JOCHIE STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
 OR, acceptable  DE POEDEL WAAROVER HET JOCHIE STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
 OR, unacceptable  HET JOCHIE OVER WIE DE POEDEL STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
68 SR, acceptable  DE MEREL DIE TEGEN HET VLIEGTUIG SMAKTE WAS OP SLAG DOOD. 
 SR, unacceptable  HET VLIEGTUIG DAT TEGEN DE MEREL SMAKTE WAS VAN DE LUCHTMACHT. 
 OR, acceptable  HET VLIEGTUIG WAARTEGEN DE MEREL SMAKTE WAS VAN DE LUCHTMACHT. 




DE MUIS KWAM UIT HET HOLLETJE EN MAAKTE DE ADDER DOOD. 
HET VLIEGJE LANDDE OP DE TAFEL EN PROEFDE VAN DE KAT. 
DE KONING VOLDEED AAN ZIJN PLICHT EN VOLGDE DE PRINS OP. 
DE DOKTER TWIJFELDE AAN DE DIAGNOSE EN VROEG ADVIES AAN EEN PATIËNT. 
DE ZIEKE GING NAAR HET ZIEKENHUIS EN VERVING DE UITZENDKRACHT. 
DE VIOLIST WEES NAAR HET ORKEST EN KLAPTE VOOR HET PUBLIEK. 
DE ZWARTRIJDER ZOCHT IN ZIJN JASZAK EN CONTROLEERDE DE CONDUCTEUR. 
DE ALCOHOLIST REED IN DE AUTO DIE ONDER DE FIETS KWAM. 
DE JOURNALIST SCHREEF OVER HET KAMERLID DAT OP DE KIEZERS HAD GESTEMD. 
DE KWAJONGEN BETAALDE VOOR DE RUIT DIE DOOR DE STEEN WAS GEVLOGEN. 
DE RECHTER LUISTERDE NAAR DE BEKLAAGDE DIE OPKWAM VOOR ZIJN ADVOCAAT. 
DE JAGER MIKTE OP DE REE DIE DE WOLVEN ACHTERVOLGDE. 
DE JONGEN KLOM OP HET GEBOUW DAT BOVENOP DE VLAG STOND. 
DE DICHTER GENOOT VAN DE KOE DIE BIJ HET KALF DRONK. 
DE KIPPEN STOVEN OVER HET ERF EN ZATEN DE GROTE HOND ACHTERNA. 
DE KUIKENS WAGGELDEN ACHTER DE EEND EN DUWDEN DE BOK WEG. 
DE KLEINTJES KEKEN NAAR DE TELEVISIE EN HADDEN HUN OPPAS IN BED GELEGD. 
DE OUDJES RUSTTEN IN HET PARK EN KREGEN WAT BROOD VAN DE EENDJES. 
DE ZEEHONDEN DOKEN IN HET WATER EN VINGEN DE IJSBEER. 
DE ADVOCATEN SPRAKEN MET DE RECHTER DIE VOOR DE VERDACHTE VERSCHIJNEN MOEST.
DE OUDERS LACHTEN NAAR DE BABY DIE DE JONGENS OPTILDE. 
DE DUIKERS ZWOMMEN NAAR HET ANKER DAT MET HET SCHIP VASTLAG. 
DE GOKKERS SCHOLDEN OP HET PAARD DAT VAN DE JOCKEY WAS GESTORT. 
DE KLEUTERS LACHTEN OM DE KINDERLOKKER DIE BANG WAS VOOR HET UKKIE. 
DE STORM WOEDDE OVER DE EILANDEN EN WAS IN DE RAVAGE ONTSTAAN. 
HET KONIJN SCHROK VAN DE WANDELAARS EN LIET DE STROPER VALLEN. 
DE PATIËNTE OVERLEGDE MET DE SPECIALISTEN EN ONDERZOCHT DE DOKTER. 
DE PLOEGBAAS ZEURDE OVER DE ARBEIDERS EN ONTSLOEG ZIJN DIRECTEUR. 
DE KAPITEIN KWAM IN DE PROBLEMEN EN MUITTE TEGEN DE MATROZEN. 
DE RECTOR STOND ACHTER DE LEERLINGEN DIE DE DOCENT STRAF GAVEN. 
HET MEISJE GRUWDE VAN DE SPINNETJES DIE DE VOGEL PAKTEN. 
DE GENERAAL SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE SOLDATEN DIE DE OFFICIER BEVELEN GAVEN. 
DE VERHUIZER VROEG OM DE DOZEN DIE IN DE FLES ZATEN. 
DE TUINMAN KNIPTE AAN DE TAKKEN DIE VAN DE BLADEREN WAREN GEWAAID. 
DE SPITS KWAM LANGS DE KEEPER EN KON SCOREN. 
HET JOCHIE MORSTE MET ZIJN SOEP EN KREEG OP ZIJN KOP VAN ZIJN OUDERS. 
DE HAAS SCHROK VAN DE ROOFVOGEL EN ZETTE HET OP EEN LOPEN. 
DE BANDIET PROFITEERDE VAN DE PANIEK EN HOLDE WEG MET DE JUWELEN. 
DE AMBTENAAR BELDE MET DE AANNEMER EN BESPRAK HET PROJECT. 
HET ROTJOCH GLIPTE LANGS DE GROENTEMAN EN PIKTE DE APPEL MEE. 
DE BRUID SCHREED LANGS HAAR FAMILIE EN ZAG ER STRALEND UIT. 
DE LERAAR LETTE OP HET MEISJE DAT ZAT TE SPIEKEN. 
DE TECHNICUS PIEKERDE OVER HET PROBLEEM DAT HEM AL LANG BEZIGHIELD. 
DE TIJGER SLOOP NAAR DE BOK DIE HET GEVAAR SCHIJNBAAR NIET OPMERKTE. 
HET AAPJE GREEP NAAR DE BANAAN DIE BUITEN ZIJN HOK LAG. 
DE HUMMEL TUURDE NAAR DE EGEL DIE IN DE STRUIKEN VERDWEEN. 
DE AGENT WAARSCHUWDE VOOR DE INBREKER DIE IN DE BUURT ACTIEF WAS. 
DE SOLDAAT SNEUVELDE VOOR HET LAND DAT ZO VEEL VOOR HEM BETEKENDE. 
DE AVONTURIER VERTELDE OVER DE KANNIBALEN EN MAAKTE GROTE INDRUK. 
DE DOMINEE KNIKTE NAAR DE DAMES EN STAPTE HAASTIG VERDER. 
HET PAARD KWAM NAAR DE MEISJES EN KREEG EEN SUIKERKLONTJE. 
DE TIMMERMAN SLOEG OP ZIJN VINGERS EN SCHREEUWDE HET UIT. 
DE KOETSIER WACHTTE OP ZIJN KLANTEN EN ROLDE VERVEELD EEN SHAGJE. 
DE ARTS FLIRTTE MET DE ZUSTERS DIE HEM ASSISTEERDEN. 
DE ROTJONGEN SMEET MET DE POPPEN DIE VAN ZIJN ZUSJE WAREN. 
DE RECHTER OORDEELDE OVER DE SCHURKEN DIE DE BANK HADDEN BEROOFD. 
DE BEVER KNAAGDE AAN DE BOMEN DIE LANGS HET WATER STONDEN. 
DE DRENKELING PROOSTTE OP DE VISSERS DIE HEM GERED HADDEN. 
DE BRITTEN HEERSTEN OVER DE ZEE EN BOUWDEN EEN GROOT IMPERIUM OP. 
DE GASTEN BEDANKTEN VOOR DE KOFFIE EN STAPTEN WEER OP. 
DE SCHOOLJONGENS LAZEN OVER DE ZEEHELD EN KEKEN ELKAAR OPGEWONDEN AAN. 
DE GANGSTERS DOKEN IN DE WAGEN EN SCHEURDEN DIRECT WEG. 
DE FRACTIES RUDIEDEN OVER DE MOTIE EN KWAMEN ER NIET UIT. 
DE RIDDERS DUELLEERDEN OM DE PRINSES DIE HET GEVECHT GADESLOEG. 
DE LIFTERS STRANDDEN BIJ DE HERBERGIER DIE ALTIJD GASTVRIJ WAS. 
DE ZIGEUNERS VERTROKKEN UIT HET DORP DAT HUN AANWEZIGHEID NIET APPRECIEERDE.
DE INDIANEN LIEPEN IN DE HINDERLAAG DIE DE KOLONISTEN GELEGD HADDEN. 
DE JONGEREN BETOOGDEN TEGEN DE MINISTER DIE OP HET ONDERWIJS BEZUINIGDE. 
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* = semantically unacceptable 
 
1 DE BARBAREN DIE DOOR DE STREEK TROKKEN/*WAAIDEN LIETEN EEN SPOOR VAN VERNIELINGEN NA.   
2 DE MINISTER OVER WIE DE ARTIKELEN GINGEN/*HOORDEN WAS BETROKKEN IN HET SCHANDAAL.       
3 DE KAARSEN DIE VOOR HET ALTAAR STONDEN/*KNIELDEN BRANDDEN VOOR DE HEILIGE MAAGD.         
4 DE PATIËNT DIE OVER DE GROND UITGLEED/*VLOEIDE HAD EEN HEFTIGE AANVAL.                  
5 DE DRENKELING DIE UIT DE ZEE KROOP/*VERDAMPTE VIEL UITGEPUT OP HET STRAND.                
6 DE NEUSHOORN DIE OP DE JAGERS AFSTORMDE/*MOPPERDE VERDEDIGDE HAAR JONG.                  
7 HET FREGAT DAT NAAR DE EILANDEN OPSTOOMDE/*OPSTEEG KON ONDERSTEUNING VERLENEN.          
8 DE LEEUWEN WAAROP DE ZEBRA STUITTE/*SCHOLD GINGEN OVER TOT DE AANVAL.                  
9 DE LUCHTHAVEN WAAROP HET VLIEGTUIG LANDDE/*VLOEKTE LAG DICHTBIJ DE HOOFDSTAD.           
10 HET HUIS WAARAAN DE TIMMERLUI WERKTEN/*GRENSDEN WAS VAN DE INDUSTRIEEL.                  
11 DE KAMER WAARIN DE SLINGERS HINGEN/*WOONDEN ZAG ER FEESTELIJK UIT.                      
12 DE PASSANTEN NAAR WIE DE DOVE GEBAARDE/*KWISPELDE SCHONKEN HEM GEEN AANDACHT.             
13 DE KOK DIE IN DE PANNEN ROERDE/*STOLDE PROEFDE VAN DE HEERLIJKE SOEP.                  
14 DE DEUR WAARDOOR DE VROUW BINNENKWAM/*SIJPELDE VIEL VERVOLGENS MET EEN KLAP DICHT.       
15 DE BOMEN WAARLANGS DE AUTO REED/*KEEK FLITSTEN VOORBIJ.                              
16 DE KAT DIE NAAR DE KUIKENS SLOOP/*FLOOT VLUCHTTE GESCHROKKEN VOOR DE BOERIN.          
17 DE VADER DIE BIJ ZIJN KINDEREN LANGSKWAM/*PLAATSVOND WILDE GRAAG IETS VERTELLEN.           
18 DE KADE WAARTEGEN DE BADGASTEN OPKLOMMEN/*OPSPATTEN WAS BEHOORLIJK STEIL.                 
19 DE KONING DIE VAN HET MEISJE HIELD/*BEVIEL SCHONK HAAR HET PRACHTIGE PAARD.            
20 DE ADMIRAAL DIE VOOR DE MATROZEN VERSCHEEN/*VERVLOOG MAAKTE GROTE INDRUK.                
21 HET NIJLPAARD DAT UIT DE POEL STAPTE/*LEKTE HAD GENOEG VAN HET MODDERBAD.             
22 DE BAL DIE OVER HET GRASVELD ROLDE/*DROOMDE ZAG ER ERG VERSLETEN UIT.                   
23 DE RIVIER WAARIN DE FORELLEN RONDZWOMMEN/*RONDLIEPEN HAD EEN STERKE STROMING.              
24 DE OPPASSERS NAAR WIE DE OLIFANT TOEKWAM/*TELEFONEERDE LOKTEN HEM MET WAT ETEN.             
25 DE BRUILOFT WAAROP DE BRUID WEGBLEEF/*GESCHIEDDE WAS EEN TOTALE MISLUKKING.                
26 HET MEER WAAROP DE BOOTJES VERGINGEN/*STIERVEN STOND ALS GEVAARLIJK BEKEND.              
27 DE BOMEN DIE IN HET PARK GROEIDEN/*SPEELDEN WAREN STUK VOOR STUK BIJZONDER.              
28 DE VISSER DIE IN DE VIJVER VERDRONK/*BEZONK KON NIET ZWEMMEN.                          
29 DE JONGENS TEGEN WIE HET HONDJE BLAFTE/*SPRAK RENDEN HARD WEG.                        
30 DE DIEREN DIE IN HET BOS LEEFDEN/*FIETSTEN KREGEN LAST VAN HET VLIEGVELD.                
31 DE VELDSLAG WAARIN DE RIDDERS VOCHTEN/*GEBEURDEN LIEP NOODLOTTIG AF.                      
32 HET BOOTJE DAT OP DE GOLVEN DOBBERDE/*SPUUGDE MAAKTE GEVAARLIJK VEEL WATER.             
33 DE KETTINGEN WAARMEE HET SCHIP VASTLAG/*PRONKTE ZATEN GOED BEVESTIGD.                   
34 HET TERREIN WAAROVER DE HONDEN LIEPEN/*VERTELDEN WERD GOED BEWAAKT.                       
35 DE MAN VAN WIE DE WINKELS WAREN/*SCHROKKEN MAAKTE GROTE WINSTEN.                          
36 DE VROUW DIE IN DE KACHEL POOKTE/*SMEULDE KWAM ONDER HET ROET.                          
37 DE TUIN WAARIN DE MANNEN WERKTEN/*GROEIDEN HOORDE BIJ HET KASTEEL.                       
38 DE RUNDEREN DIE MET DE COWBOY MEELIEPEN/*VERGADERDEN HADDEN ALLEMAAL EEN BRANDMERK.     
39 HET WIJNVAT WAARIN DE DRONKAARD TUURDE/*GISTTE WAS TOT OP DE BODEM LEEG.               




DE DIRECTEUR ONDERHANDELDE MET DE STAKERS DIE MEER LOON EISTEN. 
DE HONDJES SPEELDEN MET DE BAL EN ROLDEN OVER ELKAAR HEEN.                     
DE ALPINIST VERDWAALDE IN DE BERGEN EN KWAM JAMMERLIJK OM.                     
DE MINISTER DEBATTEERDE MET HET KAMERLID DAT KRITISCHE VRAGEN STELDE.          
DE SCHRIJVER VERTOEFDE BIJ DE NOTABELEN DIE HEM ZEER BEWONDERDEN.              
HET PUBLIEK KLAPTE VOOR DE GRIJSAARD DIE DE VIERDAAGSE UITLIEP.                
DE GENERAAL KEEK OVER HET SLAGVELD EN OVERZAG DE SITUATIE.                     
DE SCHILDER SCHOPTE TEGEN DE SPULLEN DIE HEM NIET AANSTONDEN.                  
DE ZAKENMAN BAALDE VAN DE AMBTENAAR DIE MAAR GEEN ACTIE ONDERNAM.              
DE ZEEROVERS VLUCHTTEN VOOR DE MARINE EN LIETEN DE BUIT ACHTER.                
DE LEGERARTS KWAM BIJ ZIJN MEERDEREN EN VROEG OM VERLOF.                       
DE JUDOKA STAPTE VAN DE MAT EN MOEST OPGEVEN.                                  
DE VADER LACHTE NAAR HET KIND EN STELDE HET GERUST.                            
DE KNECHTEN RIEPEN NAAR DE BOER DIE OP HET LAND BEZIG WAS.                     
DE ZUSTERS RENDEN NAAR DE DOKTER DIE IN DE KOFFIEKAMER ZAT.                    
DE WAAGHALS DOOK VANAF DE BRUG EN STORTTE ZICH IN DE RIVIER.                   
DE CHAUFFEUR TRAPTE OP DE REM EN KWAM SNEL TOT STILSTAND.                      
DE BOERIN ZOCHT NAAR DE PADDESTOELEN DIE IN HAAR MANDJE ZATEN.                 
DE STEWARDESS SCHROK VAN DE KAPER DIE MET DE HANDGRANAAT DREIGDE.              
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DE OUDERS GLUNDERDEN OP DE BRUILOFT EN WAREN BLIJ MET HUN SCHOONZOON.          
DE HELPERS GEBAARDEN NAAR DE ARCHEOLOOG DIE IN DE KUIL ONTKIEMDE. 
DE MONTEUR KEEK NAAR HET PAPIER DAT AAN DE MACHINE SLEUTELDE. 
DE BUITENLANDERS LIEPEN NAAR DE AGENT DIE HET KIND BAARDE.                     
DE OVERVALLERS LIEPEN UIT DE BANK EN ZOOGDEN DE BABY'S.                        
DE MILJONAIR SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE BEDIENDEN DIE IN DE GANG LAGEN TE SCHIMMELEN.  
DE GELEERDE KEEK NAAR DE GEGEVENS EN BALKTE VAN GENOEGEN.                      
DE KELNER SJOKTE NAAR DE GASTEN DIE OP HET TERRAS SMOLTEN.                     
DE HELIKOPTER LANDDE OP HET DAK EN SCHILDERDE DE SCHOORSTEEN.                  
DE JUWELEN LAGEN IN DE KLUIS EN STIKTEN IN HET DONKER.                         
DE ACTRICE VERHUISDE NAAR HAAR VRIENDEN DIE LANGS DE KUST STROOMDEN.           
DE COUREURS BOTSTEN TEGEN DE BOOM DIE LANGS DE WEG TOEKEEK.                    
DE KRAAIEN NESTELDEN IN DE TOREN EN BEDACHTEN EEN PLAN.                        
DE GLAZENWASSER VEEGDE OVER DE RUIT EN KLOTSTE OVER DE EMMER.                  
DE POES SLOOP NAAR DE MERELS EN NEURIEDE ZACHTJES.                             
HET SCHAAP AT VAN HET GRAS DAT OP HET WEILANDJE LANDDE.                        
DE HUISARTS VERWEES NAAR DE SPECIALIST DIE ZIJN PATIËNTEN ARRESTEERDE.         
DE RAKET KWAM IN DE DAMPKRING EN WUIFDE NAAR DE AARDE.                         
HET VLOT ZWALKTE OVER DE RIVIER EN BLAFTE TEGEN DE STORM.                      
DE VEEARTS ZORGDE VOOR DE MERRIE DIE HAAR BENEN ONTHAARDE.                     
DE DIEF STOOF LANGS DE BEWAKERS EN KWISPELDE NAAR EEN KLANT.                   
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APPENDIX 2: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS USED IN CHAPTER 3 
 
The critical word for the violation is always the first verb. 
Different = different number sentences 
Same = same number sentences 
 




1 Different, acceptable DE SOLDAAT DIE VOOR DE OFFICIEREN SALUEERDE SPRONG IN DE HOUDING. 
 Different, unacceptable DE OFFICIEREN DIE VOOR DE SOLDAAT SALUEERDEN SPRONGEN IN DE HOUDING. 
 Same, acceptable DE SOLDATEN DIE VOOR DE OFFICIEREN SALUEERDEN SPRONGEN IN DE HOUDING. 
 Same, unacceptable DE OFFICIEREN DIE VOOR DE SOLDATEN SALUEERDEN SPRONGEN IN DE HOUDING. 
2 Different, acceptable DE IRAKEZEN DIE ONDER DE TIRAN ZUCHTTEN WAREN EEN GEPLAAGD VOLK. 
 Different, unacceptable DE TIRAN DIE ONDER DE IRAKEZEN ZUCHTTE WAS EEN GEPLAAGD MAN. 
 Same, acceptable DE IRAKEES DIE ONDER DE TIRAN ZUCHTTE WAS EEN GEPLAAGD MAN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE TIRAN DIE ONDER DE IRAKEES ZUCHTTE WAS EEN GEPLAAGD MAN. 
3 Different, acceptable DE METEOREN DIE OP DE MAAN INSLOEGEN MAAKTEN EEN ENORME KRATER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE MAAN DIE OP DE METEOREN INSLOEG MAAKTE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
 Same, acceptable DE METEOOR DIE OP DE MAAN INSLOEG MAAKTE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE MAAN DIE OP DE METEOOR INSLOEG MAAKTE EEN ENORME KRATER. 
4 Different, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE VAN DE FAZANT SMULDEN LAGEN ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 Different, unacceptable DE FAZANT DIE VAN DE HONDEN SMULDE LAG ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 Same, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE VAN DE FAZANTEN SMULDEN LAGEN ONDER DE TAFEL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE FAZANTEN DIE VAN DE HONDEN SMULDEN LAGEN ONDER DE TAFEL. 
5 Different, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE BIJ DE KOK SCHOOIDEN LIEPEN IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KOK DIE BIJ DE HONDEN SCHOOIDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 Same, acceptable DE HOND DIE BIJ DE KOK SCHOOIDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KOK DIE BIJ DE HOND SCHOOIDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
6 Different, acceptable HET MEISJE DAT OP DE PUPPY'S PASTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
 Different, unacceptable DE PUPPY'S DIE OP HET MEISJE PASTEN SPEELDEN MET DE BAL. 
 Same, acceptable DE MEISJES DIE OP DE PUPPY'S PASTEN SPEELDEN MET DE BAL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE PUPPY'S DIE OP DE MEISJES PASTEN SPEELDEN MET DE BAL. 
7 Different, acceptable DE KAT DIE OP DE MERELS AFSPRONG KON ER EEN PAKKEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE MERELS DIE OP DE KAT AFSPRONGEN KONDEN HEM NET PAKKEN. 
 Same, acceptable DE KATTEN DIE OP DE MERELS AFSPRONGEN KONDEN HEN NET PAKKEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE MERELS DIE OP DE KATTEN AFSPRONGEN KONDEN HEN NET PAKKEN. 
8 Different, acceptable DE STROPERS DIE OP DE VOS JOEGEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VOS DIE OP DE STROPERS JOEG SLOOP DOOR HET BOS. 
 Same, acceptable DE STROPERS DIE OP DE VOSSEN JOEGEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VOSSEN DIE OP DE STROPERS JOEGEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
9 Different, acceptable DE FAMILIELEDEN DIE BIJ DE PATIËNT WAAKTEN VIELEN GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 Different, unacceptable DE PATIËNT DIE BIJ DE FAMILIELEDEN WAAKTE VIEL GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 Same, acceptable DE FAMILIELEDEN DIE BIJ DE PATIËNTEN WAAKTEN VIELEN GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
 Same, unacceptable DE PATIËNTEN DIE BIJ DE FAMILIELEDEN WAAKTEN VIELEN GEREGELD IN SLAAP. 
10 Different, acceptable DE BOUVIER DIE NAAR DE KINDEREN HAPTE WAS VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KINDEREN DIE NAAR DE BOUVIER HAPTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 Same, acceptable DE BOUVIERS DIE NAAR DE KINDEREN HAPTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KINDEREN DIE NAAR DE BOUVIER HAPTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
11 Different, acceptable DE VALK DIE MET DE MUIZEN SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE MUIZEN DIE MET DE VALK SLEEPTEN HADDEN PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 Same, acceptable DE VALK DIE MET DE MUIS SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE MUIS DIE MET DE VALK SLEEPTE HAD PAS JONGEN GEKREGEN. 
12 Different, acceptable DE GEWONDE DIE OP DE VERPLEGERS STEUNDE KWAM VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VERPLEGERS DIE OP DE GEWONDE STEUNDEN GRUWDEN VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 Same, acceptable DE GEWONDEN DIE OP DE VERPLEGERS STEUNDEN KWAMEN VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VERPLEGERS DIE OP DE GEWONDEN STEUNDEN GRUWDEN VAN HET SLAGVELD. 
13 Different, acceptable HET KUIKEN DAT AAN DE WORMEN TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
 Different, unacceptable DE WORMEN DIE AAN HET KUIKEN TROKKEN ZETTEN ZICH SCHRAP. 
 Same, acceptable HET KUIKEN DAT AAN DE WORM TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
 Same, unacceptable DE WORM DIE AAN HET KUIKEN TROK ZETTE ZICH SCHRAP. 
14 Different, acceptable DE MUIZEN DIE VOOR DE KAT VLUCHTTEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KAT DIE VOOR DE MUIZEN VLUCHTTE RENDE DOOR DE KAMER. 
 Same, acceptable DE MUIZEN DIE VOOR DE KATTEN VLUCHTTEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KATTEN DIE VOOR DE MUIZEN VLUCHTTEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
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15 Different, acceptable DE DOCENT DIE AAN DE STUDENTEN LESGAF KWAM HET LOKAAL IN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE STUDENTEN DIE AAN DE DOCENT LESGAVEN KWAMEN HET LOKAAL IN. 
 Same, acceptable DE DOCENTEN DIE AAN DE STUDENTEN LESGAVEN KWAMEN HET LOKAAL IN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE STUDENTEN DIE AAN DE DOCENTEN LESGAVEN KWAMEN HET LOKAAL IN. 
16 Different, acceptable DE SCHILDERS DIE VAN DE LADDER AFVIELEN SMAKTEN HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
 Different, unacceptable DE LADDER DIE VAN DE SCHILDERS AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
 Same, acceptable DE SCHILDER DIE VAN DE LADDER AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
 Same, unacceptable DE LADDER DIE VAN DE SCHILDER AFVIEL SMAKTE HARD TEGEN DE GROND. 
17 Different, acceptable DE KOOPMANNEN DIE OP DE EZEL KLOMMEN WAREN STERKE KERELS. 
 Different, unacceptable DE EZEL DIE OP DE KOOPMANNEN KLOM WAS EEN STERK DIER. 
 Same, acceptable DE KOOPMAN DIE OP DE EZEL KLOM WAS EEN STERKE KEREL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE EZEL DIE OP DE KOOPMAN KLOM WAS EEN STERK DIER. 
18 Different, acceptable DE EDELMANNEN DIE VOOR DE KONING BOGEN VERLIETEN DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KONING DIE VOOR DE EDELMANNEN BOOG VERLIET DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
 Same, acceptable DE EDELMAN DIE VOOR DE KONING BOOG VERLIET DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KONING DIE VOOR DE EDELMAN BOOG VERLIET DAAROP DE TROONZAAL. 
19 Different, acceptable DE VLOTTEN DIE TEGEN DE TANKER STUKSLOEGEN VERDWENEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE TANKER DIE TEGEN DE VLOTTEN STUKSLOEG VERDWEEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
 Same, acceptable HET VLOT DAT TEGEN DE TANKER STUKSLOEG VERDWEEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE TANKER DIE TEGEN HET VLOT STUKSLOEG VERDWEEN IN DE GOLVEN. 
20 Different, acceptable DE VISJES DIE AAN DE REIGER ONTKWAMEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE REIGER DIE AAN DE VISJES ONTKWAM STAPTE DOOR HET WATER. 
 Same, acceptable DE VISJES DIE AAN DE REIGERS ONTKWAMEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE REIGERS DIE AAN DE VISJES ONTKWAMEN STAPTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
21 Different, acceptable DE KNECHT DIE NAAR DE VARKENS STONK ZAT ONDER DE MODDER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VARKENS DIE NAAR DE KNECHT STONKEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
 Same, acceptable DE KNECHTEN DIE NAAR DE VARKENS STONKEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VARKENS DIE NAAR DE KNECHTEN STONKEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
22 Different, acceptable DE VEULENS DIE ONDER DE RUITER BEZWEKEN WAREN VEEL TE KLEIN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE RUITER DIE ONDER DE VEULENS BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE ZWAAR. 
 Same, acceptable HET VEULEN DAT ONDER DE RUITER BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE KLEIN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE RUITER DIE ONDER HET VEULEN BEZWEEK WAS VEEL TE ZWAAR. 
23 Different, acceptable HET JOCHIE DAT OVER DE POEDELS STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE POEDELS DIE OVER HET JOCHIE STRUIKELDEN KREGEN OP HUN DONDER. 
 Same, acceptable HET JOCHIE DAT OVER DE POEDEL STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE POEDEL DIE OVER HET JOCHIE STRUIKELDE KREEG OP ZIJN DONDER. 
24 Different, acceptable DE ZWERVER DIE BIJ DE TOERISTEN BEDELDE ZAT VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 Different, unacceptable DE TOERISTEN DIE BIJ DE ZWERVER BEDELDEN ZATEN VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 Same, acceptable DE ZWERVERS DIE BIJ DE TOERISTEN BEDELDEN ZATEN VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE TOERISTEN DIE BIJ DE ZWERVERS BEDELDEN ZATEN VOOR DE KATHEDRAAL. 
25 Different, acceptable DE JONGETJES DIE VOOR DE TANDARTS BEEFDEN KEKEN ANGSTIG NAAR DE OUDERS. 
 Different, unacceptable DE TANDARTS DIE VOOR DE JONGETJES BEEFDE KEEK ANGSTIG NAAR DE OUDERS. 
 Same, acceptable HET JONGETJE DAT VOOR DE TANDARTS BEEFDE KEEK ANGSTIG NAAR DE OUDERS. 
 Same, unacceptable DE TANDARTS DIE VOOR HET JONGETJE BEEFDE KEEK ANGSTIG NAAR DE OUDERS. 
26 Different, acceptable DE LEEUWEN DIE VAN DE ZEBRA VRATEN WAREN ERG MAGER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE ZEBRA DIE VAN DE LEEUWEN VRAT WAS ERG MAGER. 
 Same, acceptable DE LEEUWEN DIE VAN DE ZEBRA'S VRATEN WAREN ERG MAGER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE ZEBRA'S DIE VAN DE LEEUWEN VRATEN WAREN ERG MAGER. 
27 Different, acceptable DE SPEURHOND DIE AAN DE SMOKKELAARS SNUFFELDE BEGON PLOTSELING TE BLAFFEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE SMOKKELAARS DIE AAN DE SPEURHOND SNUFFELDEN TROKKEN EEN ONSCHULDIG GEZICHT. 
 Same, acceptable DE SPEURHONDEN DIE AAN DE SMOKKELAARS SNUFFELDEN BEGONNEN PLOTSELING TE BLAFFEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE SMOKKELAARS DIE AAN DE SPEURHONDEN SNUFFELDEN TROKKEN EEN ONSCHULDIG GEZICHT. 
28 Different, acceptable DE POEZEN DIE MET DE MUIS SPEELDEN LAGEN IN HET GRAS. 
 Different, unacceptable DE MUIS DIE MET DE POEZEN SPEELDE LAG IN HET GRAS. 
 Same, acceptable DE POEZEN DIE MET DE MUIZEN SPEELDEN LAGEN IN HET GRAS. 
 Same, unacceptable DE MUIZEN DIE MET DE POEZEN SPEELDEN LAGEN IN HET GRAS. 
29 Different, acceptable DE SOLDATEN DIE VOOR DE KONINGIN KNIELDEN ONTVINGEN DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KONINGIN DIE VOOR DE SOLDATEN KNIELDE GAF DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 Same, acceptable DE SOLDAAT DIE VOOR DE KONINGIN KNIELDE ONTVING DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KONINGIN DIE VOOR DE SOLDAAT KNIELDE GAF DE HOGE ONDERSCHEIDING. 
30 Different, acceptable DE ANTILOPEN DIE VOOR DE LEEUW WEGLIEPEN STOVEN OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 Different, unacceptable DE LEEUW DIE VOOR DE ANTILOPEN WEGLIEP STOOF OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 Same, acceptable DE ANTILOPEN DIE VOOR DE LEEUWEN WEGLIEPEN STOVEN OVER DE SAVANNE. 
 Same, unacceptable DE LEEUWEN DIE VOOR DE ANTILOPEN WEGLIEPEN STOVEN OVER DE SAVANNE. 
31 Different, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE AAN DE VREEMDELING LIKTEN ZAGEN ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VREEMDELING DIE AAN DE HONDEN LIKTE ZAG ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 Same, acceptable DE HOND DIE AAN DE VREEMDELING LIKTE ZAG ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VREEMDELING DIE AAN DE HOND LIKTE ZAG ER ONVERZORGD UIT. 
32 Different, acceptable DE JAGERS DIE NAAR HET HERT ZOCHTEN TROKKEN DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 Different, unacceptable HET HERT DAT NAAR DE JAGERS ZOCHT TROK DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 Same, acceptable DE JAGERS DIE NAAR DE HERTEN ZOCHTEN TROKKEN DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE HERTEN DIE NAAR DE JAGERS ZOCHTEN TROKKEN DIEP HET WOUD IN. 
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33 Different, acceptable DE LIJSTERS DIE IN DE RUPS BETEN ZATEN IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE RUPS DIE IN DE LIJSTERS BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 Same, acceptable DE LIJSTER DIE IN DE RUPS BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE RUPS DIE IN DE LIJSTER BEET ZAT IN DE DAKGOOT. 
34 Different, acceptable DE SECRETARESSES DIE TEGEN DE DIRECTEUR OPKEKEN WAREN GOEDE KRACHTEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE DIRECTEUR DIE TEGEN DE SECRETARESSES OPKEEK WAS EEN BEKWAAM MAN. 
 Same, acceptable DE SECRETARESSE DIE TEGEN DE DIRECTEUR OPKEEK WAS EEN GOEDE KRACHT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE DIRECTEUR DIE TEGEN DE SECRETARESSE OPKEEK WAS EEN BEKWAAM MAN. 
35 Different, acceptable DE MUIZEN DIE VOOR DE KAT WEGKROPEN VERDWENEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KAT DIE VOOR DE MUIZEN WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 Same, acceptable DE MUIS DIE VOOR DE KAT WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KAT DIE VOOR DE MUIS WEGKROOP VERDWEEN ONDER DE KAST. 
36 Different, acceptable DE KIKKER DIE OP DE VLIEGEN AASDE ZAT OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VLIEGEN DIE OP DE KIKKER AASDEN ZATEN OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 Same, acceptable DE KIKKERS DIE OP DE VLIEGEN AASDEN ZATEN OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VLIEGEN DIE OP DE KIKKERS AASDEN ZATEN OP HET LELIEBLAD. 
37 Different, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE MET DE PATRIJS AANKWAMEN WERDEN DOOR DE JAGER BELOOND. 
 Different, unacceptable DE PATRIJS DIE MET DE HONDEN AANKWAM WERD DOOR DE JAGER AANGEPAKT. 
 Same, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE MET DE PATRIJZEN AANKWAMEN WERDEN DOOR DE JAGER BELOOND. 
 Same, unacceptable DE PATRIJZEN DIE MET DE HONDEN AANKWAMEN WERDEN DOOR DE JAGER AANGEPAKT. 
38 Different, acceptable DE LAKEIEN DIE AAN DE HERTOG BEHOORDEN WAREN ZEER GALANT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE HERTOG DIE AAN DE LAKEIEN BEHOORDE WAS ZEER GALANT. 
 Same, acceptable DE LAKEI DIE AAN DE HERTOG BEHOORDE WAS ZEER GALANT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE HERTOG DIE AAN DE LAKEI BEHOORDE WAS ZEER GALANT. 
39 Different, acceptable DE FORELLEN DIE AAN DE BEER ONTGLIPTEN PLONSDEN IN HET WATER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE BEER DIE AAN DE FORELLEN ONTGLIPTE PLONSDE IN HET WATER. 
 Same, acceptable DE FORELLEN DIE AAN DE BEREN ONTGLIPTEN PLONSDEN IN HET WATER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE BEREN DIE AAN DE FORELLEN ONTGLIPTEN PLONSDEN IN HET WATER. 
40 Different, acceptable DE SPERWER DIE OP DE MUIZEN AFDOOK SCHOOT RECHT NAAR BENEDEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE MUIZEN DIE OP DE SPERWER AFDOKEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET GRAS. 
 Same, acceptable DE SPERWERS DIE OP DE MUIZEN AFDOKEN SCHOTEN RECHT NAAR BENEDEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE MUIZEN DIE OP DE SPERWERS AFDOKEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET GRAS. 
41 Different, acceptable DE WOLF DIE OP DE EENDEN LOERDE ZAT GOED VERBORGEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE EENDEN DIE OP DE WOLF LOERDEN ZATEN GOED VERBORGEN. 
 Same, acceptable DE WOLF DIE OP DE EEND LOERDE ZAT GOED VERBORGEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE EEND DIE OP DE WOLF LOERDE ZAT GOED VERBORGEN. 
42 Different, acceptable DE PASSAGIERS DIE VOOR DE INVALIDE OPSTONDEN BODEN HEM HUN PLEK AAN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE INVALIDE DIE VOOR DE PASSAGIERS OPSTOND BOOD HEN ZIJN PLEK AAN. 
 Same, acceptable DE PASSAGIER DIE VOOR DE INVALIDE OPSTOND BOOD HEM ZIJN PLEK AAN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE INVALIDE DIE VOOR DE PASSAGIER OPSTOND BOOD HEM ZIJN PLEK AAN. 
43 Different, acceptable DE LEEUWIN DIE MET DE WELPEN ZEULDE TROK DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE WELPEN DIE MET DE LEEUWIN ZEULDEN TROKKEN DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 Same, acceptable DE LEEUWINNEN DIE MET DE WELPEN ZEULDEN TROKKEN DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE WELPEN DIE MET DE LEEUWINNEN ZEULDEN TROKKEN DE AANDACHT VAN DE GIER. 
44 Different, acceptable DE KRUIK DIE OP DE STENEN STUKVIEL BEVATTE KOSTBARE WIJN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE STENEN DIE OP DE KRUIK STUKVIELEN RAAKTEN ZWAAR BESCHADIGD. 
 Same, acceptable DE KRUIKEN DIE OP DE STENEN STUKVIELEN BEVATTEN KOSTBARE WIJN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE STENEN DIE OP DE KRUIKEN STUKVIELEN RAAKTEN ZWAAR BESCHADIGD. 
45 Different, acceptable DE BOERIN DIE VOOR DE KOEIEN ZORGDE WAS IN DE WEI. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KOEIEN DIE VOOR DE BOERIN ZORGDEN STONDEN IN DE WEI. 
 Same, acceptable DE BOERINNEN DIE VOOR DE KOEIEN ZORGDEN WAREN IN DE WEI. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KOEIEN DIE VOOR DE BOERINNEN ZORGDEN STONDEN IN DE WEI. 
46 Different, acceptable DE HONDEN DIE AAN DE VROUW GEHOORZAAMDEN PAKTEN DE BAL OP. 
 Different, unacceptable DE VROUW DIE AAN DE HONDEN GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
 Same, acceptable DE HOND DIE AAN DE VROUW GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
 Same, unacceptable DE VROUW DIE AAN DE HOND GEHOORZAAMDE PAKTE DE BAL OP. 
47 Different, acceptable DE MERELS DIE TEGEN HET VLIEGTUIG SMAKTEN WAREN OP SLAG DOOD. 
 Different, unacceptable HET VLIEGTUIG DAT TEGEN DE MERELS SMAKTE WAS VAN DE LUCHTMACHT. 
 Same, acceptable DE MEREL DIE TEGEN HET VLIEGTUIG SMAKTE WAS OP SLAG DOOD. 
 Same, unacceptable HET VLIEGTUIG DAT TEGEN DE MEREL SMAKTE WAS VAN DE LUCHTMACHT. 
48 Different, acceptable HET POESJE DAT VOOR DE HONDEN SCHUILDE ZAT IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 Different, unacceptable DE HONDEN DIE VOOR HET POESJE SCHUILDEN ZATEN IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 Same, acceptable HET POESJE DAT VOOR DE HOND SCHUILDE ZAT IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
 Same, unacceptable DE HOND DIE VOOR HET POESJE SCHUILDE ZAT IN HET STRUIKGEWAS. 
49 Different, acceptable DE WAAKHOND DIE TEGEN DE INBREKERS OPSPRONG SLOEG GELIJK LUID AAN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE INBREKERS DIE TEGEN DE WAAKHOND OPSPRONGEN SLOEGEN DIRECT OP DE VLUCHT. 
 Same, acceptable DE WAAKHONDEN DIE TEGEN DE INBREKERS OPSPRONGEN SLOEGEN GELIJK LUID AAN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE INBREKERS DIE TEGEN DE WAAKHONDEN OPSPRONGEN SLOEGEN DIRECT OP DE  
50 Different, acceptable DE ROEIBOOT DIE OP DE ROTSEN VERSPLINTERDE WAS DOOR DE STROMING ZO AFGEDREVEN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE ROTSEN DIE OP DE ROEIBOOT VERSPLINTERDEN WAREN DOOR DE STROMING ZO GEVAARLIJK. 
 Same, acceptable DE ROEIBOTEN DIE OP DE ROTSEN VERSPLINTERDEN WAREN DOOR DE STROMING ZO AFGEDREVEN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE ROTSEN DIE OP DE ROEIBOTEN VERSPLINTERDEN WAREN DOOR DE STROMING ZO GEVAARLIJK. 
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51 Different, acceptable DE ARABIEREN DIE OP DE KAMEEL ZATEN SNAKTEN NAAR WATER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KAMEEL DIE OP DE ARABIEREN ZAT SNAKTE NAAR WATER. 
 Same, acceptable DE ARABIEREN DIE OP DE KAMELEN ZATEN SNAKTEN NAAR WATER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KAMELEN DIE OP DE ARABIEREN ZATEN SNAKTEN NAAR WATER. 
52 Different, acceptable DE DIKKOPJES DIE IN EEN KIKKER VERANDERDEN BLEKEN VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KIKKER DIE IN DE DIKKOPJES VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 Same, acceptable HET DIKKOPJE DAT IN DE KIKKER VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KIKKER DIE IN HET DIKKOPJE VERANDERDE BLEEK VAN EEN APARTE SOORT. 
53 Different, acceptable DE JONGEN DIE BIJ DE GROOTOUDERS OPGROEIDE LEIDDE EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 Different, unacceptable DE GROOTOUDERS DIE BIJ DE JONGEN OPGROEIDEN LEIDDEN EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 Same, acceptable DE JONGENS DIE BIJ DE GROOTOUDERS OPGROEIDEN LEIDDEN EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
 Same, unacceptable DE GROOTOUDERS DIE BIJ DE JONGENS OPGROEIDEN LEIDDEN EEN EENZAAM BESTAAN. 
54 Different, acceptable DE VOGEL DIE ACHTER DE SPINNETJES AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
 Different, unacceptable DE SPINNETJES DIE ACHTER DE VOGEL AANZATEN TRIPPELDEN OVER DE TAK. 
 Same, acceptable DE VOGEL DIE ACHTER HET SPINNETJE AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
 Same, unacceptable HET SPINNETJE DAT ACHTER DE VOGEL AANZAT TRIPPELDE OVER DE TAK. 
55 Different, acceptable DE IJSBERGEN DIE OP HET WATER DREVEN BEDREIGDEN HET SCHIP. 
 Different, unacceptable HET WATER DAT OP DE IJSBERGEN DREEF VROOR LANGZAAM DICHT. 
 Same, acceptable DE IJSBERG DIE OP HET WATER DREEF BEDREIGDE HET SCHIP. 
 Same, unacceptable HET WATER DAT OP DE IJSBERG DREEF VROOR LANGZAAM DICHT. 
56 Different, acceptable DE LIBIËRS DIE ONDER DE DICTATOR LEDEN WAREN HUN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 Different, unacceptable DE DICTATOR DIE ONDER DE LIBIËRS LEED WAS ZIJN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 Same, acceptable DE LIBIËR DIE ONDER DE DICTATOR LEED WAS ZIJN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
 Same, unacceptable DE DICTATOR DIE ONDER DE LIBIËR LEED WAS ZIJN LEVEN NIET ZEKER. 
57 Different, acceptable DE AGENT DIE TEGEN DE KRAKERS OPTRAD MAAKTE GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KRAKERS DIE TEGEN DE AGENT OPTRADEN MAAKTEN GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 Same, acceptable DE AGENTEN DIE TEGEN DE KRAKERS OPTRADEN MAAKTEN GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KRAKERS DIE TEGEN DE AGENTEN OPTRADEN MAAKTEN GEBRUIK VAN GEWELD. 
58 Different, acceptable DE BOER DIE MET DE HONDEN DREIGDE VERJOEG DE VREEMDELING. 
 Different, unacceptable DE HONDEN DIE MET DE BOER DREIGDEN VERJOEGEN DE VREEMDELING. 
 Same, acceptable DE BOER DIE MET DE HOND DREIGDE VERJOEG DE VREEMDELING. 
 Same, unacceptable DE HOND DIE MET DE BOER DREIGDE VERJOEG DE VREEMDELING. 
59 Different, acceptable DE CARAVANS DIE ACHTER DE AUTO HINGEN DENDERDEN OVER DE WEG. 
 Different, unacceptable DE AUTO DIE ACHTER DE CARAVANS HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
 Same, acceptable DE CARAVAN DIE ACHTER DE AUTO HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
 Same, unacceptable DE AUTO DIE ACHTER DE CARAVAN HING DENDERDE OVER DE WEG. 
60 Different, acceptable DE KIKKERS DIE OP DE SPRINKHAAN KAUWDEN ZATEN ONDER EEN PLANT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE SPRINKHAAN DIE OP DE KIKKERS KAUWDE ZAT ONDER EEN PLANT. 
 Same, acceptable DE KIKKER DIE OP DE SPRINKHAAN KAUWDE ZAT ONDER EEN PLANT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE SPRINKHAAN DIE OP DE KIKKER KAUWDE ZAT ONDER EEN PLANT. 
61 Different, acceptable DE INDIANEN DIE OP HET PAARD SPRONGEN REDEN ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 Different, unacceptable HET PAARD DAT OP DE INDIANEN SPRONG GALOPPEERDE ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 Same, acceptable DE INDIAAN DIE OP HET PAARD SPRONG REED ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
 Same, unacceptable HET PAARD DAT OP DE INDIAAN SPRONG GALOPPEERDE ER DIRECT VANDOOR. 
62 Different, acceptable DE PACHTERS DIE VOOR DE BARON WERKTEN LEEFDEN IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 Different, unacceptable DE BARON DIE VOOR DE PACHTERS WERKTE LEEFDE IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 Same, acceptable DE PACHTER DIE VOOR DE BARON WERKTE LEEFDE IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
 Same, unacceptable DE BARON DIE VOOR DE PACHTER WERKTE LEEFDE IN RELATIEVE WELSTAND. 
63 Different, acceptable HET MEISJE DAT MET DE HONDJES SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 Different, unacceptable DE HONDJES DIE MET HET MEISJE SJOUWDEN WAREN HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 Same, acceptable HET MEISJE DAT MET HET HONDJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
 Same, unacceptable HET HONDJE DAT MET HET MEISJE SJOUWDE WAS HELEMAAL NAT GEREGEND. 
64 Different, acceptable DE PEUTERS DIE BIJ DE JUF UITHUILDEN VERTELDEN HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 Different, unacceptable DE JUF DIE BIJ DE PEUTERS UITHUILDE VERTELDE HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 Same, acceptable DE PEUTER DIE BIJ DE JUF UITHUILDE VERTELDE HET HELE VERHAAL. 
 Same, unacceptable DE JUF DIE BIJ DE PEUTER UITHUILDE VERTELDE HET HELE VERHAAL. 
65 Different, acceptable DE DUIVEN DIE AAN DE HAVIK ONTSNAPTEN KEERDEN TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
 Different, unacceptable DE HAVIK DIE AAN DE DUIVEN ONTSNAPTE KEERDE TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
 Same, acceptable DE DUIF DIE AAN DE HAVIK ONTSNAPTE KEERDE TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
 Same, unacceptable DE HAVIK DIE AAN DE DUIF ONTSNAPTE KEERDE TERUG NAAR HET NEST. 
66 Different, acceptable DE CHIRURG DIE IN DE ZIEKEN SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 Different, unacceptable DE ZIEKEN DIE IN DE CHIRURG SNEDEN WISTEN VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 Same, acceptable DE CHIRURG DIE IN DE ZIEKE SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
 Same, unacceptable DE ZIEKE DIE IN DE CHIRURG SNEED WIST VAN DE RISICO'S. 
67 Different, acceptable DE VOS DIE VAN DE KIPPEN AT WERD DOOR DE BOER GESNAPT. 
 Different, unacceptable DE KIPPEN DIE VAN DE VOS ATEN WAREN VAN DE BOER AFKOMSTIG. 
 Same, acceptable DE VOSSEN DIE VAN DE KIPPEN ATEN WERDEN DOOR DE BOER GESNAPT. 
 Same, unacceptable DE KIPPEN DIE VAN DE VOSSEN ATEN WAREN VAN DE BOER AFKOMSTIG. 
68 Different, acceptable DE SCHROEFJES DIE AAN HET KLOKJE ONTBRAKEN LAGEN IN HET KASTJE. 
 Different, unacceptable HET KLOKJE DAT AAN DE SCHROEFJES ONTBRAK LAG IN HET KASTJE. 
 Same, acceptable HET SCHROEFJE DAT AAN HET KLOKJE ONTBRAK LAG IN HET KASTJE. 
 Same, unacceptable HET KLOKJE DAT AAN HET SCHROEFJE ONTBRAK LAG IN HET KASTJE. 
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Filler sentences: see Appendix 1, semantic reversal condition 
 
Syntactic control condition 
 
See Appendix 1, syntactic condition 
 
Semantic control condition 
 
See Appendix 1, selectional restriction condition 
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APPENDIX 3: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS USED IN CHAPTER 4 
 








1 Acceptable HET MEISJE DAT TEGEN HET HONDJE PRAATTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
 Unacceptable HET HONDJE DAT TEGEN HET MEISJE PRAATTE SPEELDE MET DE BAL. 
2 Acceptable DE PINGUIN DIE ONDER DE IJSSCHOTS DOOK BEVOND ZICH OP DE ZUIDPOOL. 
 Unacceptable DE IJSSCHOTS DIE ONDER DE PINGUIN DOOK BEVOND ZICH OP DE ZUIDPOOL. 
3 Acceptable DE SCHRIJVER DIE VOOR DE DICTATUUR VLUCHTTE ZORGDE VOOR VEEL SPANNINGEN. 
 Unacceptable DE DICTATUUR DIE VOOR DE SCHRIJVER VLUCHTTE ZORGDE VOOR VEEL SPANNINGEN. 
4 Acceptable DE HOND DIE NAAR DE KOK KWISPELDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
 Unacceptable DE KOK DIE NAAR DE HOND KWISPELDE LIEP IN DE KEUKEN ROND. 
5 Acceptable DE VARKENS DIE NAAR DE KNECHTEN KNORDEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
 Unacceptable DE KNECHTEN DIE NAAR DE VARKENS KNORDEN ZATEN ONDER DE MODDER. 
6 Acceptable DE OLIFANT DIE NAAR DE MUIS TROMPETTERDE WAS DOODSBANG. 
 Unacceptable DE MUIS DIE NAAR DE OLIFANT TROMPETTERDE WAS DOODSBANG. 
7 Acceptable DE SCHILDER DIE OP DE LADDER KLOM VIEL PLOTSELING NAAR BENEDEN. 
 Unacceptable DE LADDER DIE OP DE SCHILDER KLOM VIEL PLOTSELING NAAR BENEDEN. 
8 Acceptable DE APEN DIE NAAR DE BANANEN GRAAIDEN HINGEN IN DE BOMEN. 
 Unacceptable DE BANANEN DIE NAAR DE APEN GRAAIDEN HINGEN IN DE BOMEN. 
9 Acceptable DE KAMPEERDER DIE NAAR DE MUG SLOEG RENDE DOOR DE TENT. 
 Unacceptable DE MUG DIE NAAR DE KAMPEERDER SLOEG VLOOG DOOR DE TENT. 
10 Acceptable DE STROPERS DIE OP DE VOSSEN SCHOTEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
 Unacceptable DE VOSSEN DIE OP DE STROPERS SCHOTEN SLOPEN DOOR HET BOS. 
11 Acceptable DE KATTEN DIE NAAR DE MUIZEN MIAUWDEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
 Unacceptable DE MUIZEN DIE NAAR DE KATTEN MIAUWDEN RENDEN DOOR DE KAMER. 
12 Acceptable DE MAAN DIE DOOR DE WOLK SCHEEN LICHTTE MYSTERIEUS OP. 
 Unacceptable DE WOLK DIE DOOR DE MAAN SCHEEN LICHTTE MYSTERIEUS OP. 
13 Acceptable HET KIND DAT OP DE STOEL KLOM DONDERDE OP DE GROND. 
 Unacceptable DE STOEL DIE OP HET KIND KLOM DONDERDE OP DE GROND. 
14 Acceptable DE BALLERINA'S DIE VOOR DE SPIEGELS DANSTEN STONDEN IN DE GROTE ZAAL. 
 Unacceptable DE SPIEGELS DIE VOOR DE BALLERINA'S DANSTEN STONDEN IN DE GROTE ZAAL. 
15 Acceptable DE JONGEN DIE TEGEN DE BAL SCHOPTE VERNIELDE DE RUIT. 
 Unacceptable DE BAL DIE TEGEN DE JONGEN SCHOPTE VERNIELDE DE RUIT. 
16 Acceptable DE STUDENTEN DIE VOOR DE TENTAMENS SLAAGDEN HADDEN DE LEERSTOF GOED BEGREPEN. 
 Unacceptable DE TENTAMENS DIE VOOR DE STUDENTEN SLAAGDEN HADDEN DE LEERSTOF GOED OMVAT. 
17 Acceptable DE PEUTERS DIE VAN DE SNOEPJES SMULDEN KREGEN PLAKKERIGE HANDJES. 
 Unacceptable DE SNOEPJES DIE VAN DE PEUTERS SMULDEN BEZORGDEN PLAKKERIGE HANDJES. 
18 Acceptable DE VEGETARIEËR DIE AAN DE GROENTE ROOK STOND IN DE SUPERMARKT. 
 Unacceptable DE GROENTE DIE AAN DE VEGETARIEËR ROOK LAG IN DE SUPERMARKT. 
19 Acceptable DE SCHOLIER DIE VAN DE FIETS AFSTAPTE DROEG EEN ZWARE BOEKENTAS. 
 Unacceptable DE FIETS DIE VAN DE SCHOLIER AFSTAPTE DROEG EEN ZWARE BOEKENTAS. 
20 Acceptable DE KAT DIE NAAR DE MEREL BLIES STAK ZIJN STAART IN DE LUCHT. 
 Unacceptable DE MEREL DIE NAAR DE KAT BLIES STAK ZIJN STAART IN DE LUCHT. 
21 Acceptable DE JAGERS DIE OP DE LEEUWEN VUURDEN ZATEN VERSCHOLEN IN DE STRUIKEN. 
 Unacceptable DE LEEUWEN DIE OP DE JAGERS VUURDEN ZATEN VERSCHOLEN IN DE STRUIKEN. 
22 Acceptable DE ENGELSMAN DIE VAN DE THEE PROEFDE HAD EEN GOEDE SMAAK. 
 Unacceptable DE THEE DIE VAN DE ENGELSMAN PROEFDE HAD EEN GOEDE SMAAK. 
23 Acceptable DE PUBER DIE AAN DE LIEFDE TWIJFELDE WAS EEN ONVOORSPELBAAR MENS. 
 Unacceptable DE LIEFDE DIE AAN DE PUBER TWIJFELDE WAS EEN ONVOORSPELBAAR IETS. 
24 Acceptable HET KIND DAT VAN HET LAWAAI SCHROK VERBRAK DE STILTE. 
 Unacceptable HET LAWAAI DAT VAN HET KIND SCHROK VERBRAK DE STILTE. 
25 Acceptable DE MUZIKANTEN DIE OP DE TROMPETTEN BLIEZEN KLONKEN EEN BEETJE VALS. 
 Unacceptable DE TROMPETTEN DIE OP DE MUZIKANTEN BLIEZEN KLONKEN EEN BEETJE VALS. 
26 Acceptable DE KELTEN DIE ROND DE VUREN ZATEN VIERDEN HUN OVERWINNING. 
 Unacceptable DE VUREN DIE ROND DE KELTEN ZATEN SYMBOLISEERDEN DE OVERWINNING. 
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27 Acceptable DE MAN DIE OVER DE TREIN MOPPERDE WAS BIJNA BIJ HET STATION. 
 Unacceptable DE TREIN DIE OVER DE MAN MOPPERDE WAS BIJNA BIJ HET STATION. 
28 Acceptable DE BUURVROUW DIE DOOR DE HEG GLUURDE STOND IN DE ACHTERTUIN. 
 Unacceptable DE HEG DIE DOOR DE BUURVROUW GLUURDE STOND IN DE ACHTERTUIN. 
29 Acceptable DE ADVOCATEN DIE OVER DE LEUGENS ZWEGEN WAREN UITERST GERAFFINEERD. 
 Unacceptable DE LEUGENS DIE OVER DE ADVOCATEN ZWEGEN WAREN UITERST GERAFFINEERD. 
30 Acceptable DE GRIJSAARD DIE AAN DE OORLOG DACHT HAD VELEN ZIEN STERVEN. 
 Unacceptable DE OORLOG DIE AAN DE GRIJSAARD DACHT HAD VELEN DOEN STERVEN. 
31 Acceptable DE TUINDERS DIE VAN DE AARDBEIEN SNOEPTEN LIEPEN DOOR DE KASSEN. 
 Unacceptable DE AARDBEIEN DIE VAN DE TUINDERS SNOEPTEN GROEIDEN IN DE KASSEN. 
32 Acceptable DE MANNEN DIE NAAR DE ZALMEN VISTEN ZATEN AAN DE WATERKANT. 
 Unacceptable DE ZALMEN DIE NAAR DE MANNEN VISTEN ZWOMMEN BIJ DE WATERKANT. 
33 Acceptable DE KUNSTENAARS DIE VAN DE SCHILDERIJEN GENOTEN STONDEN IN DE GALERIE. 
 Unacceptable DE SCHILDERIJEN DIE VAN DE KUNSTENAARS GENOTEN HINGEN IN DE GALERIE. 
34 Acceptable DE KINDEREN DIE OVER DE APEN VERTELDEN HADDEN VEEL PLEZIER. 
 Unacceptable DE APEN DIE OVER DE KINDEREN VERTELDEN HADDEN VEEL PLEZIER. 
35 Acceptable HET MES DAT DOOR HET VLEES SNEED ROOK NAAR BLOED. 
 Unacceptable HET VLEES DAT DOOR HET MES SNEED ROOK NAAR BLOED. 
36 Acceptable DE KOEIEN DIE NAAR DE WANDELAARS LOEIDEN LIEPEN DOOR DE WEI. 
 Unacceptable DE WANDELAARS DIE NAAR DE KOEIEN LOEIDEN LIEPEN DOOR DE WEI. 
37 Acceptable DE PONY'S DIE NAAR DE STALKNECHTEN HINNIKTEN VERWACHTTEN EEN SUIKERKLONTJE. 
 Unacceptable DE STALKNECHTEN DIE NAAR DE PONY'S HINNIKTEN VERWACHTTEN EEN SUIKERKLONTJE. 
38 Acceptable DE GAST DIE VOOR DE KOFFIE BEDANKTE KWAM VAN VER. 
 Unacceptable DE KOFFIE DIE VOOR DE GAST BEDANKTE KWAM VAN VER. 
39 Acceptable HET BUSJE DAT VOOR HET STOPLICHT WACHTTE WAS FEL ROOD. 
 Unacceptable HET STOPLICHT DAT VOOR HET BUSJE WACHTTE STOND OP ROOD. 
40 Acceptable DE JOCHIES DIE NAAR DE POEDELS SCHOPTEN KREGEN OP HUN DONDER. 
 Unacceptable DE POEDELS DIE NAAR DE JOCHIES SCHOPTEN KREGEN OP HUN DONDER. 
41 Acceptable DE FRANSMAN DIE AAN DE WIJN NIPTE KWAM UIT BORDEAUX. 
 Unacceptable DE WIJN DIE AAN DE FRANSMAN NIPTE KWAM UIT BORDEAUX. 
42 Acceptable DE HANEN DIE NAAR DE KIPPEN KRAAIDEN LIEPEN PARMANTIG ROND. 
 Unacceptable DE KIPPEN DIE NAAR DE HANEN KRAAIDEN LIEPEN PARMANTIG ROND. 
43 Acceptable DE VEERTIGER DIE VAN DE MOTOR DROOMDE STOND VOOR DE ETALAGE. 
 Unacceptable DE MOTOR DIE VAN DE VEERTIGER DROOMDE STOND IN DE ETALAGE. 
44 Acceptable DE KOOPMANNEN DIE OP DE EZELS VLOEKTEN KWAMEN GEEN STAP VERDER. 
 Unacceptable DE EZELS DIE OP DE KOOPMANNEN VLOEKTEN ZETTEN GEEN STAP VERDER. 
45 Acceptable DE KAT DIE NAAR DE MUIS UITHAALDE BEWOOG ZIJN STAART HEEN EN WEER. 
 Unacceptable DE MUIS DIE NAAR DE KAT UITHAALDE BEWOOG ZIJN STAART HEEN EN WEER. 
46 Acceptable DE BOUVIERS DIE NAAR DE KINDEREN BLAFTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
 Unacceptable DE KINDEREN DIE NAAR DE BOUVIERS BLAFTEN WAREN VAN ONZE BUURMAN. 
47 Acceptable DE JOURNALISTEN DIE OVER DE SCHANDALEN SCHREVEN WERKTEN BIJ DE REGIONALE KRANT. 
 Unacceptable DE SCHANDALEN DIE OVER DE JOURNALISTEN SCHREVEN STONDEN IN DE REGIONALE KRANT. 
48 Acceptable DE FAMILIE DIE BIJ DE BOERDERIJ KAMPEERDE HIELD VAN DIEREN. 
 Unacceptable DE BOERDERIJ DIE BIJ DE FAMILIE KAMPEERDE HIELD VEEL DIEREN. 
49 Acceptable DE SPORTERS DIE VOOR DE WEDSTRIJDEN TRAINDEN WAREN INTERNATIONAAL BEKEND. 
 Unacceptable DE WEDSTRIJDEN DIE VOOR DE SPORTERS TRAINDEN WAREN INTERNATIONAAL BEKEND. 
50 Acceptable DE KUIKENS DIE NAAR DE HENNEN PIEPTEN ZATEN IN HET NEST. 
 Unacceptable DE HENNEN DIE NAAR DE KUIKENS PIEPTEN ZATEN OP HET NEST. 
51 Acceptable DE VROUW DIE NAAR DE HOND RIEP HAD EEN STOK IN HAAR HAND. 
 Unacceptable DE HOND DIE NAAR DE VROUW RIEP HAD EEN STOK IN ZIJN BEK. 
52 Acceptable DE VLOTTEN DIE OP DE GOLVEN DREVEN VIELEN IN STUKKEN UITEEN. 
 Unacceptable DE GOLVEN DIE OP DE VLOTTEN DREVEN VIELEN IN SCHUIM UITEEN. 
53 Acceptable DE REIGERS DIE NAAR DE VISJES PIKTEN STAPTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
 Unacceptable DE VISJES DIE NAAR DE REIGERS PIKTEN SCHOTEN DOOR HET WATER. 
54 Acceptable DE BABY DIE NAAR DE PUPPY LACHTE WAS VIJF MAANDEN OUD. 
 Unacceptable DE PUPPY DIE NAAR DE BABY LACHTE WAS VIJF MAANDEN OUD. 
55 Acceptable DE KIPPEN DIE OP DE STOKKEN SLIEPEN WAREN BRUIN VAN KLEUR. 
 Unacceptable DE STOKKEN DIE OP DE KIPPEN SLIEPEN WAREN BRUIN VAN KLEUR. 
56 Acceptable DE DOKTERS DIE NAAR DE MEDICIJNEN ZOCHTEN WERKTEN EFFICIËNT. 
 Unacceptable DE MEDICIJNEN DIE NAAR DE DOKTERS ZOCHTEN WERKTEN EFFICIËNT. 
57 Acceptable HET PAARD DAT OVER HET HEK SPRONG VIEL IN HET WATER. 
 Unacceptable HET HEK DAT OVER HET PAARD SPRONG VIEL IN HET WATER. 
58 Acceptable DE MIEREN DIE OVER DE BLADEREN MARCHEERDEN GINGEN OP IN HUN OMGEVING. 
 Unacceptable DE BLADEREN DIE OVER DE MIEREN MARCHEERDEN GINGEN OP IN HUN OMGEVING. 
59 Acceptable DE ZWAGER DIE BIJ DE BRUILOFT FOTOGRAFEERDE LEVERDE MOOIE PLAATJES AF. 
 Unacceptable DE BRUILOFT DIE BIJ DE ZWAGER FOTOGRAFEERDE LEVERDE MOOIE PLAATJES OP. 
60 Acceptable DE FIETSERS DIE TEGEN DE VOETGANGERS OPREDEN KEKEN NIET UIT. 




DE BRITTEN HEERSTEN OVER DE ZEE EN BOUWDEN EEN GROOT IMPERIUM OP. 
DE TECHNICUS PIEKERDE OVER HET PROBLEEM DAT HEM AL LANG BEZIGHIELD. 
DE SOLDAAT SNEUVELDE VOOR HET LAND DAT ZO VEEL VOOR HEM BETEKENDE. 
DE DRENKELINGEN PROOSTTEN OP DE VISSERS DIE HEN GERED HADDEN. 
DE RIDDERS DUELLEERDEN OM DE PRINSES DIE HET GEVECHT GADESLOEG. 
DE KOETSIER WACHTTE OP ZIJN KLANTEN EN ROLDE VERVEELD EEN SHAGJE. 
DE LERAAR LETTE OP HET MEISJE DAT ZAT TE SPIEKEN. 
HET ROTJOCH GLIPTE LANGS DE GROENTEMAN EN PIKTE DE APPEL MEE. 
DE HAZEN SCHROKKEN VAN DE ROOFVOGELS EN ZETTEN HET OP EEN LOPEN. 
DE INDIANEN LIEPEN IN DE HINDERLAAG DIE DE KOLONISTEN GELEGD HADDEN. 
DE HUMMEL TUURDE NAAR DE EGEL DIE IN DE STRUIKEN VERDWEEN. 
DE BANDIETEN PROFITEERDEN VAN DE PANIEK EN HOLDEN WEG MET DE JUWELEN. 
DE ARTS FLIRTTE MET DE ZUSTERS DIE HEM ASSISTEERDEN. 
DE ZIGEUNERS VERTROKKEN UIT HET DORP DAT HUN AANWEZIGHEID NIET APPRECIEERDE. 
HET JOCHIE MORSTE MET ZIJN SOEP EN KREEG OP ZIJN KOP VAN ZIJN OUDERS. 
DE BRUID SCHREED LANGS HAAR FAMILIE EN ZAG ER STRALEND UIT. 
DE TIJGER SLOOP NAAR DE BOK DIE HET GEVAAR SCHIJNBAAR NIET OPMERKTE. 
DE LIFTERS STRANDDEN BIJ DE HERBERGIER DIE ALTIJD GASTVRIJ WAS. 
DE TIMMERMAN SLOEG OP ZIJN VINGERS EN SCHREEUWDE HET UIT. 
DE AGENTEN WAARSCHUWDEN VOOR DE INBREKERS DIE IN DE BUURT ACTIEF WAREN. 
DE DOMINEE KNIKTE NAAR DE DAMES EN STAPTE HAASTIG VERDER. 
DE GANGSTERS DOKEN IN DE WAGEN EN SCHEURDEN DIRECT WEG. 
DE JONGEREN BETOOGDEN TEGEN DE MINISTER DIE OP HET ONDERWIJS BEZUINIGDE. 
DE AMBTENAAR BELDE MET DE AANNEMER EN BESPRAK HET PROJECT. 
DE SPITS KWAM LANGS DE KEEPER EN KON SCOREN. 
DE RECHTER OORDEELDE OVER DE SCHURKEN DIE DE BANK HADDEN BEROOFD. 
DE FRACTIES RUZIEDEN OVER DE MOTIE EN KWAMEN ER NIET UIT. 
DE AVONTURIERS VERTELDEN OVER DE KANNIBALEN EN MAAKTEN GROTE INDRUK. 
DE SCHOOLJONGENS LAZEN OVER DE ZEEHELDEN EN KEKEN ELKAAR OPGEWONDEN AAN. 
DE ROTJONGEN SMEET MET DE POPPEN DIE VAN ZIJN ZUSJE WAREN. 
DE JONGEN KLOM OP HET GEBOUW DAT BOVENOP DE VLAG STOND. 
DE ZEEHONDEN DOKEN IN HET WATER EN VINGEN DE IJSBEER. 
DE RECTOR STOND ACHTER DE LEERLINGEN DIE DE DOCENT STRAF GAVEN. 
HET VLIEGJE LANDDE OP DE TAFEL EN PROEFDE VAN DE KAT. 
DE KIPPEN STOVEN OVER HET ERF EN ZATEN DE GROTE HONDEN ACHTERNA. 
DE DUIKERS ZWOMMEN NAAR HET ANKER DAT MET HET SCHIP VASTLAG. 
DE MUIZEN KWAMEN UIT HUN HOLLETJE EN MAAKTEN DE ADDERS DOOD. 
DE DOKTER TWIJFELDE AAN DE DIAGNOSE EN VROEG ADVIES AAN EEN PATIËNT. 
DE GOKKERS SCHOLDEN OP HET PAARD DAT VAN DE JOCKEY WAS GESTORT. 
DE GENERAAL SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE SOLDATEN DIE DE OFFICIER BEVELEN GAVEN. 
DE VIOLIST WEES NAAR HET ORKEST EN KLAPTE VOOR HET PUBLIEK. 
DE ALCOHOLIST REED IN DE AUTO DIE ONDER DE FIETS KWAM. 
DE KLEUTERS LACHTEN OM DE KINDERLOKKER DIE BANG WAS VOOR HET UKKIE. 
DE KAPITEIN KWAM IN DE PROBLEMEN EN MUITTE TEGEN DE MATROZEN. 
DE RECHTER LUISTERDE NAAR DE BEKLAAGDE DIE OPKWAM VOOR ZIJN ADVOCAAT. 
DE KONIJNEN SCHROKKEN VAN DE WANDELAARS EN LIETEN DE STROPER VALLEN. 
DE ZWARTRIJDER ZOCHT IN ZIJN JASZAK EN CONTROLEERDE DE CONDUCTEUR. 
DE OUDJES RUSTTEN IN HET PARK EN KREGEN WAT BROOD VAN DE EENDJES. 
DE KUIKENS WAGGELDEN ACHTER DE EEND EN DUWDEN DE BOK WEG. 
DE ADVOCATEN SPRAKEN MET DE RECHTER DIE VOOR DE VERDACHTE VERSCHIJNEN MOEST.
DE TUINMAN KNIPTE AAN DE TAKKEN DIE VAN DE BLADEREN WAREN GEWAAID. 
DE ZIEKE GING NAAR HET ZIEKENHUIS EN VERVING DE UITZENDKRACHT. 
DE PLOEGBAAS ZEURDE OVER DE ARBEIDERS EN ONTSLOEG ZIJN DIRECTEUR. 
DE KONING VOLDEED AAN ZIJN PLICHT EN VOLGDE DE PRINS OP. 
DE KLEINTJES KEKEN NAAR DE TELEVISIE EN HADDEN HUN OPPAS IN BED GELEGD. 
HET MEISJE GRUWDE VAN DE SPINNETJES DIE DE VOGEL PAKTEN. 
DE JOURNALISTEN SCHREVEN OVER DE KAMERLEDEN DIE OP DE KIEZERS HADDEN GESTEMD.
DE OUDERS LACHTEN NAAR DE BABY'S DIE DE JONGENS OPTILDEN. 
DE VERHUIZERS VROEGEN OM DE DOZEN DIE IN DE FLES ZATEN. 







1 Acceptable DE HUISVROUWEN DIE IN DE KOOKBOEKEN LAZEN HADDEN VEEL INGREDIËNTEN NODIG. 
 Unacceptable DE RECEPTEN DIE IN DE KOOKBOEKEN LAZEN HADDEN VEEL INGREDIËNTEN BENODIGD. 
2 Acceptable DE KLANTEN DIE NAAR DE BEDRIJVEN TELEFONEERDEN WAREN NET TE LAAT GEWEEST. 
 Unacceptable DE VRACHTWAGENS DIE NAAR DE BEDRIJVEN TELEFONEERDEN WAREN NET TE LAAT GEWEEST. 
3 Acceptable DE RUITERS DIE DOOR DE BOSSEN GALOPPEERDEN HADDEN BONTE KLEUREN. 
 Unacceptable DE VOGELS DIE DOOR DE BOSSEN GALOPPEERDEN HADDEN BONTE KLEUREN. 
4 Acceptable DE ANTILOPE DIE OVER DE STEPPE RENDE KON NOG NET EEN GIRAF ONTWIJKEN. 
 Unacceptable DE JEEP DIE OVER DE STEPPE RENDE KON NOG NET EEN GIRAF ONTWIJKEN. 
5 Acceptable DE EEKHOORN DIE IN DE BOOM KLOM ZAG ER SCHATTIG UIT. 
 Unacceptable DE APPEL DIE IN DE BOOM KLOM ZAG ER SAPPIG UIT. 
6 Acceptable DE KIJKER DIE OP DE TV SLOEG KREEG BIJNA EEN SCHOK. 
 Unacceptable DE VLIEG DIE OP DE TV SLOEG KREEG BIJNA EEN SCHOK. 
7 Acceptable DE DIEVEN DIE MET DE DIAMANTEN VLUCHTTEN WERDEN DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
 Unacceptable DE JUWELEN DIE MET DE DIAMANTEN VLUCHTTEN WERDEN DOOR DE POLITIE GEZOCHT. 
8 Acceptable DE AUTOMOBILIST DIE OP DE KLAAROVER INREED VEROORZAAKTE EEN ONGELUK. 
 Unacceptable DE VOGEL DIE OP DE KLAAROVER INREED VEROORZAAKTE EEN ONGELUK. 
9 Acceptable DE BIOLOOG DIE NAAR DE KIKKER WEES STOND AAN DE WATERKANT. 
 Unacceptable DE OOIEVAAR DIE NAAR DE KIKKER WEES STOND AAN DE WATERKANT. 
10 Acceptable DE EEND DIE OVER HET GRAS WAGGELDE KWAM UIT DE BUURTUIN. 
 Unacceptable DE BAL DIE OVER HET GRAS WAGGELDE KWAM UIT DE BUURTUIN. 
11 Acceptable DE SUIKER DIE IN DE KOFFIE OPLOSTE KWAM UIT HET BUITENLAND. 
 Unacceptable DE DAME DIE IN DE KOFFIE OPLOSTE KWAM UIT HET BUITENLAND. 
12 Acceptable DE MEERKOET DIE IN HET RIET NESTELDE WAS OP ZOEK NAAR VOEDSEL. 
 Unacceptable DE SNOEK DIE IN HET RIET NESTELDE WAS OP ZOEK NAAR VOEDSEL. 
13 Acceptable DE KOKS DIE IN DE PANNEN ROERDEN MAAKTEN EEN HEERLIJKE SOEP. 
 Unacceptable DE GROENTEN DIE IN DE PANNEN ROERDEN VORMDEN EEN HEERLIJKE SOEP. 
14 Acceptable DE SNEEUW DIE UIT DE LUCHT DWARRELDE VIEL OP HET DAK. 
 Unacceptable DE METEORIET DIE UIT DE LUCHT DWARRELDE VIEL OP HET DAK. 
15 Acceptable DE PRINSES DIE VAN DE BABY BEVIEL LAG UITGEPUT IN BED. 
 Unacceptable DE KONING DIE VAN DE BABY BEVIEL LAG UITGEPUT IN BED. 
16 Acceptable HET MEISJE DAT IN HET PARK SPEELDE WERD NAT DOOR DE REGEN. 
 Unacceptable HET BOOMPJE DAT IN HET PARK SPEELDE WERD NAT DOOR DE REGEN. 
17 Acceptable DE LAMMETJES DIE IN DE WEIDEN DARTELDEN KONDIGDEN DE LENTE AAN. 
 Unacceptable DE BLOEMETJES DIE IN DE WEIDEN DARTELDEN KONDIGDEN DE LENTE AAN. 
18 Acceptable DE ZIEKEN DIE IN DE BEDDEN SLIEPEN WAREN BLEEK GEWORDEN. 
 Unacceptable DE KRUIKEN DIE IN DE BEDDEN SLIEPEN WAREN BLEEK GEWORDEN. 
19 Acceptable HET SCHAAPJE DAT OP HET LAND GRAASDE ZAG ER TEVREDEN UIT. 
 Unacceptable HET BOERINNETJE DAT OP HET LAND GRAASDE ZAG ER TEVREDEN UIT. 
20 Acceptable DE VRIENDINNEN DIE LANGS DE WEILANDEN WANDELDEN PASSEERDEN EEN KOE. 
 Unacceptable DE BUSJES DIE LANGS DE WEILANDEN WANDELDEN PASSEERDEN EEN KOE.  
21 Acceptable DE MOEDER DIE OP DE KLEUTER SCHOLD MAAKTE EEN AGRESSIEVE INDRUK. 
 Unacceptable DE BIJ DIE OP DE KLEUTER SCHOLD MAAKTE EEN AGRESSIEVE INDRUK. 
22 Acceptable DE TIMMERLUI DIE OP DE DAKEN KLOMMEN WAREN NOGAL DUUR. 
 Unacceptable DE DAKPANNEN DIE OP DE DAKEN KLOMMEN WAREN NOGAL DUUR. 
23 Acceptable HET GEZIN DAT DOOR HET BOS FIETSTE HOORDE DE VOGELTJES KWETTEREN. 
 Unacceptable HET HERT DAT DOOR HET BOS FIETSTE HOORDE DE VOGELTJES KWETTEREN. 
24 Acceptable DE WANDELAARS DIE IN DE BERGEN LIEPEN PROFITEERDEN VAN DE SCHONE LUCHT. 
 Unacceptable DE BLOEMPJES DIE IN DE BERGEN LIEPEN PROFITEERDEN VAN DE SCHONE LUCHT. 
25 Acceptable DE BOUWVAKKER DIE NAAR DE VROUW FLOOT SPRONG VAN DE STEIGER. 
 Unacceptable DE KATER DIE NAAR DE VROUW FLOOT SPRONG VAN DE STEIGER. 
26 Acceptable DE MAN DIE OP DE KADE KLOM KWAM TERUG VAN ZEE. 
 Unacceptable DE BOOT DIE OP DE KADE KLOM KWAM TERUG VAN ZEE. 
27 Acceptable DE BEEKJES DIE DOOR DE HEUVELS STROOMDEN STONDEN OP EEN ANSICHTKAART. 
 Unacceptable DE PAADJES DIE DOOR DE HEUVELS STROOMDEN STONDEN OP EEN ANSICHTKAART. 
28 Acceptable DE BOOM DIE LANGS DE RIVIER STOND WAS ENKELE TIENTALLEN JAREN OUD. 
 Unacceptable DE WEG DIE LANGS DE RIVIER STOND WAS ENKELE TIENTALLEN JAREN OUD. 
29 Acceptable DE KOOPMAN DIE OP DE EZEL VLOEKTE KREEG EEN FIKSE TRAP. 
 Unacceptable DE HORZEL DIE OP DE EZEL VLOEKTE KREEG EEN FIKSE KLAP. 
30 Acceptable DE ARTS DIE IN HET ZIEKENHUIS WERKTE STOND OP AFDELING C. 
 Unacceptable HET BED DAT IN HET ZIEKENHUIS WERKTE STOND OP AFDELING C. 
31 Acceptable DE WESP DIE OP DE TAART AFVLOOG WERD PLAT GESLAGEN. 
 Unacceptable DE SLAGROOM DIE OP DE TAART AFVLOOG WERD VERS GESLAGEN. 
32 Acceptable DE WIND DIE DOOR DE BOOM WAAIDE DEED HET MEISJE HUIVEREN. 
 Unacceptable DE MAAN DIE DOOR DE BOOM WAAIDE DEED HET MEISJE HUIVEREN. 
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33 Acceptable DE HOND DIE TEGEN DE BOOM PLASTE ZAT ONDER DE MODDER. 
 Unacceptable DE AUTO DIE TEGEN DE BOOM PLASTE ZAT ONDER DE MODDER. 
34 Acceptable DE GOKKERS DIE IN DE CASINO'S WONNEN HADDEN GROF GELD VERDIEND. 
 Unacceptable DE GOKKASTEN DIE IN DE CASINO'S WONNEN HADDEN GROF GELD OPGELEVERD. 
35 Acceptable DE SLINGERS DIE IN DE KAMERS HINGEN ZAGEN ER FEESTELIJK UIT. 
 Unacceptable DE STOELEN DIE IN DE KAMERS HINGEN ZAGEN ER FEESTELIJK UIT. 
36 Acceptable DE TOERIST DIE DOOR DE REISGIDS BLADERDE BEVOND ZICH IN HET STADSCENTRUM. 
 Unacceptable DE ATTRACTIE DIE DOOR DE REISGIDS BLADERDE BEVOND ZICH IN HET STADSCENTRUM. 
37 Acceptable DE VIS DIE IN DE NOORDZEE ZWOM RAAKTE VERSTRIKT IN HET WIER. 
 Unacceptable DE FLES DIE IN DE NOORDZEE ZWOM RAAKTE VERSTRIKT IN HET WIER. 
38 Acceptable DE WETENSCHAPPERS DIE TIJDENS DE CONFERENTIES DISCUSSIËERDEN WEKTEN VEEL INTERESSE. 
 Unacceptable DE LEZINGEN DIE TIJDENS DE CONFERENTIES DISCUSSIËERDEN WEKTEN VEEL INTERESSE. 
39 Acceptable DE PASTOOR DIE VOOR HET ALTAAR KNIELDE BAD VOOR DE HEILIGE MAAGD. 
 Unacceptable DE KAARS DIE VOOR HET ALTAAR KNIELDE WAS VOOR DE HEILIGE MAAGD. 
40 Acceptable DE ARCHEOLOOG DIE IN DE KUIL GROEF HAD LAST VAN DE WARMTE. 
 Unacceptable DE SLANG DIE IN DE KUIL GROEF HAD LAST VAN DE WARMTE. 
41 Acceptable DE VOGEL DIE UIT DE REGENTON DRONK WAS EEN BEETJE VUIL. 
 Unacceptable HET WATER DAT UIT DE REGENTON DRONK WAS EEN BEETJE VUIL. 
42 Acceptable DE ROZEN DIE IN DE TUINEN BLOEIDEN GROEIDEN TAMELIJK HARD. 
 Unacceptable DE EGELTJES DIE IN DE TUINEN BLOEIDEN GROEIDEN TAMELIJK HARD. 
43 Acceptable DE TIMMERMANNEN DIE IN DE KAMERS WERKTEN ZATEN ONDER HET STOF. 
 Unacceptable DE BOEKENKASTEN DIE IN DE KAMERS WERKTEN ZATEN ONDER HET STOF. 
44 Acceptable DE SCHUTTERS DIE OP DE DOELEN MIKTEN ZATEN ER EEN CENTIMETER NAAST. 
 Unacceptable DE PIJLEN DIE OP DE DOELEN MIKTEN ZATEN ER EEN CENTIMETER NAAST. 
45 Acceptable DE REIGER DIE DOOR DE VIJVER STAPTE AT ZIJN BUIKJE VOL. 
 Unacceptable DE GOUDVIS DIE DOOR DE VIJVER STAPTE AT ZIJN BUIKJE VOL. 
46 Acceptable DE ZON DIE OP HET STRAND SCHEEN PLEZIERDE VEEL BEZOEKERS. 
 Unacceptable DE REGEN DIE OP HET STRAND SCHEEN VERRASTE VEEL BEZOEKERS. 
47 Acceptable DE PARACHUTISTEN DIE UIT DE VLIEGTUIGEN SPRONGEN SCHAADDEN DE NATUUR. 
 Unacceptable DE UITLAATGASSEN DIE UIT DE VLIEGTUIGEN SPRONGEN SCHAADDEN DE NATUUR. 
48 Acceptable DE SIRENE DIE OVER DE ZEE LOEIDE WAS VANUIT DE VERTE TE HOREN. 
 Unacceptable DE VUURTOREN DIE OVER DE ZEE LOEIDE WAS VANUIT DE VERTE TE ZIEN. 
49 Acceptable DE VLINDERS DIE OP DE BLOEMEN NEERSTREKEN WAREN TYPISCH VOOR DE ZOMER. 
 Unacceptable DE DAUWDRUPPELS DIE OP DE BLOEMEN NEERSTREKEN WAREN TYPISCH VOOR DE ZOMER. 
50 Acceptable HET JONGETJE DAT IN HET ZWEMBAD SPRONG KON NIET TEGEN CHLOOR. 
 Unacceptable HET TRAPJE DAT IN HET ZWEMBAD SPRONG KON NIET TEGEN CHLOOR. 
51 Acceptable DE BEVERS DIE AAN DE TAKKEN KNAAGDEN WAREN BRUIN VAN KLEUR. 
 Unacceptable DE BLADEREN DIE AAN DE TAKKEN KNAAGDEN WAREN BRUIN VAN KLEUR. 
52 Acceptable DE BELG DIE VAN DE FRIET SMULDE HAD EEN VLEK GEMAAKT. 
 Unacceptable DE MAYONAISE DIE VAN DE FRIET SMULDE HAD EEN VLEK GEMAAKT. 
53 Acceptable DE JUFFROUW DIE IN DE DORPSSTRAAT WOONDE WAS BEKEND BIJ VELEN. 
 Unacceptable DE WINKEL DIE IN DE DORPSSTRAAT WOONDE WAS BEKEND BIJ VELEN. 
54 Acceptable DE APEN DIE IN DE BOMEN SLINGERDEN WAREN VAN EEN ZELDZAME SOORT. 
 Unacceptable DE BANANEN DIE IN DE BOMEN SLINGERDEN WAREN VAN EEN ZELDZAME SOORT. 
55 Acceptable DE DEUGNIETEN DIE IN DE SCHUREN STOEIDEN ROLDEN OVER ELKAAR HEEN. 
 Unacceptable DE HOOIBALEN DIE IN DE SCHUREN STOEIDEN ROLDEN OVER ELKAAR HEEN. 
56 Acceptable DE KINDEREN DIE IN DE HUTTEN SPEELDEN WAREN ER EIGENLIJK TE OUD VOOR. 
 Unacceptable DE MEUBELS DIE IN DE HUTTEN SPEELDEN WAREN ER EIGENLIJK TE OUD VOOR. 
57 Acceptable DE SCHEPEN DIE UIT DE HAVENS WEGVOEREN KOERSTEN OP DE ZON AF. 
 Unacceptable DE ZWEMMERS DIE UIT DE HAVENS WEGVOEREN KOERSTEN OP DE ZON AF. 
58 Acceptable DE VLEERMUIZEN DIE IN DE GROTTEN HINGEN HIELDEN EEN WINTERSLAAP. 
 Unacceptable DE BEREN DIE IN DE GROTTEN HINGEN HIELDEN EEN WINTERSLAAP. 
59 Acceptable DE WIND DIE OVER DE STRAAT BLIES WAS ONAANGENAAM KOUD. 
 Unacceptable DE REGEN DIE OVER DE STRAAT BLIES WAS ONAANGENAAM KOUD. 
60 Acceptable DE ZIGEUNERS DIE IN DE WOONWAGENS RONDTROKKEN WAREN ERG MODERN. 




DE OLIE LEKTE UIT DE SCHEPEN DIE DE HAVEN BINNENLIEPEN. 
DE DIRECTEUR ONDERHANDELDE MET DE STAKERS DIE MEER LOON EISTEN.                
DE ARCHITECTEN OVERLEGDEN MET DE KLANTEN DIE IETS MODERNERS WILDEN. 
HET PUBLIEK KLAPTE VOOR DE OPA DIE DE VIERDAAGSE UITLIEP.                
DE MINISTER DEBATTEERDE MET HET KAMERLID DAT KRITISCHE VRAGEN STELDE.          
DE BOERIN ZOCHT NAAR DE PADDESTOELEN DIE IN HAAR MANDJE ZATEN.                 
DE ZUSTERS RENDEN NAAR DE DOKTER DIE IN DE KOFFIEKAMER ZAT.                    
DE ALPINIST VERDWAALDE IN DE BERGEN EN KWAM JAMMERLIJK OM.                     
DE WAAGHALS DOOK VANAF DE BRUG EN STORTTE ZICH IN DE RIVIER.                   
DE STEWARDESS SCHROK VAN DE KAPER DIE MET DE HANDGRANAAT DREIGDE.              
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DE GENERAAL KEEK OVER HET SLAGVELD EN OVERZAG DE SITUATIE.                     
DE SCHILDER SCHOPTE TEGEN DE SPULLEN DIE HEM NIET AANSTONDEN.                  
DE JUDOKA STAPTE VAN DE MAT EN MOEST OPGEVEN.                                  
DE SCHRIJVER VERTOEFDE BIJ DE NOTABELEN DIE HEM ZEER BEWONDERDEN.              
DE SOLDATEN VERTELDEN OVER DE AANVAL DIE ZO NOODLOTTIG AFLIEP. 
DE ZAKENMAN BAALDE VAN DE AMBTENAAR DIE MAAR GEEN ACTIE ONDERNAM.              
HET SPOOKSCHIP ZWALKTE OVER DE ZEEËN EN JOEG MENIG ZEEMAN SCHRIK AAN. 
DE JONGENS KNIPOOGDEN NAAR DE SERVEERSTERS DIE HEN BEDIENDEN. 
DE VADER LACHTE NAAR HET KIND EN STELDE HET GERUST.                            
DE STAKKERS VERDWAALDEN IN DE BOSSEN EN KEERDEN NIET MEER TERUG. 
DE DETECTIVE ZOCHT NAAR DE FOTO DIE VAN CRUCIAAL BELANG WAS. 
DE ROVER SPRONG VOOR DE REIZIGERS EN VERSPERDE HEN DE WEG. 
DE KNECHTEN RIEPEN NAAR DE BOER DIE OP HET LAND BEZIG WAS.                     
DE REGISSEUR DWEEPTE MET DE FASCISTEN EN WERKTE MEE AAN HUN PROPAGANDA. 
DE OUDERS GLUNDERDEN OP DE BRUILOFT EN WAREN BLIJ MET HUN SCHOONZOON.          
DE LEGERARTS KWAM BIJ ZIJN MEERDEREN EN VROEG OM VERLOF.                       
DE CHAUFFEUR TRAPTE OP DE REM EN KWAM SNEL TOT STILSTAND.                      
DE ZEEROVERS VLUCHTTEN VOOR DE MARINE EN LIETEN DE BUIT ACHTER.               
DE OLIFANTEN KWAMEN NA DE CLOWN EN VORMDEN HET HOOGTEPUNT VAN DE VOORSTELLING.
DE HONDJES SPEELDEN MET DE BAL EN ROLDEN OVER ELKAAR HEEN.                     
DE GELEERDE KEEK NAAR DE GEGEVENS EN BALKTE VAN GENOEGEN.                      
DE MONTEUR KEEK NAAR HET PAPIER DAT AAN DE MACHINE SLEUTELDE.                  
DE OVERVALLERS LIEPEN UIT DE BANK EN ZOOGDEN DE BABY'S.                        
DE ZANGERES MIJMERDE OVER HAAR FANS EN ZWEEFDE DROMERIG NAAR BUITEN. 
DE JUWELEN LAGEN IN DE KLUIS EN STIKTEN IN HET DONKER.                         
DE HELIKOPTER LANDDE OP HET DAK EN SCHILDERDE DE SCHOORSTEEN.                  
DE DAMES WACHTTEN BIJ DE KAPPER EN VERSTEENDEN DE AANWEZIGE TIJDSCHRIFTEN. 
DE HELPERS GEBAARDEN NAAR DE ARCHEOLOOG DIE IN DE KUIL ONTKIEMDE.              
DE REIZIGERS OVERNACHTTEN IN HET HOTEL EN VERDAMPTEN DE VOLGENDE OCHTEND. 
DE RAKET KWAM IN DE DAMPKRING EN WUIFDE NAAR DE AARDE.                         
DE POES SLOOP NAAR DE MERELS EN NEURIEDE ZACHTJES.                             
DE KELNER SJOKTE NAAR DE GASTEN DIE OP HET TERRAS SMOLTEN.                     
DE MONTEURS SLEUTELDEN AAN DE MACHINES DIE AL DAGEN KLETSTEN. 
DE VEEARTS ZORGDE VOOR DE MERRIE DIE HAAR BENEN ONTHAARDE.                     
DE BARONES PRONKTE MET DE SIERADEN DIE HAAR PRACHTIG TIMMERDEN. 
DE BUITENLANDERS LIEPEN NAAR DE AGENT DIE HET KIND BAARDE.                     
HET SCHAAP AT VAN HET GRAS DAT OP HET WEILANDJE LANDDE.                        
DE DIEF STOOF LANGS DE BEWAKERS EN KWISPELDE NAAR EEN KLANT. 
DE BADMEESTER GEBAARDE NAAR DE ZWEMMER DIE TE VER VLOOG. 
DE HUISARTS VERWEES NAAR DE SPECIALIST DIE ZIJN PATIËNTEN ARRESTEERDE 
DE VERDEDIGERS LETTEN OP DE SPITS DIE DE BAL OPAT. 
DE ACTRICE VERHUISDE NAAR HAAR VRIENDEN DIE LANGS DE KUST STROOMDEN.           
DE COUREURS BOTSTEN TEGEN DE BOOM DIE LANGS DE WEG TOEKEEK.                    
DE KRAAIEN NESTELDEN IN DE TOREN EN BEDACHTEN EEN PLAN.                        
HET VLOT DOBBERDE OVER DE RIVIER EN BLAFTE TEGEN DE STORM.                      
DE TUINMANNEN BAALDEN VAN DE STRUIKEN DIE DE TUINEN VERHOORDEN. 
DE MILJONAIR SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE BEDIENDEN DIE IN DE GANG LAGEN TE SCHIMMELEN   
DE MAN COLLECTEERDE VOOR DE ARMEN EN SPUUGDE VEEL GELD OP. 
DE GLAZENWASSER VEEGDE OVER DE RUIT EN KLOTSTE OVER DE EMMER.                  





The critical word for the violation is always the first verb. 




* = Unacceptable – High SRV 
** = Unacceptable – Low SRV 
 
JAN ZAG DAT… 
 
1 DE FRUITMANDEN DE ZIEKEN PLEZIERDEN/*VERZORGDEN/**BESMEURDEN EN DAT DEED HEM GOED. 
2 DE LUCIFER HET VUUR AANMAAKTE/*BLUSTE/**LOKTE EN DAARNA ZWART VERKOOLDE. 
3 DE HERTEN DE BRAND ONTSNAPTEN/*AANSTAKEN/**GEDOOGDEN EN NAAR HET NOORDEN VLUCHTTEN. 
4 DE MEDAILLE DE GENERAAL SIERDE/*DIENDE/**BAADDE EN BLONK IN HET ZONLICHT. 
5 DE KOE HET GRAS KAUWDE/*MAAIDE/**PERSTE EN MET HAAR STAART ZWAAIDE. 
6 DE DUIF DE SIGARET OPPIKTE/*OPTOOKTE/**EISTE EN ER VANDOOR VLOOG. 
7 DE KATER HET TAPIJT KRABDE/*KNOOPTE/**JATTE EN DAARNA AAN DE BANK BEGON. 
8 DE WINKEL DE GITAAR VERKOCHT/*BESPEELDE/**OMARMDE EN ER VEEL GELD VOOR VROEG. 
9 HET MUSEUM HET SCHILDERIJ TENTOONSTELDE/*SCHILDERDE/**BEWANDELDE EN VEEL BEWAKING HAD INGEZET. 
10 DE HORZELS DE PAARDEN STAKEN/*BEREDEN/**WURGDEN EN ERG AGRESSIEF OVERKWAMEN. 
11 DE VERGADERINGEN DE LEDEN VERVEELDEN/*WIERVEN/**BENADERDEN EN DAT HET BESTUUR VERRAST WAS. 
12 DE POEZEN HUN HAREN LIKTEN/*KAMDEN/**PLETTEN EN TEVREDEN IN SLAAP VIELEN. 
13 HET HONDJE HET VUURWERK VREESDE/*AFSTAK/**AFSLOEG EN JANKEND DOOR HET HUIS RENDE. 
14 DE FLES DE WIJN BEVATTE/*PROEFDE/**VERDACHT EN DAT HET EEN GOED JAAR BETROF. 
15 DE KONIJNEN DE WORTELS OPATEN/*STAMPTEN/**KLEEDDEN EN EEN SLOKJE WATER NAMEN. 
16 DE VLAGGEN DE FEESTDAGEN KLEURDEN/*VIERDEN/**HAATTEN EN NOG DAGEN BLEVEN HANGEN. 
17 DE BRIEF DE ENVELOP VULDE/*SCHREEF/**VREESDE EN VAN EEN BEKENDE AFZENDER KWAM. 
18 DE BOK DE PIJL ONTWEEK/*AFSCHOOT/**VERZWEEG EN IN DE BOSSEN VLUCHTTE. 
19 DE ROMAN DE LIEFDE SCHETSTE/*BEDREEF/**VERSTOOTTE EN MET RODE OORTJES LAS HIJ DOOR. 
20 DE LIPPENSTIFTEN DE LIPPEN KLEURDEN/*KUSTEN/**BRANDDEN EN DE DAMES EEN MODIEUZE UITSTRALING GAVEN. 
21 DE KROKODIL DE HAND AFBEET/*SCHUDDE/**NADEED EN ONDER WATER VERDWEEN. 
22 DE FOLDER HET MUSEUM VERMELDDE/*BEZOCHT/**BEHEERDE EN EEN LOVENDE BESCHRIJVING GAF. 
23 DE VLO DE HOND BEET/*FLOOT/**KUSTE EN NAAR DE KAT SPRONG. 
24 HET ROODBORSTJE DE TRUI AANVIEL/*BREIDDE/**DEELDE EN FEL HAAR TERRITORIUM VERDEDIGDE. 
25 DE SNEEUWVLOKKEN DE EENDJES STOORDEN/*VOERDEN/**JATTEN EN HUN VERENKLEED BEDEKTEN. 
26 DE AAP DE TAART PAKTE/*BAKTE/**KOELDE EN ERMEE BEGON TE GOOIEN. 
27 DE STOLP DE KAARS BEDEKTE/*AANSTAK/**UITZOCHT EN DAT HET AARDEDONKER WERD. 
28 DE RATTEN DE ZIEKTEN DROEGEN/*GENAZEN/**NOEMDEN EN BINNEN KORTE TIJD STIERVEN. 
29 DE GORILLA'S HUN TANDEN ONTBLOOTTEN/*POETSTEN/**VERZONDEN EN MET HUN ARMEN ZWAAIDEN. 
30 DE RELIGIES DE BOEKEN VERBODEN/*UITLAZEN/**SJOUWDEN EN HEN OP EEN GROTE BRANDSTAPEL GOOIDEN. 
31 DE LUCHTBALLON HET VLIEGTUIG ONTWEEK/*BESTUURDE/**BEKOGELDE EN NET NIET IN BOTSING KWAM. 
32 DE SNOEK DE HENGEL NEGEERDE/*UITWIERP/**VERKOCHT EN ER SNEL VANDOOR ZWOM. 
33 DE KAKKERLAKKEN DE KAMERS BEVOLKTEN/*VERHUURDEN/**STOFZUIGDEN EN VOOR VEEL OVERLAST ZORGDEN. 
34 HET BUSKRUIT DE BASTILLE RUÏNEERDE/*BESTORMDE/**PLUNDERDE EN DAT HET OPSTANDIGE VOLK ZEGEVIERDE. 
35 DE STORMEN DE BOOTJES KWELDEN/*ROEIDEN/**FILMDEN EN HEN DEED DEINEN OP HET WATER. 
36 DE EEKHOORN HET BROOD PAKTE/*BAKTE/**SNEED EN IN DE STRUIKEN VERDWEEN. 
37 DE PEILERS DE BRUGGEN DROEGEN/*BOUWDEN/**VERNIELDEN EN OP INSTORTEN STONDEN. 
38 DE TORENS DE KANONNEN HERBERGDEN/*AFVUURDEN/**VERMOMDEN EN STEVIG GEBOUWD WAREN. 
39 DE MUIZEN DE ZOLDERS RONDRENDEN/*BETIMMERDEN/**VERKOCHTEN EN IN DE HOEKJES KROPEN. 
40 DE TV-PROGRAMMA'S DE MISDADEN TOONDEN/*PLEEGDEN/**BERAAMDEN EN DAARDOOR VEEL KRITIEK OPRIEPEN. 
41 DE SPREEUWEN DE BOMEN BEZETTEN/*SNOEIDEN/**OMHELSDEN EN SAMEN DE NACHT AFWACHTTEN. 
42 DE STORMRAMMEN DE POORTEN BRAKEN/*AFSLOTEN/**SCHUURDEN EN DAT DE VIJAND BINNEN STORMDE. 
43 DE KIP HET EI LEGDE/*BAKTE/**VERFDE EN EROP GING ZITTEN. 
44 DE BOEREN DE EIEREN OPATEN/*LEGDEN/**MAALDEN EN DAARNA OP DE TRACTOR STAPTEN. 
45 DE PUPPY DE ROMMEL AANRICHTTE/*OPRUIMDE/**VERBRANDDE EN FLINK GESTRAFT WERD. 
46 DE TRACTOR DE MAÏS VERZAMELDE/*VERBOUWDE/**BESPROEIDE EN NAAR DE BOERDERIJ BRACHT. 
47 DE ZON HET GRAAN DROOGDE/*OOGSTTE/**PLUKTE EN DAT DE WIND HET DEED RITSELEN. 
48 DE KRAAIEN DE AKKERS PLUNDERDEN/*OMPLOEGDEN/**VERLICHTTEN EN ZICH NIKS AANTROKKEN VAN DE VOGELVERSCHRIKKER. 
49 DE MIJNEN DE KOLEN LEVERDEN/*STOOKTEN/**RAAPTEN EN NOG LANG NIET UITGEPUT WAREN. 
50 DE URINE DE MUUR UITBEET/*VERFDE/**SLOOPTE EN DAT HET ERG LELIJK WERD. 
51 DE HEUVEL DE VIJAND HINDERDE/*VERSLOEG/**BELDE EN DAT ZIJ ZICH TERUGTROKKEN. 
52 DE RESULTATEN DE HYPOTHESEN WEERLEGDEN/*FORMULEERDEN/**VERGATEN EN DOOR VEEL WETENSCHAPPERS AANGEHAALD WERDEN.
53 DE BUILENPEST DE DOOD BRACHT/*VREESDE/**VERGAT EN NIET TE STOPPEN LEEK. 
54 DE GANZEN HET LAND VERLIETEN/*REGEERDEN/**BESPRAKEN EN NAAR HET WARME ZUIDEN VLOGEN. 
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55 DE TANKS DE SOLDATEN TEGENHIELDEN/*COMMANDEERDEN/**UITLACHTEN EN BEGONNEN TE VUREN. 
56 DE SUIKER DE KOFFIE ZOETTE/*ZETTE/**MATIGDE EN HIJ ROERDE NOG EENS GOED. 
57 DE RODDELS DE KRANTEN HAALDEN/*DOORLAZEN/**SCHEURDEN EN WERELDWIJD BEKEND WERDEN. 
58 DE METEORIET DE RAKET DOORBOORDE/*LANCEERDE/**TOEJUICHTE EN EEN EXPLOSIE TOT GEVOLG HAD. 
59 HET ALARM DE DIEF VERRIED/*OPPAKTE/**UITSCHOLD EN DE POLITIE SNEL TER PLEKKE WAS. 
60 DE IJSKAST HET DEEG KOELDE/*KNEEDDE/**WARMDE EN DAT HET LANGZAAM BEGON TE RIJZEN. 
61 DE OLIFANTEN DE BOMEN OMDUWDEN/*SNOEIDEN/**VERWENDEN EN HUN MARS DOOR HET OERWOUD VERVOLGDEN. 
62 DE CENTRIFUGE DE WAS DROOGDE/*OPHING/**KOELDE EN HEEN EN WEER SCHUDDE. 
63 DE LANTAARNPAAL DE WEG VERLICHTTE/*OVERSTAK/**VERLENGDE EN EEN FLINKE DEUK HAD. 
64 DE CHLOOR DE BLOUSE BLEEKTE/*STREEK/**LUCHTTE EN LELIJKE VLEKKEN MAAKTE. 
65 DE STIEREN DE KOEIEN VOLGDEN/*MOLKEN/**VINGEN EN HEEL DE WEI DOORRENDEN. 
66 DE PIJL DE BOOG VERLIET/*SPANDE/**KNEEP EN NAAST HET DOEL TERECHT KWAM. 
67 DE WAPENFABRIEKEN DE PISTOLEN LEVERDEN/*RICHTTEN/**WIEGDEN EN GEEN WROEGING TOONDEN. 
68 DE MUTSEN DE HOOFDEN WARMDEN/*SCHUDDEN/**BELAAGDEN EN DAT DE KOU TE TROTSEREN WAS. 
69 DE VRIESKOU HET IJS VORMDE/*SMOLT/**HAKTE EN VERHEUGD PAKTE HIJ ZIJN SCHAATSEN. 
70 HET VAKANTIEGELD HET INKOMEN AANVULDE/*VERDIENDE/**SPAARDE EN BLIJ BOEKTE HIJ DE REIS. 
71 DE RINGEN DE VINGERS AFKNELDEN/*AFLIKTEN/**VERHITTEN EN PIJN VEROORZAAKTEN. 
72 DE BANDRECORDERS DE INTERVIEWS OPNAMEN/*AFNAMEN/**NAKEKEN EN HIJ ZAKTE LUI ACHTEROVER. 
73 DE ROEST HET IJZER SCHAADDE/*DELFDE/**VIJLDE EN BEZORGD BELE HIJ DE MONTEUR. 
74 HET GASVLAMMETJE DE KETEL OPWARMDE/*OPZETTE/**INDEUKTE EN HIJ PAKTE HET THEEKISTJE. 
75 DE VLIEG HET WEB RAAKTE/*WEEFDE/**WENKTE EN VAST BLEEF ZITTEN. 
76 DE WIND DE LADDER OMBLIES/*OPKLOM/**OPHING EN DAT DE SCHILDER EEN SMAK MAAKTE. 
77 DE PONY DE LASSO ONTWEEK/*GOOIDE/**VERVING EN OVER DE OMHEINING SPRONG. 
78 HET KALFJE DE TENT OMDUWDE/*OPZETTE/**NATSPOOT EN ER TEGEN AAN PIESTE. 
79 HET TENNISRACKET DE BAL RAAKTE/*SCHOPTE/**BOENDE EN DAT DE SPORTER EEN PUNT SCOORDE. 
80 HET THEEZAKJE DE THEE KLEURDE/*ZETTE/**MORSTE EN HIJ GOOIDE ER TWEE KLONTJES SUIKER BIJ. 
81 DE CD'S DE LIEDJES BEVATTEN/*ZONGEN/**HAATTEN EN IN DE UITVERKOOP WAREN. 
82 DE WINDVLAGEN DE ZEILEN BOLDEN/*HESEN/**ZAGEN EN HET SCHIP SNEL VOORUIT GING. 
83 DE MESSTEEK HET MEESTERWERK VERMINKTE/*CREËERDE/**OVERSLOEG EN GESCHROKKEN WAARSCHUWDE HIJ DE SUPPOOST. 
84 DE TOFU HET VLEES VERVING/*BRAADDE/**LEENDE EN AARZELEND PROEFDE HIJ EEN HAPJE. 
85 DE SNEEUW DE BERG BEDEKTE/*BEKLOM/**BEZAT EN VOOR VEEL SNEEUWPLEZIER ZORGDE. 
86 DE KERKDIENSTEN DE MOORDEN HERDACHTEN/*PLEEGDEN/**UITZOCHTEN EN EERBIEDIG BOOG HIJ ZIJN HOOFD. 
87 DE SPEURHONDEN HUN NEUZEN VOLGDEN/*SNOTEN/**AAIDEN EN HET SPOOR TE PAKKEN KREGEN. 
88 DE WORMEN DE APPELS AANVRATEN/*SCHILDEN/**VINGEN EN DE TUINDERS TOT WANHOOP DREVEN 
89 DE VEREN DE KUSSENS OPVULDEN/*OPSCHUDDEN/**BESPIEDDEN EN ZE LEKKER ZACHT MAAKTEN. 




JAN ZAG DAT… 
  
 DE SCHILDPADDEN WANDELDEN OVER HET ZAND DAT HEET WAS VAN DE ZON. 
 DE HONDJES SPEELDEN MET DE BAL DIE ZIJ IN DE TUIN VONDEN. 
 DE RUITERS GALOPPEERDEN DOOR DE DUINEN DIE RIJK BEGROEID WAREN. 
 DE ARCHITECTEN OVERLEGDEN MET DE KLANTEN DIE IETS MODERNERS WILDEN. 
 DE ANTILOPE RENDE OVER DE STEPPE DIE EINDELOOS LANG WAS. 
 DE KIJKER SLOEG OP DE TV DIE PAS NIEUW WAS. 
 DE MEERKOET NESTELDE IN HET RIET DAT WUIFDE IN DE WIND. 
 HET MEISJE SPEELDE IN HET PARK DAT VOL OUDE BOMEN STOND. 
 HET PUBLIEK KLAPTE VOOR DE OPA DIE DE VIERDAAGSE UITLIEP. 
 DE LAMMETJES DARTELDEN IN DE WEIDEN DIE VOL PAARDENBLOEMEN STONDEN. 
 DE ZIEKEN SLIEPEN IN DE BEDDEN DIE NET VERSCHOOND WAREN. 
 DE BOUWVAKKER FLOOT NAAR DE VROUW DIE LANGS DE STEIGER LIEP. 
 DE MINISTER DEBATTEERDE MET HET KAMERLID DAT KRITISCHE VRAGEN STELDE. 
 DE GOKKERS WONNEN IN DE CASINO'S DIE GROF GELD VERDIENDEN. 
 DE BOERIN ZOCHT NAAR DE PADDESTOELEN DIE IN HAAR MANDJE ZATEN. 
 DE TOERIST BLADERDE DOOR DE REISGIDS DIE DE STAD BESCHREEF. 
 DE VLINDERS FLADDERDEN NAAR DE BLOEMEN DIE NECTAR BEVATTEN. 
 DE BEVERS KNAAGDEN AAN DE TAKKEN DIE LAAG BIJ DE GROND HINGEN. 
 DE JUFFROUW WOONDE IN DE DORPSSTRAAT DIE PARALLEL LIEP AAN DE KERKSTRAAT. 
 DE DEUGNIETEN STOEIDEN IN DE SCHUREN DIE NIET AFGESLOTEN WAREN. 
 DE ZUSTERS RENDEN NAAR DE DOKTER DIE IN DE KOFFIEKAMER ZAT. 
 DE ZIGEUNERS RONDTROKKEN IN DE WOONWAGENS DIE NOG VAN HUN VOOROUDERS WAREN. 
 DE BELG SMULDE VAN DE FRIET DIE HIJ ZOJUIST BAKTE. 
 DE ALPINIST VERDWAALDE IN DE BERGEN DIE ERG VERRADERLIJK WAREN. 
 DE HOOLIGANS SPUUGDEN NAAR DE AGENTEN DIE HEN OPPAKTEN. 
 DE KOOLMEES DRONK UIT DE REGENTON DIE IN DE ACHTERTUIN STOND. 
 DE MOEDER SCHOLD OP DE KLEUTER DIE STOUT WAS GEWEEST. 
 DE WAAGHALS DOOK VANAF DE BRUG DIE BOVEN DE RIVIER HING. 
 DE STEWARDESS SCHROK VAN DE KAPER DIE MET DE HANDGRANAAT DREIGDE. 
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 DE GENERAAL KEEK OVER HET SLAGVELD DAT ZICH VER UITSTREKTE. 
 DE TIENERS GILDEN IN DE ACHTBAAN DIE OVER DE KOP GING. 
 DE KUNSTENAAR SCHOPTE TEGEN DE SPULLEN DIE HEM NIET AANSTONDEN. 
 DE JUDOKA TRAPTE NAAR DE TEGENSTANDER DIE VEEL ZWAARDER WAS. 
 DE PRINSES BEVIEL VAN DE BABY DIE WEL ACHT POND WOOG. 
 DE CONSUMENTEN BELDEN NAAR DE BEDRIJVEN DIE HEN BELAZERD HADDEN. 
 DE LERAAR HOLDE NAAR DE TREIN DIE NU EENS WEL OP TIJD VERTROK. 
 DE SCHRIJVER VERTOEFDE BIJ DE NOTABELEN DIE HEM ZEER BEWONDERDEN. 
 DE SOLDATEN TREURDEN OVER DE AANVAL DIE ZO NOODLOTTIG AFLIEP. 
 DE MUIS KNABBELDE AAN DE KAAS DIE OP HET AANRECHT LAG. 
 DE HOBOÏSTE GLIMLACHTE NAAR HET PUBLIEK DAT HAAR EEN STAANDE OVATIE GAF. 
 DE TWEELING KOOKTE VOOR HUN OMA DIE AL EEN TIJDJE ZIEK WAS. 
 DE ZAKENMAN BAALDE VAN DE AMBTENAAR DIE MAAR GEEN ACTIE ONDERNAM. 
 HET SPOOKSCHIP ZWALKTE OVER DE ZEEËN DIE HEEL DIEP WAREN. 
 DE JONGENS KNIPOOGDEN NAAR DE SERVEERSTERS DIE HEN BEDIENDEN. 
 DE VADER LACHTE NAAR HET KIND DAT EEN BEETJE ANGSTIG WAS. 
 DE STAKKERS VERDWAALDEN IN DE BOSSEN DIE DOOR VELEN GEVREESD WERDEN. 
 HET NEEFJE BEEFDE VOOR DE TANDARTS DIE DE BOOR HANTEERDE. 
 DE DIRECTEUR ONDERHANDELDE MET DE STAKERS DIE MEER LOON EISTEN. 
 DE DETECTIVE ZOCHT NAAR DE FOTO DIE VAN CRUCIAAL BELANG WAS. 
 DE BIBLIOTHECARIS STEMPELDE IN HET BOEK DAT HET MEISJE WILDE LENEN. 
 DE ROVER SPRONG VOOR DE REIZIGERS DIE DOODSBANG HUN GELD AFGAVEN. 
 DE GOLFER TIKTE TEGEN DE BAL DIE IN HET ZAND TERECHT KWAM. 
 DE KNECHTEN RIEPEN NAAR DE BOER DIE OP HET LAND BEZIG WAS. 
 DE REGISSEUR DWEEPTE MET DE FASCISTEN DIE ZIJN FILMS FINANCIERDEN. 
 DE OUDERS GLUNDERDEN OP DE BRUILOFT DIE ZIJ GEORGANISEERD HADDEN. 
 DE MILJONAIR SCHREEUWDE TEGEN DE BEDIENDEN DIE NIET HARD GENOEG WERKTEN. 
 DE PROGRAMMEUR ZWOEGDE AAN HET PROGRAMMA DAT MORGEN AF MOEST. 
 DE MAN COLLECTEERDE VOOR DE ARMEN DIE BIJNA VERHONGERDEN. 
 DE ZEEROVERS VLUCHTTEN VOOR DE MARINE DIE HEN ACHTERNA ZAT. 
 DE CLOWN LACHTE OM DE OLIFANTEN DIE HET HOOGTEPUNT VAN DE VOORSTELLING VORMDEN. 
 DE ZANGERES BLAFTE TIJDENS HET CONCERT DAT HELEMAAL UITVERKOCHT WAS. 
 DE GELEERDE KEEK NAAR DE GEGEVENS DIE HIJ GISTEREN HAD GESTICHT. 
 DE MONTEUR KEEK NAAR HET PAPIER DAT AAN DE MACHINE SLEUTELDE. 
 DE JUWELEN STIKTEN IN DE KLUIS DIE GOED AFGESLOTEN WAS. 
 DE HELIKOPTER LANDDE OP HET DAK DAT VAN HET ZIEKENHUIS HOORDE. 
 DE DAMES VERSTEENDEN BIJ DE KAPPER DIE NET EEN PERMANENTJE CREèRDE. 
 DE HELPERS GEBAARDEN NAAR DE ARCHEOLOOG DIE IN DE KUIL ONTKIEMDE. 
 DE REIZIGERS VERDAMPTEN IN HET HOTEL DAT UIT DE VORIGE EEUW STAMDE. 
 DE RAKET WUIFDE NAAR DE AARDE DIE HAAST EEN STIPJE LEEK. 
 DE POES SLOOP NAAR DE MERELS DIE ZACHTJES NEURIEDEN. 
 DE KELNER SJOKTE NAAR DE GASTEN DIE OP HET TERRAS SMOLTEN. 
 DE MONTEURS SLEUTELDEN AAN DE MACHINES DIE AL DAGEN KLETSTEN. 
 DE OVERVALLERS STROOMDEN UIT DE BANK DIE ZE ZOJUIST HADDEN OVERVALLEN. 
 DE BARONES PRONKTE MET DE SIERADEN DIE HAAR PRACHTIG TIMMERDEN. 
 DE VEEARTS ZORGDE VOOR DE MERRIE DIE HAAR BENEN ONTHAARDE. 
 DE BUITENLANDERS BLAATTEN NAAR DE AGENT DIE HET KIND HAD GEVONDEN. 
 HET SCHAAP AT VAN HET GRAS DAT OP HET WEILANDJE LANDDE. 
 DE DIEF KWISPELDE NAAR DE BEWAKERS DIE KWAMEN AANRENNEN. 
 DE BADMEESTER MIAUWDE NAAR DE ZWEMMER DIE TE VER GING. 
 DE HUISARTS VERWEES NAAR DE SPECIALIST DIE ZIJN PATIËNTEN ARRESTEERDE. 
 DE VERDEDIGERS LETTEN OP DE SPITS DIE DE BAL OPAT. 
 DE ACTRICE HINNIKTE NAAR HAAR VRIENDEN DIE LANGS DE KUST WOONDEN. 
 DE COUREURS BOTSTEN TEGEN DE BOOM DIE LANGS DE WEG TOEKEEK. 
 DE KRAAIEN VERBOUWDEN IN DE TOREN DIE AL JAREN VERLATEN WAS. 
 HET VLOT VERGADERDE OVER DE RIVIER DIE UIT ZIJN OEVERS WAS GETREDEN. 
 DE TUINMANNEN BAALDEN VAN DE STRUIKEN DIE DE TUINEN VERHOORDEN. 
 DE LEGERARTS SCHIMMELDE BIJ ZIJN MEERDEREN DIE NIET GEAMUSEERD WAREN. 
 DE CHAUFFEUR ROESTTE OP DE REM DIE NIET DEUGDE. 
 DE GLAZENWASSER KLOTSTE OVER DE RUIT DIE ERG VUIL WAS. 












Over het lezen van deze zin doet u waarschijnlijk een seconde of 3. Wat u 
vermoedelijk niet beseft is dat in deze paar seconden een enorme hoeveelheid informatie 
wordt verwerkt. Allereerst moeten de letters waaruit een woord bestaat worden gecodeerd 
en gecombineerd om een geheel, namelijk een woord, te vormen. De betekenis van dit 
woord moet worden opgezocht in het mentale lexicon – zeg maar het woordenboek in ons 
hoofd – evenals eigenschappen zoals tot welke soort het behoort en hoe dat woord dient te 
worden uitgesproken. Er moet een syntactische structuur worden opgebouwd zodat de 
woorden niet langer slechts een reeks opeenvolgende woorden zijn maar een zin met een 
betekenis. Tenslotte moet de betekenis van deze zin worden geïntegreerd in de bredere 
context om een paragraaf zoals deze te kunnen begrijpen.  
Is het niet wonderlijk dat zoveel informatie wordt verwerkt in zo’n korte tijd en ook 
nog eens schijnbaar moeiteloos? Dit proefschrift gaat over hoe ons brein deze complexe 
taak uitvoert en met name hoe het reageert als we tijdens het lezen plotseling een 
onverwacht woord tegenkomen. 
 
DE ARCHITECTUUR VAN HET VERBALE WERKGEHEUGEN 
 
Om zinnen te kunnen begrijpen, is het werkgeheugen (WG) onontbeerlijk. Immers 
de woorden eerder in de zin moeten tijdelijk worden vastgehouden om ze later te kunnen 
integreren tot één geheel. Behalve het vasthouden van informatie vindt in het WG ook de 
eigenlijke verwerking van een zin plaats, zoals het opbouwen van de syntactische structuur. 
Just en Carpenter (1992) beschreven voor het eerst uitgebreid welke bijdrage het WG levert 
bij het verwerken van taal. Zij spraken in dat kader van het ‘verbale werkgeheugen’. Dit 
verbale WG heeft een bepaalde capaciteit die per persoon kan verschillen. Het idee is dat de 
grootte van iemands verbale WG capaciteit bepaalt hoe goed hij of zij in het verwerken van 
taal is. Heeft een bepaald persoon een grote WG capaciteit, dan betekent dit dat hij of zij 
een grote opslagruimte heeft en veel verwerkingsvermogen. Hoort of leest deze persoon 
een zin dan kan die snel en efficiënt verwerkt worden. King en Just (1991) lieten in een 
experiment zien dat een grotere WG capaciteit inderdaad samenhangt met het goed kunnen 
verwerken van taal: proefpersonen met een grote verbale WG capaciteit bleken sneller en 
accurater te zijn in het verwerken van complexe zinnen. Behalve dat de theorie van Just en 
Carpenter individuele verschillen in taalverwerking kan verklaren, impliceert deze theorie 
nog een interessante mogelijkheid. Taalstoornissen zouden ook wel eens verklaard kunnen 
worden in termen van een te kleine verbale WG capaciteit. Zo redeneerden Haarmann en 
Kolk (1994) dat patiënten met een afasie van Broca (bij deze patiënten is, vaak als gevolg 
van een hersenbloeding in de linkerhersenhelft, de syntactische verwerking verstoord. Ze 
spreken vaak in ‘telegramstijl’, dat wil zeggen in zinnen zonder syntactische structuur) een 
dramatisch lage WG capaciteit hebben en daarom zelfs iets complexere zinnen niet kunnen 
begrijpen.  
Een paar jaar later hebben Caplan en Waters (1999) geprobeerd om de bevindingen 
van King en Just te repliceren maar zonder succes. Zij vonden juist geen verschillen in het 
verwerken van complexe zinnen tussen proefpersonen met een hoge en lage verbale WG 
capaciteit. Ook betoogden Caplan en Waters in hun artikel dat het van patiënten met een 
dementie van Alzheimer bekend is dat hoewel zij een verslechterde werking hebben van 
hun verbale werkgeheugen, zij toch in staat zijn om complexe zinnen te begrijpen. Caplan 
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en Waters gebruikten in dit onderzoek zinnen die complex zijn omdat de woorden in een 
niet-standaard oftewel ‘niet-canonische’ volgorde staan. Zinnen kunnen echter ook om een 
andere reden complex zijn, namelijk als zij meerdere proposities bevatten. Een propositie is 
een betekeniseenheid. De zin het kleine rode autootje stopte bevat 3 proposities: ‘de auto is 
klein’, ‘de auto is rood’ en ‘de auto stopte’. Caplan en Waters ontdekten dat hoewel 
Alzheimer patiënten geen problemen hadden met het begrijpen van niet-canonische zinnen, 
zij wel moeite hebben met het begrijpen van zinnen met veel proposities. Zij redeneerden 
hierop dat het verbale WG wel opgesplitst moet zijn in 2 aparte systemen met ieder hun 
eigen capaciteit: het interpretatieve verbale WG en het post-interpretatieve verbale WG. 
Het interpretatieve verbale WG wordt gebruikt voor de meer automatisch verlopende 
processen binnen de taalverwerking zoals het berekenen van een syntactische structuur 
terwijl het post-interpretatieve verbale WG wordt gebruikt voor processen binnen de 
taalverwerking waar meer aandacht voor nodig is, zoals het bepalen of een zin plausibel is 
of niet.  
 
De studie die is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift onderzocht de 
architectuur van het verbale werkgeheugen. Hebben Just en Carpenter gelijk en is het één 
systeem of is het juist opgesplitst in twee delen, zoals Caplan en Waters stellen? Om deze 
vraag te kunnen beantwoorden werd een experiment ontworpen waarbij proefpersonen 
zinnen lazen waarin ofwel een semantische ofwel een syntactische fout zat, terwijl 
tegelijkertijd hun hersenactiviteit met behulp van de ‘Event-Related Potential’-methode 
werd gemeten. De twee soorten fouten waren zo gekozen dat voor het ontdekken van die 
fouten ofwel het interpretatieve of juist het post-interpretatieve WG nodig zou zijn. Voor het 
ontdekken van de syntactische fouten (zoals in de zin De boef die op de agenten schoten 
zat achter de auto – in deze zin komt het grammaticale aantal van het onderwerp ‘boef’ niet 
overeen met het daarbij horende werkwoord ‘schoten’) is het interpretatieve verbale WG 
nodig terwijl de semantische fouten zo ontworpen waren dat ze juist een beroep doen op 
het post-interpretatieve verbale WG. Het betrof hier namelijk omkeringen of ‘reversal 
anomalieën’ zoals in De poes die voor de muizen vluchtte rende door de kamer. De 
betekenisfout in deze zin is moeilijk te ontdekken omdat het niet genoeg is om te kijken of 
het onderwerp bij het werkwoord past: een poes kan namelijk vluchten, net zoals muizen 
dit kunnen. Om de fout te ontdekken moet je de zinsbetekenis vergelijken met je 
wereldkennis en je afvragen of het wel plausibel is dat een poes voor muizen vlucht. De 
zinnen die proefpersonen lazen verschilden ook in complexiteit, ze konden canonisch 
(standaard woordvolgorde: De poes die voor de muizen vluchtte rende door de kamer) of 
niet-canonisch (complex, dat wil zeggen niet-standaard woordvolgorde: De muizen 
waarvoor de poes vluchtte rende door de kamer) zijn. Het verwerken van niet-canonische 
zinnen belast het verbale WG zwaar waardoor er minder capaciteit overblijft voor het 
ontdekken van de fouten in de zinnen. Het gevolg is dat een fout in een niet-canonische zin 
minder vaak ontdekt zal worden. Wat voor type fout (semantisch of syntactisch) echter 
minder vaak ontdekt zal worden is nog maar de vraag: op dit punt verschillen de theorieën 
van Just en Carpenter en van Caplan en Waters namelijk, en het doel van dit experiment 
was om te testen welke theorie de juiste voorspelling maakt. Het verbale WG model dat 
Just en Carpenter voorstellen voorspelt dat zowel syntactische als semantische fouten 
minder goed ontdekt worden. Het in twee delen gesplitste verbale WG model van Caplan en 
Waters daarentegen voorspelt dat alleen het ontdekken van syntactische fouten gestoord 
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wordt maar niet het ontdekken van semantische fouten. Dit komt doordat zowel voor het 
ontdekken van een syntactische fout als voor het verwerken van niet-canonische zinnen het 
interpretatieve verbale WG nodig is. Er is doorgaans een tekort aan capaciteit voor beide 
taken, met als gevolg dat de uitvoering van een van de taken eronder zal leiden. Voor het 
verwerken van semantische omkeringen daarentegen is het andere verbale WG nodig, 
namelijk het post-interpretatieve verbale WG. Het ontdekken van semantische fouten zou 
dus niet onder het capaciteitsverbruik van het verwerken van niet-canonische zinnen 
moeten leiden.  
Hoe goed proefpersonen fouten in zinnen kunnen ontdekken kan achterhaald worden 
door te kijken naar bepaalde taal-relevante ‘Event-Related Potential’ (ERP) componenten. 
Een ERP, letterlijk vertaald ‘gebeurtenis-gerelateerde potentiaal’, wordt gemeten via 
elektroden die op de hoofdhuid worden geplakt en geeft het verschil in elektrisch 
spanningsveld weer dat ontstaat als onze hersenen reageren op een bepaalde stimulus of 
gebeurtenis. Een ERP bestaat uit verschillende ERP componenten die ieder een specifiek 
uiterlijk en tijdspad hebben en die een bepaald verwerkingsproces in de hersenen 
reflecteren. Zo roepen semantische fouten in een zin een ‘N400 effect’ op. De N400 is een 
negatief uitslaande piek die zijn top bereikt ongeveer 400 milliseconden na het zien of horen 
van een woord. Deze N400 piek is groter, oftewel nog negatiever, als het woord qua 
betekenis niet in de context past. Met zegt dan dat dit niet-passende woord een N400 effect 
oproept. Een beroemde zin afkomstig van Martha Kutas, de ontdekker van de N400 
component, die gegarandeerd een groot N400 effect oproept is Hij besmeerde zijn broodje 
met sokken. Een syntactische fout roept een heel ander effect op, namelijk een P600 effect. 
De P600 component – zoals de naam al zegt een positief uitslaande component die 
verschijnt rond 600 milliseconden na het zien of horen van een woord – is groter als een 
woord syntactisch gezien niet in de context past, zoals in De boeven schoot. Nu, het minder 
goed of pas later ontdekken van een fout in een zin manifesteert zich in een verkleining of 
verschuiving in de tijd van het ERP effect dat de ontdekking van een syntactische dan wel 
semantische fout weergeeft, respectievelijk het P600 en het N400 effect. De resultaten van 
het eerste onderzoek uit Hoofdstuk 2 lieten zien dat zowel de syntactische als de 
semantische fouten minder goed ontdekt werden als zij ingebed waren in niet-canonische 
zinnen. Ten opzichte van de canonische zinnen waren de ERP effecten in de niet-canonische 
zinnen namelijk aanzienlijk veel kleiner. Dit pleit tegen het in tweeën opgesplitste verbale 
WG model van de Caplan en Waters en vóór het ongesplitste WG model van Just en 
Carpenter. 
 
P600 EFFECTEN ALS REACTIE OP SEMANTISCHE SCHENDINGEN 
 
Het onderzoek dat wordt beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 gaf echter ook onverwachte 
bevindingen. De semantische omkeringen riepen niet zoals verwacht een N400 effect op 
maar een P600 effect. Een ander type semantische fouten die als controle diende leverde 
wel een N400 effect op maar ook dit werd onverwacht gevolgd door een P600 effect. Het 
P600 effect was tot dan toe alleen gevonden na syntactische fouten, in syntactisch ambigue 
zinnen (de zogenaamde ‘intuinzinnen’, in het Engels ‘garden-path sentences’) en in 
syntactisch zeer complexe zinnen. Aan die criteria voldeden de gebruikte zinnen niet: ze zijn 
in zijn geheel syntactisch correct, niet ambigu en ook niet bijzonder complex. Het 
onverwachts optreden van de P600 effecten zou echter wel op de volgende manier kunnen 
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worden verklaard. Osterhout en Mobley (1995) lieten proefpersonen zinnen lezen met 
specifiek type syntactische schendingen erin. Proefpersonen lieten alleen een P600 effect 
zien als ze gevraagd werden om aan te geven of ze de zinnen al dan niet correct vonden, 
maar niet als ze de zinnen alleen maar passief lazen. Ook in ons experiment moesten de 
proefpersonen aangeven of ze de zin al dan niet correct vonden. Het uitvoeren van deze 
taak zou daarom wel eens de oorzaak kunnen zijn van het onverwachte P600 effect. Er 
werd daarom een vervolgexperiment uitgevoerd (Experiment 2 in Hoofdstuk 2) dat 
hetzelfde was als het eerste experiment behalve dat deze keer de proefpersonen niets 
anders hoefden te doen dan de zinnen goed te lezen. Als de onverwachte P600 effecten het 
gevolg waren van het uitvoeren van de taak dan zouden deze in dit nieuwe experiment 
moeten verdwijnen. Hoewel het P600 effect wel verdween bij de semantische controle 
zinnen, verdween het niet bij de semantische omkeringen en ook niet in de syntactische 
fouten. Het belangrijkste resultatenpatroon was hetzelfde als in het eerste experiment: 
syntactische fouten riepen een P600 effect op dat beïnvloed werd door de syntactische 
complexiteit van de zin. Semantische omkeringen werden evenzo beïnvloed door 
syntactische complexiteit, maar wederom werd er geen N400 effect maar een P600 effect 
gevonden met dezelfde schedelverdeling als het P600 effect in de syntactische conditie. 
Twee belangrijke conclusies kunnen uit dit tweede experiment van Hoofdstuk 2 getrokken 
worden. Ten eerste vormt de replicatie van het effect van syntactische complexiteit op het 
ontdekken van zowel syntactische als semantische fouten extra bewijs tegen de hypothese 
van Caplan en Waters dat het verbale WM opgesplitst is in twee delen en spreekt het dus 
eerder voor het ongesplitste model van Just en Carpenter (1992). Ten tweede blijkt uit het 
niet verdwijnen van het P600 effect na semantische omkeringen als proefpersonen alleen 
maar hoeven te lezen dat dit P600 effect geen bijeffect is van het uitvoeren van een taak, 
maar dat het deel is van het normale zinsverwerkingsproces. 
 
 Dat de P600 component gevoelig blijkt voor semantische schendingen in een zin 
heeft vooraleerst implicaties voor de functionele interpretatie van deze component. Tot dan 
toe werd algemeen aangenomen dat de P600 een puur syntactische ERP component is, het 
zou specifieker gezegd syntactische verwerking of syntactische heranalyse reflecteren. Dat 
de P600 reageert op een semantische schending past niet in deze hypothese en steunt de 
hypothese, eerder opgeworden door Coulson en haar collega’s (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 
1998b; zie ook Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998a) en door Münte et al. (Münte, Heinze, 
Matzke, Wieringa, & Johannes, 1998), dat de P600 een algemener zinsverwerkingsproces 
representeert.  
 
Toch bestaat er een mogelijkheid om het P600 effect te verklaren als een reactie op 
een syntactische moeilijkheid in onze zinnen. Het kan namelijk zo zijn dat proefpersonen 
een plausibiliteitsstrategie gebruiken om achter de betekenis van de zin te komen. Zo een 
plausibiliteitsstrategie houdt in dat je op basis van de woordbetekenissen de betekenis van 
de zin bepaalt zonder daarbij te letten op de syntactische structuur van de zin. Dat kan 
ertoe leiden dat proefpersonen de verkeerde nominale frase (bij taalpsychologen beter 
bekend onder de Engelse term ‘noun phrase’, hierna afgekort als NP) selecteren als 
onderwerp. Dus, bij het lezen van De poes die voor de muizen vluchtte denken de 
proefpersonen misschien even dat de muizen degenen zijn die vluchten. Dan klopt echter 
het grammaticale aantal niet meer: muizen is meervoud, terwijl het werkwoord vluchtte 
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enkelvoud is. In een groot aantal van onze zinnen bleek zo een lokale mismatch in het 
grammaticale aantal mogelijk te zijn. Aangezien deze mismatch een syntactische mismatch 
is, zou het het P600 effect veroorzaakt kunnen hebben. We noemden deze hypothese de 
‘syntactische predictie hypothese’. 
In het experiment in Hoofdstuk 3 werd de syntactische predictie hypothese getest, 
dat wil zeggen, getest werd of het onverwachte P600 effect in de semantische omkeringen 
inderdaad veroorzaakt zou kunnen zijn door een lokale mismatch in grammaticaal aantal. 
Het is belangrijk te beseffen dat zo’n lokale mismatch alleen mogelijk is als de twee NPs in 
de zin een verschillend aantal hebben. In zinnen waarin beide NPs hetzelfde aantal hebben, 
zoals De poes die voor de muis vluchtte, heb je een dergelijke mismatch niet. Ook hier 
kunnen proefpersonen abusievelijk denken dat de muis degene is die vlucht, het verschil is 
echter dat het grammaticale aantal blijft kloppen: muis is enkelvoud en het werkwoord 
vluchtte ook. Er is dus geen mismatch in het grammaticale aantal dat een P600 effect kan 
oproepen. Tijdens het experiment schotelden wij proefpersonen daarom zinnen voor waarin 
de twee NPs van verschillend aantal waren of van hetzelfde aantal. Als onze lokale 
mismatch hypothese correct is, dan zou er alleen een P600 effect moeten verschijnen op de 
zinnen waarin de NPs in aantal verschillen. Was het P600 effect daarentegen toch echt het 
gevolg van de semantische schending dan zouden beide typen zinnen een P600 effect 
moeten laten zien. Het laatste bleek het geval: zowel de zinnen met NPs van verschillend 
aantal als die met NPs van hetzelfde aantal riepen een P600 effect op, dat bovendien niet 
verschilde in grootte of in schedelverdeling. De syntactische predictie hypothese kon dus 
worden verworpen: Het P600 effect in onze experimenten lijkt niet het gevolg te zijn van 
een syntactische schending maar is wel degelijk veroorzaakt door de semantische 
schending. Voor de op dat moment overheersende theorie dat de P600 een maat is voor 
syntactische verwerking is deze bevinding moeilijk te verklaren.  
 
 Omdat de bevinding dat een P600 effect behalve door een syntactische ook door een 
semantische schending kan worden opgeroepen nogal controversieel was (en nog steeds 
is), was het belangrijk om te laten zien dat het resultaat generaliseerbaar is naar andere 
typen semantische fouten. In het eerste experiment van Hoofdstuk 4 In dit experiment 
gebruikten we daarom omkeringen met zogenaamde ‘selectie restrictie’ fouten. In dit type 
zinnen bestaat de semantische fout er uit dat het werkwoord en het onderwerp 
eigenschappen hebben die niet met elkaar in overeenstemming zijn. Een zin uit het 
experiment was bijvoorbeeld De vos die op de stroper schoot sloop door het bos. Deze zin 
klopt niet omdat schieten met een wapen een handeling is die alleen mensen kunnen doen 
en dieren niet. Vergelijk deze zin met de eerdere omkering zonder selectie restrictie De vos 
die op de stroper joeg sloop door het bos: hoewel deze zin qua betekenis ook fout is, past 
het werkwoord wel bij het onderwerp: een vos kan jagen (op konijnen, bijvoorbeeld). In 
feite zijn selectie restrictie fouten dus makkelijker te ontdekken dan de omkeringen uit de 
eerdere experimenten: je hoeft alleen maar de eigenschappen van het onderwerp te 
vergelijken met de eigenschappen van het werkwoord. Selectie restrictie fouten worden 
vaak gebruikt in studies over zinsverwerking, zij laten dan een duidelijk zichtbaar en 
repliceerbaar N400 effect zien. Onze omkeringen met selectie restrictie fouten zouden dus 
logischerwijs een N400 effect moeten oproepen. Behalve dat in het nieuwe experiment een 
ander type semantische fouten werd gebruikt, werd het tevens verfijnd door van een 
correcte zin een incorrecte zin te maken niet door de werkwoorden te veranderen (zoals 
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gedaan was in het eerdere experiment) maar door de 1e NP te veranderen. Het gevolg 
hiervan was dat het kritische woord waar de ERPs op gemeten werden hetzelfde was voor 
de correcte en de incorrecte zinnen. De resultaten waren opwindend omdat de selectie 
restrictie omkeringen net als de eerdere semantische omkeringen zonder selectie restrictie 
geen N400 effect maar een P600 effect opriepen: een teken dat het P600 effect na een 
semantische schending mag worden beschouwd als een betrouwbaar verschijnsel. 
 
TWEE ROUTES OM EEN ZIN TE VERWERKEN 
 
Samengevat hebben de zojuist beschreven studies uit de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 twee 
belangrijke bevindingen opgeleverd. 1) Semantische omkeringen roepen geen N400 effect 
op. 2) In plaats daarvan roepen zij een P600 effect op en dit P600 effect kan niet verklaard 
worden door een lokale syntactische mismatch. Deze twee bevindingen hebben interessante 
gevolgen. Bevinding 2 bewijst dat het P600 effect behalve door een syntactische schending 
ook kan worden opgeroepen door een semantische schending. Dit trekt de theorie dat het 
P600 effect puur en alleen syntactische verwerking reflecteert in twijfel. Bevinding 1 
impliceert dat semantische omkeringen lezers blijkbaar geen problemen geven wat betreft 
semantische integratie: het lijkt erop dat lezers een semantische omkering aanvankelijk 
goed integreren, ondanks dat de syntactische structuur van de zin ondubbelzinnig aangeeft 
dat de vos het onderwerp is en dus schiet, en dat kan niet. De semantiek is hier blijkbaar zo 
sterk dat het de syntax tijdelijk kan overheersen! De toevoeging ‘tijdelijk’ staat er omdat 
lezers de fout uiteindelijk wel ontdekken: uit de pilot studies beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 en 
Hoofdstuk 3 en uit het eerste ERP experiment van Hoofdstuk 2 blijkt dat proefpersonen 
correct kunnen aangeven dat een zin als De vos die op de stroper schoot… niet klopt. De 
conclusie dat semantiek syntax (tijdelijk) kan overheersen heeft belangrijke consequenties 
voor het begrip van hoe ons brein zinnen verwerkt. De twee meest gezaghebbende klassen 
van theorieën over zinsverwerking kunnen onze bevindingen namelijk niet verklaren. Deze 
theorieën - de syntax-first theorieën en de constraint-based theorieën – gaan er namelijk 
allebei van uit dat syntactische informatie de doorslaggevende rol heeft in het bepalen van 
de betekenis van een zin. Semantische informatie heeft geen rol (syntax-first theorieën) of 
kan hoogstens helpen in het geval van ambiguïteit (constraint-based theorieën), wat in onze 
zinnen niet het geval is. 
Hoe kunnen onze bevingen dan wel verklaard worden? In dit proefschrift wordt een 
alternatief model voorgesteld dat onze bevindingen kan verklaren. Dit dual route model of 
sentence perception (voor een illustratie zie Figuur 1) gaat er van uit dat er twee routes zijn 
die kunnen worden gebruikt om tot de betekenis van een zin te komen: een semantische of 
heuristische route en een syntactische of algoritmische route. De semantische, snelle, route 
is in feite de plausibiliteitsheuristiek die eerder is besproken: een plausibele zinsinterpretatie 
wordt gemaakt op basis van de betekenissen van de woorden in een zin. Hierbij wordt 
onder andere gebruik gemaakt van onze kennis van de wereld: hoe waarschijnlijk is de 
gebeurtenis beschreven in deze zin? Tegelijkertijd wordt via de syntactische route een 
zinsinterpretatie gemaakt door de syntactische structuur van de zin te berekenen. Het 
voordeel van het gebruiken van een heuristiek zoals de plausibiliteitsheuristiek náást het 
berekenen van de syntactische structuur is dat een heuristiek sneller resultaat (hier: een op 
grond van wereldkennis waarschijnlijke zinsinterpretatie) oplevert. Er zijn immers geen 
precieze berekeningen nodig. Dit gaat wel ten koste van de accuratesse: het is een minder 
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accuraat proces en er kunnen dus gemakkelijker fouten optreden. Omdat taal zoals mensen 
die doorgaans in het dagelijks leven gebruiken (bijvoorbeeld tijdens een gesprek) een 
razendsnel begrip van zinnen vereist zou de gewonnen snelheid best wel eens kunnen 




Figuur 1. Het dual route zinsverwerkingsmodel. Deel A illustreert de situatie waarin de semantische en 
de syntactische route een gelijke interpretatie leveren. Deel B illusteert de situatie waarin er een 
conflict is tussen de interpretaties. 
 
In de meeste gevallen komen de interpretaties van beide routes overeen. Dit wordt 
geïllustreerd in deel A van Figuur 1. Het kan echter voorkomen dat beide routes een andere 
zinsinterpretatie opleveren en dat is precies wat er gebeurt bij semantische omkeringen. Bij 
een semantische omkering als de poes die voor de muis vluchtte rolt uit de syntactische 
route de - correcte – interpretatie dat de poes vlucht voor de muis. De 
plausibiliteitsheuristiek zal echter komen met de interpretatie dat de muis vlucht voor de 
poes: dit is een veel waarschijnlijker en plausibeler scenario dat past bij onze ideeën over 
hoe de wereld in elkaar zit: poezen jagen op muizen en niet andersom. Omdat de woorden 
een plausibele interpretatie aanreiken zullen er zich geen semantische integratieproblemen 
voordoen: er treedt dus geen N400 effect op. Er treedt echter wel een conflict op: de twee 
zinsinterpretaties die de twee routes leverden zijn verschillend. Er moet dus ergens iets fout 
zijn gegaan. Het conflict roept vervolgens een heranalyse proces op, dat verschillende 
vormen kan aannemen: de hele zin of een stukje zin kan bijvoorbeeld worden herlezen, of – 
























experimenten – de lezer diept even terug in zijn of haar geheugen. Dit heranalyse proces 
roept een P600 effect op; zie deel B van Figuur 1 voor een illustratie. Het ontstane conflict 
plus de daaropvolgende heranalyse hebben wij ‘monitoren’ genoemd. Monitoren is in feite 
het controleren of de aangeboden informatie juist is verwerkt. De lezer vraagt zich als het 
ware af ‘Heb ik dat goed gelezen?’ Verderop in dit hoofdstuk zal uitgebreider op dit idee 
ingegaan worden.  
 
GEDEELTELIJK PLAUSIBELE ZINNEN 
 
Hoewel het hierboven geschetste model de tot nu toe beschreven bevindingen kan 
verklaren, is er één bevinding die niet strookt met de voorspellingen van het model. In het 
eerste experiment van Hoofdstuk 4 hadden we een conditie toegevoegd die bestond uit 
zinnen met selectie restrictie schendingen maar dan niet van de omkeersoort. Een 
voorbeeld is De boom die in het park speelde was bijzonder oud. In dit type zin komt de 
plausibiliteitsheuristiek niet met een plausibele interpretatie van de zin: je kunt de woorden 
immers niet op een bepaalde manier combineren zodat er een plausibel geheel gevormd 
wordt. In dit geval hadden wij verwacht dat de lezers – net als bij ieder andere semantische 
selectie restrictie schending - moeilijkheden zouden ondervinden tijdens de semantische 
integratie. Daarom voorspelden wij een N400 effect. In deze situatie is er geen sprake van 
een conflict en daarom voorspelden wij tevens géén P600 effect. Een N400 effect was zoals 
voorspeld aanwezig, maar onverwachts werd dit effect gevolgd door een P600 effect. Dat is 
vreemd: blijkbaar roepen deze zinnen toch een of ander conflict op. Een kritische kijk naar 
het zinsmateriaal leverde het volgende idee op. Een groot gedeelte, dat wil zeggen 
ongeveer de helft, van de semantisch implausibele zinnen bleek gedeeltelijk wel plausibel te 
zijn. Een tweetal voorbeelden zijn De appel die in de boom klom zag er sappig uit en het 
eerder aangehaalde De boom die in het park speelde was bijzonder oud. Deze implausibele 
zinnen bevatten een plausibel zinsdeel, dat bovendien een betekenisvolle eenheid en een 
herkenbaar scenario vormt, namelijk in de boom klimmen en in het park spelen. Zou er ook 
een conflict kunnen ontstaat tussen een gedeeltelijk plausibele zinsinterpretatie 
(veroorzaakt door de aanwezigheid van een plausibel deel) en de uitkomst van de 
syntactische route, die immers concludeert dat de zin implausibel is? En zou dit conflict dan 
ook een P600 effect kunnen oproepen? Als dat inderdaad het geval is dan kan het 
onverwachte P600 effect dat volgde na het N400 effect in de niet-omkeerbare selectie 
restrictie zinnen als volgt verklaard worden. Slechts een deel van de zinnen bevat plausibele 
delen, de andere zinnen bevatten niet zulke plausibele delen. Als de zinnen zonder 
plausibele delen het verwachte N400 effect oproepen, terwijl de zinnen met plausibele delen 
(daarbij ook) een P600 effect oproepen dan zal de gemiddelde grand average golfvorm 
(waarin dus beide typen zinnen worden opgeteld) de impressie geven van een bifasisch 
patroon, namelijk een N400 effect gevolgd door een P600 effect. 
 
In Experiment 2 van Hoofdstuk 4 werd derhalve getest of plausibele zinsdelen 
ingebed in implausibele zinnen een conflict in de vorm van een P600 effect kunnen 
oproepen. Daartoe werden van een correcte zin twee semantisch implausibele versies 
gemaakt door het werkwoord te veranderen, zodanig dat de combinatie van dit werkwoord 
en het object NP (het lijdend voorwerp) juist wel of juist geen plausibele eenheid vormen. 
Bijvoorbeeld, in de zin Jan zag dat de stieren de koeien achtervolgden en heel de wei 
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doorrenden werd het werkwoord achtervolgden vervangen door molken om een 
implausibele zin met plausibele en overbekende eenheid (namelijk ‘koeien melken’) te 
maken en door vingen om een implausibele zin zonder zo’n plausibele eenheid te maken. 
Een ander voorbeeld is de zin Jan zag dat de olifanten de bomen 
omduwden/snoeiden/omhelsden en hun mars door het oerwoud vervolgden, waarbij ‘de 
bomen snoeien’ een plausibele en bekende eenheid is, terwijl ‘de bomen omhelzen’ een 
weliswaar mogelijke maar minder plausibele eenheid is. Of een werkwoord – object NP 
combinatie een zeer plausibele eenheid vormt werd bepaald door gebruik te maken van 
‘Latent Semantic Analysis’, een statistische methode waarmee bepaald kan worden hoe 
vaak woorden samen in een soortgelijke context voorkomen en hoeveel ze qua betekenis op 
elkaar lijken. Als het onverwachte P600 effect in het vorige experiment veroorzaakt was 
door de aanwezigheid van plausibele zinsdelen, dan zou je in dit experiment alleen een 
P600 effect moeten zien in zinnen waarin het werkwoord en de object NP een plausibele 
eenheid vormen en niet in zinnen waarin dit niet het geval is. In overeenstemming met 
onze verwachtingen riepen de implausibele zinnen met een plausibele eenheid een P600 
effect op en geen N400 effect. De implausibele zinnen zonder plausibele eenheid 
daarentegen riepen een N400 effect op en een sterk gereduceerd P600 effect. Het lijkt dus 
inderdaad het geval te zijn dat een conflict tussen een heuristische en syntactische route 
ook al kan ontstaan als de één een implausibele interpretatie levert en de ander een 
gedeeltelijk plausibele interpretatie. Blijkbaar is de aanwezigheid van een betekenisvolle en 
herkenbare eenheid in syntactisch niet-ambigue zinnen al genoeg om verwarring te 
scheppen en tot een conflict te leiden. Dit ondersteunt de aanname dat de 
aantrekkingskracht van betekenisvolle concepten zo groot kan zijn dat de syntactische 
analyse omver geworpen wordt. 
 
 HET MONITOREN VAN ZINSPERCEPTIE 
 
Gaandeweg het promotieproject is er een hypothese gevormd die tot een van de 
belangrijkste conclusies van dit proefschrift mag worden gerekend. Eerder in dit hoofdstuk 
werd er al even naar gerefereerd: het idee dat lezers behalve hun spraakproductie ook hun 
spraakperceptie controleren. In het nu volgende stuk volgt een beknopte samenvatting van 
onze gedachten over het begrip monitoren van zinsperceptie. Voor een uitgebreidere 
discussie verwijs ik naar Hoofdstuk 5. 
 
In Figuur 2 is het proces van monitoren geïllustreerd en toegevoegd aan het Dual 
Route zinsverwerkingsmodel. Zoals in de figuur te zien is roept het conflict een heranalyse 
proces op. Deze heranalyse noemen wij monitoren omdat het volgens ons een bredere 
functie of doel heeft: er wordt geheranalyseerd om te controleren of een woord of een stuk 
zin wel goed verwerkt is. Een geobserveerde fout in een zin kan immers twee bronnen 
hebben: de fout kan er echt staan, of de geobserveerde fout wordt veroorzaakt door een 
leesfout. Om zeker te zijn dat hij of zij geen foutieve informatie meeneemt en in de context 
integreert zal de lezer volgens de monitorhypothese controleren of hij of zij het wel goed 
verwerkt heeft door bijvoorbeeld het woord of de zin te herlezen of het geheugenspoor te 
raadplegen. De lezer vraagt zich als het ware af ‘heb ik dat wel goed gelezen?’. We denken 




Figuur 2. Het Dual Route zinsverwerkingsmodel, uitgebreid met de monitor.  
 
Hoewel in Figuur 2 de situatie is geschetst in het geval van een conflict dat is 
ontstaan tussen verschillende verwerkingsroutes bij semantische omkeringen, kunnen er 
ook op andere niveaus in het leesproces conflicten optreden. Cruciaal hierbij is dat er zich 
een situatie voordoet waarin er én een grote verwachting is voor een bepaald item (een 
bepaald woord bijvoorbeeld) en tegelijkertijd iets heel onverwachts wordt opgemerkt. Denk 
bijvoorbeeld aan een conflict tussen een sterk verwachte verbuiging van een woord en een 
werkelijk geobserveerde incorrecte verbuiging, of een conflict tussen een sterk verwachte 
spelling van een woord en een werkelijk geobserveerde incorrecte spelling. In al deze 
gevallen loont het de moeite om te controleren of je het als lezer wel goed verwerkt hebt en 
zal er dus gemonitord worden.  
 
Monitoren in andere onderzoeksdomeinen 
 
Het monitoren tijdens het lezen van zinnen is in onze ogen vergelijkbaar met het 
monitoren waarvan men al veronderstelt dat het gebeurt, namelijk tijdens de productie van 
spraak. In een heel ander onderzoeksdomein wordt ook gesproken over monitoren, 
namelijk het bewegingsdomein. Het gaat hier over het monitoren tijdens het produceren 
van een beweging. De verschillende modellen die bestaan binnen het bewegingsdomein 
hebben ons begrip van monitoren tijdens het lezen van zinnen beïnvloed en vergroot. Een 
kleine uitleg over het monitoren tijdens beweging kan dit hopelijk verhelderen.  
Mensen blijken tijdens het uitvoeren van een beweging, bijvoorbeeld het drukken op 
een knop tijdens een experiment, continu te controleren of ze daarbij geen fouten maken. 
Dit monitoren voor bewegingsfouten is uitvoerig onderzocht, onder andere met behulp van 
de ERP methode, waarbij de ‘Error-Related Negativity’ of ‘ERN’ is gevonden als ERP 
component die (de mate van) monitoren voor fouten in beweging reflecteert. Functionele 
MRI studies hebben aangetoond dat de oorsprong van dit proces van monitoren in de 
















hersengebied extra actief te zijn. Het interessante is nu dat recente studies laten zien dat 
de ACC ook actief is als er geen fout wordt gemaakt maar er wel een grote kans is op het 
maken van een fout. Dit is bijvoorbeeld het geval als er meerdere responsen mogelijk zijn 
waaruit het moeilijk kiezen is, met andere woorden, als er meerdere responsneigingen (of 
‘response tendencies’) zijn. Yeung, Botvinick en Cohen (2004) nemen daarom aan dat bij 
het monitoren van fouten in de beweging er geen sprake is van, zoals aanvankelijk gedacht, 
een conflict tussen twee responsrepresentaties (namelijk de bedoelde en geobserveerde 
respons), maar tussen twee tegelijk geactiveerde responsneigingen. Voor onze theorie over 
het monitoren van fouten in zinsbegrip bleek de theorie van Yeung erg relevant. Bij het 
lezen van zinnen wordt er namelijk niet een observeerbare fout gemaakt zoals het drukken 
op de verkeerde knop of het verkeerd uitspreken van een woord. Het ontdekken van een 
mogelijke leesfout wordt volgens ons – net als Yeung en collega’s aannemen – veroorzaakt 
door een conflict tussen twee (respons)neigingen: de neiging om de zin te accepteren en de 




Het idee dat lezers monitoren tijdens het lezen impliceert dat lezers executieve 
controle - ookwel ‘cognitieve controle’ genoemd - hebben over hun taalverwerkingsproces. 
Het monitoren of controleren van je eigen taalbegrip vereist namelijk het vermogen om 
‘boven’ de meer automatisch verlopende taalprocessen te staan. Executieve controle is 
nodig als het taalsysteem in een staat van onzekerheid is, bijvoorbeeld in het geval van een 
conflict. In dat geval kan men executieve controle ook zien als extra (of: meer bewuste) 
aandacht die ingezet wordt om het conflict op te lossen. Die extra aandacht kan dan 
bijvoorbeeld helpen kiezen tussen conflicterende alternatieven, of het kan ingezet worden 
om een stuk zin te herlezen of het geheugenspoor op te diepen om te controleren of het een 
en ander wel goed gelezen is (het monitoren dus). 
Zeer recentelijk concludeerden ook Novick, Trueswell en Thompson-Schill (2005) dat 
lezers executieve controle moeten hebben over hun zinsverwerkingsproces. Zij wijzen naar 
de linker inferieure frontale gyrus (Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus; LIFG), een hersengebied 
waartoe ook het gebied van Broca hoort, als de bron van het executieve controle systeem. 
Dit is controversieel omdat de meeste taalpsychologen ervan uitgaan dat dit hersengebied 
verantwoordelijk is voor syntactische verwerking. Novick en collega’s baseren hun 
hypothese onder andere op recente fMRI studies die aantoonden dat de LIFG geactiveerd 
wordt tijdens incongruente trials van de Strooptaak. In de Strooptaak moeten 
proefpersonen de hoog geautomatiseerde neiging onderdrukken om woorden te lezen. In 
plaats daarvan moeten ze de kleur noemen van de inkt waarin het woord is gedrukt. Voor 
het uitvoeren van deze taak is executieve controle in hoge mate nodig. Een ander argument 
dat Novick et al. aanhalen is dat patiënten met een leasie die beperkt is tot de LIFG 
gewoonlijk slechts kleine en omkeerbare taalstoornissen hebben en geen ernstige 
problemen met de syntactische verwerking zoals bijvoorbeeld agrammatisme.  
Kort samengevat wordt er in dit proefschrift voorgesteld dat executieve controle in 
zinsverwerking gereflecteerd wordt in het P600 effect, en beargumenteren Novick en 
collega’s dat executieve controle uitgevoerd wordt door de LIFG. Logischerwijs zou dit 
moeten impliceren dat de LIFG de bron is van het P600 effect. De missende link die de P600 
koppelt met de LIFG komt van Mason, Just, Keller en Carpenter (2003). Deze auteurs lieten 
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zien dat intuinzinnen, waarvan men weet dat ze standaard een P600 effect oproepen, óók 
de LIFG activeren. Om precies te zijn, als heranalyse van een structureel ambigu znsdeel 
nodig was, werd er een groter beroep gedaan op de LIFG. Als u mij de vrijheid gunt om te 
speculeren, dan zie ik de volgende mogelijke procesbeschrijving van het geheel. Als er zich 
tijdens de taalverwerking een conflict voordoet wordt de LIFG geactiveerd waardoor de lezer 
de cognitieve controle heeft om het conflict op te lossen door bijvoobeeld de zin te herlezen, 
wat zich electrofysiologisch uit in een P600 effect. De zeer recentelijk ontwikkelde techniek 
om bij een proefpersoon tegelijkertijd fMRI en ERP te meten lijkt mij zeer geschikte om 




De studies die zijn uitgevoerd in het kader van dit promotieproject en die beschreven 
zijn in dit proefschrift hebben verschillende implicaties voor ons denken over hoe het brein 
zinnen verwerkt. Hieronder volgen de, in mijn ogen, belangrijkste. (a) Het verbale WG heeft 
een beperkte capaciteit, waardoor het ontdekken van syntactische en semantische fouten in 
syntactisch complexe zinnen belemmerd wordt; (b) Het verbale WG is niet opgedeeld in een 
interpretatief en een post-interpretatief gedeelte; (c) Lezers gebruiken twee naast elkaar 
lopende routes om een zin te begrijpen: een plausibiliteitsheuristiek (semantische route) en 
een algoritmische parseringsproces (syntactische route); (d) Deze heuristiek (of 
‘semantische bias’) kan zo sterk zijn dat de syntactische structuur genegeerd wordt. Deze 
bevinding is in strijd met de voorspellingen van de momenteel meest gezaghebbende 
zinsverwerkingstheorieën (dit zijn de syntax-first theorieën en de constraint-based 
theorieën); (e) Lezers monitoren voor leesfouten tijdens het zinsverwerkingsproces; (f) De 
ERP methode is een geschikte en vruchtbare methode om het monitoren van taalperceptie 
te onderzoeken; (g) De P600 reflecteert een algemener proces dan puur syntactische 
verwerking. In het bijzonder stellen wij voor dat de P600 een proces van monitoren 
reflecteert dat controleert of een onverwacht linguistisch item (bv een onverwacht woord) 
het gevolg is van een eigen verwerkingsfout; (h) Het taalverwerkingssysteem is meer top-
down dan de meeste psycholinguisten veronderstellen: Lezers hebben executieve controle 
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